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Austin Police Chief Public Engagement Process 

Executive Summary Report 

GovHRUSA was hired by the City of Austin to facilitate the public engagement process with 

respect to the possible appointment of Interim Police Chief Brian Manley as Austin’s next Chief 

of Police.  The information gathered from the community surveys, online feedback, community 

forums and interview panels will be reviewed by City Manager Spencer Cronk.  This information 
is designed to assist the City Manager on either filling or expanding the recruitment for the 
vacant Police Chief position.

The City of Austin provided multiple opportunities for community feedback.  The following is an 

outline of those opportunities and the number of responses: 

May 7 Town Hall Community Meeting – Held at the Turner Roberts Recreation Center.

Approximately 150 people attended, 29 questions were asked from the audience and four 

written feedback forms were completed.  This meeting began with the Austin Quality of Life

Commission outlining their perspectives on key characteristics for the next Chief to possess, 

immediate challenges facing the department and community that need to be addressed and 

future issues that need to be addressed.  Interim Chief Manley gave an overview of his 

background and his vision for the department.  Those present submitted questions to be asked 

and also were able to directly ask questions of Interim Chief Manley.  Feedback forms were 

provided for those who wished to provide additional thoughts.  Those are included in the full 

report.  

May 17 Town Hall Community Meeting --   Held at the KLUR Studio and was taped for

rebroadcast.  Approximately 125 people attended; a total of 42 questions were posed directly 

to Interim Chief Manley over a two hour time period.  The questions came from the audience; 

from twitter/text to Moderator Judy Maggio; and prerecorded questions from earlier in the 

day.  Three written feedback forms were collected and one letter which are in the full report 

along with the questions asked and the Interim Chief’s responses. 

May 15 Panel Interviews 

On Tuesday, May 15, 2018, Interim Chief Manley interviewed with three panels comprised of 

the following individuals: 

630 Dundee Road, Suite 130, Northbrook, IL 60062 
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Quality of Life Panel 

Austin LGBTQ – Kathryn Gonzales 

Hispanic/Latino – Jill Ramirez 

African American – Kenneth Thompson 

Asian American – Richard Jung 

Human Rights Commission – Sukyi McMahon 

Chamber of Commerce/Public Safety Commission 

Crime Commission – Cary Roberts 

Austin LBGT Chamber -- Edgar Gierbolini  

Greater Austin Hispanic Chamber of Commerce -- Luis Rodriguez 

Greater Austin Chamber of Commerce -- Mike Rollins 

Greater Austin Asian Chamber of Commerce – Ali Khataw 

Greater Austin Black Chamber of Commerce – Tam Hawkins 

Community Panel 

Colony Park Neighborhood Association – Barbara Scott 

Austin Justice Coalition – Chas Moore 

Grassroots Leadership – Chris Harris 

LULAC – Frank Ortega 

Austin Neighborhood Council - Jeff Jack

Austin Justice Coalition – Kathy Mitchell 

ACLU – Matt Simpson 

Measure Austin – Meme Styles 

NAACP – Nelson Linder 

Austin Urban League – Quincy Dunlap 

Interfaith Action of Central Texas – Simone Talma 

PODER-ANC – Susana Almanza 

Baptist Ministers Union – Pastor Anthony Hays 

Each panel spent approximately 90 minutes interviewing Interim Chief Manley.  The 

interviews began with the same four questions which on average lasted 20 minutes.  Panel

members then asked their own questions for the balance of the time.  The Quality of Life 

Panel asked 15 additional questions; the Chamber of Commerce/Public Safety Commission 

Panel asked 19 additional questions; and the Community Panel asked 32 additional questions.  

Following the questions and answers, each panel discussed the strengths and areas of concern 

with respect 
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to Interim Chief Manley’s possible appointment as Austin’s next Police Chief. GovHR President 

Heidi Voorhees was present for all of the interviews along with representatives from the City 

Manager’s Office and the Human Resources Department.  Ms. Voorhees took notes on the 

questions, answers and feedback which are included in the full report. 

Panel Interview Feedback 

Each panel was asked to focus on the strengths and areas of concern following their interview 

with Interim Chief Manley.  The following is a summary of the comments.  All of the comments 

can be found in the full report. 

Quality of Life Panel – Strengths and Areas of Concern Summary 

The Quality of Life Panel members cited Interim Chief Manley’s openness to hear from the 

community, his well-rounded knowledge of the City and the department, and his willingness to 

hold himself and the department accountable.  It was noted that he is not defensive about 

issues and is someone they can work with.   Panel members noted concerns with whether or 

not he has an urgency to make bold changes.  It was further commented that he was willing to 

accept a contract that limits him and civilian oversight.  

Chambers of Commerce/Crime Commission Panel – Strengths and Areas of Concern 

The Chambers of Commerce/Crime Commission Panel cited Interim Chief Manley’s 

connectedness and engagement with the community as important strengths.  He is trusted by 

the community and wants to grow his relationships with the community.  He sees the 

department’s challenges and does not gloss over them.  The panel also noted that he will allow 

the community to change his mind.  The Panel cited the need to hire more women. 

Community Panel – Strengths and Areas of Concern 

The Community Panel saw Interim Chief Manley as a man of conviction and honor who will 

stand by his word.  They felt it was an asset that he grew up in Austin and is open to Austin’s 

diverse communities.  He is personable, charismatic, inclusive and does not shy away from the 

hard questions.  They also mentioned that he will backtrack when he is wrong. As for concerns, 

the Panel noted he is more progressive but wondered if he is transformational.  They were also 

concerned that he was a part of the executive team when some of the issues with the DNA Lab 
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were going on. A few panel members commented that they would not know if he is the best for 

the position without a national search. 

On Line Survey Results – 347 responses 

The Public Information Office collected data from an on-line survey that asked the following 

questions:  1) What are the key characteristics you think we need in our next Chief of Police? 2) 

What do you believe are the key challenges that need to be immediately addressed by the next 

Chief of Police? and 3) What issues do you believe the Austin Police Department must be 

prepared to address over the next five years? 

Though the questions of strengths or areas of concern for Interim Chief Manley were not the 

questions asked in the survey, many respondents commented on those items.  Sixty-eight (68) 

respondents directly advocated for the appointment of Interim Chief Manley as Austin’s next 

Chief citing his calm leadership under pressure, his honesty and integrity, his compassion and 

his communication skills. 

Six (6) respondents specifically noted areas of concern with Interim Chief Manley including his 

response on racial disparity at one of the town hall meetings, a need for more transparency 

regarding the bombings and an us vs. them police department mentality. Another respondent 

indicated a desire for a new perspective on operating the City’s police department. 

311 Report – 66 Responses 

The City of Austin’s Public Information Office received comments from the City’s 311 center.  

The following questions were asked:  1) What are the key characteristics you think we need in 

our next Chief of Police? 2) What do you believe are the key challenges that need to be 

immediately addressed by the next Chief of Police? 3) What issues do you believe the Austin 

Police Department must be prepared to address over the next five years? 

Again, respondents were not asked about strengths or areas of concern with respect to Interim 

Chief Manley.  Forty-two (42) respondents supported his appointment as Austin’s next Chief.  

They cited his proven leadership, experience, honesty, care for the community and his 

knowledge of Austin. Two respondents indicated they did not support Interim Chief Manley for 

the permanent position, one desired a broader search and the other thought a person of color 

should be appointed. 
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Our Next Chief Email Responses – 271 Responses 

The Austin Public Information office established a dedicated email and received feedback on 

the following questions:  1) What are the key characteristics you think we need in our next 

Chief of Police? 2) What do you believe are the key challenges that need to be immediately 

addressed by the next Chief of Police? 3) What issues do you believe the Austin Police 

Department must be prepared to address over the next five years? 

Again, respondents were not asked to weigh in on the strengths or areas of concern with 

respect to Interim Chief Manley.  Of the 271 responses, 180 specifically indicated support for 

Interim Chief Manley to be appointed as Austin’s next Chief.  They cited his performance as 

Acting Chief, his honesty, leadership, integrity, transparency, professionalism and empathy. 

There were also 50 individual emails that were identical in their content.  These emails outlined 

critical policing issues facing Austin and other cities across the country as well as a list of 

reforms the next Chief must commit to support and/or implement.  All of the 50 emails also 

said the following: 

To address these issues, we expect that the next Police Chief will implement significant changes.  

The status quo simply won’t do.  Having only one month and two carefully curated community 

forums during which to engage a single candidate is insufficient to properly vet whether these 

issues will be addressed satisfactorily, or at all, by the next Police Chief. Austin is the 11th biggest 

city in the United States and this community expects that its leadership will perform their duties 

with the professionalism befitting a city of our size.  That includes conducting a thorough and 

transparent Police Chief search to ensure that the very best candidates apply with the 

knowledge that they have a legitimate opportunity.   

Ten (10) respondents did not favor the permanent appointment of Interim Chief Manley citing 

issues at the Police Academy, general training issues and the need for a full commitment to 

uprooting racism in the Austin Police Department.  One respondent indicated support for 

Interim Chief Manley but thought a full search should be conducted. 

Community Leader Feedback – 10 Responses 

Targeted emails were sent to a variety of community leaders who regularly interact with 

Interim Chief Manley.  The respondents cited Interim Chief Manley’s strengths as a trusted and 

focused leader who is greatly respected by all segments of Austin’s diverse community.   They 
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also cited his openness and accessibility as well as his steady and strong demeanor during times 

of crisis.  They further noted his impeccable integrity and his innovation and collaboration.  

Areas of concern included his need to diversify the upper ranks of the department and the 

Training Academy and his need to further collaborate with other public safety agencies.  The 

complete content of this feedback is in the full report. 

Emails Sent Directly to City Manager Cronk’s Office – 222 (Unsolicited) Responses 

The City Manager’s Office received 130 emails specific to the appointment of the next Police 

Chief.  Of those, 127 supported the appointment of Interim Chief Manley the leadership, 

professionalism and community engagement he has shown as the Interim Chief as well as 

throughout his career.   

In addition, the City Manager’s Office received a letter of support for the permanent 

appointment of Interim Chief Manley signed by 59 graduates of the 94th and 95th Citizens Police 

Academy and other supporters; a letter of support for the permanent appointment of Interim 

Chief Manley from the Greater Austin Crime Commission and from 28 business, community and 

faith leaders.  Several individual letters of support were also sent in. 

Again, all of the emails and letters are viewable in full in the attached report. 

Concluding Comments 

The City of Austin has conducted an extremely thorough public engagement process to obtain feedback 

and comments from the Austin community regarding what characteristics they would like to see in the 

next Police Chief and the short and long-term challenges they believe are facing the department.   In 

addition, the Austin community was given the opportunity to meet and/or engage with Interim Chief 

Manley to understand his background and vision for the department and his perspective on the 

challenges facing the Austin Police Department and policing in general.   Respondents could attend two 

Town Hall meetings, email in their comments to a dedicated email (Our Next Chief); respond to an on-

line survey or call in their comments/responses to the survey to the City’s 311 Center.  At the Town Hall 

meetings participants were able to submit questions, send in questions via text or directly ask questions 

to Interim Chief Manley. The second Town Hall meeting was two hours of direct questioning of Interim 

Chief Manley by audience members as well as those who submitted questions via text or pre recorded 

earlier in the day. The Town Hall meetings were either taped for rebroadcast or broadcast live allowing 

for the community to observe the questions and answers. 

Though the question was not asked in the on-line surveys, many respondents chose to indicate whether 

or not they support the permanent appointment of Interim Chief Manley.  A significant majority of those 

that chose to weigh in support the permanent appointment of Interim Chief Manley.  They cite Interim 
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Chief Manley’s honesty, integrity, experience, knowledge of Austin and engagement with the 

community as reasons why he should be appointed Austin’s next Chief of Police.  A much smaller 

number did not favor Interim Chief Manley’s permanent appointment because they either believe there 

should be a national search for Austin’s next Police Chief or have concerns about Interim Chief Manley’s 

ability to lead the department into the future. 

Interim Chief Manley also went before three different panels that represented a cross section of 

community stakeholders.  The majority of those supported his appointment to the permanent position 

citing his leadership, honesty, integrity and willingness to work with them.  Several participants also 

pointed out that Interim Chief Manley is willing to admit when he is wrong and noted that the 

community has changed his mind, which they believed was a sign of a good leader they could work with. 

A number of panel members indicated that while Interim Chief Manley may be progressive, he may not 

be transformational in his leadership of the Austin Police Department.  

The City of Austin is known for its extensive and varied public engagement efforts and this process was 

no exception.  Whatever the outcome, the responses to the three survey questions as well as the other 

feedback provided are valuable information for Austin’s next Police Chief to utilize in leading the city’s 

public safety operations.  

I am available to further discuss this report at your convenience.  Thank you for the opportunity 

to serve the City of Austin in this important effort. 

Respectfully, 

Heidi Voorhees 

President, GovHRUSA 

(Attached:  Appendix A) 
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APPENDIX A 

Summary of All Responses 

Engagement Activity People 
Attending 

# Questions 
Asked 

# of Feedback 
Responses 

May 7 Town Hall 150 29 4 

May 17 Town Hall 125 42 4 

May 15 Panel Interviews 24 66 9 on line responses* 

On Line Survey 347 

311 Report 66 

Our Next Chief Emails 271 

Community Leader Feedback 10 

Emails/Letters to City Manager’s 
Office 

222 

Total 299 137 933 

*All panel members participated in the feedback deliberations.  Nine also contributed on line.
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The May 7th Community meeting was held at the Turner-Roberts Recreation Center. The evening started with 
a discussion among the Quality of Life Commissioners on the key characteristics they would like to see in the 
next Police Chief, the immediate challenges the next Chief will face and future challenges the department will 
face. Then City Manager Spencer Cronk introduced Chief Manley who gave brief remarks on his background 
and his vision for the department. He then answered questions submitted by the audience and then directly 
asked by the audience.

May 7, 2018
 Community Meeting

Key Characteristics for the next Chief :
Compassionate, level headed, honest - bring all parts together to work together - unifier not divider
Integrity - same level of safety in community - leading towards transparency in community - creativity to be best 
PDin the nation
Transparency - be open and available to citizens - have a citizens review committee to stay in contact with PD
Diversity - PD to reflect department - valuable
Transparency - understand diversity of Austin - different groups have different needs - address immigrants needs

Key Challenges - Immediately Addressed
Equity across all races - ensure all people - regardless of race and religion - are heard
Safety 
How are we going to use data to improve the outcome of those folks who have contact with law 
enforcement? People of color have not as good outcomes with PD - what has been the outcome of training - 
de-escalation Address Narative - pro vs. anti police - have two different groups and they don't agree on how to address issues - 
anti people - some have not been heard, not everyone - has to work with that community to improve 
relationship so we can work together - pro camp - everyone else? - immigrant community is fearful - ICE 

Future Issues - Next 5 Years
Next generation - they will challenge us on data and being inclusive - how do you embrace next generation to 
embrace law enforcement that may see PD differently
equity across all parts of the City - everyone needs to be treated with respect
Diversity of PD - aware of cultural differences and language barriers - be aware of immigration laws and how 
ICE agents are handling situations

12



Question Response

What are your strengths and weaknesses?

Flow of information and timeliness to respond - did not rehire a chief of staff when he took 
over - did both jobs - hard to keep up with the work - looking overall from an organizational 
perspective - biggest switch when he moved up - too much information - strengths - 
interacts and communicates with the community well - being open and informative as 
possible and timeliness is important - familiarity with Austin is a strength - lived here since 
he was 5 - 28 years with the department

Bombings in March
Bittersweet because of the cooperation with all levels of law enforcement - asked to speak 
at national level about what they did - lives were lost and changed - has awareness of what 
happened to community and city - had 800 federal agents working in the city - could not 
have finished so quickly - PD did a great job - there were some issues - made comments 
throughout the event - he would have described him differently - "a challenged young man" 
- 25 minute recording - did not try to minimize what he did - did not mean to minimize his
conduct - judge me against me - he does not label people

No PD contract yet - can you lead 
without a contract?

Did contract minimize civilian oversight? 

Yes - as city and department benefits with meet and confer - had independent civilian 
review - gave officers certainty - negotiations are back under way - hopeful they'll get back 
to a  n agreement under meet and confer.        

It's not perfect but it did offer something

APD officers to be trained as guardians rather 
than warriors?

Timely - happening across country.  We do an evaluation after every class - best 
practices - new laws - Austin trains to be guardians - 99% - but have to train to protect 
themselves and restore order - may have to deal with resistance and deal with force - 
may have to be a warrior in a moment.

Complaints about the training academy - 
are they valid?

Not a culture in the academy that is different from best practices

How can Austin PD ensure what happened 
to Breaion King won't happen again?

We have revamped review of use of force incidents - goes through entire chain of 
comment - force review board if necessary - if lower level of force - sergeant - lieutenant - 
commander can sign off and then send to another chain to review - has body cameras - 
review of videos regularly - several steps to ensure review - using best practices from DOJ 
and PERF

Ensure all are fairly represented and 
communicate with the immigrant 
community?

Several ways to get out information - social media - do interviews - SB4 chained how PD 
deals with immigrant community - held meetings across immigrant community to talk 
with them - worried about their safety not their status - cannot lose support of immigrant 
community - they will become less safe because they won't make reports for fear of 
deportation.

Diversity

We Strive to be reflective of community.  The Department  is 69% Anglo, 8% African 
American, 3 Asian,  20% Hispanic, 10% female.  It does not match the City, Female, Asian, 
and Latino are low. Want to do better - hold recruiting events - taking steps to bring in 
diversity.

Community Feedback
May 7, 2018

Community Meeting
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Crime Lab closure - what about future?

First major issue he had to deal with - shut down DNA lab because of concerns from the 
community - 17 audits over 14 years - did not look at the science - only administrative 
issues - a new audit revealed issues with the science - lab lost trust of community and law 
enforcement partners - put together a group of law enforcement professionals to come up 
with solution - TX department of public safely now runs the lab for the city - what will 
Austin's crime lab look like in the future - made a great hire to help with the lab - is working 
though the backlog of sexual assault cases now - has been a major backlog - get DNA 
profiles and load into system - sexual assault is underreported 

What can be done in both policy and training 
to reduce the number of arrests that primarily 
affect low income people and people of color?

Diversion - criminal justice system is not the best to deal with small issues - what 
opportunities exist to expand the crimes that are going to be pursued - put diversion in 
place and tie to recidivism. 

Number of police officers on desk duty?
Officer involved shootings in March - stolen vehicles - many officers were there because the 
incident took so long - 7 weapons discharged - have to go on leave until further review - 5 
officers in subsequent shooting - a total of 12 officers placed on administrative leave until 
review is received and psychological occurs 

Colony Park is not served equally?
Structured to provide police services to whole city - have district representatives - patrol 
officers should drive through - if not getting enough coverage - call PD and they will 
respond - focus patrols on crime - not on softer issues - but understands the need to build 
relationships - need to know district representatives -

Reduce use of force with people with 
mental issues?

Issue across the country - homeless people - help link people with services - bring more 
resources and diversion - host team - homeless outreach strength team - 2,000 homeless a 
day - unofficial number - officers dedicated to working with the homeless - officers are 
training - Austin has a state hospital - sometimes people stay when they are released

As career member of APD - how can you have 
a different perspective?

When asked to serve as Interim Chief, I asked one question - are you looking for a chief 
or are you looking for a placeholder?  Made organizational changes and updated 
policies - willing to talk a critical look of department and make improvements as 
necessary - been wiling to make change and work with community groups.

Asian culture sensitivity and inclusiveness?
Austin is 10% Asian and PD is 3% Asian - understand different cultures within the Asian 
culture - cadets have been through neighborhood immersion program - try to 
understand the differences of the immigrants and from where they came.

Are you a member of the Austin 
Police Association?

Has negotiated from the city's side - negotiating against my own best interests - there are 
expectations when you are a part of management - there are conflicts with what patrol and 
management wants - have willingness to put importance of department first - 30K foot view 
everyday is needed.

APD and police monitor - relationship?
Does not have to be a controversial relationship - has to ask the right questions - 
otherwise they need to change course - going to be entrusted with holding self 
accountable need to have an outside view.

Transparency - increase and quicker with public 
information requests

Multi fold increase with requests for information - need more staff in that area to respond 
more timely - meets medias deadlines - recognize importance - data analysis take a lot of 
time - committed to being as transparent as possible - just a lot of work - have increased 
staff and still paying attention to it.
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What can you do to train officers about 
21st century policing - training on racism?

Doing racism training now - working with equity office - bringing in racism training - what 
can be gleaned from training so all officers have the information - 1980 officers - 5-6 
officers per year full time to attend training - what can be added to academy to better 
training - de-escalation - police bias training has already been done

Have a psychologist on staff to help? Communities are not looking at that - engage policy makers - willing to look at it
Continue forums and foster relationships - 
what type of strategic relationships with 
community organization to help expand 
vision??

Measure Austin - decisions based on data - partnered for past three years - fund 
conferences and partner on data analysis - look for opportunities - a lot can be done 
by department - make partnerships.

Colony Park - 
Tried to address in previous community meetings - had meetings around the city - 
what needs to be done in your community - respond across the board to all issues - 
have a conversation off line to discuss issues

Transparency - support for citizens police 
academy - how people can see what 
really happens?

Run program a few times a year - spend time with pd - get instruction from different 
divisions to give insight to what pd does - join if you want to learn more - also have a use of 
force of class - go in simulator - live training with officers - get a sense of how the officers 
are trained - email pd to attend training

Mental health of police officers?

Mental heath in pd - it was different 3 decades ago - it was ok if you were hurt below but 
not hurt up - body vs. head - have peer support and Chaplain - officers have to be willing 
to get help - chief can send officers - physical exam when hire only - trying to get legislation 
to do intermittent psychological evaluations - not only after a critical incident - make sure 
officer is ok to come back to work - need to have officers come in more periodically

No PD assigned to sector - very large and 
diverse?

Push toward going to smaller sectors - have ownership of smaller areas - get to know 
officers - police monitor moved to new facility - needs to be situated close to internal affairs 
- move for logistical reasons - presence of officers - based on calls for service

Staffing levels? Need more officers through studies - need officers just to meet calls for service - more 
officers will build the trust - need funding for social programs too to provide best service

21st century policing - training - policy - 
community communication?

Use of force training - bring in best practices - leadership for officers comes from the top - 
make changes need to reemphasize commitment and hold self accountable - training will 
always be important

Perfect for position General comment from attendee
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What strengths would Chief Manley bring to 
the Austin Chief of Police role?

What are your concerns about Chief Manley 
should he be selected as Chief of Police?

What are the key characteristics you 
think we need in our next Chief of 
Police?

What do you believe are the key 
challenges that need to be immediately 
addressed by the next Chief of Police?

What issues do you believe the 
Austin Police Department must be 
prepared to address over the next 
five years?

Person 1

I think - is good and important that Manley has 
gone through the undoing Racism training, and 
I'm happy that he cited that today.  I think 
Manley has connections to the City, and that is 
also good.

I am concerned that this process is being cut 
short, that the City has skipped the 
opportunity to review other candidates who 
may bring different skills to the position.  I am 
concerned that this move supports the current 
trend of policing in Austin, which targets 
communities of color and poor people. 

Anti-racist, holistic, anti-violent.    
Reports of Hyper-aggressive training at 
academy.

Racism in Austin. Over policing of People of 
color. Violence against people of color. Over 
policing of mmi grant communities

blank

Person 2

integrity, Accountability, humility, commitment 
to all humanity in Austin.  Human police 
practices. Cultural accountability. Understands 
of race, racism, race equity, Courage to do the 
right thing when no one is watching.

Lack of understanding of the history of race 
and racism in Austin. Ability to standing the 
integrity when he is pressured to assimilate and 
conform. Use of force is not applied equitably 
across racial and ethnic lines.

See above. All he needs a cross 
systems and community engagement 
approach to policing.  Equitable policing 
on east, west, north, and south sides.  
Data shows when whites are stopped 
they are more likely to have illegal 
substances, however police are hyper 
vigilant on east side.

Judges are reporting to me how Austin 
Police are arresting African Americans for 
small amounts of drugs, and when whites 
are stopped and found with drugs they are 
released, not charged and let go.  There 
must be oversight and equity.

Racial Inequities exist in APD, as 
painful as that may be to own and say 
it's true.  If we cannot or will not start 
with that truth, we cannot fix, transform 
APD as a APD leader the standards of 
integrity honesty and accountability 
start with the Chief. 

Person 3

He's from Austin, knows the community and its 
changed over time.  Leadership-he's calm 
demeanor and ability to lead and communicate at 
multiple levels (especially during the bombings 
thecity went through earlier this year). He is true to 
who he is.  He cares about the citizens of Austin. 

None, He should have been selected before now.  
He's already proven that to Austin that he can do 
the job.

Integrity, connects/engages with the 
community(all races, genders, 
socioeconomic levels, etc.) Fair, 
Intelligent, cares about community

Mental health, less use of force Race 
relationships (I like what chief manning has 
done so far). Protect homeless population.  
Allows more time for police to hang out with 
community so we get to know each other more 
- not just patrolling drive through. Get body 
cameras for all officers.  Texting and Driving. 

1. Terrorism 2. Criminal Justice System 
(mass incarceration)

Person 4 He has been willing to work with justice groups, 
which is important for community trust. 

He supports paramilitary training for APD and hasn't 
committed to eliminating arrests for non jail able 
offenses.  It's also concerning that he represented the 
City in contract negotiations. So the police had (and 
have) both sides of the table??

I agree with the statements about "integrity 
to hold the system accountable". The chief 
needs to acknowledge the militarism and 
racims within the policing system (not "a 
few bad apples"). 

We have been asking for more oversight, 
accountability, and transparency, and only baby 
steps have been made.  People of color, poor, and 
immigrant community members still live in fear 
of APD and they need safety from the police.

We have to change the whole culture of the 
police force.  It cannot be militarized, and 
we can't keep wasting our time with 
misguided "bad apples" theories.  

May 7th Community Feedback Forms
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Community Meeting Questions and Answers with Interim Chief Manley 
Thursday, May 17, 2018 – KLUR Studio 

After an introduction by City Manager Spencer Cronk, Interim Chief Manley answered 
questions from the audience, questions that were recorded earlier that day from people on the 
street, questions that came in via text and twitter and questions passed in on notecards.  The 
session was moderated by KLUR Host Judy Maggio. 

The following were the questions asked and Interim Chief Manley’s answers: 

Q:  There has been a history of negative encounters between people of color and police officers 
– how do officers know the difference between a community member who is scared and one 
who is engaged in criminal activity?
A:  Policing does not always have the best history.  Part of the training is in cultural 
competence.  Cadets go out to neighborhoods – during their field training they are assigned to 
a neighborhood to understand the culture.
Q:  What is the status of the APD Crime Lab?  Is accountability in place?
A:  We hired a professional two years ago – Dr. Kadavy.  We had an audit done and she has 
identified areas where we can improve.  We have a lab that meets professional standards.  We 
also have a work group that includes the Mayor and District Attorney to understand what 
happened in the past and how best to move forward.
Q:  I was arrested March 13 and I don’t know why.  I got the complaint number but no one has 
called me back.  I don’t have the money to hire an attorney.  I overheard an officer say “Heard 
nothing on the tape – let him go.”
A:  You have taken the right steps – there is an executive lieutenant at the back of the room 
who can help you.
Q:  What about having a mental health professional always be first to respond on a call for a 
person with mental health issues so we never lose another David Joseph.
A:  Law enforcement is often asked to respond to these calls.  APD have 40 hours of mental 
health training – others are certified at a higher level.  Having a civilian respond as well is a 
model program but funding is an issue.  It is a priority – we partner with social servie agencies 
but I absolutely agree there is a better way.
Q:  What about the stress of officers – alcohol and drug addiction?
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A:  Texas requires a psyche exam when hired and then not again.  Some Chiefs of Police in Texas 
would like intermittent checks.  I have discussed officer well being and mental health with the 
executive team. We have alcohol issues in the department like every department has.  We have 
officers meet with a psychologist after a critical incident but we should do more follow up.  As a 
profession we are doing better with mental health issues. 
Q: Are you being proactive with bad apples in the APD like Bryan Rickerts? 
A:  We’ve learned a lot and made a lot of changes.  Use of force is reviewed by officer’s chain of 
command and then a second chain of command. We’ve done additional training in fair and 
impartial policing.  I went through Undoing Racism training which is a multi day course.  We are 
working internally to provide more training. 
Q:  What about the trust and security of the immigrant community? 
A:  SB4 created problems for us.  I testified against it.  It drags local police departments into 
immigration issues.  We are concerned about your safety not your status. A portion of Austin 
will be less safe if they are afraid.  We have policies in place to comply with SB4 but also other 
policies like stating the reason behind asking your immigration status. 
Q:  What training has occurred for de-escalation? 
A:  We do have a de-escalation course and policy.  The Austin Justice Coalition wrote a policy 
and we implemented one that closely mirrors their policy.  We are looking at a DOJ program for 
training as well as the PERF – a think tank – program. 
Q:  What about arrests for low level offenses that are citation eligible?  Will you commit to 
updating policies on other documents that can be used to prove residency? 
A:  We are looking at alternative methods to arrest.  We are doing Cite and Release for many 
offenses and what other violations it is appropriate for.  I have been meeting with the Sheriff 
and Austin Get Right to look at other violations.  We are also looking at ways to divert arrests 
and discussing what identification to accept. 
Q:  There are Police Chiefs who are boldly tackling the 21st Century Policing Model.  How are 
you doing this? 
A:  We have fair and impartial training.  We have implemented recognizing bias and 
understanding it.  Going forward we plan to train on de-escalation, undoing racism and cultural 
competence.  21st Century Policing is best practices for modern police departments.  We use it 
to assess our policies and practices.  We have assigned different pillars of the report to 
Assistant Chiefs.  We have policies that reflect our values and we are holding officers 
accountable.   
Q:  The APD civilian staff are underpaid – will you advocate for them? 
A:  We have 730 civilians.  We do competitive wage studies and have been successful in some 
areas.  This has been done holistically at the city level.  We have amazing people who support 
us. 
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Q:  The immersion program sounds good – can it be expanded to vocational rehab training for 
officers?  I was asked by an officer what I was doing in a neighborhood when I was there for 
vocational rehab. 
A:  I am not limiting partnerships.  It is important not to narrow our focus – anyone able to help 
is welcomed into the discussion. 
Q:  Can we see police officers more in the community? 
A:  I want community policing to mirror best practices – we used to have two officers per 1000 
residents.  Now we are looking at a community policing focus – 35% of the officers’ time should 
be available for community interaction – attending civic functions, visiting businesses, visiting 
parks.  We have to have relationships to build trust.  We work with Waterloo Boy Scouts to 
bring kids into scouting.  We have the Police Activity League and the Explorer Program.  We 
should have a strong Austin resident presence in the police department. 
Q:  Chief Acevedo changed cars to black and white and also uniforms.  Will you change them 
back to blue? 
A:  Not right now – no.  We may look at a new paint scheme. 
Q:  Police talk to people and with people before an arrest – then a blue wall of silence. 
A:  We’ve seen incidents go bad all because of communication.  We do train cadets on effective 
communication.  I meet with the cadets the week they graduate and while at the academy.  I 
tell them they are called upon to take things away from people – but never their dignity.  We 
start off by treating with respect. We volunteered to be a part of a study by the Center for 
Policing Equity and we said we did not want to be anonymous.  We had disparities -- we are 
training officers for the job they are doing.  As for the blue wall of silence, contact me if we are 
not addressing that.  We have Internal Affairs and a Police Monitor who works outside of the 
police department. 
Q:  What about trainers who refer to homeless as cockroaches – and what about 
decriminalizing homelessness? 
A:  We cannot arrest our way out of this.  We put together a Homeless Outreach Team with 
EMS and APD to build relationships with the homeless community.  We are opening a sobriety 
center which is a huge improvement.  We are working on diversion tactics. 
Q:  Were you surprised about the terminology used? 
A:  Yes – we train to be guardians and warriors – I’ve also heard complaints about pepper 
spraying in training.  Officers have to know the effects of pepper spray. 
Q:  What is the role of the police in reducing gun violence? 
A:  There is a huge community role but officers are on the front lines.  We have to influence 
policymakers for universal background checks and no bumpstocks. 
Q:  What about decriminalizing laying down on a sidewalk? 
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A:  We are looking at it – sitting and lying; solicitation and camping – we will have to submit any 
changes to the City Council. 
Q:  2/3 of Austin’s budget goes to public safety.  Could you reduce funding and free up funding 
for social services? 
A: As a community, we have to come together on mental health issues.  Two studies have found 
us understaffed but we work together as a city.  We need officers to get to their 35% 
community engagement time. 
Q:  Why do you feel you are right for the job when you’ve been there with the bad apples? 
A:  I am proud to be in the department.  We will always have those officers but who do we 
respond to it.  How do we recruit to avoid it in the future?  There has been a lot of reform in the 
last ten years.  How can we do better and meet expectations on de-escalation and cultural 
sensitivity.  People question if an insider can be a change agent.  I’ve already reorganized the 
command staff and made changes to training. 
Q:  How is information shared between APD and the federal government? Would you support 
sharing reports with the City Council? 
A:  I sit on several task forces including ICE – we only have a nexus when there is criminal 
activity. We are required by law to respond to federal requests.  When ICE makes a request we 
ascertain that there is a criminal reason. 
Q:  What about distracted driving? Making the streets safer?  The drunk driving increase? 
A:  We are an entertainment venue and a college town.  This brings issues and we know the 
cost of drunk driving.  We have multiple DWI teams; we do blood draw search warrants when 
breathalyzer is refused; we do education campaigns and we partner on enforcement and 
education. It is easier today than before to get home if you have been drinking. 
Q:  Do you have a plan for reducing racial disparities in arrests (and in jail – lengthier 
sentences)? 
A: Austin PD does not control the jails or sentencing.  The Center for Policing Equity showed 
there are disparities in arrests and we are going through additional training.  We have 
accountability with a review of incidents.  Diversion programs will give the greatest impact.  We 
need to do the front end work. 
Q:  Training does not root out implicit bias – what about regular monthly discussions to root out 
and have APD be a leader? 
A:  I have volunteered APD to go through an Equity Assessment – that will lead us to a 
comprehensive review. 
Q:  What about training to avoid hurting a scared canine in a domestic situation? 
A:  We’ve had some high profile issues and the entire department went through training to 
identify aggressive behavior vs scared behavior. 
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Q:  As the Police Chief would you adopt a policy that any time an officer inquires about 
immigration status also advises of the rights to remain silent? 
A: I am making sure we can do it given SB4.  I am willing to do it.  It is similar to a consent search 
where we say “You do not have to agree to the search.” 
Q:  What about arrests of citation eligible offenses? 
A:  We are working on diversion options with the District Attorney. 
Q:  Do you do things other than training to understand the impact on the lived experience and 
results of a para military organization? 
A: We have to have time to be engaged in the community.  We need to have time to have the 
lived experience.  It can take the myths out of policing. 
Q:  What about you personally? 
A:  I continue to engage with groups in this room.  I will continue to attend community 
meetings. 
Q:  What about sensitivity training? 
A:  We focus on leadership and that as well. 
Q:  Will you agree to update the policy on assisting with ICE requests? 
A:  SB4 has specific rules.  If an officer receives a request to assist, unless it is an imminent 
emergency, they have to get supervisor approval.  The law does not allow us not to assist.   I 
will limit the impact of SB4 if possible. 
Q:  What do you say to young people – Hispanics and blacks to feel safe on the streets? 
A:  We have to take down the concern.  We need their trust so all young people feel safe.  We 
continue to do the training and hold the department accountable. 
Q:  In looking at the history of APD – are you telling officers about the duty to retreat and laws 
governing actions. 
A:  The policies are built on state and federal law.  As far as the duty to retreat, it is a concept 
addressed in the de-escalation training.   
Q:  What about collaboration with the AISD police? 
A:  We have a system in place where students are being sent to detention for things that they 
used to be sent to the principal’s office for.  I look forward to meeting their new Police Chief 
and getting his opinion and look for ways to partner. 
Q:  What about the militarization of police?  Access to extensive equipment – I’ve seen it at 
different events.  What do you think about this? 
A:  Ferguson was not appropriate – it was a misuse.  In March we had the bomber located and 
had three bearcat vehicles to deal with explosive devices.  We needed that equipment that 
night.  We do not use tactical vehicles in protests.   
Q:  A goal to bring the community and police force together? 
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A:  We look for opportunities to engage with the community.  Commanders hold forums in the 
various districts.  The same people always come who now we are asking to go to the meetings 
that are already occurring. 
Q:  I’m dying – the racist policies that you uphold.  A black officer pulled a gun on me.  Will APD 
be sharing data with ICE? 
A:  We get regular requests for data and respond if there is a criminal nexus. 
Q:  Is there training to ameliorate knee jerk reactions?  The bomber incident and connection 
with drug dealing and perception of the bomber as a troubled person.  White equals 
challenged.  Black equals criminal. 
A:  We do train in interpersonal communications and teach the history of policing in immigrant 
communities.  We understand that policing has not been on the right side of civil rights.  The 
first bombing incident – we had tactical teams that had done a raid on a house three doors 
away and they made a significant drug raid.  The houses were similar and the vehicles were 
similar. We tried to look at every possibility.  If the victim was anglo we would have had the 
same concern due to the drug raid. 
Q:  Are you aware of police corruption in the department?  Does Internal Affairs deal with the 
issues? 
A:  I want you to report issues to the Police Monitor.  I don’t think there is corruption.  You can 
get records from the Civil Service office on how we’ve handled issues. 
Q:  Fair and impartial training ignores the history of policing – there is a lack of historical 
context.  We need measures of healing and an apology to make amends. 
A:  We are putting departments through an equity assessment.  We talk about the history of 
policing and its discussed.  We are willing to have the difficult conversations. 
Q:  People who have been in prison do not respect officers due to what they have experienced.  
If officers discovers someone has been to prison are they treated differently and more likely  to  
be charged with a higher level of offense? 
A:  This goes back to equitable treatment of all – officers receive information on warrants.  It is 
not acceptable to treat them differently.  We conduct random audits of officers’ videos. 
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What strengths would Chief Manley bring to 
the Austin Chief of Police role?

What are your concerns about Chief Manley 
should he be selected as Chief of Police?

What are the key characteristics you 
think we need in our next Chief of 
Police?

What do you believe are the key 
challenges that need to be immediately 
addressed by the next Chief of Police?

What issues do you believe the 
Austin Police Department must be 
prepared to address over the next 
five years?

Person 1 Knowledge of Austin & APD

His commitment to understanding implicit bias 
and how it affects behavior seems 
questionable.  Ongoing practice of dialoguing 
and self awareness is critical

Self awareness, willingness to admit 
mistakes, accountability Bias of officers to people of color Blank

Person 2

1. His knowledge about our police department
and city from years of experience in the Dept.
2. His obvious passion for his profession #. His
thoughtful answers to questions from the 
community 4. His grasp of the dangers to our 
immigrants if ICE demands police involvement 
in "show me your papers" policies. 

No concerns at this time.

1. Someone who continues to look for
ways to improve policing while building
trust in the community. 2. Someone
unafraid of complete transparency 3.
Someone who welcomes citizen oversite 
of the Department and is unafraid of
scrutiny.

1. Providing safe places for immigrants from 
ICE (schools, hospitals, churches, courts) as
the current Federal administration continues
to push those boundaries. 2. Building rust in
our black community.

1. Immigrant Protection 2. Staying
connected to all members of our
community 3. building trust with
minorities by reducing racial bias. 4.
Improving responses to mental health
issues (reorganizing that is the problem 
7 addressing it correctly.

Person 3

Experience with APD & being from Austin seems to 
prioritize anti-bias trainings de-escalation, reduced 
use of force, etc. (though I wonder the 
effectiveness of these things to what's happening 
on the ground, as opposed to just talk) Opposes 
SB4

He has a lot of slick answers but in reality we've got 
a lot of issues in Austin that need addressed.  
Response to recent bombings was mostly good, but 
took too long to call it an act of terrorism.  Seems 
to support No Fit/No Lie ordinance - this law needs 
to go!

Commited to protecting communities of 
color, radically reversing the pattern of 
police brutality against people of color 
(especially unarmed).  Understanding of 
the culture of Austin & unique issues we 
face.  Committed to accountability of 
officers - not just relying on incident reports 
because many people are too terrified to 
make reports when they have been 
harassed by an officer. 

Anti-bias/undoing racism trainings & building 
trust w/people of color/immigrant communities, 
reducing racial disparities in jails.  With actual 
results of changes, not just talk!

Harassment of people experiencing 
homelessness/de-criminalization of 
homelessness

May 17th Community Feedback Forms
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May 15th 
Community Panel 

Interviews
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Austin Police Chief Community Engagement – Community Panel Interviews 

On Tuesday, May 15, 2018, the City of Austin hosted three community panel interview 
sessions with Interim Police Chief Brian Manley.  The panels were comprised as follows: 

Quality of Life Panel 

Austin LGBTQ – Kathryn Gonzales 
Hispanic/Latino – Jill Ramirez 
African American – Kenneth Thompson 
Asian American – Richard Jung 
Human Rights Commission – Sukyi McMahon 

Chamber of Commerce/Public Safety Commission 

Crime Commission – Cary Roberts 
Austin LBGT Chamber -- Edgar Gierbolini  
Greater Austin Hispanic Chamber of Commerce -- Luis Rodriguez 
Greater Austin Chamber of Commerce -- Mike Rollins 
Greater Austin Asian Chamber of Commerce – Ali Khataw 
Greater Austin Black Chamber of Commerce – Tam Hawkins 

Community Panel 

Colony Park Neighborhood Association – Barbara Scott 
Austin Justice Coalition – Chas Moore 
Grassroots Leadership – Chris Harris 
LULAC – Frank Ortega 
Austin Neighborhood Council  -- Jeff Jack 
Austin Justice Coalition – Kathy Mitchell 
ACLU – Matt Simpson 
Measure Austin – Meme Styles 
NAACP – Nelson Linder 
Austin Urban League – Quincy Dunlap 
Interfaith Action of Central Texas – Simone Talma 
PODER-ANC – Susana Almanza 
Austin African-American Pastors/Ministers - Pastor Mays
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 Each panel spent approximately 90 minutes interviewing Chief Manley and then discussed the 
Interim Chief’s strengths and noted areas of concern with respect to his appointment as Chief.  
Also in attendance at each panel interview were representatives from the City of Austin City 
Manager’s Office, the City of Austin Human Resources Department and Heidi Voorhees from 
GovHRUSA. 

Each panel asked the same four initial questions and then spent the balance of their time asking 
their own questions.  The four questions and answers took approximately 20 minutes of time 
with each panel.  The four initial questions were as follows: 

General Questions for Each Panel – Interim Chief Manley’s Response 

1. Please tell us a little about your background and why you are interested in serving as the
next Police Chief for Austin.

Interim Chief Manley:  I’ve been in the Austin community my entire life; attended UT
Austin and joined the police department in 1990.  I took a course in high school on law
enforcement and knew it was my career.  I’ve been in patrol, organized crimes, a
detective in child abuse; a homicide detective.  I’ve worked in the neighborhoods.  I am
not done yet and have more work to do.

2. Briefly tell us about your major accomplishments prior to and since serving as interim
Police Chief.

Interim Chief Manley:  The Department is in a good place.  The DNA Lab was a challenge.
I’ve restructured the department to do community oriented policing. We used to have 5
of our 18 commanders over patrol and now there are 9 of them over patrol.  We’ve
undergone fair and impartial policing training for the whole department after a study
showed we had disparate policing.  I’ve volunteered for the department to undergo an
Equity Assessment to be conducted by the City’s Chief Equity Officer.

3. Please tell us your vision for the department and how you would address:

a. Reducing the number of violent crimes
b. Addressing profiling and excessive use-of-force issues
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c. Improving the diversity in the department at all levels
d. Gaining the trust of the community

Interim Chief Manley:  We changed the vision statement this past year after community 
input and feedback.  We looked at who we should be as an agency.  We want to be 
trusted and respected by all and a department that collaborates with the community to 
make Austin the safest city in the country.  We have a strong immigrant community and 
policing is not always on the right side of the issues.  We need to build relationships with 
the community.  We collaborated with the AJC on a de-escalation policy and we are 
working with the Nation of Islam on community building.  

We collect data on all stops and have hired the state’s expert on racial profiling. Body 
worn cameras will help address profiling.  Currently our workforce is 60% anglo; 20% 
Hispanic; 8% African American and 3% Asian/Pacific Islander.  We’ve fallen way behind 
on gender – we are at 10% and working at job fairs to address this. 

4. Communication and transparency are very important to us.  Are there additional steps
you think the Austin Police Department could take to enhance these two important
efforts?

Interim Chief Manley:  There have been some delays in responding to open records
requests.  We’ve had 155,000 requests over the last ten years and we’ve held back
information 1% of the time.

Quality of Life Panel Members’ Questions and Interim Chief Manley’s Answers 

The Quality of Life Panel’s questions and the Interim Chief’s answers are as follows: 

Q:  Is language access a factor in deploying officers and is it a factor in budgeting and goals? 
A:  There is a language line interpretation and stipends for officers who speak other languages. 
Q:  Other languages such as Arabic – is there a language access policy in place 
A:  We work with the Muslim community regularly.  We lost an officer who was a key link to the 
community.  We also meet with interfaith groups, attend Ramadan events and other services, 
brought Imams to the station for meetings, speak at Mosques on safety. 
Q:  Are you changing your approach to transgender and non binary people after what happened 
to Monica Loera who was misidentified?  What are the next steps? 
A:  That incident showed shortcomings.  We are working on gender neutral probable cause 
affidavits and victim neutral as well.  We are undergoing training and then will implement it in 
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one sector, evaluate it and roll it out to all officers.  APD has an LGBTQ Association and we are 
training on sensititivity.  We want the police department for everyone – we have the rainbow 
on cars and we have policies that promote fair and equal training. 
Q:  What do you propose to do to support officers who are judged and have increased scrutiny 
– officers resent being judged?
A:  Regardless of the reason, improper policing is not acceptable.  On December 13 when the
contract did not pass the City Council, it was a tough day.  We regularly communicate to officers
that their work is valued; the lack of a contract affects morale.  Supervisors were told to be in
the trenches with the officers and reinforce the good we do.
Q:  What is the toughest to navigate – racial tension internally or externally?
A:  External – an incident across the country impacts Austin due to social media.  The reality is
we have to build relationships ahead of time and not in crisis.  My referral to the bomber as a
“challenged” individual did not take into account the history of bombings in the African
American communities.  Internally, there are always issues and officers who feel discriminated
against.
Q:  The police contract was sent back for negotiations – APD said no – communities of color
united and the ACLU found glaring faults with the contract such as an officer can see video and
evidence 48 hours before he is interviewed on an incident – a reset of this process could be a
national search due to your support of the contract.  Some council members and family of the
bomber victims feel there should be a national search.
Q:  To reduce disparity in policing – how can you stop or reduce tension when we are stopped –
decrease the threat?
A:  Diversion – how do we reduce the number of custody incidents?  Look at successful
programs; look at charges eligible for cite and release but were not done --- looking at the 2017
data.  We are opening up a Sobriety Center and looking at driving without a valid license which
has  huge impact on the criminal justice system – we are working on how to change the system.
Q:  The training question at the community meeting – I did not like your answer – you are
defensive of training – can it be reconstructed without the paramilitary, aggressive
undercurrent – can you reconstruct training?
A:  Policing has changed in the last three decades.  It will continually evolve.  The Warrior vs
Guardian – the Guardian is a large part but when training the warrior has to be a component.
Also doing stress reduction training – we push physically and also with the language used – we
do not want an officer who reacts inappropriately to verbal provocation.
Q:  Are they rejected if they fail training?
A: Yes – that has happened.  The APD will go through an Equity Assessment by the City’s Equity
Officer – every policy and procedure will be looked at.
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Q:  I helped a Nepalese refugee who had been involved in a high speed chase – he was 4’10” 
and was holding his ear lobes which is a sign of submission.  He was surrounded by 6-8 officers; 
they tased him and told him to get on the ground but he did not know the language – do you 
use footage like this at the academy?  Are officers trained to know if a person does not 
understand? 
A:  This is an opportunity to learn and get this information out – it does not help to have eight 
officers yelling at one person.   
Q:  Does training deal with the deaf, etc? 
A:  I know it is covered. 
Q:  Can you also train the community – is there an opportunity for police to educate the 
immigrant community on what to do.  Are we training officers to be afraid? 
A:  We do random audits of videos and have produced videos for the community in English, 
Spanish and Vietnamese –we are working on others as well. 
Q:  Do you recruit from the community? 
A:  We work with the communities on the benefits of law enforcement and we have changed 
the application requirements – we removed the college requirement. 
Q:  There are Chiefs of Police who are cleaning house, doing community oriented policing and 
dynamic resetting – would like to see strides not just baby steps. See real change along the lines 
of the 21st Century Policing Model? 
A:  We’ve taken very public disciplinary actions.  We’ve let a lot of officers go or retire or resign.  
An insider can be a change agent.  I will take the bold steps with evidence based reasoning.  I’ve 
undergone the Undoing Racism Training and would like to roll it out to the whole department.  
We are partnering on research with two different colleges.  I served with Chief Acevedo and 
was involved in all he did. 
Q:  As Austin changes to a majority minority community, what changes will you be making? 
A:  We train officers to continually reflect the changing demographics and we keep working on 
recruiting more women as well.  

Quality of Life Panel Comments on Interim Chief’s Strengths and Areas of 
Concern: 

Strengths: 

• He has a progressive nature and provides a window of opportunity but I am looking for
doorways.
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• He has voiced and shown an openness to hear from the community.  I can work with
him to promote change.  He learned from Acevedo.  Being local is a plus.  He is open to
criticism from the community and is trying to improve.  He did a turn around on the
bombing – not a lot of Police Chiefs would be willing to do that.

• He makes every effort to be honest; he understands the law and what’s happening
nationally and in the legislature. He has done external work such as with the Austin
Justice Program.  The internal fight is also important and he can take care of that.

• He is pro contract but it is also important for him to have a healthy relationship with the
union.

• Pleasantly surprised with his discipline of officers – he is more stern that Acevedo was.
He has tried to reach out the community and have relationships.

• We can have a level of trust that he can do the right thing.
• He has well rounded knowledge.  He is willing to improve and will hold himself and the

department accountable.  We know what we are getting in him.  He is willing to make
changes and is not defensive about issues.  He is home grown and knows the history.

• I am not opposed to someone holding his own perspective – you don’t always have to
make change when noise is made.

• Contrast this with the Superintendent of Schools – there has been a lot of change in that
position.  The community can work him.

• I’ve seen him for 18 months and words matter.  He has seen it matter how things are
framed.

• He can be a change agent from within.  Acevedo was a good mentor – we can hold him
accountable to be the change agent.

• He was able to negotiate the de-escalation.

• We know his negatives.

Areas of Concern 

• He was too polished and has talking points.  I don’t trust that he has read and
internalized what he has talked about.  Does he really want to do these things or does
he know he is supposed to.  I want boldness.  There is not an urgency to change.  It feels
like going home for Christmas and trying to hold onto what was important 30 years ago.
He has done a wonderful job of doing the implementation of the big bold ideas but not
sense we would see anything different in 1-3 years.
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• I’ve met some Police Chiefs that are exceptional like the Camden Chief.  He (Manley) is
highly supportive of the union – he is willing to accept a contract that limits him and
civilian oversight.  After the contract went to impasse – the only thing gone is civilian
oversight. The bombing incident – words matter and actions matter more – he devalued
the victim. The de-escalation policy was like pulling teeth. Justice delayed is justice
denied.  Tinkering is not fast enough – how can he make policing progressive for
everyone.

• The City has a gigantic ego – we have pride in what we do but we are accepting the
status quo.

• He has been in charge of training and that is the biggest negative.  It is where a lot is not
done properly.  The union is a barrier to real reform.  We can work with him but will
have to push the union.

• Training is the weakest area.
• He has the full authority as the Chief – what is he waiting for?

Other Comments not Related to Strengths or Areas of Concern 

• I’ve seen national searches that did not go well.  I think we can work with him.
• If we bring someone new in, we have to wait another two years to get to know him.
• Not sure another Police Chief would welcome us into his office, but we don’t know what

we don’t know.  I’ve been looking forward to a national search for years – but we are
taking the path of least resistance.  We could lift the expectations of the office.

• I’m pleased with the broad perspectives of the group.

Chamber of Commerce/Crime Commission Panel Members’ 
Questions and Interim Chief Manley’s Answers 

Q: When will the bombing suspect’s recording be released? 
A:  Not until the investigation is over.  I’m also concerned about releasing it – it will give the 
bomber notoriety – we could look at doing a transpcript. 
Q:  What about the promotion of women into supervisory roles? 
A:  There is no female on the executive team.  I’ve had two chances to make appointments – 
we’ve not had female candidates ready but we are giving a female commander the downtown 
assignment so she will be ready for promotion soon. 
Q:  Tell me more about minority candidates’ opportunity to train for promotion. 
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A:  There is no program specifically for minority officers.  We do send officers to NOBLE.  In the 
prior contract we did an assessment center.  We did not hold training but people are 
encouraged.  We do what we can to encourage upward mobility. 
Q:  Without a contract are your hands tied re Diversity promotions? 
A:  We are governed by the Government Code 143 now and we can now do a straight written 
test.  I am concerned – so much more goes into being a leader.  I’ve been vocal with the City 
Council over this type of promotion.  Also, civilian oversight afforded a level of accountability.  
Q:  What keeps you up at night? 
A:  Having an incident occur that challenges the trust of the community.  In the Larry Jackson 
and David Joseph incidents, the city spoke out but there was not rioting. 
Q:  Familiarity can be a blessing or a curse… 
A;  I have team feedback sessions – everyone said that no one on the team would apply for the 
job – that has not influenced decisions on discipline. 
Q:  Are you developing partnerships to keep the city safe? 
A:  Building relationships leads to trust. We practice procedural justice – we will continue to 
bring in groups to meet with us. 
Q:  Do you have more mental health resources and outlets for officers? 
A:  It used to be a sign of weakness to be injured mentally.  Psych exams are only required when 
hired.  I’ve thought about doing them at 3 or 5 year increments.  Officers are required to see a 
psychiatrist if fired a shot but not if their partner has.  I’ve changed that procedure.   
Q:  How do your ideas get implemented? 
A:  The psych every 3-5 years would be a licensing issue.  Internally – I am not sure – I believe it 
is within my purview.  We have a strong peer support program as well. 
Q:  If you could get more sworn officers, how would you deploy them? 
A:  We have a 5 year staffing plan – some would go to patrol.  We looked at the call load vs 
available officers and we are short in some areas. 
Q:  Austin has a lot of open space festivals – are you doing anything to avoid a Las Vegas type of 
situation? 
A:  Austin City Limits was 6 days after the Las Vegas shooting.  We looked at our plans and had 
some areas of concern.  We brought in additional officers and staged them in those threat 
areas.  We had a SWAT team on duty and ready.  We decided not to have officers appear with 
rifles (it was suggested).  Based on the threat factors we did not think it was needed. 
Q:  How do you differ from Chief Acevedo? 
A:  Chief Acevedo is a close friend and a very dynamic leader.  I am more reserved and focus a 
lot on data and information. I’ve learned you have to engage the community.  
Q:  How is technology impacting policing? 
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A:  We try to do predictive policing – we deploy narcan.  We are looking at drone technology 
and how it will fit in for accident investigation.  We can also use them for tactical situations and 
search and recovery efforts. 
Q:  What about the Austin rape kit backlog? 
A:  We had a backlog and have been aggressive and submitted all of the kits.  We have 
contracts with several different labs and added four investigators to the sex crimes unit.   
Q:  The council unanimously rejects the contract.  What is the biggest misconception of the 
department? 
A:  Two years ago we were given the authority to hire additional officers but no funding.  On 
December 13 people were brought to Austin – not all were from Austin.  The facts that were 
put out there were not accurate.  The biggest disconnect is people are talking about a broken 
system – the Police Monitor came to a completely different conclusion.   
Q:  How can you get officers involved with the businesses? 
A:  We have them go into the businesses and talk with the owners.  Look for chances to partner. 
Q:  What can we do to help you? 
A:  Engage and be involved. 
Q:  Why are police forces paramilitary organizations?  There were bigoted things said in the 
Police Academy and the SWAT Team was in uniform in the court room recently.  Why is there a 
bootcamp style of training at the Academy? 
A:  The SWAT Team was at a trial for a suspect who shot an APD officer.  When the verdict was 
ready, the SWAT Team was there in uniform at the request of the District Attorney.  As for the 
article about the Training Academy, I responded to the media inquiry and explained the 
reasoning.  Training has to be a mix of warrior and guardian.  Has to be a majority guardian but 
also have to train in other skills.  Drill tactics and language are used to determine if someone 
has a short fuse. 
Q:  Do the officers have the autonomy to integrate deescalation on calls? 
A:  Yes – we do that training and explain the importance.  This is a driving challenge for police 
departments across the country. 

Chamber of Commerce/Crime Commission Panel Members’ Comments about 
Interim Chief’s Strengths and Areas of Concern 

Strengths 

• He knows the community – it would be daunting to come in from the outside.
• He is engaged with the community
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• He has a connection with the workforce and the local community.  They trust him.
That’s very helpful.

• Officers respect him a great deal.
• Engagement with the immigrant community is second to none.  He comes to events

when we want him to.  It would be a huge learning curve for a new person.
• He wants to grow the relationships – he shows up and is genuine.
• He answered questions well – he was honest and transparent. I liked his answers on the

release of the video.
• The department has challenges and he does not gloss over them.  Culture change is

from the top.
• He can follow a dynamic leader and be his own leader.
• He will admit fault – I have seen him let the community change his mind.

Comments not Related to Strengths or Areas of Concern 

• He will have to overcome the negative feedback of how he was selected as a finalist.
• We could lose him if we do a national search.

Community Panel Members’ Questions and Interim Chief Manley’s Answers 

Q:  What about community policing in areas without the same equity in policing? 
A:  The core is knowing your officers in your neighborhood – it is important to relate to the 
youth.  We utilize Explorer Scouts Boy Scouts, hold focused neighborhood meetings to address 
Quality of Life issues.  We make neighborhood specific goals and are open and accessible. 
Q:  What needs improvement and when do you plan to do it? 
A:  I’ve reorganized the department  -- we used to have 5 of our 18 commanders in patrol and 
we now have 9 of the 18 in patrol.  The Commanders model what the officers do.  The Districts 
are too large and we will break them into smaller districts.  We are training in the use of force 
and looking at the DOJ program and the ICAP program through PERF (Police Executive Research 
Forum). 
Q:  How many more officers do you need?  
A:  We developed a matrix that showed a need for 160 additional – we have to push for it and 
also work with the officers we have. 
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Q:  The Civilian Review Panel made dozens of recommendations and very few were 
implemented.  Policy changes re ride alongs to de-escalation –the city council report will likely 
affirm this. 
A:  The Audit will show that its not appropriate – I was concerned about it when I took over. A 
strength in the proposed M and C model was a public nature – I recognize the report will 
identify issues.  I will commit to comply with those expectations.  
Q:  Will you make the changes? 
A:  I will review each one once we get them from the Auditor and decide how to proceed. 
Q:  What about external oversight? 
A:  We have the Police Monitor’s office that sits in on all of the interviews.  Oversight should be 
earlier.  I’m not opposed to subpoena power but if the system works right, we shouldn’t need 
it. 
Q:  It is important to have subpoena power – do you support it? 
A:  I’m not opposed to it but cannot force an officer to testify. 
Q:  How transparent will it be? 
A:  Our hands are tied by Government Code 143 – the state law. 
Q:  I worked with the Council on the Meet and Confer agreement – you exchanged money for 
subpoena power. 
A:  It is part of an ongoing discussion and process.  
Q:  In 2008, the DOJ investigation of APD recommended use of force policy alternatives – also 
options for mental health issues.  What was learned from that investigation? 
A:  We learned a lot about making improvements to our policies – we switched our training at 
that time.  We had not had a section on de-escalation – the Justice Coalition brought us a well 
thought out policy and we train to it. 
Q:  Do you proactively review policies that do more harm than good? 
A:  Yes – the entire general orders are being reviewed as a part of the Equity Office review. 
Q:  Do you review programs for effectiveness? 
A:  Yes – if a program is not working, we will review it. 
Q:  What percentage of the 21st Century Policing Report has been completed? 
A:  We have a Report Card for the Police Department.  We brought in 84 lieutenants, all 
commanders and Chiefs – each Assistant was assigned a pillar of the report and we looked at 
every recommendation for compliance. 
Q:  Is there a gap between the brass and the rank and file with respect to this? 
A:  We will bring in all of the department in Town Hall style meetings with just the Police 
Department to roll out the brand of One Austin – Safer Together.  We talk directly with the rank 
and file about the changes –  so they understand the history of the local issues.  I have 
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undergone the Undoing Racism training and would like all of the employees to do it.  We want 
to make the officers more culturally competent. 
Q:  What about residency? 
A:  No – would provide an incentive for it. 
Q:  Austin outpaces other on arrests that are not required. 
A: We have gone through the data – we are culling through the reports to get a sense of this.  I 
have been meeting with the District Attorney on diversion.  We are also looking at Driving while 
License Invalid both pre arrest and post arrest data.  I have been meeting with Betty Blackwell 
to address diversion programs. 
Q:  How do you address the imbalance in drug enforcement in the community? 
A:  We do an analysis of the data – I do not rule out bias. 
Q:  There is a disconnect between policing and science – need to see the data – Austin is not 
safe now.  We’ve seen an uptick in officer involved shootings – 6 – is this alarming to you?  How 
can it be mitigated?  Increase communication to victims’ families? 
A:  Last year we went six months without an officer involved shooting – then we had 2 in 48 
hours and four in March.  We have a complete report on our website.  We look at each one on 
its own merit.  I am concerned every time there is one because everything else has failed.  
Many involve a mental health crisis – we have to expand and address this wholisitically. 
Q:  Dallas rolled out alternatives in their first response to a mental health crisis. 
A:  I am aware of it and am waiting to see their assessment.  I am very happy to bring in new 
ideas. 
Q:  The SWAT team in the courtroom for sentencing – do you have a hindsight perspective? 
Also, your comments re the bomber and dealing with the families? 
A:  It should not have happened.  It is not our normal practice – the District Attorney asked and 
the Assistant Chief made the call – I understand the concerns.  My concern was the uniform – it 
is beneficial for the officers to hear the verdit. 
Q:  Are you concerned the jury was intimidated? 
A:  Yes – but three that were interviewed said the show of force was not a problem. 
Q:  Will you address this in the future? 
A:  I have clearly articulated through uniform and command – we may work it into a policy.  
With respect to my comments on the bomber I had listened to an audio of the bomber and it 
was very disturbing.  I was at the press conference with the Governor and had not thought out 
ahead of time what I would say. I had already called him a murderer and a bomber.  He is not a 
person I would show sympathy to.  In hindsight there were a 100 other words I could use.   
Comment:  Thank you for owning up to what you did and did not do.  At times we look for a 
police presence in our community.  Would like officers there not just when there is a call.  Area 
reps are there 8 – 5 but not at night or on the weekends. 
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Q:  What about the larger issue of trust with the city government? Have you been asked to 
assess the zoning changes in CodeNext?  Rental vs. home; changing density? 
A:  I am not sure if we have weighed in.  With respect to short term rentals, we do an annual 
review to ensure we have the right allocation of officers. 
Q:  We attended the Center for Policing Equity meeting and evidenced based screams of lack of 
imagination.  Camden rebuilt their police department. 
A:  We are partial partners with CPE – we have shared datasets and will find what datasets of 
ours they do not have – implementing evidence based practices doesn’t mean lack of 
innovation. 
Q:  What about recruitment for unbias? 
A:  We made changes to the process to bring in the right people.  We changed the recruiting 
video from special ops to more service oriented.  We also have the MMPI – a multi phased 
psychology test that takes several hours. 
Q:  What about SB4? 
A:  I will be back at the legislature to oppose it but as a Police Chief I have to follow the law.  In 
our work in the immigrant communities, we are worried about their safety not their status. 
Q:  Are you monitoring indicators of impact? 
A:  Houston and LA saw dramatic decreases in crime reporting – we have looked at our data 
and had increases in reporting.  
Q:  What about the DNA Lab? What are the assurances to protect privacy in technology? 
A:  We hired a Ph.D with 20 years experience to run the forensics.  I closed down the DNA Lab 
within two weeks after becoming the Interim Chief.  Quattrone will take a look back. 
Q:  What about work with the police association? 
A:  The Police Chief should have an effective working relationship with labor.  I have had heated 
and direct discussions on discipline. 

Comment: What about a salary freeze – the officers are well paid compared to the rest of the 
state.  You could use the extra funds for training, interagency communication and address the 
root of crime. 
Q:  LBJ has a Fire Academy for training future firefighters – has police thought about it with 
AISD? 
Q:  What makes it OK to not do a national Search? 
A:  It is not my call but I have been serving as the Chief for the last 18 months and am a known 
quantity. 
Q:  What about privacy concerns and technology? 
A: I will be reaching out to talk with you to discuss drones and privacy concerns.  
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Community Panel Members’ Comments about Interim Chief’s Strengths and 
Areas of Concern 

Strengths 

• He is a man of conviction and honor and will stand by his word.  He has grown with
Austin and that’s an asset.  It is hard to adjust from the outside. I like his community
policing ideas.  I have seen him work in Colony Park – he would make a good Police
Chief.

• He is willing to innovate and bring in best practices and show Austin’s best practices.  He
will address flaws and move forward.

• He is open to the diverse communities and willing to get to know them.  He is
personable and charismatic.  He does not shy away from the hard questions.

• He has good character and will backtrack when he is wrong.  He is just him.  He has done
work with the CJE.

• He communicates well – he does not need a script.  He is fair, honest and admits to
mistakes.  He is an Austinite – he plays well and knows the people of Austin – it is not an
easy task.

• Acevedo was an extravert but weak on policies. Manley is inner looking which is hard to
do.  He knows the city and can address internal weakness.  He is very inclusive.

• He worked his way up and I can speak to his approach.
• Agree with everything that has been said – he is trustworthy.
• He is a product of Austin and has seen what goes on here.  He is willing to listen and

knows the community looks at him constantly.
• Anyone we bring in will say what they need to say to get the job – he owns up to his

mistakes.  No one will be perfect.  It is up to each of us to be sure to be at the table.

Areas of Concern 

• His perspective is limited – I am not seeing someone anticipating change. Is he
preparing for the future?

• I saw progressive chiefs that think outside the box – the institution is inherently racist.
Can he take the department where it needs to be? He has to get in the weeds to really
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build the community.  He understands the role financially that policing plays – need to 
put money back into community programs. 

• It is not a positive to have come up through the ranks. He has not seen other
departments and will he be compromised in disciplining officers.

• He is a good communicator – it is not a problem for me about what he said regarding
the bomber.  I wished he would say the same about black/brown people.

• He is becoming more progressive – I don’t know how transformational he is.
• He is deeply immersed in the department so deeply that he should be owning the

problems we actually know of in the last few years.  The Civilian Review Panel identified
a whole host of things.  Letters were addressed to Acevedo – the DNA Lab – he had to
know.  There have been hugely significant failures in policy.  He did not say there would
be a new model for the Crime Lab or new use of force policies.

• Undoing Racism training answer was vague.
• If Manley can’t be a part of the Mayor’s effort to defeat institutional racism he is not

right for Austin.
• The taint of what has been going on in the last 20 years hangs heavy in the room.
• Expectations of good law enforcement has changed.  It is a red flag when someone has

done policing the old way.  We want it to be new and change dramatically.  Manley is
status quo – he is more status quo that reform.  His goals as Police Chief have already
been going on – rebranding, the DNA Lab.  If he is committed to evidence based policies
then he should not open a DNA Lab under the police.  He says the right thing but his
actions are status quo.

• Evidence based policing is not a priority.
• I’m concerned with his vision on quality of life issues.  Officers have been asked to deal

with drugs, mental health issues, sex work .  The Police Chief has to advocate for more
resources so officers can get the specialized skills.  The closure rate for rapes is low –
create a deterrent by solving crime.

Comments not Related to Strengths or Areas of Concern 

• Hiring him quickly without a process is a concern to me.
• How do you know someone from outside would be any better?
• Are we really going to affect the outcome?
• If we are not doing a national search, we do not know if he is the best.  He learned a lot

from Art who took on the police association.  My overall concern is not knowing who
else is out there.
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• Manley only gets better with competition of other Chiefs. Just because he has been here
doesn’t mean he is the person for you.
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APD Panelist Interview Responses - Online Survey Results

What did you feel were the strengths that Manley would bring to the job 
of Police Chief? 

Comment

Chief Manley has very well rounded experience he is a homegrown and understands the changes he needs to 
make to improve APD great candidate

Extremely knowledgeable about Austin and the changes needed to improve APD. I support chief manley

He is polished and known in the Austin community. 

Openness to progressive policing, "devil you know", has taken anti-racist training

I think Manley's honestly and time spent with the force is invaluable to Austin's next police chief.

Stability, openness to change and progress, very knowledgeable, prioritizes community engagement, 
understands local politics and dynamics, understands local policing history.  A good leader and person.

Brian impressed me with his leadership skills, processes, transparency and community engagement

What were your concerns about Manley should he be selected as Police 
Chief?
Needs to offer better training for improvement of APD

His vision and commitment to change are not bold enough for the kinds of reforms we need to see in policing. 

Not pushing the edge of progressiveness. There are other chiefs who set the bar higher and he can be 
performing more proactively.  I am open to a national search.
Understanding the value and power of the his words.
He has been in charge of training for a long time and I think training is one of the major shortcomings with our 
police department.  He may not be as independent and critical of the police union as necessary to push for 
the changes needed.  I hope to engage him on these points and believe he will be able to improve in these 
areas.
I do not have any concerns and highly recommend Brian Manley for the position of Chief of APD
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What strengths would Chief Manley bring to 
the Austin Chief of Police role?

What are your concerns about Chief Manley 
should he be selected as Chief of Police?

What are the key characteristics you 
think we need in our next Chief of 
Police?

What do you believe are the key 
challenges that need to be immediately 
addressed by the next Chief of Police?

What issues do you believe the 
Austin Police Department must be 
prepared to address over the next 
five years?

Person 1

Chief Manley is a focused and caring leader 
who has the best interests of the citizens of 
Austin, the City of Austin, and the members of 
this department in mind daily as he leads the 
employees of APD.  Over the last year and a 
half he has demonstrated his ability to lead in 
such a way that builds trust and legitimacy with 
the community.   He is greatly respected by all 
segments of Austin’s diverse community as well 
as the members of the department.  He has set 
a clear tone that has built a culture of 
accountability at APD and there is no question 
among APD officers about the expectations in 
regards to community interaction, ethics, and 
integrity.

I have no concerns about Chief Manley being 
selected as Chief of Police.

We need a proven leader who 
understands the importance of 
collaboration and engagement with 
Austin’s diverse community.  We further 
need a Chief that garners the respect of 
the employees at APD while 
simultaneously holds them accountable 
to a level of service and commitment to 
the citizens of Austin.

The key challenge that needs to be 
addressed by the next Chief is to continue 
the process of bridging the gap between the 
Police Department and communities of 
color.  We need to ensure we are 
responsive to concerns related to historical 
in-equities to this population.  Chief Manley 
directed and all members have completed 
implicit bias training and continues to push 
the department toward improving our 
relationships.

Over the next five years the APD will 
need to address the continued service 
delivery at a level of excellence given 
the staffing challenges created by a 
growing city.  As Austin continues to 
grow with both residents and visitors it 
is important that APD find the most 
efficient means to ensure an 
exceptional level of service.

Person 2

There is no mystery to Chief Manley’s 
leadership. He lays out expectations, leads by 
example and expects his officers to adhere to 
policy and law. He is fair but also expects his 
officers to be better than the average police 
officer. This career is a calling for him. He is not 
a “do as I say not as I do leader” this is 
invaluable to the rank and file.

The City Council is my concern as they value 
the voices of a few special interest groups over 
obvious success. This is difficult for any person 
who would lead our department as he will have 
an uphill battle to try to provide the best staffing 
and resources for the officers.

Stability, intelligence and the ability to 
see the “big picture” for the Department, 
City Management and the community.

Assisting the City in obtaining a contract for 
the pay/benefits of the officers. Hiring is 
going to be a nightmare without a contract 
as it shows instability to potential 
employees. He also needs to bring the 
staffing up to a suitable level for citizens and 
officer safety as well as follow up 
investigations.

The insufficient staffing of the  APD is 
going to cause many problems as we 
are annexing and growing as a City 
but not keeping up with the staffing of 
the department. The increase in violent 
crime will rise and will create a 
Pandora’s box at that point.

Person 3

I think Chief Manley's greatest strength is his 
openness and accessibility.  It is readily apparent 
that he is both personally and 
professionally invested in the Austin community 
and the police department.  I also appreciate that 
he is detailed oriented and always well prepared.

 My biggest concern is regarding his perspective on 
oversight and if he is truly committed a process 
that can help assist him in changing the culture in 
the police department and building better 
relationships throughout the Austin community.

1. Integrity 2. Perseverance do the right 
thing even when the pressure is on to do 
the opposite  3. Empathy - understanding 
that different communities have valid 
reasons to have fear, concerns, and 
ambivalence about law enforcement.  3. 
Empathy - understanding that different 
communities have valid reasons to have 
fear, concerns, and ambivalence about law
enforcement.
4. Thick Skin - not everything is personal or

personal attack 5. Strong Listening Skills - 
not just hearing but actually listening 6. 
Political Savvy 7. High Moral Standards - 
Objective not substantive standard

 There is a clear disconnect between the 
communities of color and the police 
department.  He needs to work to repair the 
relationship and build trust.  He also needs to 
instill an attitude of service and humility in the 
fabric of the PD culture.   Thinking outside the 
box in the way policing is done in Austin, will it 
be the done the same way or are their different 
approaches that may lead to better outcomes.

Diversity among officers - I think it will be 
difficult to recruit- they need to be 
creative and this outside the box. 
 Recruiting more women. Understanding 
the shifting the culture takes years and 
setting annual goals and assessing the 
progress of them

Community Leader Questionnaire Responses
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Person 4

Chief Manley has exhibited a steady and strong 
demeanor during his short tenure as interim chief of 
police.  During this time, he was tested with high 
profile incidents, and his approach with a well-
organized, prepared and fast-acting police force 
brought calm and reassurance to the community.

I have no concerns or reservations regarding Chief 
Manley’s ability to serve as Chief if selected.

The next chief of police must be culturally 
competent to provide strong leadership for a 
police department serving a diverse 
community. A chief must lead with honesty 
and integrity, be open-minded and 
accessible, have a commitment to diversity, 
and be a strong leader.  The chief should be 
sensitive to the different communities that 
make Austin unique among other Texas 
cities.  Austin’s economic success is a 
function of the strong sense of security and 
safety found in our community.  This must 
be a continued commitment.

The next chief must move quickly to provide law 
enforcement services for a community struggling 
with the socioeconomic complexities facing 
many urban cities across America. The  various 
segments of the community require specialized 
police services including sensitivities to policing 
in environments where poverty, mental health, 
drug dependence and addiction significantly 
affect the community’s sense of safety and 
security. The UT Austin Police Department’s 
partnership with Austin Police Department 
continues to grow under the leadership of interim 
Chief Manley. Continued improvements to 
timely and coordinated communication of critical 
incidents is integral to trust and confidence from 
the communities served by both departments.

The Austin Police Department must be 
prepared to address the safety and security 
needs of a growing community of students 
residing off-campus. Areas west and north 
of campus house the densest population of 
UT students in the Austin community, and 
the Riverside area has another large 
concentration of students. As these areas 
grow in density, so do the law enforcement 
services provided to these areas like 
policing for transients with aggressive 
behavioral tendencies; ensuring pedestrian 
safety and security; guarding against the 
illegal sale and use of drugs; the hazards 
associated with the over consumption of 
alcohol; and dealing with suicide and other 
mental health crises.

Person 5

Chief Manley brings a sense of impeccable 
integrity to the office, and is respected by all 
segments of the community.  He understands 
the “big picture” issues like no other, having 
been in a command and executive position with 
APD for the last 13 years.  He is also home 
grown, which endears him to both the officers 
and the community.

This is a challenging time for policing, 
compounded by the lack of a police contract in 
Austin.  This would be difficult for any police 
chief, and Chief Manley will have to navigate 
day-to-day operations of the department while 
these issues move forward.  I do believe, 
however, that he is up to the task.  I don’t have 
any concerns for him personally and think he 
will do an outstanding job.

As I mentioned, a person with integrity 
who holds himself and the department 
accountable to those we serve.  A 
person who believes in transparency, 
and shows that belief in their actions.  A 
person who is respected, understood 
and of high moral character.

I believe the greatest challenge at the 
moment is the lack of a police contract.  I 
think the next chief should address that as 
best possible and within their means, and 
keep the department running smoothly 
during the interim period.  Continuing to 
gain/maintain the trust of the community is 
also key.

The biggest issue is that of staffing, 
due to the rising population base and 
rise of violent crime in recent years.  
More officers are needed to address 
not only crime and keeping citizens 
safe, but for community engagement 
by all ranks in order to win hearts and 
minds of our citizens. 

Person 6

Chief Manley is an innovative and collaborative 
leader. He does not rush to decisions and 
ensures that all decisions include the impact on 
internal and external stakeholders. His 
institutional knowledge of the Department is a 
valuable asset he uses to judge where we have 
come from in regards to where we need to get 
to.

None

Someone with a strategic vision of 
where the Department needs to be in 
the next 3-5 years. Chief Manley was 
worked diligently on that vision and the 
steps needed to get there via the 
budget, staffing and equipment. He also 
understands the challenges faced in 
years past and is keenly aware that we 
must continue to learn from those as we 
move forward.

Violent crime, budget, staffing and labor 
contract negotiations. Chief Manley was the 
representative for the City at the last contract 
negotiations and understands the process 
well. He has a vision for how to combat 
violent crime increases and has a solid 
staffing plan to ensure the citizens of Austin 
continue to receive the service they expect 
and deserve.

First and foremost is the staffing of the 
Department. At least 3 different 
audits/studies have been completed 
and each show that the Department is 
understaffed by anywhere from 150-
350 sworn officers. Additionally, as the 
City continues to grow and the addition 
of more officers remains unknown, the 
Department must continue to “do more 
with less” to ensure the violent crime 
increase is handled appropriately. 
Additionally, the collaboration and trust 
between the Department and the 
community must continue. Chief 
Acevedo put the Department on a clear 
path and Chief Manley has continued 
that work.
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Person 7

His ability to remain calm in the face of 
adversity. His ability to articulately address 
various communities. His reputation within the 
police department – he’s respected and he 
maintains order within the organization. He has 
maintained national progressive policies within 
the department. His professionalism is 
manifested in situations that require patience 
and thoughtful responses.

He hasn’t had experience as an executive at 
any other law enforcement agency. He hasn’t 
headed up a professional association which is 
probably an indication of his introverted 
manner. He doesn’t reach out to other Austin 
public safety departments to partner on 
addressing challenges. For example, it has 
been a struggle organizing active shooter 
training/exercises that include all agencies.

An innovative and outside perspective 
to increase incorporating ideas that are 
“outside the box”. This could be 
resolved with more participation in 
national-level associations. Don’t foster 
a sense of isolation within the police 
department when other City 
departments empathize and support law 
enforcement. Ability to speak from the 
heart and be passionate about the work. 
Have a good sense of humor. Be a good 
listener.

APD is not well trained and resists adoption 
of the National Incident Management System 
which creates confusing and lack of control 
on incident scenes. The Police Chief needs 
to reach out to other Austin public safety 
departments and non-public safety when 
appropriate to build a stronger network of 
partnerships and get more global resolution 
to local problems. Share information in a 
timely manner with Fire and EMS since we 
are all present at the same incidents.

Be genuine in the offer to co-locate in a 
Public Safety Headquarters. Stop 
doing side deals to address P.D.’s 
facility needs and collaborate more. Be 
prepared to deal with significant budget 
decreases and know how to further 
rearrange staffing and other resources. 
Austin is always been very liberal. The 
pressure on law enforcement will 
probably continue. APD needs to be 
ready for the long-haul in improving 
public relations and be sure there isn’t 
an internal backlash against the 
community policing efforts.

Person 8

Integrity, Job Knowledge, Experience at every 
rank

I don’t believe Chief Manley is committed to all 
segments of Austin’s Diverse Community 
equally. I do not believe the LGBTQ+ 
community is on his radar nor does his actions 
suggest he values them as much as other 
marginalized communities. He has no sworn 
members of the department who identify as 
LGBTQ+ on his executive team, or his 
command staff. Nor does he have them in 
positions of influence like Internal Affairs, SIU, 
or the academy with the exception of Officer 
Abbink. There is no one of rank at the 
academy, recruiting, PIO, SIU, Internal Affairs, 
who identifies as LGBTQ+ or is familiar with 
the community and its relationship with APD. 
He has promised departmental wide training 
and a major change to the way we document 
trans individuals in our reports and public 
documents, yet it has been two years and the 
changes and training have not occurred.

A Chief should be concerned about the 
most marginalized members of their 
community. If we are addressing those 
members’ needs with compassion, 
dignity and respect, if the Chief truly 
values them, the rest of the community 
will also be treated with compassion, 
dignity and respect.

Better relations between the department and 
marginalized members of the community 
who feel they are not being represented or 
listened to by the department and its 
administration.Increased Staffing or 
modification that puts more officers on the 
streets.Investigations, increased number of 
detectives to address the continued 
complexities of investigations. Increase the 
support personnel to help us maintain the 
level of services our citizens deserve.

 Increased growth of the city.The 
changing diversity of Austin. Increased 
threats to our major events. Hiring and 
retaining competent, forward thinking 
officers who can accomplish the 
difficult tasks we give them while 
staying safe, and making sure our 
citizens feel and are safe.

Person 9

His lifelong knowledge of this community; his 
courage as a public official; his deep 
understanding of community expectations 
regarding law enforcement; his impeccable 
integrity; the regard and respect he’s earned both 
within and without the department; and his skills 
in collaborative and effective leadership.

None.
Community insight; collaborative 
relationships; respect of the agency.

Police contract issues; allocation of resources in 
the face of the demands of this community.

Sufficiency of resources. Building trust 
in the department in the African 
American community. Training of 
officers to meet community 
expectations. Law enforcement 
encounters with individuals 
experiencing mental health problems. 
Identifying and implementing 
programming that addresses criminal 
justice reform demands.
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Person 10

Good speaker
Good listener
Will take actions when they are brought to his 
attention.

*Our Academy does not have African American
instructors - We would like to see more
diversity *Changing his characteristics once he
is in office. (ex: personality prior to placement
vs. personality after) *Those who are in the
upper echelon are not disciplined like those in
the lower echelon (favoritism) *Being fair across
the board.  Discipline administered differently 
for certain officers.

*Effective Social skills (Knee - not
visible, Acevedo - too visible; we need a
"happy medium".  Not only with the
Chief, but with the Asst. Chiefs as well.
*Address the department at least
quarterly or bi-annually at the APA hall
or some other venue instead of a
newsletter which feels too impersonal.
Occasionally attend church in the
minority communities to foster trust the
minority community and the police
department.

Cadet trainers should be carefully selected.  
Some trainers should not be at the 
academy.  They have the wrong attitude and 
their methods of training are not conducive 
to what the cadets need once they are on 
the streets. *More diversity in cadet trainers. 
*Row test for entry into the department
should be eliminated and the obstacle
course should be reinstated. *More diversity 
in the department so that the department
reflects the community it serves.
*Standardized assignment within the
department to prevent unfair assignments to 
favored positions (Good ole boy system; 
brother-in-law deals; buddy buddy). If 
assignments will be occur due to seniority, 
then that should be standard.  If assignment 
will occur due to experience, then that 
should be standard.  Otherwise boards 
should be held for wanted/coveted 
assignments, other than IA and SIU.  If 
officers are to be held in place due to 
stabilization, then that should be standard.  
Being told "you have not met your 
stabilization", while someone else who has 
not met stabilization is selected for 
assignments is unfair.  This practice must 
end.  An exception to this rule would be in 
the event of a critical need for the 
department.

Fairness with minority recruiting.  What 
eliminates one candidate should 
eliminate others as well.*Increase 
patrol staffing, in particular the evening 
shifts department wide. *Better working 
facilities. The main patrol building has 
asbestos and at times smells like 
sewage.
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̂_Ù6=>?@6>,A 6;1; +,-..\Q>G6>-.6GQ.6.HHA-G@6K.CB,6LAB=FLG.=6GA6HCEE6CB6>EE6GQ.6aAECL.6:.J>-GI.BG@b6@G>HHY6GA6.B@F-.6O.6Q>D.6>6IA-.6.RFCG>KE.-.J-.@.BG>GCAB6AH6GQ.6+F@GCB6LAIIFBCG?_Ù6=>?@6>,A 6;1;
+,-..

/QC.H666/CG?6,AD.-BI.BG6>JJ-AD.@6>6@J.LCHCL6BFIK.-6AH6AHHCL.-@6JA@CGCAB@M6/>B6?AF6JE.>@.6G>EN6>KAFG6GQ.6BFIK.-6AH6+a:6AHHCL.-@6GQ.LCG?6C@6@QA-G6-C,QG6BAO6>B=6QAO6I>B?6AHHCL.-@6O.6B..=6AD.-6GQ.6B.XG6cPUV6?.>-@6OCGQ6AF-6KAAICB,6JAJFE>GCAB6GA6N..J6AF-6LCG?GQ.6cGQ6@>H.@G6LCG?M64H6O.6=ABbG6>==6.BAF,Q6AHHCL.-@6=A6?AF6@..6AF-6LCG?6K.LAICB,6E.@@6@>H._6665Q>BN6?AF6/QC.HÙ6=>?@6>,A 6;1; +,-..\Q>G6=A6?AF6LAB@C=.-6GA6K.6GQ.6DCG>E6@G->G.,C.@6GA6-.=FL.6GQ.6CBHEF.BL.6AH6CIJECLCG6KC>@6CB6JAECLCB,_Ù6=>?@6>,A 6;1;

de de de de de de de de de
de de
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
+,-..

76=9=68?36-.F.9O.62856[H.>39?8>63?628>C.-\66̂H=9346_-.O93.666666X<6=25>62,? 6@A@

`a `a `a `a `a `a `a `a `a `a `a
`a
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̂:.;73:97;B44BCD79:71:E29248E1-.;;B-.;J7̂:.;73:971-:C:9.7871:E29248E78,.358J:3.7C:39F78,: 7?@? +,-..V39.,-29>67_1.33.;;67̀.;1.497:G7+â 7G:-7F2;7K.EE:L7_GG24.-;:3.7C:39F78,: 7?@? +,-..b.85.-;F2167G82-3.;;67;9-.3,9F674:CC835:3.7C:39F78,: 7?@?

cd cd cd cd cd cd cd cd cd cd cd cd cd cd
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
+,-..

D-6;3M6-.;BL00?.6R.-3>:M0X<112;:4L0<-:.;4.R06;R0:;S<7S.R00F>.;09.0.VM.-:.;B.R04>.05<15:;,03:4264:<;0>.-.06;R06A4.-07:34.;:;,04<0X>:.A016;;:;,0K034640R0<2407<2R04>640:309><0K096;40631L0B>:.A0<A0M<7:B.Y0/.0.VM-.33.R0,.;2:;.0B<;B.-;0A<-04>.0B:4:[.;30<A04>.0B:4L0>.0>63039<-;04<0M-<4.B4Y0G5S:<237L04>.3.04LM.30<A0.S.;4306-.05.B<1:;,04>.0;.90;<-106;R0B>:.A0\-:6;0E6R.01.0A..70:;A<-1.RN06;R0K0A.74036A.0=;<9:;,>.0963;]40,<:;,04<0-.3406;R0R<;]405.7:.S.0>.0R:R02;4:704>:303:4264:<;09630B<;46:;.RY0D-27L06;0><;<-04<03..0><90<2-0M<7:B.0B>:.A6;R0A<-B.04<<=0B6-.0<A032B>06;0616[:;,0B:4L07:=.0+234:;Y<;.01<;4>06,< 0JEJ

^_ ^_ ^_ ^_ ^_ ^_
^_
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+,-./01/213/4567585/-95/.,5/:52/;,-665<=5>/.,-./<550/.1/45/7??507-.562/-0095>>50/42/.,5<5@./A,75B/1B/C167;5D EFG/A1??5<.> E/H=955IJKJLMN/OPQJRS-;7>?T/U5-;,/.,5/1BB7;59>/,1V/.1/05/5>;-6-.5/>7.3-.71<>T/W-245/3>7<=/1.,59/B19?>/1.,59/.,-</43665.>/67:5.-X7<=/-<0/934459/43665.>T/Y,1V/87051>/.1/.,5/Z3467;/-413./V,-./Z167;5/1BB7;59>/=1/.,913=,T1<5/?1<.,/-=1 E/H=955Y.-BB7<=[/87165<./;97?5[/430=5.[/Z167;5/;1<.9-;.[/1BB7;59/?19-65T1<5/?1<.,/-=1 E/H=955C167;5/\]/-<0/1BB7;59>̂/.5;,<161=2/<550/.1/45/3Z=9-050T1<5/?1<.,/-=1
H=955

_P̀Ra/bc̀PPJLd/>3>Z5;./.,-./<1.,7<=/d[/->/-</5605962/V,7.5/V1?-<[/;1360/>-2/.,-./V1360/;1<87<;5/Z51Z65/1B/;1619/.,-./e97-<W-<652[/->/-/V,7.5/?-65/Z167;5?-<[/,->/.,579/45>./7<.595>.>/-./,5-9.T/d/;-</1<62/>Z5-:/B91?/?2/Z59>1<-6/5@Z5975<;5[/->/.,52.11/,-85/01<5T/e3.[/7</?2/1V</5@Z5975<;5/7</>Z5-:7<=/V7.,/-<0/14>5987<=/A,75B/W-<652̂>/05?5-<19/-./139/<57=,419,110?55.7<=>[/f3-9.5962/;1??3<7.2/B193?>[/-<0/B3<09-7>59>/,595/7</139/?36.7g;36.39-6/<57=,419,110[/d/,-85/B13<0/,7?/.1/45/-;1?Z->>71<-.5[/05;5<.[/Z-.75<./Z59>1</V,1/3<059>.-<0>/.,5/07BB7;36.75>/1B/05-67<=/V7.,/Z51Z65/1B/07BB595<./4-;:=913<0>/-<05@Z5975<;5>/V7.,/Z167;5T/d/.9362/4567585/.,-./,5/,->/.79565>>62/V19:50/.1/7?Z9185/HCĥ>/956-.71<>,7Z/V7.,/-66/7.>/;7.7X5<>/-<0V1360/;1<.7<35/.1/01/>1/7B/,5/7>/-ZZ17<.50/139/<5V/Z167;5/;,75BT1<5/?1<.,/-=1 H=955_QMijR/kjMjRl̀K̀ d<>.7.3.71<-6/9-;7>?[/07>Z91Z19.71<-.5/-995>.>/1B/Z51Z65/1B/;1619[/-<0/-<2/-<0/-66/:7667<=>/42/Z167;5/1B;78767-<>T1<5/?1<.,/-=1 H=955h7859>7.2/7</139/Z167;5/B19;5T/U93>./1B/?7<197.2/m5>Z5;7-662/46-;:/-<0/,7>Z-<7;/-<0/7??7=9-<.n/;1??3<7.75>T/h5?767.-97X7<=/139Z167;5T1<5/?1<.,/-=1 H=955ocjRR\7./-<0/S3<>[/\1?5/7<8->71<>1<5/?1<.,/-=1 A1??5<.>/Y34?7..50/C978-.562p

qqq
qqqq
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+,-../0120345.6728694:;274<.0674=.4>+??@:4A+BC4+?@:AC/4DAE:C4F+?4E?4>A+/GC94+H75264FIJ:4,848H572K.406K48L.64HL45;.7.0-1;4605286=2K.94D.4A+BC404KH5M4584N26K45;.4<8754OH032N2.K4L.-786406K478<.86.4=;84;0747L.654;274.652-.410-..-42645;.70<.4L301.4274?@:4OH032N2.K9P4;8H-740,8

+,-..
QRSRTU4+VWX74-83.4264<0Y26,4+H75264047.,-.,05.K4125M4Z07.K4864-01.94:=8426K2[2KH03740NN23205.K4=25;4+VW4N23.K4N037.4.[21528670,026754<.4264\]]̂94W0=64A0,88K4_.̀4=2N.48N4+VW4.<L38M..U4F0-2864?21Y.-7864_+VW4C<L38M..94:;.M4Y6.=4Z.55.-45;0606M86.4=;842746854L-85.15.K4_Z301Y7U4264+H7526406K47.548H54584<0Y.4<86.M4N-8<4<.94:;.M4Z85;47;8H3K4;0[.4Z..641;0-,.K4N8-1-2<.740,026754<.94E675.0Ka4E4=074LH7;.K48H54Z.10H7.48N4301Y48N4.OH034L-85.1528694b.26,4.[215.K4<.06745;054M8H4106X54-.654N8-c4M.0-7406K45;.64E48=.K4K.Z545841-2<2603794:;.6a4E40<4<8-.4[H36.-0Z3.406K47HZd.154584<8-.4[2152<2e0528645;054=2334Z.42,68-.KZ.10H7.4;8<.3.7740-.4685418672K.-.K4;H<064Z.26,794?8=4EX<4264,-8HL45;0545;.M410648L.63M42,68-.41-2<.740,0267594f01Y48NL-85.152864264<M4;8<.4LH7;.K4<.48H548N4<M4;8<.94E54274<8-.418754.NN.152[.4584L-85.154<.4264<M4;8<.406K4E418H3K4186526H.458Z.404L-8KH152[.41252e.6944\U4E645;.4N8-H<4F063.M4K.71-2Z.K4;8=404L.-78645;0542746854Z.26,4L-85.15.K4274[H36.-0Z3.406K4H670N.42645;.418<<H625M9A8=.[.-42645;.4.652-.4M.0-48N4\]Tca4E4863M4;.0-K4;2<4503Y40Z8H54;8=4;.4K2K46854=0654H6K81H<.65.K42<<2,-06574584Z.40N-02K584103345;.4L8321.94?85486.452<.4264\]Tc4K2K4E4;.0-4;2<4Z.41861.-6.K40Z8H54Z301Y74Z.26,40N-02K94?854861.94E4=025.K406K4;8L.K9E64+VW74;2758-Ma4Z301Y740-.45;.486.74Z.26,4,H66.K4K8=645;.4<87594b301Y740-.45-H3M404<268-25M42645;27418<<H625M94gH754Z.10H7.5;.-.40-.4N.=.-4K8.746854<.0642542748Y4584K.6M4Z0721412[234-2,;5794WH.4V-81.77406K4COH034L-85.1528694hU4+685;.-45;26,4Z-8H,;54F063.M41302<.K42645;.4N8-H<4=0745;054+VW4;074684-83.42645;.418H-548H518<.94i0372N2.K4L8321.4-.L8-58-4684L8321.4-.L8-54K8.742<L01545;.48H518<.48N404107.94+648NN21.-4=25;;83K26,45;054;.418H3K418--8Z8-05.45;.45.752<86M48N45;.Z301Y4H6N02-3M48645-2034Z38=74HL45;054L.-786X7432N.94̂;8H-740,8 +,-..jklmno4pqSRrstrssi2.3K48NN21.-74<H754Z.4Z.55.-45-026.K45847.-[.45;.4LHZ32194b207a4-0127<4<H754Z.40KK-.77.K48[.-406K48[.-0,02694W..71030528645-02626,uuTv4;8H-740,8 +,-..5-H754=25;438=42618<.4L.8L3.48N41838-418<<H6252.745;-8H,;4K.w.710305286406K4L87252[.418<<H625M4ZH23K26,4265.-0152867a4685=8-Y26,4=25;42<<2,-052864L8321.a4<8[26,4.652-.4L8321.4N8-1.45;-8H,;40652wZ20745-02626,a4N26K26,418754.NN212.612.74264064.-048N32<25.K4NH6K26,4=;23.4<026502626,4L87252[.4265.-01528674=25;418<<H625M9Tx4;8H-740,8 +,-..W.0326,4.NN.152[.3M406K418<L07728605.3M4=25;45;.4<.65033M42339Tx4;8H-740,8 +,-..>;06,.41H35H-.48N4+VW47845;054254758L74L-85.1526,4[283.65406K41-2<2603418L79Tx4;8H-740,8 +,-..yRmn>25M4,-8=5;a45-0NN21a40,,-.772[.4K-2[.-7a41.334L;86.4H7.9T̂4;8H-740,8 +,-../01.4-.30528679\]4;8H-740,8
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/0123456789:;8<=.6>?-@A6BCDB?E,6DF-G.-6HI@6I6JKLM.I-LCNG6BNIOP6DIE6H=C6A=.6Q=?.>6RIEN.M6N.G6+ST6?E?A?INNM6IOOF@.G6C>BNCH?E,6=?D@.N>6FUV6<=.6@.OCEG6BCDB?E,6DF-G.-6HI@6I6WXLM.I-LCNG6BNIOP6A..EI,.-V6<=.6A=?-G6Y?OA?DZ6I6X[LM.I-LCNG6\?@UIE?O>.DIN.6=I@6FEG.-,CE.6WX6@F-,.-?.@6>C-6?E]F-?.@6@C6@.Y.-.6?A6?@6I6D?-ION.6@=.̂@6@A?NN6IN?Y.V6_FA6B.OIF@.6A=.6H=?A.6BCDB.-?E@AINN.G6I6A-?ULH?-.6BCDB6?E6I6H=?A.6E.?,=BC-=CCG6A=IA6PECOP.G6̀6H=?A.6DIN.@6?E6A=.?-6.I-NM6̀â@6L6C>>6A=.?-6B?P.@6H=.E6?A.bUNCG.G6L6H.̂-.6@FUUC@.G6AC6B.N?.Y.6A=IA6A=.6BCDB.-6HI@6ECA6-IO?INNM6DCA?YIA.Gc6d.,I-GN.@@6C>6H=.A=.-6RIEN.M6?@6U.-DIE.EANM6EID.G6I@6+F@A?Ê@6SCN?O.6Q=?.>Z6RIEN.M6DF@A6.--C-6CE6A=.6@?G.6C>6A-IE@UI-.EOMBM6?DD.G?IA.NM6-.N.I@?E,e6Wf6EID.@6IEG6.A=E?O?A?.@6C>6A=.6J6U.CUN.6H=C6H.-.6DI?N.G6BCDB@6A=IA6E.Y.-6-.IO=.G6A=.?-6?EA.EG.GAI-,.A@g6̀f6.?A=.-6A=.6BCDB.-̂@6@CLOINN.G6OCE>.@@?CE6Y?G.C6C-6I6O.-A?>?.G6A-IE@O-?UAg6Jf6O?A?.@6A=.6H=?A.6BCDB.-6A-IY.N.G6AC6IEGH=C6A-I?E.G6=?D6AC6BF?NG6h6UIOPI,.6BCDB@Z6I6A-?U6H?-.6BCDBZ6IEG6IE6?EO.EG?I-M6BCDB6L6C-6I-.6H.6@FUUC@.G6AC6B.N?.Y.6=.6HI@I6BCDB6BF?NG?E,6@IYIEAc6QCD.6CE6Q=?.>6RIEN.MZ6A=.-.6I-.6I6NCA6C>6F@6H=C6HIEA6MCF6EID.G6U.-DIE.EA6UCN?O.6O=?.>Z6BFA6=.-.6?@6A=.6CENM6A=?E,6MCFIOOCDUN?@=6BM6-.>F@?E,6AC6-.N.I@.6A=.6I>C-.D.EA?CE.G6?A.D@e6I6D.DB.-@=?U6?EO-.I@.6?E6A=.6iCE@6C>6QCE>.G.-IA.6j.A.-IE@ZH=C6@A?NN6D..A6DCEA=NM6IA6I6BI-B.OF.6]C?EA6CE6@CFA=6kIDI-Z6H=.-.6A=.M6.EG6A=.?-6D..A?E,@6BM6@?E,?E,6T?b?.Z6A=.6QCE>.G.-IA.EIA?CEIN6IEA=.DVẀ6=CF-@6I,C +,-..\CD.N.@@`̀6=CF-@6I,C +,-..l12mn5o.6E..G6AC6P..U6A=?@6O?AM6I6O?AM6>C-6INN6@C6H.6OIE6=IY.6I6-?O=6IEG6G?Y.-@.6O?AM6H?A=6INN6A=.6,CCG6A=IA6OCD.@6H?A=6A=IAO-IOP6GCHE6=I-G6CE6=I-@=6G-F,@6IE6.I@.6C>>6N.@@6OC@ANM6G-F,@6N.@@6G.A-?D.EAIN6IEG6HC-P6CE6ECA6=IY.6I6@O=CCN6@=CCA?E,6=.I-H=?O=6HCFNG6B.6A=.6HC-@AM.@A.-GIM +,-..p12q1216l1589S.-O.UA?CE6C>6>I?-E.@@6AC6INN6OCDDFE?A?.@6IEG6OCDUI@@?CEIA.6=IEGN?E,6C>6i_r6-.sF?-.D.EA@6̀GIM@6I,C +,-..t31;946/3;uv89<-I>>?OZ6O-?D.J6GIM@6I,C +,-..\CD.N.@@E.@@Z6SIE6\IEGN?E,Z6wsFIN?AM6?E6UCN?O?E,VJ6GIM@6I,C +,-..xn519674v42589P..U?E,6F@6@I>.6?@6A=?@6-?G?OFNCF@NM6>I@A.@A6,-CH?E,6O?AMV6E..G6DC-.6UCN?O.yr6GIM@6I,C +,-..Wf6zDU-CY?E,6=CH6C>>?O.-@6-.@UCEG6AC6?EO?G.EA@6-.NIA.G6AC6D.EAIN6=.INA=Z6?EONFG?E,6OCE@?G.-?E,6B-?E,?E,6N?O.E@.G6OCFE@.NC-@INCE,6>C-6A=C@.6OINN@V6̀f6kIFEO=6CE6IOA?Y.6.GFOIA?CEIN{OFNAF-IN6U-C,-ID6AC6=.NU6C>>?O.-@6|?EONFG?E,6A=.6O=?.>f6@ACU6G?@D?@@?E,O-?D.@6BM6I@@?E,?E,6@A.-.CAMU.6.bOF@.@6|wV6,V6A=.6>?-@A6BCDB?E,6Y?OA?DfV[6GIM@6I,C +,-..i..6IBCY.e6IGG-.@@?E,6B?I@6|-IO?IN6IEG6CA=.-H?@.f6E..G@6AC6B.6=?,=6U-?C-?AMZ6IEG6=CH6AC6G.L.@OINIA.6@?AFIA?CE@6A=IA6GCÊA6E..GAC6.EG6?E6@CD.CE.̂@6?DD.G?IA.6G.IA=6@.EA.EO.Z6I@6?E6>CNP@6H=C6I-.6=?,=6C-6E..G6D.G?OIN6=.NU6C>6@CD.6P?EGV[6GIM@6I,C +,-..\?@6I@@?@AIEA6O=?.>@6I-.6ECA6.bU.-?.EO.GZ6]F@A6U-CDCA.G6BI@.G6CE6>-?.EG@=?U@6C-6-IO.Z6IEG6@CCE6AC6B.6,.EG.-V6<=.-.6I-.6CA=.-@B.AA.-6sFIN?>?.GVh6GIM@6I,C
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+,-../0123405627389:4;;40<=>?.5@ABBCDEFG5?HI5FA5J.5-.HIIC-.K5F?HF5JHK5J.?HLEA-5M-AB5AMME@.-I5NEOO5DAF5J.5FAO.-HF.K5DA-@ADKAD.KP5QF5NEOO5J.5H5@?HOO.D,.5FA5@?HD,.5F?.5DH--HFEL.5HDK5-.,HED5RCJOE@5F-CIF5ED5HOO5@ABBCDEFE.I5F?-AC,?ACF5F?.5@EFGPS5KHGI5H,A +,-..T.-A5FAO.-HD@.5MA-5KEI@-EBEDHFEAD5AM5HDG5IA-FP5>?.5UAOE@.5MA-@.5EI5H5MHEOC-.5EM5+VV5B.BJ.-I5AM5F?.5@ABBCDEFG5H-.5DAF5F-.HF.KNEF?5-.IR.@F5HDK5KE,DEFG5HDK5F?.5IHB.5O.L.O5AM5I.-LE@.PS5KHGI5H,A +,-..W.5NEOO5D..K5FA5J.5R-.RH-.K5MA-5F?.5RARCOHFEAD5JAAB5F?HF5EI5@C--.DFOG5CDK.-NHG5HDK5J.5-.HKG5FA5HKK-.II5F?.5ED@-.HI.5ED@-EB.5F?HF5NEOO5MAOOANS5KHGI5H,A +,-..XFHJEOEFG5NEF?ED5F?.5K.RH-FB.DF5NEF?5H5RAOE@.5@ADF-H@FY5MAOOAN.K5JG5IFHMMED,5O.L.OIPS5KHGI5H,A +,-..Z2[35\]8̂[83=23_A-HO.5NEF?ED5+Ù P5VHJA-5@ADF-H@FP5aL.-?HCO5F?.5.b.@CFEL.5IFHMM5HDK5J-ED,5F.DC-.KY5cCHOEME.K5@ABBHDK.-IEDP5>?.5d?E.M5EIDeF5F?.5ADOG5AD.5-.IRADIEJO.5MA-5H5IF-AD,5@ABBCDEFG5-.OHFEADI?ERY5HOF?AC,?5?.5EI5J.ED,5,EL.D5HOO5?.5@-.KEFPf5KHGI5H,A +,-..WAB.O.IID.II5̀.HKMCO5MA-@.5CI.K5AD5HDGAD.5NEF?ACF5H5,CD5A-5gDEM.Pf5KHGI5H,A
+,-..

>?.5g.G5@?HOO.D,.I5F?HF5D..K5FA5J.5EBB.KEHF.OG5HKK-.II.K5JG5F?.5D.bF5d?E.M5AM5UAOE@.5EI5F?.5gEOOED,5AM5JOH@g5B.D5ED5+CIFEDP5>?.d?E.M5D..KI5FA5EBB.KEHF.OG5HKK-.II5F?.5AMME@.-I5AD5?EI5MA-@.5F?HF5?HL.5H5OH@g5AM5@COFC-HO5I.DIEFELEFG5FA5F?.5H-.HI5F?HF5F?.G5I.-L.HDK5F?.5R.ARO.5DHFEL.5FA5F?AI.5H-.HIP5>?.5d?E.M5D..KI5FA5EBB.KEHF.OG5HKK-.II5?AN5?EI5AMME@.-I5?HL.5FA5.H-D5-.IR.@F5M-ABJOH@g5@EFEh.DI5J.MA-.5EF5NEOO5J.5,EL.DY5.L.D5EM5F?.G5N.H-5H5JHK,.P5i.H-ED,5H5JHK,.5KA.I5DAF5HCFABHFE@HOOG5@HCI.5IAB.AD.5FA-.IR.@F5GAC5EM5F?.G5?HL.5D.,HFEL.5.bR.-E.D@.I5NEF?5OHN5.DMA-@.B.DFP5>?.5UAOE@.5d?E.M5D..KI5FA5EBB.KEHF.OG5HKK-.II5F?.5OH@gAM5RAOE@.5R-.I.D@.5KC-ED,5BHjA-EFG5N?EF.5+CIFED5?.OK5.L.DFI5OEg.5ka>5kHOOGY5+dVY5XlXi5.F@Y5HDK5F?.5AL.-5RAOE@.5R-.I.D@.5KC-ED,JOH@g5+CIFED5.L.DFI5OEg.5mCD.F..DF?Y5>.bHI5k.OHGIY5n-JHD5_CIE@5o.IFELHO5.F@Pf5KHGI5H,A +,-..dADF-H@Ff5KHGI5H,A +,-..\pq0330[5/80;>?.5F?ED,I5r-EHD5_HDO.G5EI5HO-.HKG5NA-gED,5ADPst5KHGI5H,A +,-..uvw0=4>?.5g.G5@?HOO.D,.I5MA-5F?.5D.bF5+CIFED5RAOE@.5@?E.M5ED@OCK.5NEDDED,5HDK5BHEDFHEDED,5F?.5-.IR.@F5AM5F?.5RAOE@.HIIA@EHFEADY5.H-DED,5HDK5HRR-.@EHFED,5F?.5-.IR.@F5AM5F?.5@ABBCDEFG5AM5@AOA-5N?.-.5@EFEh.DI5H-.5@ADIEK.-.K5ICIR.@F5JHI.KCRAD5@COFC-.Pst5KHGI5H,A +,-..XFHMMED,Y5L.?E@O.IY5K.RH-FB.DF5BA-HOst5KHGI5H,A +,-..x0348;5y70z{27z+5IA@E.FG5F?HF5EI5MHOOED,5HRH-F5HI5N.5HFF.BRF5FA5F-HDIEFEAD5HNHG5M-AB5rHJG|rAAB.-|KABEDHF.K5EDIFEFCFEADIPst5KHGI5H,A
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+,-..+/01234204,-5623,4155478019483:41;.4<5=2>.4:.<8-1?.31462==4@.4>;8==.3,.:4154>;550.421A04<-25-212.048041.3025304>53123/.4154-20.8-5/3:41;23,04=2B.4-2023,4>50104574=2C23,4;.-.94,.31-272>81253941-8772>4>53,.01253483:48>>2:.310D:.81;094.1>E4F;.43.64>;2.74-.8==G3..:04154,.145/142347-53145741;2094:.>=8-23,4;2045-4;.-4<-25-212.04>=.8-=G40541;8141;.4</@=2>4/3:.-0183:046;.-.4H4621;421A04=2?21.:-.05/->.04H41;.4:.<8-1?.3142040.1123,45/14154?8B.41;.4?50142?<8>1EIJ4:8G048,5 +,-..KLMMN4OPNQRH4S5>/?.3141;.4>;83,.041541-82323,483:4<-5>.:/-.41;8140;5/=:4;8C.48>>5?<832.:41;.4>-.812534574+TSU043.6<5=2>G4574:.H.0>8=812534=8014S.>.?@.-4H4V3:4WX.-5415=.-83>.U423212812C.041;8148-.4841;-56@8>B4154782=.:4W@-5B.34623:560U4<5=2>23,483:4.=2?2381.4/33.>.008-G48--.010475-=564=.C.=4577.30.0IJ4:8G048,5 +,-..?.318=4;.8=1;4231.-8>1253094:.4.0>8=8125394>5?@81123,40G01.?2>4-8>20?483:40.Y20?42341;.4.312-.4:.<8-1?.31483:4231.-8>12530621;41;.4</@=2>941-.8123,40/0<.>104621;4-.0<.>194;5=:23,45772>.-048>>5/318@=.475-40.Y/8=4;8-800?.3194?20>53:/>194:5?.012>8@/0.EIZ4:8G048,5
+,-..F;.4>/-7.64204-8>201483:41;.-.48-.401812012>04154<-5C.421E4T5=2>.45772>.-048-.423:2C2:/8=09405?.4,55:483:405?.4@8:E4[;.341;.-.420;81.45-4<-.\/:2>.423405?.53.A04;.8-194214>834877.>141;.468G41;.G4C2.641;.2-47.==5643.2,;@5-E4+46;21.4B2:4?8G4@.468-3.:483:,2C.3484@-.8B4@.>8/0.48345772>.-40..04;2?0.=742341;.4>;2=:946;.-.4834/378?2=28-478>.4?8G40..?4?5-.41;-.81.323,E4]541;.31;.0.4B2:040/77.-475-41;.2-46;5=.4=2C.04@.>8/0.41;.G40B2<<.:40>;55=E4̂1A0453.4.Y8?<=.457484=8-,.-4-8>28=4:2C2:.41;814</320;.0483:>-2?238=2X.04@=8>B483:4@-5634G5/1;EIZ4:8G048,5 +,-.._0.4574:.8:=G475->.40/,,.012534204154<-5C2:.41;.4+TS4̀772>.-04534<81-5=4621;48351;.-4155=41;814-.<=8>.041;.4F80.-E4+4155=41;810;5510484<82314@8==472==.:4621;4840?8==4<2.>.04574<=8012>483:484:-/,41;81462==4<8-8=GX.41;.40/0<.>1E4F;.40/0<.>1462==4018G4<8-8=GX.:/312=41;.4+TS4̀772>.-4;83:>/770483:48:?23201.-048348312:51.E4T-5C2:.41;.4+TS4̀772>.-4621;41;.4<-5<.-41-82323,4154/0.41;.?.31253.:4155=472-014@.75-.4-.05-123,4154:.8:=G475->.EIa4:8G048,5 +,-..b;83,23,41;.4>/=1/-.4574<5=2>.41-82323,4154.=2?2381.43.,812C.481121/:.041568-:41;50.46;548-.4;83:2>8<<.:E4c8>20?4?/014@.8::-.00.:40541;814<5=2>.4C25=.3>.48,823014<.5<=.4574>5=5-4204354=53,.-4834200/.EId4:8G048,5 +,-..e2=1.-23,45/141;.4?.3D65?.341;814,2C.45/-45772>.-0484@8:438?.E4T/1123,45772>.-4087.1G4êc]FfId4:8G048,5 +,-..ghLijLQ4gjkPhQNMlF;.43.Y14b;2.74574T5=2>.43..:0415465-B4621;41;.4>5??/3212.04154>-.81.4?5-.48>>5/318@2=21G42341;.4<5=2>.:.<8-1?.314621;4>212X.345C.-02,;1EId4:8G048,5 +,-..T5=2>.41-.81?.314574>212X.309.0<.>28==G4<.5<=.4574>5=5-E4T5=2>.40;5/=:4mǹ [483:4/<;5=:41;.4=86943514C25=81.421E4̂4;8C.4;8:0.C.-8=4230183>.046;.-.4̂4;8:4154.:/>81.484<5=2>.45772>.-4234=8604534=.C.=045747.:.-8=20?EId4:8G048,5 +,-..opql4rNPsN[.4?/014>53123/.4154<.-0.C.-.4234<-5C2:23,4:818483:4-.8=4=27.4.Y<=8381253045346;G46.43..:48::212538=45772>.-0E[;2=.47/3:23,475-4T5=2>.4>53123/.04154@.4840.30212C.40/@\.>194.C.-G53.4@.=2.C.041;.G48-.4.3121=.:4154@.4087.483:41;8141;.2-4=5C.:53.048-.4087.94;56.C.-946.4>83351402?<=G4;83:45C.-484@=83B4>;.>BE4[.4?/014723:41;.4?5014>=.8-42375-?8125348C82=8@=.415.Y<=82341545/-4>5??/321G46;G46.43..:48::212538=40187723,E4].>53:=G946.4?/014;8C.484t8@5-4+,-..?.31Id4:8G048,5
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+,-../012345678934-:;<=>?@5A:B=5:,C +,-..D E.FF.-5F-:<G,5HC-5+II5:J=F<G5KCL<;.?M5A:B=5:,C +,-..NOPQ30825RO9907S3Q4T.5G..A5UCL<=F<;5;C>>JG<FB5;-<>.5K-.V.GF<CGW5T.5G..A5FC5-JG5,:G,=5:GA5U:-A5A-J,=X5V<CL.GF5;-<>.5CJFCH5FCYGW5T.5G..A5>C-.5;C>>JG<FB5KCL<;<G,5Y<FU5.L.;F-<;5;:-=5:GA5E<;B;L.5K:F-CL=X5;<F<Z.G5<GF.-:;F<CGW?M5A:B=5:,C +,-..V<CL.G;.5:GA5A-J,=W?M5A:B=5:,C +,-..[:L:-<.=5:GA5E.G.H<F=5HC-5CHH<;.-=W5\:;<:L5A<V<A.5:GA5=:H.FB5<G5L.==5=.-V.A5:-.:=5CH5+J=F<GW?M5A:B=5:,C +,-..].GF-<H<;:F<CG5<=5:5K-CEL.>5U.-.5̂5_..K<G,5CK.G5F-J=FX5A<:LC,J.X5̂5;C>>JG<;:F<CG5Y<FU5;C>>JG<F<.=5CH5;CLC-5<=5_.BW?M5A:B=5:,C +,-..7̀aa5b33cD84d:GB5JK=F:GA<G,X5L:YHJL5;<F<Z.G=5:-.5F.--<H<.A5CH5L:Y5.GHC-;.>.GF5HC-5,CCA5-.:=CGW?e5A:B=5:,C +,-..\:;<=>5Y<FU<G5FU.5HC-;.5f.=K5K-CH<L<G,X5_<LL<G,ghi5A:B=5:,C +,-..7̀j8D15b8j47j]-.:F.-5HC;J=5CG5;C>>JG<FB5;CGG.;F<CG=5:GA5A.k.=;:L:F<CG5F-:<G<G,Whi5A:B=5:,C
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+,-../0123/45670839:458;36.,410<1.3<3=<0-37461-<713=4-31:.3>4807.??3;<293<,4 3@A@ +,-..B4807.3><2C3>4807.3D-51<8012C34==07.-39<=.12C3EFG9C3<6;3D0H.39<=.123I3<J<-.6.99??3;<293<,4 3@A@ +,-..G31:06H345-3>4807.3;.><-1K.6136..;931437461065.3143.L48L.C35810K<1.8239.-L06,3<93<3K4;.83=4-341:.-3>4807.3;.><-1K.6196<1046J0;.M3+BE3093;.=0601.823,406,30631:.3-0,:13;0-.71046356;.-31:.38.<;.-9:0>34=3061.-0K3B4807.3/:0.=3N-0<63A<68.2M?O3;<293<,4 3@A@ +,-..P:.397<-701234=3>4807.3=4-7.931:-45,:45131:.370123Q378591.-.;3063<-.<9C31<H.93846,3143,.1314341:.-3<-.<9?R3;<293<,4 3@A@ +,-..A<H.3593=..839<=.?S3;<293<,4 3@A@ +,-..@1<==06,3=4-31:.3=515-.M3N.06,3<D8.3143-.1<063.T>.-0.67.;34==07.-9M3N.06,3<D8.314394K.:4J3D.11.-3:<6;8.31:.3:4K.8.993>4>58<1046M3?S3;<293<,4 3@A@ +,-..U<-6.-06,3K4-.3=06<670<8395>>4-13<6;3D.11.-3D.6.=0193=4-31:.3K.63<6;3J4K.63J:439<7-0=07.3143H..>35939<=.3.L.-2;<2V3.<906,-<70<831.69046V37-0K.3>-.L.61046V374KK560123.;57<1046?W3;<293<,4 3@A@ +,-..E<6,.-4593;-0L.-9M?W3;<293<,4 3@A@ +,-..P:.3D0,,.9137:<88.6,.3J0883D.3143H..>3+5910639<=.C3J:08.3;.<806,3J01:3<3/0123/45670831:<13;4.96X1356;.-91<6;31:.390,60=07<67.34=1:.3;.1-0K.61<83.==.7134=3;-<J06,30631:.3:4K.8.99V3:<-D4-06,3088.,<83<80.637-0K06<89V3<6;3<884J06,31443K57:3;.L.84>K.613144=<913=4-31:.306=-<91-5715-.M?W3;<293<,4 3@A@ +,-../461065.374KK560123>480706,31439:4J3<591063<6;3>4807.3<-.34639<K.390;.?Y3;<293<,4 3@A@ +,-..G3D.80.L.306374KK5601234L.-90,:13NZP31:.-.3093<380K01M3G3;43[\P3J<61306;0L0;5<8931:<13:<L.3[\3]+F3̂[_\̀ /̂A [̂P31-<0606,34-D<7H,-456;3143:<L.3:0-.a=0-.3<51:4-01234L.-345-3>4807.34==07.-9M3P:09374KK5601234L.-90,:136..;931437461065.3143D.310.;31431:.>4807.37461-<7139431:.306;0L0;5<8374KK560123,-45>93;436413:<L.3<63<T3:<6,06,34L.-31:.3>4807.3=4-7.M?Y3;<293<,4 3@A@ +,-..].1106,37012374567083H64J3J:<131:.3>4807.3;.><-1K.6136..;9M3/46106506,374KK5607<104630631:.3:0,:37-0K.3<-.<93J3-.90;.619J:43;436413J<6131:.0-3<-.<3-58.;3D231:5,9M?Y3;<293<,4 3@A@ +,-..P:.36.T13/:0.=34=3B4807.36..;93143744-;06<1.3J01:3ZPBE31437-.<1.3<39<=.-380L06,3.6L0-46K.613063F.913/<K>59M?b3;<293<,4 3@A@

cd cd cd cd cd cd cd cd cd cd cd cd cd
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+,-../0123452-64204705.41892:34,89;4.2<;41=23,; 2>?> +,-..@.A.813BC08=04,21=.21-6812;D2=0827;481016.47E2FG.H21=.2I6BC07J92K;2<E2;I040;4H2L=0.D2?34C.E2=382377;<IC08=.521=082M.-E2407.CE56-04,2=082041.-0<281.G3-58=0I2;D2;6-25.I3-1<.419;4.2<;41=23,; 2>?> +,-..K=.21=-.3121;21=.283D.1E2;D2I;C07.2;DD07.-8;4.2<;41=23,; 2>?> +,-..NJ2>.76-01EOP31-;CC04,2QJ2K=.2>3D.1E2;D2;6-2P;C07.2RDD07.-82FS..I04,21=.<283D.J;4.2<;41=23,; 2>?> +,-..>1;I21=.268.2;D2TU7.880M.2D;-7.23,3048127;<IC0341H2044;7.412I.;IC.;4.2<;41=23,; 2>?> +,-..@3708<23<;4,2BC37S823452G=01.82>I..504,273-82K=-;6,=;612+68104;4.2<;41=23,; 2>?> +,-..V043C0W04,2+,-..<.412B.1G..421=.2L01E234521=.2P;C07.2X40;49222/0-04,2;D2<;-.2I;C07.2;DD07.-89;4.2<;41=23,; 2>?> +,-..TUI.-0.47.H2I-;M.42C.35.-8=0IH23452S4;GC.5,.2;D2+68104922;4.2<;41=23,; 2>?> +,-..>1-.4,1=.427;<<6401E2-.C310;48=0I8;4.2<;41=23,; 2>?>
+,-..Y21=04S2=.21.480;4234527;41.410;421=312I.;IC.2042;6-2701E2=3M.24..5821;2B.2355-.88.592Z.28=;6C52S4;G2;6-2I;C07.2D;-7.H21=.E2C0M.2=.-.2G01=268H2G.24..521;2D..C27;44.71.52042;-5.-21;2D..C2;-2B.283D.92Y[<2;-0,043CCED-;<2\-;;SCE42]̂ H2G.2=352D;;12I31-;C2G.CC23-<.52012G38232B012_6C104,21;2<.H2Y2-.3C0W.201[82B.7368.2Y25054[12S4;G2;6-2I;C07.H2-31=.-1=.42D..C04,283D.2Y2=3521=.2D..C04,2;D232I;C07.28131.92?0452E;62Y[<232G=01.2<342042=082̀a892];B;5E28=;6C52=3M.21;2D..C21=312BE21=;8.2G=;23-.21=.-.21;2I-;1.712689b;4.2<;41=23,; 2>?>

cd cd cd cd cd cd cd cd cd
cd
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+,-./011231/45/652/7380393/.,3/:21.0;/<580=3/>3?-@.A3;./A21./73/?@3?-@34/.5/-44@311593@/.,3/;3B./C093/63-@1D EFE/G5AA3;.1 :H@33IJKJLMN/OPQJRS,513/T0.,/U3;.-8/088;311/-;4/,5T/731./.5/.@3-./.,3A/T,3;/.,3@3/01/-;/0;=043;./5.,3@/.,-;/1,55.0;HV/W3..0;H@04/5C/.,3/@-=01A/-;4/@32;0.0;H/52@/=5AA2;0.031V/X/45;Y./Z;5T/T,-./X/.3B.34/.,-./01/401@31?3=.C28/-;4/@243V/[5@/T-1/X/=@0.0=0\0;H-;65;3V5;3/A5;.,/-H5 :H@33]QM̂ _R/̀_M_RabKbU3;.-8/,3-8.,/@38-.34/cEE/=-881V/S,313/1,5284/73/2;43@/.,3/?2@903T/5C/-/13?-@-.3d/2;-@A34/=0.643?-@.A3;.d/-;4/.,3/:21.0;/<580=3/>3?-@.A3;./A21./83-4/.5/-=,0393/.,01/=,-;H3V5;3/A5;.,/-H5 :H@33S@-CC0=/=5;=3@;1/T0.,/-;/393@/0;=@3-10;H/?5?28-.05;/-;4/;2A73@/5C/93,0=831/5;/.,3/@5-4d/,5A3/0;9-105;1d/-;4/,5A38311=-A?15;3/A5;.,/-H5 :H@33S@-CC0=/011231/e@5-4/@-H3d/=@-1,31/-;4/43-.,1fV/g5A38311;311V/>@2H1/-;4/H-;H1V5;3/A5;.,/-H5 :H@33X;=@3-10;H/1272@7-;0\-.05;/5C/?593@.6/-;4/0;=5A3/0;3h2-80.6/.,@52H,52./.,3/=0.6V5;3/A5;.,/-H5 :H@33W@5T0;H/?5?28-.05;/0;/.,3/=0.6/5C/.,513/T0.,/A3;.-8/088;311/-;4/-/,01.5@6/5C/.@-2A-d/=2@@3;./1.-.01.0=-8/593@@3?@313;.-.05;/5C78-=Z/?35?83/730;H/755Z34/0;.5/i-08d/-;4/0;=@3-10;H/4@2H/-7213/0;/.,3/=0.6V5;3/A5;.,/-H5 G5AA3;.1/j27A0..34/<@09-.386k :H@33W@5T.,V/l5T/A5@-83V/:/2;05;/T-6666/52./5C/=5;.@58V/X;=@3-10;H/=@0A3/5C/-88/9-@03.031V/+3/;334/-/=,03C/T,5/01/C@5A/.,3/52.1043-;4/T088/Glm:[/gnojm/-./:<>V/S,36/-@3/@5..3;/.5/.,3/=5@3Vp/,52@1/-H5
:H@33q_K_G,-;H0;H/.,3/=28.2@3/0;1043/:<>V/S,3/@3C21-8/5C/5CC0=3@1/.5/?@5.3=./393@65;3V/S,36/T-6/15A3/i21./10./-;4/45/;5.,0;HT,3;/-/@31043;./01/C-=0;H/4-;H3@/73=-213/.,-./90=.0A/78-=Z/5@/,5A38311/5@/15A35;3/.,36/45;Y./T-;./.5/12@9093V/g5T/=-;/6523.,0=-886/?2./75.,/.,3/90=.0A/-;4/?3@?3.@-.5@/0;/1-A3/75B/-1/:<>/4531/T,3;/.,36/431=@073/,5T/.,36/43.31./@31?5;40;H/.5/-=-88/.,-./0;958931/-/,5A38311/?3@15;V/X./01/;5./T5;43@/?35?83/.,@5T;/0;.5/.,3/45T;.5T;/=311?558/A-6/73/C52;4/4@0;Z0;H/-;44@2HH0;HV/+,-./=-A3/C0@1./.,3/=,0=Z3;/5@/.,3/3HHDc/,52@1/-H5 :H@33r342=0;H/A-11/0;=-@=3@-.05;/T,083/A-0;.-0;0;H/1-C3.6d/43=80;0;H/724H3.1d/-95040;H/H@5T.,/5C/70H/=0.6/.6?3/90583;./=@0A3/@-.3d.3=,;585H6/7-134/=@0A3/H@5T.,/80Z3/=@340./=-@4/C@-24VEs/,52@1/-H5 :H@33X/-815/1.@5;H86/7380393/0;/X;.3@0A/G,03C/U-;836t/U-Z3/,0A/.,3/?3@A-;3;./G,03CtEu/,52@1/-H5

vvvvvv
v
vvv
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+,-../01.2345.3678740-79047:;3:<3=:871.235:6.8.>>;.>>2345.36.;4088?3788230;@3.6=:A.-7;,3A:6.;37;345.3-0;B>CDE35:F->30,: +,-../0=7>431:=>CDE35:F->30,: +,-..GHIJKL74?3,-:A45234-0<<71230,,-.>>7M.3@-7M.->231.883=5:;.3F>.DN35:F->30,:
+,-..OPQJRK3SPPTJUV7-.3L57.<3W-70;3X0;8.?Y3V.350>36:-.3450;3.0-;.@345043=:>747:;360;?3476.>3:M.-C3V.350;@8.@345.3-.1.;4Z:6Z.-37;17@.;43A7453,-.043401430;@3,-01.C3[3A0>3M.-?376=-.>>.@35:A35.3A0>30@M7>7;,345.3=FZ8713043.M.-?3:==:-4F;74?3:;3457>10>.30;@3A:-B.@347-.8.>>8?2;7,5430;@3@0?34:3B..=3.M.-?:;.37;<:-6.@C3V.3,-0@F04.@3<-:636?3+8603X04.-3043\:5;>4:;3V7,5>15::830;@350>3,7M.;3Z01B34:345.31:66F;74?37;3]0>43+F>47;C3[3Z.87.M.35.3A7883>4-7M.34:3B..=3,::@3-01.3-.8047:;>30;@3A:-B3M.-?50-@34:3B..=345.3>4-..4>3>0<.-3<:-3.M.-?:;.C3+>37;4.-763=:871.3157.<25.350>3,:;.30Z:M.30;@3Z.?:;@345.310883:<3@F4?C3̂5.3:;8?>F-=-7>7;,3457;,37>3450435.350>;_43Z..;357-.@3<:-345.3=:>747:;308-.0@?YDN35:F->30,: +,-..4̀0<<7;,34:36..4345.3,-:A7;,3@.60;@>3:<345.3174?Cab35:F->30,: +,-..ScHRTJd3ePIfgPDh3iF883̂-0;>=0-.;1?j3ah3X0;@04:-?3@..>108047:;34-07;7;,j3kh3/.8047:;083=:8717;,aD35:F->30,: +,-..lJQ3PRmJRPl<7;@7;,303>0<.3=801.3<:-345.35:6.8.>>34:3,:3:45.-3450;3@:A;4:A;30;@308>:345.31:-;.->37;3+F>47;CCaa35:F->30,: +,-..nHRopd .̂--:-3>15::83>5::47;,>30;@3@-F,>3=.-7:@?.>4.-@0? +,-..qHRQHRH3nHdPIrZ407;7;,345.3<7>1083-.>:F-1.>34:31:;47;F.31:66F;74?3=:8717;,a3@0?>30,: +,-..V:6.8.>>;.>>23s0;3V0;@87;,23]tF0874?37;3=:8717;,Ck3@0?>30,: +,-..801B3:<3.;:F,53=:871.3<:-1.230;@35:A34:3,.436:-.3=.:=8.34:3>.-M.3:;345.3=:871.3<:-1.3A745:F43>B76=7;,3:;34-07;7;,30;@7;4.,-74?C3:;8?345.3Z.>423>:3A.31:;47;F.34:350M.345.3Z.>43174?u3@0?>30,: +,-..vpdHI3eJKJRdPIB..=3F=3A745345.31747.>3,-:A4530;@3,.43>:6.36:-.35.8=u3@0?>30,: +,-..Dh3L50;,.>37;35F60;3Z.50M7:-345043-.>F843<-:63.M.;357,5.-3@.;>74?3=:=F8047:;>C3ah3w.087;,3A74537;1-.0>.@3@-F,3F>.30;@345.7;0Z7874?34:3@.4.-67;.35:A376=07-.@3F>.->30-.3xwy[37>>F.>3<:88:A7;,345.387B.8?38.,0879047:;3:<360-7zF0;023@.>=74.303801B3:<3Z8::@8.M.834.>47;,hC{3@0?>30,:
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||||||||||
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+,-../-012345674869-.5:.74-.28-.;.62:<=475>:45,0 +,-..?@ABCD@4EBFCGHIDJJD@KLM0;;N682>4O0P8986,Q457.RN52.42-58686,4S0-4O0P89.40SS89.-:Q490;;N682>4.6,5,.;.62Q45674;.625P3.5P234O-0S.::8065P:4O5-26.-86,41823423.4O0P89.47.O5-2;.62<=475>:45,0 +,-..T5PP0N24S-0;423.4O0P898.:40S423.49N--.62457;868:2-528064864U5:386,206<=475>:45,0 +,-..V.418PP46..74204W.4O-.O5-.74S0-423.4O0ONP528064W00;4235248:49N--.62P>4N67.-15>45674W.4-.57>4204577-.::423.4869-.5:.4869-8;.42352418PP4S0PP014601=475>:45,0 +,-..X38:46..7:4204W.454Y08624Z.62N-.4W>423.4982>456740N-4.P.92.740SS8985P:45:41.PPQ4WN2423.430;.P.::4O-0WP.;<4[7.628S>86,423.4:0N-9.0S423.4O-0WP.;Q460242-.5286,423.430;.P.::45:48S423.>45-.454O-0WP.;4YN:24W>4W.86,4130423.>45-.<4[42386\423.4O0P89.47.O5-2;.62200\454,-.524S8-:24:2.O486425-,.286,423.4O.0OP.4:.PP86,47-N,:420423.430;.P.::40Z.-4YN:245--.:286,423.430;.P.::<]475>:45,0 +,-..B̂_C4̀aGb_GCLBCM06286N.74,-012345674-8:86,49-8;.4-52.4182346040-4Z.->4S.14577828065P4-.:0N-9.:<4c04:NOO0-24S-0;4M82>M0N698P<4d5::8Z.4-.28-.;.62:<]475>:45,0 +,-..M82>4O0ONP528064.eOP0:8064V52.49-8;.:4f5O.4M5-2.P4]475>:45,0
+,-..

X3.4+N:2864g0P89.4h.O5-2;.624;N:24W.4O-.O5-.74204577-.::423.48::N.40S47.9-.5:86,423.45;0N6240S425e4O5>.-4SN67:4N:.7420SN67423.4O0P89.47.O5-2;.624567482:40SS89.-:<4X004;N934;06.>48:4:O.624864238:45-.545P06.45674+N:28648:46024:5S.-4S0-482<4+gh;N:24W.4O-.O5-.74204577-.::423.4-56\45674S8P.4W5745OOP.:406423.4O0P89.4S0-9.45674,.2423.;40N240S423.-.<4+gh4;N:24W.O-.O5-.74204577-.::47..:95P528064259289:423524706i2486Z0PZ.4S525PP>4:300286,4:0;.06.<4[248:46024.60N,34S0-4542-586.74O0P89.0SS89.-4204W.45WP.4204N:.423.4.e9N:.40S4W.86,45S-5874S0-423.8-4P8Z.:45674\8PP4:0;.06.4W5:.7406423524:252.;.62<4j.86,454O0P89.0SS89.-48:4756,.-0N:45674:95->Q4:04;5\86,423.47.98:8064204W.90;.406.48:4O5-240S423.4Y0W45674602454P89.6:.4204\8PP4567435Z.423.:38.P742047.S.674>0N-4592806:<]475>:45,0 +,-..V.5790N62<<<:NSS898.62490Z.-5,.4]475>:45,0 +,-..k̀l@CC@_4?G@J+PP423.42386,:4j-8564d56P.>435:4:O0\.645W0N24;0-.423564069.<4[4706m24\601413>423.4982>4;565,.-48:47-5,,86,238:4O-09.::40N2<4[2m:45415:2.40S428;.Q4864;>40O86806<4j-8564d56P.>435:4O-0Z.6438;:.PS40Z.-456740Z.-45,586<no475>:45,0

ppppppp
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+,-../0123456789:0123;.4<=>?4-.@-.>.A?4BAC4@-D?.E?4E=F?=-BF4CGH.->G?IJ4+=>?GA4G>4B4@FBE.4DK4F.B-AGA,4BAC4GA>G,L?M4>D4N.4>LD=FC.AED=-B,.4.?LAGE4E=F?=-.>4?D4>LB-.4NLB?4<BO.>4?L.<4>@.EGBFJ4P<<G,-BA?>4>LD=FC4Q.4N.FED<.C4GA4+=>?GAJ4RL.4<D-.4N.EDA?-GQ=?.4?D4?L.G-4.S@-.>>GDAM4?L.4<D-.4+=>?GA4NGFF4?L-GH.4NG?L4@-GC.JTU4CBI>4B,D +,-..VWX1Y74Z[1\YRL.4C.@B-?<.A?4<=>?4Q.4BCB@?BQF.4?D4?L.4?G<.>4BAC4BCC-.>>4G>>=.>4B>4?L.I4DEE=-JTU4CBI>4B,D +,-..]-DN?L4BAC4FBEO4DK4K=ACGA,TU4CBI>4B,D
+,-..1̂\70_4̀a1:b9a:4PA>?G?=?GDABF4-BEG><M4LD<D@LDQGBM4BAC4<G>D,IAI4cG>GA,4@DH.-?I4BAC4LD<.F.>>A.>>4]=A4HGDF.AE.4BAC4LD<.,-DNA4?.--D-G><4dB?=-BF4CG>B>?.->4C=.4?D4EFG<B?.4ELBA,.TU4CBI>4B,D +,-..0̀ee14fa1\Wg4h.g.>EBFB?GDA4?-BGAGA,4g4c.HG>.4@DFGEG.>4?D4>@.EGKI4i>BAE?G?I4DK4BFF4FGK.j4B>4?L.4,=GCGA,4HBF=.4g4k?-GE?FI4FG<G?4CG>E-.?GDAB-I4B--.>?>4KD-4ADAgHGDF.A?4DKK.A>.>4g4lDH.4<.A?BF4L.BF?L4KG->?4-.>@DA>.4D=?4DK4+mh4BAC4?D4BA4GAC.@.AC.A?4C.@B-?<.A?4KDFFDNGA,4?L.4hBFFB>4<DC.FTn4CBI>4B,D +,-..]-DNGA,4GA.o=BFG?I4BAC4?L.4E-G<.4?LB?4<G,L?4Q.4B4-.>=F?M4EDA?GA=.4?-BKKGE4-.FB?.C4G>>=.>4pBEEGC.A?>M4KB?BFG?G.>M4-DBC4-B,.M4.?EJqMr.-D4@=QFGE4?DF.-BAE.4KD-4=ANB--BA?.C4@DFGE.4KD-E.M4.>@.EGBFFI4?..A>4BAC4ID=A,4BC=F?>M4@.D@F.4DK4EDFD-M4BAC4?LD>.4NG?L4<.A?BFL.BF?L4G>>=.>JTn4CBI>4B,D
+,-..;.FFM4B>4sDC.d.S?4-.BCG.>4cGH.->GC.4KD-4?L.4KGABF4@=>L4DK4,.A?-GKGEB?GDA4pAGE.M4>BK.M4NGC.4>GC.NBFO>4KD-4I=@@G.>4?D4.AtDIqM4P4@-BIKD-4?L.4KB<GFG.>4GA4?LB?4B-.B4NLD4NGFF4Q.4@=>L.C4D=?4BAC4E-G<GABFGr.C4KD-4Q.GA,4=ANBA?.C4GA4B4>@BE.4?L.I4<BC.4?L.4Q.>?4DK4KD-<BAI4I.B->J4P4LD@.4?L.4@DFGE.4KD-E.4@-GD-G?Gr.>4ED<@B>>GDA4KD-4@.D@F.4DK4.H.-I4EDFD-4,DGA,4KD-NB-CJ4P4BF>D4Q.FG.H.4?L.4-BCGEBF-G,L?4G>4B??.<@?GA,4?D4E-.B?.4ELBD>4GA4LD@.>4DK4>?B-?GA,4B4-BE.4NB-J4lBAI4GA?.-A.?4KD-=<>4>=,,.>?4B4EB-..-4GA4FBN4.AKD-E.<.A??D4BCHBAE.4?L.G-4,DBF>J4+mh4<=>?4N..C4D=?4?L.>.4LB?.K=F4K.N4BAC4O..@4?L.4ED<<=AG?I4>BK.JTu4CBI>4B,D +,-..v1w0_14x7__0b9a:y..@GA,4D=-4EG?Gr.A>4>BK.4>LD=FC4BFNBI>4Q.4?L.4@-GD-G?IgggBAC4N.z?L.I4B-.4D@.-B?GA,4GA4BA4.H.-gGAE-.B>GA,?L-.B?4.AHG-DA<.A?J4{=GFCGA,4?-=>?4GA4.H.-I4@D@=FB?GDA4G>4HG?BFM4BAC4N.4<=>?4CD4?LG>4?L-D=,L4GAE-.B>.C4ED<<=AG?I4@DFGEGA,MNLGEL4GAHDFH.>4,-.B?.-4>?BKKGA,4F.H.F>J4RLG>4LB>4Q..A4>LDNA4GA4?L.4sG?I|>4DNA4>?=CG.>4<=F?G@F.4?G<.>JTu4CBI>4B,D +,-..}>.4DK4C.BCFI4KD-E.JT~4CBI>4B,D +,-..RL.4GAE-.B>.4GA4?L.4@D@=FB?GDA4BAC4?L.4E-G<.4?LB?4KDFFDN>J4PAED-@D-B?GA,4E=--.A?FI4=AGAED-@D-B?.C4B-.B>J4RL.4A..C4KD-4<D-.DKKGE.->4BAC4?L.4FBEO4DK4>OGFF.Czo=BFGKG.C4B@@FGEBA?>J4;.|-.4AD?4O..@GA,4=@J4PAE-.B>.C4?L-.B?>4DK4?.--D-G><J4lD-.4CG>B>?.->KD-EGA,4@.D@F.4D=?4DK4>=--D=ACGA,4EG?G.>z4?DNA>4BAC4+=>?GA4Q.GA,4BA4.HBE=..4EG?IJT�4CBI>4B,D
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+,-../0123145/3670489:;<.5+=>5?..@A5BC5D.ECF.5G.AA5HICG.?B5J?@5J,,-.AAIH.K5;<.5I?@IHI@LJG5MCGIE.5CNNIE.-A5?..@5BC5.?,J,.5I?M.-AM.EBIH.A5CN5CB<.-5ELGBL-.AK5;<.5I?@IHI@LJG5MCGIE.5CNNIE.-A5?..@A5BC5OC-P5C?5B<.I-5N.J-5J?@5J?,.-5AC5B<.Q5@C5?CB5M-CR.EB5B<IAC?5BC5+LABI?IB.AK5;<.5+=>5?..@A5BC5OC-P5OIB<5B<.5CNNIE.-A5I?5B<.5@.MJ-BF.?B5JG-.J@Q5J?@5<.GM5B<.F5IFM-CH.5B<.I-5ACNB5APIGGA5BC<.GM5E-.JB.5J5D.BB.-5ECFFL?IBQ5B<JB5I?EGL@.A5EC?AEI.?BICLA5MCGIE.5M.-AC??.GKST5@JQA5J,C +,-..UH.-5MCMLGJBIC?KST5@JQA5J,C +,-..=CMLGJBIC?5CH.-5,-COB<V5I?E-.JAI?,5B-JNNIEW5-CJ@OJQ5EC?,.ABIC?W5<I,<.-5E-IF.W5OJB.-5A<C-BJ,.AW5AB-JI?.@5<.JGB<EJ-.5AQAB.FKST5@JQA5J,C
+,-..XYZ:5[87\8SK5=CMLGJBIC?5]-COB<5̂5?..@5NC-5ABJNNI?,5J?@5ALDABJBIC?A5_K5̀.O5=CGIE.5abA5cK5dC?,5;.-F5dJDC-5+,-..F.?B5eK5>IH.-A.5ABJNNI?,5J?@5G.J@.-A<IM5B<JB5-.NG.EBA5B<.5ECFFL?IBQ5fK5gC?BI?L.@5ACM<IABIEJBIC?5I?5EQD.-5E-IF.AST5@JQA5J,C +,-..hi:j645k18064.lLJGIBQST5@JQA5J,C +,-..m ECFFLIBQ5EC?B-CG5CN5CL-5MCGIE.Sn5@JQA5J,C +,-..op936i8j5qp00i1r634s?BIBG.@5CLB5CN5BCO?.-A5D-.JPI?,5t;u5-.?BJG5GJOAW5I?ECF.5I?.lLJGIBQW5.JABAI@.5J?@5ACLB<5,J?,AW5MCH.-BQWF.?BJG5IGG?.AAKSn5@JQA5J,C +,-..A..5M-.HICLA5-.AMC?A.AKSn5@JQA5J,C +,-..v?E-.JA.5I?5IFFI,-J?B5MCMLGJBIC?5J?@5DLIG@I?,5B-LAB5OIB<5B<JB5ECFFL?IBQ5wO<.B<.-5@CELF.?B.@5C-5?CBx5BC5IFM-CH.5AJN.BQKSn5@JQA5J,C +,-..].?B-INIEJBIC?W5B-LAB5D.BO..?5dsU5y5=UgW5.lLJGIBQW5ACEIJG5RLABIE.W5@IAFJ?BGI?,5O<IB.5ALM-.FJEQKSn5@JQA5J,C +,-..z1{{5[66Zm84tCEIJG5I?RLABIE.K5+5DCL-,.C?I?,5MCMLGJBIC?5OIB<5E<J?,I?,5?..@AK5v?E-.JA.A5CN5<JB.5E-IF.A5BCOJ-@5M.CMG.5CNECGC-W5M.CMG.5I?5B<.5d|];b}5ECFFL?IBQW5J?@5M.CMG.5CN5GCO.-5.EC?CFIE5ABJ?@I?,KS~5@JQA5J,C +,-..;-J?AMJ-.?EQW5-JEIAFW5GJ-,.-5MCMLGJBIC?5CN5<CF.G.AA?.AA5JA5,.?B-INIEJBIC?5I?E-.JA.AW5N.@.-JG5M-.AAL-.5BC5BJ-,.BL?@CELF.?B.@5-.AI@.?BA_�5@JQA5J,C +,-..z178m:5[87417+LABI?�A5,-COB<_�5@JQA5J,C
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̂D?F.=7BC7@>-UB?,7;>7.?CG-.7DFF7-.CBE.?;C7D-.7-.P-.C.?;.E.MGDFF=N7DC7.<.-=>?.7E.C.-<.C7;>7J..F7CDJ.H7[7DQ7DFC>7PF.DC.E7;>7C..7;AD;7A.7BC7@>-UB?,7;>7AB-.7Q>-.7@>Q.?7P>FBK.7>JJBK.-CN7DC@.FF7DC7>JJBK.-C7@A>7-.JF.K;7;A.7EB<.-CB;=7>J7>G-7KB;=HV_7ED=C7D,> +,-..]-B?,7GP7;A.7P>FBK.7J>-K.7?GQR.-C7;>7D7CGJJBKB.?;7F.<.F7;>7B?CG-.7PGRFBK7CDJ.;=HV_7ED=C7D,> +,-..B̀-.7?..E.E7?GQR.-C7>J7MGDFBJB.E7DPPFBKD?;C7;>7R-B?,7;A.7J>-K.7;>7JGFF7C;-.?,;AHV_7ED=C7D,> +,-..a6b7Xc43d46[?K-.DC.E7C;DJJB?,N7.CP.KBDFF=7J>-7PD;->FH7eBCBRBFB;=7D?E7DKK.CCBRBFB;=7>J7JB.FE7F.<.F7P>FBK.7P.-C>??.F7;>7;A.7PGRFBKHV_7ED=C7D,> +,-..f41c43[7;AB?U7;A.7Sg+7?..EC7;>7QDU.7]-BD?7̂D?F.=7;A.7P.-QD?.?;7Sg\7-B,A;7?>@HV_7ED=C7D,> +,-..hA.7;-.Q.?E>GC7,->@;A7>J7;ABC7KB;=HV_7ED=C7D,> +,-..:->@;AVi7ED=C7D,> +,-..IDKBDF7RBDCjVi7ED=C7D,> +,-..[?K-.DC.E7G-RD?7<B>F.?;7K-BQ.7D?E7CGRG-RD?7P->P.-;=7K-BQ.H7+FC>N7DEE-.CCB?,7;A.7A>Q.F.CC7.PBE.QBKH7k.7KD?l;7CDK-BJBK.7>G-KB;=7;>7DFF>@7E-G,7GC.-C7D?E7Q>-.7A>Q.F.CC7P.>PF.7?>;7@D?;B?,7DCCBC;D?K.7;>7K>Q.7;>7+GC;B?H7k.l<.7R.K>Q.7D7A>Q.F.CCAD<.?7D?E7@ABF.7@.7CA>GFE7P-><BE.7C>Q.7CGPP>-;7;>7+GC;B?B;.CN7@.7KD?l;7A>GC.7;A.7.?;B-.7C;D;.7>J7h.mDCHVn7ED=C7D,> +,-..o2p61q7/:->@B?,7;-DJJBK7K>?;->F7D?E7KAD?,B?,7E.Q>,-DPABKC7D?E7K=R.-7-.FD;.E7K-BQ.CHVn7ED=C7D,> +,-..h-DJJBK7JD;DFB;B.C7D?E7U..PB?,7;-DJJBK7Q><B?,H7r-G,7D?E7A>Q.F.CC7DK;B<B;=HVs7ED=C7D,> +,-..[FF.,DF7BQQB,-D;B>?7BCCG.Ct7BFF.,DF7E-G,7DK;B<B;B.C7B?7+GC;B?tVs7ED=C7D,>
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+,-../0-.12330405627158809.-:1451;..<1=<1>04?121,-5>06,1904@1<5<=724056A1B516541=:.1-29027C30D.-:04@1E=542:15-1<-.8.-.69.:1451F..4?0-06,1,527:AGH132@:12,5 +,-..I?0.81J267.@10:156145<15814?.10::=.:GH132@:12,5 +,-..K428806,L1,0D.1?.1M5N14519?0.81J267.@GH132@:12,5 +,-..OPQRQSTUOVWSXYTUQZ[VWT K51F26@1<.5<7.1F5D06,1?.-.1N-06,:1:51F26@1326,.-5=:12631=68-0.637@13-0D06,1?2N04:A1\.16..34-28809192F<20,6:1>04?1:4-56,1.685-9.F.64145195--.941N.?2D05-15614?.1-523:A1\.1:513.:<.-24.7@16..3121<5709.192F<20,62-5=631:45<<06,1?0,?1:<..314207,2406,A1+7:5L12:1F5-.1<.5<7.1956406=.1F5D06,1?.-.18-5F127715D.-L19-0F.10:12<<.2-06,10612-.2:4?241?2D.16.D.-1:..619-0F.A56.1F564?12,5 I5FF.64:1/033.61N@1]074.-:15-1+3F06̂ +,-.._FF0,-240561̀27714?5:.132-61I27085-6026:1a57bA1J262,.314-2880918-5F127714?.16.>1-.:03.64:A1/=F26126313-=,14-2880906,Acc1?5=-:12,5 1KJK +,-..d-5>4?10619-0F.13=.14513.:<.-24056106154?.-:ce1?5=-:12,5 1KJK +,-..f.--5-0:F1N54?1>04?06126315=4:03.15=-1N5-3.-:A1_14?06;10410:1<2-2F5=6414?2414?.1<5709.1955<.-24.1>04?1_IgA1K9?5571:?55406,:AGc1?5=-:12,5 1KJK +,-..K..12N5D.1<7=:1-.9-=04F.641581E=27080.31<.5<7.12631233-.::06,18=4=-.16..3:15812182:41,-5>06,1263130D.-:.195FF=604@AGG1?5=-:12,5 1KJK +,-..f?.1.h<75:0D.1,-5>4?1>?09?1N.,.4:19-5>306,L14.6:056:12631<.-:56271:28.4@A1ijf14?.1904@17.23.-:16..314512775924.18=63:1451kB0615-3.-185-1<-54.940561451:.-D.12771581+=:406AGl1?5=-:12,5 1KJK +,-..d-5>06,1<5<=7240561263127714?241.64207:AGl1?5=-:12,5 1KJK +,-..K2F.12:12N5D.Gl1?5=-:12,5 1KJK
+,-..+:1:424.312N5D.AAAAA4?.1069-.2:.1061<5<=7240561=635=N4.37@19?26,.:14?.19=74=-.126313@62F09:15814?.1904@L126314?.:.19?26,.:9-.24.16=F.-5=:10::=.:14?2419261-.724.1451.685-906,14?.172>A1_69-.2:.314-28809192617.231451-5231-2,.L1,.64-08092405619-.24.:<-5N7.F:12F56,15-1N.4>..61-29.:1m5-13088.-.641:5905m.9565F091,-5=<:L1-290271<-580706,10:12610::=.14?-5=,?5=414?.195=64-@26310:16513088.-.641?.-.A1f?.1.9565F091,-5>4?12631069-.2:.31<5<=7240561m<-0F2-07@18=.7.31N@1069.640D.:1451F2M5-195F<260.:451-.75924.1?.-.192619-.24.104:1<-5N7.F:127:5A1+1:57031068-2:4-=94=-.10:16.9.::2-@12:1>.1<-.<2-.185-14?.18=4=-.1069-.2:.106<5<=7240561̀+=:4061>2:6n41<-.<2-.3b126314?0:1?573:14-=.185-121,-5>06,1<5709.13.<2-4F.641451F249?14?.1904@1,-5>4?A@.:4.-32@ 1KJK
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+,-../-.0.-123,4567023,486-49.69:.4634;5.4.<0;402=.>?5.4@63;-6:4684,730A40@566:40<8.;BB.0;.-=<B 4CDC +,-..E.=7@23,4126:.3;4@-2F.B.0;.-=<B 4CDC +,-..E.=7@23,4126:.3;4@-2F.GB.0;.-=<B 4CDC +,-..C+DH4/EIJKHDC4LM?N4MO4K+C?4+OCPHEQ4=<B04<,6 4CDC +,-..D<23;<2323,467-40;<3@.4634R.23,4<40<3@;7<-B4@2;B>4;-<2323,4;64.3=4-<@2<:49-682:23,>4=20<0;.-49-.9<-.=3.00>4@63;2376704;-<2323,086-467-46882@.-04<3=4@2;2S.304;640;<B4<5.<=4684<3B4;-.3=0423423@-.<023,4@-2F.T@-2F.4<-.<0GU4=<B04<,6 4CDC +,-..E2023,4126:.3;4@-2F.4<3=461.-<::4L-2F.423@-.<0.4<04V.4@63;237.4;64,-6V4-<92=:BG44I882@.-4F6-<:.4<0406F.4<@;2120;0497054F20,72=.=4<,.3=<04L669.-<;2634V2;546;5.-4:<V4.386-@.F.3;4<,.3@2.04<;4<::4:.1.:04<0467-4V6-:=4@:<004L2;B48<@.04V6-:=4@:<004@-2F23<:0U4=<B04<,6 4CDC +,-..W6V4;649-6;.@;467-4@2;B4V2;54<4056-;<,.46846882@.-04<3=4<4@2;B4@673@2:4;5<;4=6.03X;407996-;4+/Y4<3=4;5<;4=6.03X;4F<Z.40<8.;B4<9-26-2;B[\4=<B04<,6 4CDC +,-..M3@-.<0.04234;5-.<;04;6497R:2@40<8.;BG4O<12,<;23,4<@;2120;04<;;.F9;04;64.].-;4@63;-6:461.-4;5.4=.9<-;F.3;4RB4F<Z23,@6F9-6F20.04V2;567;40<@-282@23,4.88.@;21.4;-<2323,4<3=496:2@23,4F.;56=0G4E.@-72;23,42007.040;.FF23,48-6F4;5.496:2;2@<:@:2F<;.G[\4=<B04<,6 4CDC +,-..P5<;4<-.4;5.4.886-;04R.23,4@63=7@;.=4;6482::4234<::4;5.4/6:2@.4Y.9<-;F.3;0X40;<88A4;64.307-.4V.45<1.4<4F6-.4.̂72;<R:.-.9-.0.3;<;2634684;5.4+70;234@6FF732;B_4L52.8[̀4=<B04<,6 4CDC
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Es importante que nos sentimos seguros, y no siempre es asi con la policÃa.  No se si le puedo tener 
confianza a un Jefe de PolicÃa que no entiende o tiene confianza en la gente negra o hispana, o que no 
sabemos si van a mirarnos como siempre sospechosos o como que no debemos estar en este paÃs.  Es un a 
posiciÃ³n muy difÃcil, pero tiene que ver mas esfuerzos para que el que nombran para Jefe, tenga un historia 
de haber hecho algo para extenderse a las comunidades de color y pobres.  Hay mucho racismo en esta 
ciudad, entre la gente de color, y entre los blancos y de color...y no se como resolver ese problema, pero la 
confianza no se va crecer SIN cambiar el racismo primero. 
  
English 
It is important that we feel safe, and that is not always the case with the police. I don’t know if I will be able to 
trust a Chief of Police that does not understand and have trust with black and Hispanic people, or that will 
always view us a suspects or as if we do not belong here in this country. It is a very difficult position, be he 
needs to do more in order to be named Chief, to have a history of reaching out to communities of color and the 
poor. There is a lot of racism in this city, between people of color, and between white people and people of 
color… I don’t know how to resolve this problem, but the trust is never going to grow if we do not first change 
the racism. 
  
Quiero que nuestro Jefe tenga la capacidad de entenderse y comunicarse con hispanos en la comunidad. 
  
English 
I want our Chief to be able to understand and communicate with the Hispanic community. 
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00166515

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00166515  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: New

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 31, 2018 7:32:42 PM
Input By: Grimm, Charles Created Date: May 31, 2018 7:32:42 PM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 3509 WEST AVE, AUSTIN, TX 78705  

Location Details:
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

Professionalism, Law Enforcement experience

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

Growing city, change in policies

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

Preparing 1st responder personell appropriately for responses to 
issues like the mail bombing situation

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

Feels as though he handled the mail bombing situation expertly

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

Yes

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Williams, John B. HOME 512-843-9918

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request

Details

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  1
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00166515

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff

Details

  

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  2
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00166475

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00166475  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: New

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 31, 2018 6:55:57 PM
Input By: Williams, Cherie Created Date: May 31, 2018 6:55:57 PM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 1520 RUTHERFORD LN, AUSTIN, TX 78754  

Location Details:
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

that he be fair to the entire community and have the respect of all 
police. tha the know the community.

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

none

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

be ready to hire people that understand the growth of the city and 
the challenges that may arise due to that

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

he is a fair man, he knows what we need, he's handled the 
community very well, he wants his officers to do a good job

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

Yes

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Eure, Pat HOME 512-454-1140

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request

Details

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  3
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00166475

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff

Details

  

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  4
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00166359

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00166359  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: New

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 31, 2018 5:37:49 PM
Input By: Cassity, Johnnie Created Date: May 31, 2018 5:37:49 PM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 14117 MONTOUR DR, AUSTIN, TX 78717  

Location Details:
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

some body who really cares about austin and shows great 
leadership

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

living in austin

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

technology

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

caller thinks he did a great job with the bomber caller has lived 
here for 57 years and he his one of the best chiefs she has seen 
ans he is very gracious caller wants to keep Manley

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

No

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Pits, Lisha 14117 MONTOUR DR, 
AUSTIN, TX 78717

HOME 512-761-3626

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request

Details

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  5
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00166359

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff

Details

  

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  6
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00166324

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00166324  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: New

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 31, 2018 5:16:28 PM
Input By: Shields, Shannon Created Date: May 31, 2018 5:16:28 PM

Method 
Received:

Phone Overdue on:

Location: 3004 CHERRYWOOD RD, AUSTIN, TX 78722  

Location 
Details:

SR 
Comments:

Why the city manager have to spend money when we have one a police chief already. He's Good and caller knows he 
cant please everyone. Perfect leader. Caller stated she just wanted to give opinion.

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

Compassion, Looks at everything, Good leadership

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

trying to please and he only one person. be fair and true to himself

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

racisim everywhere, has to be fair

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

N/A

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

Yes

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Duffie, Delores HOME 512-472-8178

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request

Details

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  7
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00166324

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff

Details

  

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  8
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00166308

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00166308  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: New

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 31, 2018 5:07:26 PM
Input By: Amaya, Joseph H. Created Date: May 31, 2018 5:07:26 PM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 1520 RUTHERFORD LN, AUSTIN, TX 78754  

Location Details:
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

Caller states Chief Manley has demonstrated what he city needs 
to get the job done in his current role.

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

Nothing that the caller can state this time.

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

Caller states he thinks the city has more issues to deal with that 
the caller states the chief of police can address.

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

Caller states he believes that the police are doing a great job 
currently.  Caller states he would recommend again that the city 
hire Chief Manley

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

No

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Rodgers, Leslie 11911 GATE WAY, 
AUSTIN, TX

HOME 512-345-6280

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request

Details

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  9
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00166308

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff

Details

  

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  10
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00166230

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00166230  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: New

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 31, 2018 4:13:43 PM
Input By: Clemons, Ashley Created Date: May 31, 2018 4:13:43 PM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 5609 SHADY OAK CT, AUSTIN, TX 78756  

Location Details:
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

Able to work with all communities,  having a positive influence in 
Black and Hispanic communities

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

Able to work with all communities,  having a positive influence in 
Black and Hispanic communities

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

Getting a mor balanced police force

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

he has done a wonderful job so far

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

Yes

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call?
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Christensen, Leslie 5609 SHADY OAK CT, 
AUSTIN, TX 78756

MOB 512-459-0517

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request

Details

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  11
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00166230

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff

Details

  

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  12
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00166227

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00166227  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: New

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 31, 2018 4:12:41 PM
Input By: Norton, Debra Created Date: May 31, 2018 4:12:41 PM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 8917 OLD LAMPASAS TRL, AUSTIN, TX 78750  

Location Details: Unit 22
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

has done a wonderful job and stepped onto the plate, handled the 
new situations, done an excellent job, forthright and not uppity

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

more of the same

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

homelessness, crime, unemployment

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?
Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

No

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Manley, HOME REFUSED

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request

Details

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  13
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00166227

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff

Details

  

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  14
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00166226

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00166226  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: New

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 31, 2018 4:11:56 PM
Input By: Stevens, Michael Created Date: May 31, 2018 4:11:56 PM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 4403 RED RIVER ST, AUSTIN, TX 78751  

Location Details:
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

knowledge of COA, experience, desire to be here

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

bring east austin more into community, and growth (affordablity of 
house, police presence, safety)

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

ensuring all have a voice, equal partners and citizens

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

callers supports brian manley in position

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

No

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff
Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  15
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00166226

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Details

  

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  16
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00166225

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00166225  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: New

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 31, 2018 4:11:52 PM
Input By: Odonnell, Colin Created Date: May 31, 2018 4:11:52 PM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 10017 BARBROOK DR, AUSTIN, TX 78726  

Location Details:
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

that the next police chief be a person of color

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

improving relationship with marginalized community members in 
austin

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

training police officers in descalation and in racial equity, for 
example have all APD members go through "beyond diversity" 
training

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

caller is sure that interim chief is a fine human being with 
tremendous experience, but given the climate in austin, choosing 
a police who is a person of color supercedes all other 
considerations (caller would like to state that she is a white 
woman)

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

Yes

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Barksdale, Terry 10017 BARBROOK 
DR, AUSTIN, TX 
78726

CELL 512-293-1660

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request
Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  17
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00166225

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff

Details

  

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  18
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00166222

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00166222  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: New

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 31, 2018 4:10:27 PM
Input By: Falero, Magdalia Created Date: May 31, 2018 4:10:27 PM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 1520 RUTHERFORD LN, AUSTIN, TX 78754  

Location Details:
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

THE ABILITY TO LISTEN AND TO LEAD

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

RACIAL RECONCILLIATION WILL ALWAYS BE A CHALLENGE 
FOR THE POLICE CHIEF BUT HANDLING THE GROWTH WILL 
BE THE SECOND

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

THE CREATION OF COMMUNITY WHILE HANDLING THE 
GROWTH; WE HAVE SO MANY NEW PEOPLE MOVING IN 
THAT HAVE ALL SORT OF EXPECTATIONS OF WHAT THE 
POLICE CHIEF SHOULD DO AND IT SHOULD BE HANDLING 
THOSE EXPECTATIONS

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

CHIEF MANLY IS DOING AN OUTSTANDING JOB AND HE 
WILL MAKE A GREAT NEXT CHIEF

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

No

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Refused, Refused

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request

Details

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  19
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00166222

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff

Details

  

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  20
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00166206

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00166206  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: New

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 31, 2018 4:00:50 PM
Input By: Vanantwerp, Josh Created Date: May 31, 2018 4:00:50 PM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 4101 RIDGELINE DR, AUSTIN, TX 78731  

Location Details:
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

thinks current chief is a leader, honest, mature, been around in 
the dept. for 30 years

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

large city with diverse needs and wants, energy to overcome 
obstacles

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

growing population, changing demographics, maintaining respect

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

wishes chief well

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

No

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Eubanks, Edde 4101 RIDGELINE DR, 
AUSTIN, TX 78731

HOME 512-345-5438

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request

Details

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  21
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00166206

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff

Details

  

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  22
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00166177

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00166177  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: New

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 31, 2018 3:44:26 PM
Input By: Williams, Cherie Created Date: May 31, 2018 3:44:26 PM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 1520 RUTHERFORD LN, AUSTIN, TX 78754  

Location Details:
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

that hes a people person and he works a lot behind the scenes. 
that hes got the experience and knows the city

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

doesnt see any challenges

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

connect and communicate more effectively with ICE

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

she feels our police chief knows what works and what doesnt. 
officers respect him. chief is in a class all by himself.

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

Yes

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Mendoza, Sylvia CELL 512-662-0578

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request

Details

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  23
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00166177

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff

Details

  

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  24
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00166069

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00166069  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: New

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 31, 2018 2:48:46 PM
Input By: Scott, Irene Created Date: May 31, 2018 2:48:46 PM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 5504 KINGS HWY, AUSTIN, TX 78745  

Location Details:
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

Know the public get along with the public, his employees.

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

Being able to handle the challenges has they come.

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

Keep the moral of the force good look out for the people making 
sure everything is taking care of and the people that are in  the 
community.

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

no

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

No

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Whitaker, Bob 5504 KINGS HWY, 
AUSTIN, TX 78745

HOME 512-457-2809

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request

Details

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  25
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00166069

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff

Details

  

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  26
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00166068

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00166068  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: New

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 31, 2018 2:48:44 PM
Input By: Scott, Irene Created Date: May 31, 2018 2:48:44 PM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 5504 KINGS HWY, AUSTIN, TX 78745  

Location Details:
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

Have all good Characteristics and experiences

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

Cheif Manley handled the bombing incident well and should 
continue to express leadership to the community

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

Continue to work dilgently with others has before

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

Chief Manley has been impressing the community to continue 
what he is doing

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

No

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Whitaker, Craig 5504 KINGS HWY, 
AUSTIN, TX 78745

HOME 512-457-2809

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request

Details

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  27
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00166068

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff

Details

  

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  28
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00166064

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00166064  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: New

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 31, 2018 2:46:41 PM
Input By: Tucker, Taneka Created Date: May 31, 2018 2:46:41 PM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 206 BLACK WOLF RUN, LAKEWAY, TX 78738  

Location Details:
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

Honest, intergety

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

growth of our  city and controlling violence

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

diveristy, drug and alochol issues, firearms

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

he is a good man and his experience makes him good for the job

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

No

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Kampen, Mike 206 BLACK WOLF 
RUN, LAKEWAY, TX 
78738

CELL 512-415-7291

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request

Details

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  29
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00166064

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff

Details

  

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  30
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00166061

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00166061  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: New

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 31, 2018 2:43:32 PM
Input By: Scott, Irene Created Date: May 31, 2018 2:43:32 PM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 5504 KINGS HWY, AUSTIN, TX 78745  

Location Details: ( 643M / MF17 )
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

Feel the characteristics of being honest and fair is the key 
importance for the chief of police

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

Being a good person for the job and help other officers.

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

work on things dilegently has he have before.

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

Hope that Brian Manley given the position to be Cheif of police

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

Yes

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Whitaker, Grace 5504 KINGS HWY, 
AUSTIN, TX 78745

CELL 512-785-0579
HOME 512-457-2809

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request

Details

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  31
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00166061

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff

Details

  

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  32
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00166001

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00166001  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: New

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 31, 2018 2:10:25 PM
Input By: Cruz-Aguilar, Carole Created Date: May 31, 2018 2:10:25 PM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 2501 BEN DORAN CT, CEDAR PARK, TX 78613  

Location Details:
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?
What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?
What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?
Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

Caller would like to say he is a honest, fair man, and seems to 
know what he is doing?  Caller would be very disappointed if he is 
not hired for the position.

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?
Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call?
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Refused

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request

Details

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  33
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00166001

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff

Details

  

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  34
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00165932

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00165932  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: New

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 31, 2018 1:33:06 PM
Input By: Odonnell, Colin Created Date: May 31, 2018 1:33:06 PM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 4130 MC NEIL DR, AUSTIN, TX 78727  

Location Details:
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

stability, brian manely possesses all traits for next chief of police

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

whatever challenge is going to be presented, chief manley will 
handle them

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

security of residents, traffic, gangs in schools

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

wants to keep manley instead of looking for new chief

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

No

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Alexander, Lou 4130 MC NEIL DR, 
AUSTIN, TX 78727

CELL 512-388-9622

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request

Details

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  35
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00165932

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff

Details

  

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  36
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00165892

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00165892  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: New

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 31, 2018 1:06:34 PM
Input By: Garcia-Balderas, Raquel Created Date: May 31, 2018 1:06:34 PM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 7106 SCENIC BROOK DR, AUSTIN, TX 78736  

Location Details:
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?
What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?
What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?
Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

chief has been  doing a dynamic job this whole time does not 
know why we are spending budget looking for a replacement

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

No

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Jones, Lee 7106 SCENIC BROOK 
DR, AUSTIN, TX 
78736

HOME 512-971-6142

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request

Details

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  37
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00165892

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff

Details

  

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  38
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00165785

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00165785  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: Open

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 31, 2018 2:17:09 PM
Input By: Stevens, Michael Created Date: May 31, 2018 12:21:17 PM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 11202 SIERRA BLANCA, AUSTIN, TX 78726  

Location Details: ( 433T / ME37 )
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

terrific job

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

meeting challenges, aiding the dept, and vs brutality

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

protecting everyone

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

caller felt he would help austin become better, drug education, 
school safety

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

Yes

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Kaso, Emily 11202 SIERRA 
BLANCA, AUSTIN, TX 
78726

HOME 512-258-9850

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request Garba, Houmma May 31, 2018 2:16:00 
PM

Completed

Details

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  39
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00165785

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff

Details

  

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  40
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00165716

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00165716  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: Open

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 31, 2018 12:47:19 PM
Input By: Gonzales, Katherine Created Date: May 31, 2018 11:48:33 AM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 9901 CHUKAR CIR, AUSTIN, TX 78758  

Location Details: ( 496S / ML31 )
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

good heart for the people in the city

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

intergrate the commnities together so we are aware of one 
another and what is going on around us

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

meald the community together so officers are more involved in 
with the community

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

chief Manley has the best opportunity than anyone else, he grew 
up in Austin he has been on the force he is able to meld that 
together since he as a member of the community has a vested 
interest that only he can do, there should be a policy that officer 
should live in the city they patrol for

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

Yes

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Whitman, Robert 9901 CHUKAR CIR, 
AUSTIN, TX 78758

CELL 512-576-2428

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request Garba, Houmma May 31, 2018 12:47:00 
PM

Completed

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  41
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00165716

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff

Details

  

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  42
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00165709

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00165709  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: Open

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 31, 2018 12:43:08 PM
Input By: Wells, Lois Created Date: May 31, 2018 11:43:50 AM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 9826 NORTH LAKE CREEK PKWY, AUSTIN, TX 78717  

Location Details: ( 433D / MF39 ) apt # 9110
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

satisfied with Chief Manley

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

unknown  / Caller states he thinks the Chief can handle the issue.

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

unknown

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

Caller states he just to support the Chief Manley

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

Yes

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Brummett, Jay MOB 512-917-2160

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request Garba, Houmma May 31, 2018 12:42:00 
PM

Completed

Details

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  43
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00165709

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff

Details

  

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  44
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00165670

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00165670  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: Closed

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 31, 2018 12:41:49 PM
Input By: Cruz-Aguilar, Carole Created Date: May 31, 2018 11:24:31 AM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 7604 FIREOAK DR, AUSTIN, TX 78759  

Location Details: ( 464P / MG35 )
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

honesty,

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

school saftey and homeland security in Travis County, City of 
Austin, State Capital and the citizens that live here

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

growth, police education for growth.  Gangs and drugs issues,

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

Officer Manley has served since 1990, I appreciate his service 
and handling the recent bomber, he would be ecellent for the job.  
As woman could also accomplish

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

No

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Anonymous, 
Anonymous

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request Garba, Houmma May 31, 2018 12:41:00 
PM

Completed

Details

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  45
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00165670

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff Garba, Houmma May 31, 2018 12:41:00 
PM

Feedback will be 
reviewed by stakeholders 
- Close SR

Details

  

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  46
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00165659

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00165659  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: Closed

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 31, 2018 12:40:25 PM
Input By: Clemons, Ashley Created Date: May 31, 2018 11:16:42 AM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 6512 FAIR VALLEY TRL, AUSTIN, TX 78749  

Location Details: ( 612Y / MD19 )
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

Be forethcoming and hontest, tell it like it is

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

To cut down on shootings that occurr in Austin

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

To ensure safety of the public and regulate traffic, obey rules of 
the road

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

He did a great job with handling the recent bombing situation

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

Yes

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Mahon, Michael 6512 FAIR VALLEY 
TRL, AUSTIN, TX 
78749

HOME 512-892-1262

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request Garba, Houmma May 31, 2018 12:34:00 
PM

Completed

Details

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  47
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00165659

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff Garba, Houmma May 31, 2018 12:38:00 
PM

1st - Callback Attempted 
- Talked to Citizen - 
CLOSE SR

Details
I called back and talked to the Citizen. He cancelled his call back request and maintained the feedback he provided.

  

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  48
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00165606

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00165606  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: Closed

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 31, 2018 12:33:35 PM
Input By: Newkirk, Femica Created Date: May 31, 2018 10:50:13 AM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 12309 DANNY DR, AUSTIN, TX 78759  

Location Details: ( 465R / MK35 )
SR Comments: Citizen state he thinks the current active chief has done a good job and he should continue.

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

a proven record of actions

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

reduce crime

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

increase of populations

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

Citizen state he thinks the current active chief has done a good 
job and he should continue as chief

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

No

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Sturgeon, Howard 12309 DANNY DR, 
AUSTIN, TX 78759

HOME 512-836-4224

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request Garba, Houmma May 31, 2018 12:32:00 
PM

Completed

Details

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  49
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00165606

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff Garba, Houmma May 31, 2018 12:33:00 
PM

Feedback will be 
reviewed by stakeholders 
- Close SR

Details

  

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  50
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00165391

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00165391  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: Closed

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 31, 2018 12:31:45 PM
Input By: Norton, Keeley Created Date: May 31, 2018 9:30:58 AM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 1700 CHERRY ORCHARD DR, AUSTIN, TX 78745  

Location Details: ( 643U / MF16 )
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

He has handled the COA  very well during his term; knows the 
City of Austin people and we do not need any outsiders. I like the 
way he talks with people

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

unknown

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

All the citizens of Austin

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

no

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

No

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Plant, Beatrice HOME 512-442-0073

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request Garba, Houmma May 31, 2018 12:31:00 
PM

Completed

Details

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  51
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00165391

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff Garba, Houmma May 31, 2018 12:31:00 
PM

Feedback will be 
reviewed by stakeholders 
- Close SR

Details

  

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  52
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00165354

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00165354  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: Closed

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 31, 2018 12:30:09 PM
Input By: Gonzales, Katherine Created Date: May 31, 2018 9:15:42 AM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 3405 CACTUS WREN WAY, AUSTIN, TX 78746  

Location Details: ( 583U / MF22 )
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

oneness, transparency

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

the growth of drug activity

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

rise in racisim with both citizens and the police

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

caller was impressed with the handling of the bombing  case we 
had in the city he was blown away by his commitment to the 
community he gave good leadership and communication fantastic

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

No

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Weaver, Shane 3405 CACTUS WREN 
WAY, AUSTIN, TX 
78746

CELL 512-779-7936

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request Garba, Houmma May 31, 2018 12:29:00 
PM

Completed

Details

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  53
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00165354

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff Garba, Houmma May 31, 2018 12:30:00 
PM

Feedback will be 
reviewed by stakeholders 
- Close SR

Details

  

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  54
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00165350

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00165350  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: Closed

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 31, 2018 12:27:20 PM
Input By: Norton, Keeley Created Date: May 31, 2018 9:13:04 AM

Method 
Received:

Phone Overdue on:

Location: 2604 FENTONRIDGE DR, AUSTIN, TX 78745  

Location 
Details: ( 643T / ME16 )

SR 
Comments:

Caller states she is very supportive of Chief being the finalist, she likes the way he promotes partnership, the way he 
communicates and positive demeanor.

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

Good Communicator, one that works to promote the community 
and one that has a vision

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

Continuing to build trust in the community and encouraging the 
communiyt to engage back with the department

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

Managing the departments resources in a way that prepares for 
growth and also leveraging citywide partnerships

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

n/a

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

No

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Alexander, Sam 2604 FENTONRIDGE 
DR, AUSTIN, TX 
78745

CELL 636-221-2195

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request Garba, Houmma May 31, 2018 12:26:00 
PM

Completed

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  55
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00165350

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff Garba, Houmma May 31, 2018 12:27:00 
PM

Feedback will be 
reviewed by stakeholders 
- Close SR

Details

  

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  56
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00165348

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00165348  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: Closed

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 31, 2018 12:25:39 PM
Input By: Jones, Pamela Created Date: May 31, 2018 9:12:56 AM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 715 E 8TH ST, AUSTIN, TX 78701  

Location Details: ( 585X / MJ22 )
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

Integrity, collaboration

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

city growth

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

crime, staffing needs

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

Caller thinks that Chief Manley is the right person for the job

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

No

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Refused

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request Garba, Houmma May 31, 2018 12:23:00 
PM

Completed

Details

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  57
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00165348

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff Garba, Houmma May 31, 2018 12:25:00 
PM

Feedback will be 
reviewed by stakeholders 
- Close SR

Details
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00165199

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00165199  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: Closed

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 31, 2018 12:22:57 PM
Input By: Gonzales, Katherine Created Date: May 31, 2018 8:04:02 AM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 4200 JACKSON AVE, AUSTIN, TX 78731  

Location Details: ( 554M / MH26 )
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

caller just wanted to say she is giving her thumbs up for chief 
manely

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?
What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?
Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?
Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

No

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Frede, Martha 4200 JACKSON AVE, 
AUSTIN, TX 78731

HOME 512-374-0066

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request Garba, Houmma May 31, 2018 12:22:00 
PM

Completed

Details
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00165199

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff Garba, Houmma May 31, 2018 12:22:00 
PM

Feedback will be 
reviewed by stakeholders 
- Close SR

Details
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00165143

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00165143  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: Closed

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 31, 2018 12:21:39 PM
Input By: Garcia-Balderas, Raquel Created Date: May 31, 2018 7:11:17 AM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 1201 TINNIN FORD RD 48, AUSTIN, TX 78741  

Location Details: ( 615Q / MK20 )
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

represent the whole community rather than just  the white 
community, integrity

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

Training police force to treat everyone fairly anf not fade down 
minorities

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?
Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

mad about how he handled the bombings misses Acevedo

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

No

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Refused, Refused

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request Garba, Houmma May 31, 2018 12:20:00 
PM

Completed

Details
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00165143

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff Garba, Houmma May 31, 2018 12:21:00 
PM

Feedback will be 
reviewed by stakeholders 
- Close SR

Details
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00165129

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00165129  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: Closed

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 31, 2018 12:18:57 PM
Input By: Scott, Irene Created Date: May 31, 2018 6:44:03 AM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 2806 WADE AVE, AUSTIN, TX 78703  

Location Details: ( 554U / MH25 )
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

Experience in Austin.

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

Dealing with the exploding population with few officers on board.

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

continue to provide excellent police service in Austin.

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

no

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

No

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Hurst, Doug

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request Garba, Houmma

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff Garba, Houmma May 31, 2018 12:18:00 Feedback will be 
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00165129

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

PM reviewed by stakeholders 
- Close SR

Details
Feedback will be reviewed by stakeholders.
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00163602

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00163602  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: Closed

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 30, 2018 11:33:18 AM
Input By: Castaneda, Jasmin Created Date: May 30, 2018 9:04:51 AM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 4507 TWISTED TREE CV, AUSTIN, TX 78735  

Location Details: ( 613J / ME20 )
SR Comments: anonymous , still provided address

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

courages, transparency, sound judgement

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

crime

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

increase booming growth of the city and how to make more with 
less with city budget

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

He handled the bombing excellently. He saw him in a presentation 
and he was very articulate and forthcomming

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

No

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Anonymous 4507 TWISTED TREE 
CV, AUSTIN, TX 
78735

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff May 30, 2018 11:32:00 
AM

Feedback will be 
reviewed by stakeholders 
- Close SR

Details
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00163602

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request May 30, 2018 11:32:00 
AM

Completed

Details
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00163496

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00163496  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: Closed

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 31, 2018 12:17:14 PM
Input By: Shull, Cheryl Created Date: May 30, 2018 8:11:49 AM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 431 TOWNE PARK TRL, AUSTIN, TX 78751  

Location Details: ( 555Y / MK25 )
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

Good communication skills, speaks Spanish and the big picture.

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

more experiences, fresh ideas regarding Austin

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

expansion of community policing, ability to deal with union but not 
be a part of the union, smart chief

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

to simplistic and not broad enough search to just appoint Manley

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

Yes

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Chesney, Molly 431 TOWNE PARK 
TRL, AUSTIN, TX 
78751

HOME 512-809-7128

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff Garba, Houmma May 30, 2018 11:28:00 
AM

Completed - Close SR

Details
I called the person on 5/30 and left a voicemail. Caller called me back and provided more information to support her feedback. Caller's 
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00163496

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Details
input will be sent to the City Manager's Office for review.

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request May 30, 2018 11:22:00 
AM

Completed

Details
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00155176

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00155176  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: Closed

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 29, 2018 3:36:02 PM
Input By: Falero, Magdalia Created Date: May 23, 2018 10:56:56 AM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 4704 CARTER LN, AUSTIN, TX 78744  

Location Details: ( 645P / MJ17 )
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

CITIZEN STATES: TO MAINTAIN RAPPORT WITH THE 
CITIZENS AND HAVE THE POLICE OFFICERS BE TRAINED 
TO NOT JUMP TO CONCLUSIONS WHEN THEY SEE 
SOMEONE RUNNING NAKED DOWN THE STREET.

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

CITIZEN STATES: I ONLY KNOW WHAT I READ IN THE 
NEWSPAPER AND I ASSUME THAT OCMING UP WITH A 
CONTRACT WITH THE CITY IS IMPORTANT

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

CITIZEN STATES: THAT'S ABOVE MY PAYGRADE

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

CITIZEN STATES: police chief manly HAS DONE AN 
OUTSTANDING JOB AND IT'S RIDICULOUS TO GO PAST HIM

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

No

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Carlson, Elva 4704 CARTER LN, 
AUSTIN, TX 78744

HOME 512-441-8864

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request Garba, Houmma May 29, 2018 3:19:00 
PM

Completed
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00155176

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff Garba, Houmma May 29, 2018 3:30:00 
PM

Feedback will be 
reviewed by stakeholders 
- Close SR

Details
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00149864

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00149864  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: Closed

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 21, 2018 10:04:25 AM
Input By: Birkman-Nance, Jeanetta Created Date: May 18, 2018 7:44:56 PM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 7804 MELONCON CV, AUSTIN, TX 78735  

Location Details: ( 611H / MB21 )
SR Comments: Caller is pleased with the current police chief

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

Calmness,  Knowlege.

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

School Shootings.  Caller says that guns are a problem

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

Gun Control

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

Really wants Brian Manely.

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

Yes

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call?
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Lee, Maggie 7804 MELONCON CV, 
AUSTIN, TX 78735

MOB 512-762-6274

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request Welch, Cara May 21, 2018 10:00:00 
AM

Completed

Details
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00149864

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff Welch, Cara May 21, 2018 10:01:00 
AM

1st - Callback Attempted 
- Talked to Citizen - 
CLOSE SR

Details
Spoke with caller. The caller is very satisfied, outstanding performance with bomber, he's the right person to be the police chief. He is 
calm and handles crisis. Provided the caller with next steps. The input will be given to the City Manager. Caller asked when the survey 
will close so that she can tell her friends and neighbors to call 311.
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00149825

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00149825  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: Open

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 21, 2018 9:57:25 AM
Input By: Odonnell, Colin Created Date: May 18, 2018 7:10:29 PM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 6313 PARLIAMENT DR, AUSTIN, TX 78724  

Location Details: ( 587E / MN24 )
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

awareness of the importance of whole combined community

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

racism, fear of ethnic communities of police

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

the need to bring the whole community together

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

caller liked that chief put younger officers in training to 
neighborhoods to meet the people, liked how chief thought ahead, 
had solutions for problems in works, liked the community work, 
liked that he has been here so long

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

Yes

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Stiles, Juanita 6313 PARLIAMENT 
DR, AUSTIN, TX 
78724

CELL 512-705-2939

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request Welch, Cara May 21, 2018 9:57:00 
AM

Completed
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00149825

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff Welch, Cara May 21, 2018 9:59:00 
AM

1st - Callback Attempted 
- Left Message

Details
Called and left a message with a return number.
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00148861

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00148861  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: Closed

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 21, 2018 9:56:57 AM
Input By: Walsh, Andrea Created Date: May 18, 2018 8:21:14 AM

Method 
Received:

Phone Overdue on:

Location: 618 BASIE BND, CEDAR PARK, TX 78613  

Location 
Details: ( 402P / MC41 )

SR Comments: Caller likes Chief Manley and wants to keep him in office and they need to vote him in. Chief Manley has done a 
great job so far.

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

New Leadership, feels that Chief Manley has good leadership

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

gaining the trust of the community, Feels that Chief Manley is 
establishing the trust slowly and heading in the right direction not 
only in Austin but also in the surrounding areas as well.

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

The racial issues especially with across the nation, Chief Manley 
is using the right thing in addressing this issue.

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

Caller likes Chief Manley and wants to keep him in office and they 
need to vote him in. Chief Manley has done a great job so far.

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

No

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Yax, Luis 618 BASIE BND, 
CEDAR PARK, TX 
78613

CELL 512-745-4860

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request Welch, Cara May 21, 2018 9:55:00 Completed
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00148861

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

AM

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff Welch, Cara May 21, 2018 9:56:00 
AM

Feedback will be 
incorporated to the 
Process - Close SR

Details
The feedback has been reviewed and will be provided to the City Manager for his final decision.
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00148673

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00148673  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: Closed

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 21, 2018 9:55:07 AM
Input By: Armstrong, Britain Created Date: May 17, 2018 9:29:16 PM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 2663 YANDALL DR, AUSTIN, TX 78748  

Location Details: ( 702C / MD12 )
SR Comments: Caller is 71 years old.

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

Very good job.

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

To go after Manley will  be pretty tough.

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

conduct racial situation across the nations

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

Help people to realize that police are important instead of them 
walking around with targets on their backs

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

Yes

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call?
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Wissen, Sherwin 2663 YANDALL DR, 
AUSTIN, TX 78748

CELL 512-282-0231

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request Welch, Cara May 21, 2018 9:50:00 
AM

Completed

Details
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00148673

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff Welch, Cara May 21, 2018 9:55:00 
AM

1st - Callback Attempted 
- Talked to Citizen - 
CLOSE SR

Details
Spoke with caller. Caller said that there is no need to waste money in a recruitment process and Manley should be made Chief. The 
input will be provided to the City Manager to make his final decision.
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00148362

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00148362  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: Closed

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 21, 2018 9:49:47 AM
Input By: Beavers, Shydell Created Date: May 17, 2018 4:39:11 PM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 1520 RUTHERFORD LN, AUSTIN, TX 78754  

Location Details: ( 526Y / MM28 )
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

poilce training , should include more training on diversity, and race 
relations

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?
What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?
Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?
Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

No

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant ., Refused

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request Welch, Cara May 21, 2018 9:49:00 
AM

Completed

Details
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00148362

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff Welch, Cara May 21, 2018 9:49:00 
AM

Feedback will be 
incorporated to the 
Process - Close SR

Details
The input will be provided to the City Manager to make his final decision.
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00147691

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00147691  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: Closed

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 21, 2018 9:48:31 AM
Input By: Elliott, Audryana Created Date: May 17, 2018 9:59:12 AM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 1801 RALEIGH AVE, AUSTIN, TX 78703  

Location Details: ( 554X / MG25 )
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

Understanding our community and proven leadership ability

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

Staffing is a problem.  We need to enhance the community 
policing to build trust within the community and the Police contract 
needs to be finished.

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

Staffing, community policing, and building trust

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

Supporting Chief Manley- Ciry council needs to do te right thing

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

No

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Willeford, Pamela 1801 RALEIGH AVE, 
AUSTIN, TX 78703

HOME 512-480-0181

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request Welch, Cara May 21, 2018 9:47:00 
AM

Completed

Details

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  81
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00147691

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff Welch, Cara May 21, 2018 9:47:00 
AM

Feedback will be 
incorporated to the 
Process - Close SR

Details
The feedback will be provided to the City Manager in a final report in order for him to make his decision.
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00147485

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00147485  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: Closed

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 21, 2018 9:46:39 AM
Input By: Newkirk, Femica Created Date: May 17, 2018 8:04:10 AM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 1609 SCENIC DR, AUSTIN, TX 78703  

Location Details: ( 554W / MG25 )
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

ability to listen, ability to make critical decision  and the ability to 
work with other people(police officers union and the community)

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

contract with police union and training of officers/police force.

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

Dealing with the growth of Austin

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

Brian Manley would be a good choice in turning around the culture 
of the police department and he fully supports him.

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

Yes

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Gayle, Dewitt 1609 SCENIC DR, 
AUSTIN, TX 78703

CELL 512-940-4100

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request Welch, Cara May 17, 2018 11:08:00 
AM

Completed

Details

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  83
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00147485

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff Welch, Cara May 21, 2018 9:46:00 
AM

1st - Callback Attempted 
- Talked to Citizen - 
CLOSE SR

Details
The caller had no additional feedback.
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00141863

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00141863  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: Closed

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 14, 2018 1:06:00 PM
Input By: Walsh, Andrea Created Date: May 12, 2018 11:32:38 AM

Method 
Received:

Phone Overdue on:

Location: 300 CARMEN CT 128, AUSTIN, TX 78752  

Location 
Details: ( 526W / ML28 )

SR 
Comments:

Would like to voice his opinion about Chief Manley. He needs to stay where he is. We do not need to look any further. 
City manager should hire him.

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

experience, proffessionalism, flexible, fluid, well spoken and 
knows austin and its uniqueness,

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

keeping police officers, seems to have a high turn over rate. 
Would like to see beat cop again, the same officers instead of a 
new face every day.

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

retain officers for longevity, officers to not be presumptuious due 
to neighborhood and dress. Citizens to not feel intimidated by their 
presence.

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

The cheif is very direct, a home grown guy and one of us.

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

No

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Hall, Thomas & 
Heather

CELL 512-619-2901

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request
Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  85
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00141863

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff Welch, Cara May 14, 2018 1:04:00 
PM

Completed - Close SR

Details
Staff reviewed the input and will provide the the City Manager for final decision.
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00136179

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00136179  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: Closed

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 8, 2018 3:26:38 PM
Input By: Castillo, Melissa Created Date: May 8, 2018 10:07:26 AM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 7501 CRESTON LN, AUSTIN, TX 78752  

Location Details: ( 525V / MK28 )
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

Honesty, concern for the community, Diligence,

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

the growth in Austin that will cause arise in everything from 
crimes, drugs to homlessness

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

probably increasing the size of the police department, ensuringing 
proper training and cultural sensitivity

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

I believe that Brian Manley should be given the job. He is 
dedicated, hard working and up to the challenge and has done an 
outstanding job thus far.

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

No

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Foster, Jennifer 7501 CRESTON LN, 
AUSTIN, TX 78752

CELL 512-496-8530

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request

Details
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00136179

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff Welch, Cara May 8, 2018 3:26:00 PM No Callback Requested - 
Close SR

Details
Staff reviewed the input and will provide all feedback to the City Manager for his final decision.
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00135728

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00135728  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: Closed

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 8, 2018 3:25:11 PM
Input By: Pena, Mark Created Date: May 7, 2018 8:03:27 PM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 2303 WINDSOR RD, AUSTIN, TX 78703  

Location Details: ( 584H / MH24 )
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

concern and care for comunity, respect from fellow officer

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

get the comunity to policeing

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

we need to get man power and the corect number of officers on 
the street...

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

i think manley is a very high integrity and sincear chief he is 
concerned that other citys may try to hire him...

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

No

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Refused, Richard CELL 512-750-9001

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request

Details
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00135728

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff Welch, Cara May 8, 2018 3:24:00 PM No Callback Requested - 
Close SR

Details
Community engagement staff reviewed the feedback. The input will be provided to the City Manager for his final decision.
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00135702

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00135702  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: Closed

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 9, 2018 3:22:10 PM
Input By: Pena, Mark Created Date: May 7, 2018 7:41:07 PM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 4516 WILD DUNES CT, AUSTIN, TX 78747  

Location Details: ( 704F / MG12 )
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

did a fabulous job with the bombings ...honesty the way he speaks 
comunication skills are above standard and she trusts him

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

why is it taking so long for us to find a chief why has he been an 
assistant so long she would like this to be called back on that 
issue

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

protecting our police and making sure they are doing thier job and 
if they dont do job they will be held accounted for

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

did a fabulous job with the bombings ...honesty the way he speaks 
comunication skills are above standard and she trusts him

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

Yes

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Smith, Sandra HOME 512-280-4648

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request

Details
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00135702

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff Welch, Cara May 8, 2018 3:23:00 PM 1st - Callback Attempted 
- Left Message

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff Welch, Cara May 9, 2018 3:21:00 PM Completed - Close SR

Details
attempted contact with caller again. The input was reviewed and will be provided to the City Manager for his final decision.
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00131386

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00131386  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: Closed

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 7, 2018 1:51:21 PM
Input By: Wilhite, Marissa Created Date: May 4, 2018 11:29:38 AM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 504 W 13TH ST, AUSTIN, TX 78701  

Location Details: ( 585N / MJ23 )
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

Needs to be someone that has exemplary leadership skills, the 
support of troops, motivator of the people that work for him, and 
cool under fire.

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

1. Dealing with the city counsel that doesn't have a realistic view 
of how to maintain the safety of citizens by adequately staffing the 
police force and the EMS. 2. There is a very small highly vocal 
group that is opposed to what the police want to do and our city 
counsel allows this over represented segment to crowd out the 
exercise of good judgment of the behalf of the vast majority of 
citizens. 3. To operate a effective police force in hostile 
environment as created by the city counsel and narrow advocacy 
groups who demands can never be satisfied

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

1. he needs to address the chronic robbery by the city counsel of 
moneys that should be going to staff or police in which they 
instead spend on pet projects that do not inhance our citizrns 
safety.2 maintaining an effective police force with our growing city 
in the face of chronic under funding and enterfernce by counsel 
with best practices for public safety.

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

Mr. Manley has the most experience both serving under the prior 
police chief and serving at interim police chief than an other 
possible candidate in the country relative to Austin's specific 
circumstances.

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

No

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Krause, Winston
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00131386

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff May 7, 2018 1:51:00 PM No Callback Requested - 
Close SR

Details
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00131120

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00131120  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: Closed

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 8, 2018 3:21:17 PM
Input By: Scott, Irene Created Date: May 4, 2018 9:23:50 AM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 4809 CANYONWOOD DR, AUSTIN, TX 78735  

Location Details: ( 613N / ME20 )
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

Someone who is willing to stand up to city council of issues, such 
as homeless and illegal aliens to keep Austin Safe.

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

Dealing with the the new City Manager and the City Council.

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

Cooperation with the FBI, The ATF and ICE.

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

Cheif Manley has already proven his leadership to the community 
and trying to find another chief of police will be a waste of time 
and money.

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

No

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Karwoski, Gail 4809 CANYONWOOD 
DR, AUSTIN, TX 
78735

HOME 512-892-2938

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request

Details
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00131120

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff Welch, Cara May 8, 2018 3:20:00 PM No Callback Requested - 
Close SR

Details
Staff reviewed the input. The feedback will be provided to the City Manager for his final decision.
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00130504

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00130504  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: Closed

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 8, 2018 3:19:53 PM
Input By: Wright, Christy Created Date: May 3, 2018 4:03:41 PM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 13168 MILL STONE DR, AUSTIN, TX 78729  

Location Details: ( 434E / MG39 )
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

leadership especially in times of crisis

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

Managing the growth of the city, and staffing of the police force.

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

Managing the growth of the city, and staffing of the police force.

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

Cannot afford to lose him he is a perfect candidate.

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

No

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff Welch, Cara May 8, 2018 3:19:00 PM No Callback Requested - 
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00130504

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Close SR

Details
Staff reviewed the feedback. The input will be provided to the City Manager for his final decision.
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00130420

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00130420  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: Closed

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 8, 2018 3:18:26 PM
Input By: Beavers, Shydell Created Date: May 3, 2018 3:20:17 PM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 1520 RUTHERFORD LN, AUSTIN, TX 78754  

Location Details: ( 526Y / MM28 )
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

brian manley

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

recent bombings

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?
Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?
Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

Yes

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Potenza, Renee HOME 512-447-0847

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request

Details
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00130420

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff Welch, Cara May 8, 2018 3:18:00 PM No Callback Requested - 
Close SR

Details
Staff reviewed the feedback. The input will be provided to the City Manager for his final decision.
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00130163

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00130163  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: Closed

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 9, 2018 3:44:37 PM
Input By: Mullan, James Created Date: May 3, 2018 12:34:00 PM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 9302 KNOLL CREST LOOP, AUSTIN, TX 78759  

Location Details: ( 494G / MH33 )
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

Honesty and dependability

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

To increase the number of APD officers.

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

Continued safety as opposed to the continuing growth.

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

Caller would like to see Chief Manley get the position.

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

Yes

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Weber, Fred 9302 KNOLL CREST 
LOOP, AUSTIN, TX 
78759

HOME 512-413-7472

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request

Details
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00130163

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff Welch, Cara May 8, 2018 3:17:00 PM 1st - Callback Attempted 
- Left Message

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff Welch, Cara May 9, 2018 3:43:00 PM Completed - Close SR

Details
Attempted to contact the caller again. The input was reviewed and will be provided to the City Manager for his final decision.
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00130099

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00130099  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: Closed

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 8, 2018 3:14:53 PM
Input By: Botero, Armando Created Date: May 3, 2018 11:58:56 AM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 2526 CHAPARRAL TRL, AUSTIN, TX 78744  

Location Details: ( 645W / MJ16 )
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

1. City security2. More Vigilance in the Schools.

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

CB4 Law, Removal of funds.

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

Community Engagement. Community Security and Safety.

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

Being stopped by Police Department and then being handed over 
to immigration.

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

No

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? Spanish
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Cabrera, Veronica MOB 512-299-3693

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request

Details
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00130099

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff Welch, Cara May 8, 2018 3:14:00 PM Completed - Close SR

Details
Staff reviewed the information provided by the caller. The feedback will be given to the City Manager for his final decision.
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00130057

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00130057  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: Closed

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 8, 2018 3:11:04 PM
Input By: Shields, Shannon Created Date: May 3, 2018 11:41:10 AM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 1520 RUTHERFORD LN, AUSTIN, TX 78754  

Location Details: ( 526Y / MM28 )
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

Good leader,accessiable and visble to to the community

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

vocal minority that will not be happy w/ any cheif of police. trouble 
blancing the desires of minority austinite. (does not mean minority 
as in race)

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

reduce crime, trasperant to citizens and sympathic, would like for 
the new police department to be more friendly and not so strong 
armed

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

when your from austin you understand austin! like the idea that 
the new police may retire here

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

No

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call?
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Roche, David MOB 512-784-7273

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request

Details

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  105
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00130057

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff Welch, Cara May 8, 2018 3:10:00 PM Completed - Close SR

Details
Staff reviewed the feedback. The caller's feedback will be provided to the City Manager for the final decision.
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00129902

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00129902  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: Closed

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 8, 2018 3:09:08 PM
Input By: Beavers, Shydell Created Date: May 3, 2018 10:07:43 AM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 1520 RUTHERFORD LN, AUSTIN, TX 78754  

Location Details: ( 526Y / MM28 )
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

honorable. Efficient, EFFECTIVE

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

RECENT ISSUES, BEETTER OFFICER TRAINING

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?
Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?
Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

No

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant ., Refused

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff Welch, Cara May 8, 2018 3:08:00 PM No Callback Requested - 
Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  107
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00129902

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Close SR

Details
staff reviewed the feedback and the information will be provided to the City Manager for his final decision.
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00128745

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00128745  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: Closed

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 2, 2018 12:47:39 PM
Input By: Gonzales, Katherine Created Date: May 2, 2018 12:06:40 PM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 6404 CARY DR, AUSTIN, TX 78757  

Location Details: ( 525S / MJ28 )
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

kindness and calm

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

just that the city is growing so fast which typically adds to crime 
level

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

homeless, drugs

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

caller was proud of how the chief handled himself during the 
bombing incident she feels that he is wells spoken and kind and it 
would be a waste of money and time trying to find anyone else to 
fill the position

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

No

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Kaderli, Joan 6404 CARY DR, 
AUSTIN, TX 78757

CELL 512-452-5342

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request

Details

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  109
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00128745

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff May 2, 2018 12:47:00 
PM

Completed - Close SR

Details

  

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  110
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00128713

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00128713  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: Closed

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 2, 2018 12:51:57 PM
Input By: Newkirk, Femica Created Date: May 2, 2018 11:47:49 AM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 3912 MATTIE ST, AUSTIN, TX 78723  

Location Details: ( 586E / ML24 )
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

openness with the public, better training when dealing with 
mentally disturb people.

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

Review the police academy procedures

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

better follow up on home burglaries

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

have more candidates for the Chief position and put on emphasis 
on being more of a guardian then a warrior

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

No

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Jones, Christina 3912 MATTIE ST, 
AUSTIN, TX 78723

HOME 512-761-4481

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request

Details

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  111
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00128713

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff May 2, 2018 12:51:00 
PM

No Callback Requested - 
Close SR

Details

  

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  112
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00128171

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00128171  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: Closed

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 2, 2018 12:52:56 PM
Input By: Steinhauser, Eric Created Date: May 1, 2018 8:39:33 PM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 12121 OLD STAGE TRL, AUSTIN, TX 78750  

Location Details: ( 526Y / MM28 )
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

caller would like to see inclusion for all peoples/enthic groups, 
fairness, not judgmental and to communicative.

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

Funding for apd, equipment, funding in general

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

n/a

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

Caller would like to voice support for manely, and would like the 
city not to waste resources with finding an outside person when 
the have a qualified person available already.

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

No

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? Chinese
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Frenzel, Reba 12121 OLD STAGE 
TRL, AUSTIN, TX 
78750

HOME 512-258-4353

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request

Details
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00128171

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff May 2, 2018 12:52:00 
PM

No Callback Requested - 
Close SR

Details

  

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  114
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00127500

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00127500  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: Closed

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 2, 2018 12:54:05 PM
Input By: Herrera, Chrystal Created Date: May 1, 2018 12:36:15 PM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 6608 LANCRET HILL DR, AUSTIN, TX 78745  

Location Details: ( 643K / ME17 )
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

29 years of service with APD police and knows the department 
inside out

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

may have plenty of challenges he's way but has full support from 
the citizens

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

Traffic

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

Deserves the job and meets the qualifications for the job!

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

No

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Hajdik, Norman 6608 LANCRET HILL 
DR, AUSTIN, TX 
78745

CELL 512-228-0845

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request

Details

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  115
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00127500

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff May 2, 2018 12:54:00 
PM

No Callback Requested - 
Close SR

Details
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00127428

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00127428  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: Closed

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 2, 2018 12:55:19 PM
Input By: Jones, Victoria Created Date: May 1, 2018 12:03:23 PM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 1520 RUTHERFORD LN, AUSTIN, TX 78754  

Location Details: ( 526Y / MM28 )
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

Well educated, excellent experience, deals with media effectively, 
also during the recent bombing incident; Chief Manley dealt with 
the matter thoroughly

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

police brutality, dealing diversities of communities of different 
races represented

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

growth of community

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

Caller thinks it would be a waste of time and money to go search 
for someone else, other than Chief Manley, he's a star and he 
belongs here

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

No

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Thompson, Shirley

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request

Details

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  117
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00127428

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff May 2, 2018 12:55:00 
PM

No Callback Requested - 
Close SR

Details

  

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  118
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00127419

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00127419  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: Closed

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 2, 2018 12:56:14 PM
Input By: Winger, Nathan Created Date: May 1, 2018 11:55:41 AM

Method 
Received:

Phone Overdue on:

Location: 14508 OWEN TECH BLVD, AUSTIN, TX 78728  

Location Details: ( 466D / MM36 )
SR Comments: caller would like officer Brian Manley to be the next chief of police and caller says she has been in Austin Texas 

since 1968

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

well educated, knows community, deals with emergency situations 
in a calm manner, and is a leader

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

dealing with police brutality and bringing all parts and races of the 
community together

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

explosive growth of the community

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

believes officer manley is a star and shouldn't let him get away

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

No

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Thompson, Shirley 14508 OWEN TECH 
BLVD, AUSTIN, TX 
78728

HOME 512-494-6524

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request

Details

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  119
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00127419

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff May 2, 2018 12:56:00 
PM

Completed - Close SR

Details

  

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  120
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00127366

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00127366  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: Closed

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 2, 2018 12:57:38 PM
Input By: Henderson, John Created Date: May 1, 2018 11:23:13 AM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 1805 MORNING QUAIL DR, AUSTIN, TX 78758  

Location Details: ( 496E / ML33 )
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

seaptience , passion, believe in equal treatment

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

hard feeling by minoity community, under staff

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

staffing funding,training effect of police presence, mental

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

has covered all concerns

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

No

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Gunllot, Aline 1805 MORNING 
QUAIL DR, AUSTIN, 
TX 78758

CELL 512-947-8235

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request

Details

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  121
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00127366

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff May 2, 2018 12:57:00 
PM

No Callback Requested - 
Close SR

Details

  

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  122
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00127294

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00127294  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: Closed

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 2, 2018 12:58:24 PM
Input By: Jones, Pamela Created Date: May 1, 2018 10:45:15 AM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 1005 BLUEBONNET LN, AUSTIN, TX 78704  

Location Details: ( 614C / MH21 )
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

everything that Mr Manely already has

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

keeping the city as safe as possible

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

keeping Austin safe

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

Caller states that Brian Manely should be the next Chief for 
Austin, he is already doing an awesome job, he is patient, kind 
and did an awesome job during the last bombing.  Caller is 102 
years old and has lived in Austin for 80 of the years and states 
that the City Manager should not delay putting Manley as the 
chief.

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

No

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Fath, Shudde 1005 BLUEBONNET 
LN, AUSTIN, TX 
78704

HOME 512-442-2718

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request
Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  123
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00127294

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff May 2, 2018 12:58:00 
PM

No Callback Requested - 
Close SR

Details

  

Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  124
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00127176

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00127176  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: Closed

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 2, 2018 12:59:33 PM
Input By: Kishpaugh, Shawna Created Date: May 1, 2018 9:26:23 AM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 1520 RUTHERFORD LN, AUSTIN, TX 78754  

Location Details: ( 526Y / MM28 )
SR Comments: received via email from citizen:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?
What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?
What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?
Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

We think Brian is a great choice for Chief of Austin PD, Brian 
represents us well.

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

No

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief
Disposition Community Engagement

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Conner, Michael
Citizen Conner, Michael
Department Employee
Other City Department

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request
Report Date:  Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM Page:  125
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00127176

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff May 2, 2018 12:59:00 
PM

No Callback Requested - 
Close SR

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Triage Request Kishpaugh, Shawna May 1, 2018 5:13:00 PM May 1, 2018 9:28:00 AM SR Entered

Details
Thank you for contacting the City of Austin.  We appreciate you taking the time to send in your feedback regarding Interim Chief 
Manley. We have forwarded your feedback to our Community Engagement team.  
 
If you should have any other questions or concerns, please feel free to email us back or contact us at 311 or 974-2000. 
 
Thanks again for contacting the City of Austin, 
 
Shawna  
Austin 3-1-1 
127160 
 
Great News! Reporting issues to Austin 3-1-1 just got easier! Download the Austin 3-1-1 Mobile App on Android  Or ITunes.  For other 
operating devices, visit http://311.austintexas.gov 
 
 
IMPORTANT NOTICE:  This message and any attachments are intended solely for the original recipient named and may contain 
material deemed sensitive, proprietary or confidential in nature.  Any unauthorized transmission, duplication, use, disclosure or other 
manipulation is expressly forbidden without written consent of the original sender.  You are hereby notified that not adhering to this 
notice may constitute a violation of federal and/or state law.  If you are not the intended recipient, please delete this message and any 
attachments and notify the sender immediately via phone, fax or e-mail.  Austin 3-1-1 is a department of the City of Austin.
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00127175

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00127175  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: Closed

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 8, 2018 2:55:55 PM
Input By: Odonnell, Colin Created Date: May 1, 2018 9:26:03 AM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 6313 PARLIAMENT DR, AUSTIN, TX 78724  

Location Details: ( 587E / MN24 )
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

knowledge of community, forward looking change from hardline 
force to deescalation tactics, caller believes brian manley 
posesses all of these traits

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

endemic corruption via lawyers and police records

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

changing from punitive incarceration to rehabilitative

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

caller finds same spirit it the fire department, EMS, caller is very 
pleased with how austin handles these departments

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

Yes

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Stiles, Juanita 6313 PARLIAMENT 
DR, AUSTIN, TX 
78724

CELL 512-705-2939

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request

Details
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00127175

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff May 2, 2018 1:03:00 PM 1st - Callback Attempted 
- Left Message

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff Welch, Cara May 8, 2018 2:55:00 PM Completed - Close SR

Details
Caller returned phone call. 
Additional feedback from caller- told a story about a man that she had invited into her home that stole her credit card, cash, and silver 
and did not call the police. The person that stole her things returned and seemed to be on drugs. After the second attempt the caller 
called the police. The police helped the person get social services. She has had positive experiences with the police and EMS. Caller 
had experience with police and helping to keep children out of prison. 
I provided the caller with additional ways to give feedback and the community forum on May 17th at KLRU.
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00126411

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00126411  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: Closed

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 8, 2018 2:41:37 PM
Input By: Walsh, Andrea Created Date: Apr 30, 2018 5:26:00 PM

Method 
Received:

Phone Overdue on:

Location: 1900 ROCK CREEK DR, ROUND ROCK, TX 78681  

Location 
Details: ( 406J / ML41 )

SR Comments: Chief Manley has been a great Chief since Avacedo. This guy needs to be our Chief. He has been active and 
connected with the public

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

Understand the problems in austin, crime rates rising and paying 
the officers a good pay raise.

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

Building up the force of APD and moral because they have left. 
Put officers on the streets to be visible again.

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

Building up the police force, involving the citizens, crime rates and 
the crimes are spilling into the other cities

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

Involving people using kindness, building moral with the public, 
change the outlook of police the public has at this current time.

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

Yes

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Shea, John 1900 ROCK CREEK 
DR, ROUND ROCK, 
TX 78681

HOME 512-255-7826

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00126411

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff May 2, 2018 1:09:00 PM 1st - Callback Attempted 
- No Answering Machine

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff Welch, Cara May 8, 2018 2:40:00 PM Completed - Close SR

Details
attempted a 2nd call back. there was no voicemail available. caller's comments were reviewed and will be added to the overall 
feedback provided to the City Manager for his final decision.
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00126390

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Type: Community Engagement Project Feedback SR #: 18-00126390  

Area:  - Priority: Standard
Group: Community Engagement Status: Closed

Jurisdiction: City of Austin Status Date: May 8, 2018 2:39:08 PM
Input By: Puente, Abigail Created Date: Apr 30, 2018 5:11:36 PM

Method Received: Phone Overdue on:
Location: 9900 N FM 620 RD, AUSTIN, TX 78726  

Location Details: ( 432Z / MD37 )
SR Comments:

Flex Notes
Flex Note Question Flex Note Answer
What Community Engagement Project are you calling about? Chief of Police
What key characteristics are most important for our next Chief of 
Police?

His calmed and articulate never weaken . positive message Maury 
should be the next chief of police

What do you see as immediate challenges for the next Chief of 
Police?

control and informaion on everything thast happening

What issues should the next Chief of Police be prepared to 
address over the next 5 years?

crime graffiiti

Do you have any additional feedback that you would like to 
provide?

last person was ok but the new person is better

Would you like someone to contact you back regarding the 
feedback you provided?

Yes

Note to Agent: What language was spoken during the call? English
Thank you for providing your feedback. Please encourage other 
community members to provide their feedback as well.
For more information about upcoming Austin Police Chief 
Community Forums you can visit 
www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief

Participants
Participant Type Participant Name Address Email Phones/Extension

Participant Refuse, Patty CELL 512-663-1055

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Notification

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Review Request

Details
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Service Request Summary Report
18-00126390

Printed Date : Jun 1, 2018 11:32:19 AM

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff May 2, 2018 1:11:00 PM 1st - Callback Attempted 
- Left Message

Details

Activities
Activities Assigned Staff Due Date Completed Date Outcome

Action Taken by Staff Welch, Cara May 8, 2018 2:38:00 PM Completed - Close SR

Details
Attempted 2nd call back. Spoke with the caller. The caller had additional comments. 
 
Comments from caller- very qualified and professional, hopes that Brian Manely gets the job. Need 311 because it is the only way for 
elderly people to provide feedback.
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Our Next Chief 
Email 

Comments
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From: Mary Wilson
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Brian Manley is the person we need
Date: Monday, April 30, 2018 11:40:41 AM

I appreciate the extra effort being given to making sure we are all happy with the choice, but the city needs to wrap
this up and get moving forward.

In my opinion, Manley is a great leader and I doubt there is a better choice for Austin today.

He has my full support and from what I can see he is also fully supported by those in law enforcement. What more
can you ask for?

Mary Wilson
1303 Ridgehaven Dr
Austin TX 78723
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From: Marla Stacey
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Man
Date: Monday, April 30, 2018 11:42:57 AM

Manley is the only man for the job
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From: Udenna Agumadu
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Police Chief
Date: Monday, April 30, 2018 12:33:37 PM

Dear City Manager Cronk, thank you for allowing the citizens of Austin
to contribute to the process of selecting our new Police Chief. I have
always admired the way that Chief Brian Manley has dealt with the
major crises that have occurred in our city, most recently the serial
bombings. After the way Chief Manley and all those who worked with him
brought a swift end to what could have been a long and drawn out
terror to our city, I am confident he will no doubt make an excellent
permanent chief. As a long term citizen of Austin(over 20 years), I
have seen our city become plagued with violence and hatred that in
just recent years, has become a problem that keeps getting worse.
Drugs and violence, especially gun violence have darkened our
beautiful city. How do you plan on handling this situation? And what
can the citizens do to aid the police and those who run our city to
reduce the number of killings that happen daily? I realize that there
is no quick or easy solution but I think it is important that we all
work together to solve this problem. No matter how long or what it
takes, I know the people who live here and want to raise their
children in a safe city, are willing to contribute to the solution. I
see this on a small scale already but it would be nice to see police
and community members coming together more frequently to discuss
issues happening in our city and develop more programs to get our
young people off the streets and back into school. This is no small
task but with proper leadership, I believe it is something that can be
implemented and with consistency, yield long term results. We need a
police chief who is transparent, honest, does not consider himself
above the law, is passionate and can inspire others, communicates well
and strives to develop and maintain a close relationship with the
citizens of Austin. I believe these are qualities that we have all
seen so far in Chief Manley. I am confident in his leadership and his
ability to work hard to address and find solutions to our city's
biggest issues. Again thank you for your time and letting us have a
voice in your consideration for this important role.

Sincerely,

Udenna Agumadu
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From: Aaron Buzali
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Make Brian Manley Chief!
Date: Monday, April 30, 2018 5:45:00 PM
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From: Joseph Elizondo
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: My Priorities for Austin Police Department
Date: Monday, April 30, 2018 9:48:17 PM

1) What are the key characteristics you think we need in our next Chief of Police?

Chief Acevedo made the gay community in Austin feel appreciated and safe, particularly after
the Pulse nightclub massacre in Orlando in 2016.  I never forgot his kind/strong words and the
fact that he showed up at a rally on 4th Street to celebrate/mourn the lives of the victims.  I
really want the new chief to continue Chief Acevedo's leadership style by showing
compassion and understanding to everyone in the community, but especially the marginalized
groups in our community.

Joseph Elizondo
8004 Northforest Drive
Austin, Texas 78759
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From: Linda Messier
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Permanent Chief of Police
Date: Tuesday, May 01, 2018 8:34:19 AM

I am in support of Chief Brian Manley being moved into a permanent role as Chief of Police
for the City of Austin.  He runs a very transparent organization, has a strong moral
character and work ethic that no one can compare to.  He has the knowledge, foresight,
diligence, and expertise to lead our city into the future.  I would be proud to have him serve
our city as the Chief of Police.

Respectfully,
Linda Messier
Austin Citizen

It's better to have a 'seat at the table" rather than to be "on the menu"...

Sent with Free Email Tracker by cloudHQ
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From:
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Police Chief
Date: Tuesday, May 01, 2018 11:19:52 AM

Chief Manly is a proven leader.  In the interim he has made him self visible at many community events,
he has listened and worked with our diversified community, he has responded to people's concerns at
public forums, he has worked to correct issues within the department, and he was a calm, focused, and
constant presence during the recent nightmare Austin experienced.  He has earned our confidence and
respect and is ready to be Chief of the Austin Police Department.
 
Gloria
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From:
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Re: Police Chief
Date: Tuesday, May 01, 2018 11:25:15 AM

I clicked on send, just as I noticed the typo in the misspelling of the Chief's name, please correct. Thank
you.
 
Gloria Mata Pennington
 
 
-----Original Message-----
From: twopenns <
To: OurNextChief <
Sent: Tue, May 1, 2018 11:19 am
Subject: Police Chief

Chief Manley is a proven leader.  In the interim he has made him self visible at many community events,
he has listened and worked with our diversified community, he has responded to people's concerns at
public forums, he has worked to correct issues within the department, and he was a calm, focused, and
constant presence during the recent nightmare Austin experienced.  He has earned our confidence and
respect and is ready to be Chief of the Austin Police Department.
 
Gloria
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From: Stephanie Ryan
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Interim Chief Manley has my vote
Date: Tuesday, May 01, 2018 11:35:38 AM

Good morning!  I'm very pleased with how City Manager Cronk has decided to handle the
selection for the permanent position of APD Chief.  I've been an Austin resident for 39+ years
and remember Chief Manley during his tenure as prior Chief Acevedo's chief of staff.  He
impressed me then and continues to do so with his communication skills, modesty and
teamwork (as displayed during the Austin bombings), and progressive practices in modernizing
the Austin police force. 

I would also like to use this opportunity to respond to a published comment from the
leadership of the Austin Justice Coalition who expressed concern with how Chief Manley
handled the March bombings, specific to his reluctance in labeling the bomber as a terrorist.
 As a member of law enforcement, he rightly was using the legal definition and i believe finally
elected to refer to these events as 'domestic terrorism', in part as a nod to the emotions of
some members of the public and also to calm racial tensions.

I support his initial instinct, and while understanding the reason for his change in position, I
think Rabbi Lev Baesh (also a nurse and attorney) had it right in his Statesman editorial:
'Terrorist label isn't getting us beyond the violence'. He counsels us that once we can place
some distance between a harming event and the present moment, we no longer have to live
by labels and reactions to bad acts.  It's sage advice for us all and is one step toward curing our
racial divide.  

And my best guess is Chief Manley, as an individual of obvious integrity, knows this innately.
 He certainly has my support as our next Chief of Police.

Many thanks for the opportunity to provide input during this process.  It's much appreciated.

Best,
Stephanie Ryan
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From: Mary T Brady
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Brian Manley
Date: Tuesday, May 01, 2018 12:18:34 PM

I fully support City Manager Cronk's decision to name Brian Manley as the finalist for Chief of 
Police! 

Mary Brady, Austin, Texas
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From: Betty Arrell
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Our new police chief
Date: Tuesday, May 01, 2018 12:29:49 PM

I have been very impressed with Mr. Manley, but more to the point I think he has earned the position.
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From: Anne Peticolas
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: next police chief
Date: Tuesday, May 01, 2018 3:55:48 PM

I've been here in Austin since 1975; and the police have a problem. They don't treat everyone
with equal respect and there are too many incidents that end in injury or death when they
shouldn't.

I like that Manley is a local, but I am not happy that he is defending the training at the police
academy. I like that he seems to be a capable administrator, but I am not happy that he defends
the excessive number of SWAT raids we have. Whoever the next police chief is, I want that
person to commit to changing police training, to lowering the number of SWAT raids (they are
dangerous and should only be used when really appropriate - such as for the Austin bomber -
instead of the numerous other nonsense they get used for), to having the police less trigger-
happy with dogs (I think something may have been done on this, hope so), and to having the
police better able to deal with the difficult task of handling those with mental illness and the
homeless.

We need a different overall mentality in the management of the police officer. Although my
own encounters with officers have been fine, I have heard too much about unwarranted actions
and attitudes over the years both from people I know and in the newspapers. Somehow, it has
never changed. And, it needs to change.

Good policing also means good treatment of police officers. It's not right for officers who hate
it to be stuck on 6th Street for years, that causes burnout. It's not right for police cadets to be
physically abused at the police academy. We can have a better police for the public AND for
police officers.  But unfortunately Austin seems to be right with the trend on police
militarization, and as long as that mentality is the prevailing one, and as long as only some
people are treated with respect by police, efforts to improve will keep getting eroded again and
again, as they have during the decades I've been here.

I don't think the problem is mainly with individual police officers. The problem has been with
the short-sighted management - such as Acting Chief Manley stating that the police are a para-
military organization. I want police, not warriors. As long as we have the warrior mentality,
we are going to get unnecessary force and grieving families.

Sincerely,
  Anne Peticolas
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From: Patricia Murphree
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Supporting Brian Manley for our next Police Chief
Date: Wednesday, May 02, 2018 12:40:09 PM

I was very pleased to hear that Interim Chief Brian Manley is the lone finalist
for our permanent chief of police. If anyone ever proved himself in a crisis
situation, it was Chief Manley. His calm demeanor, his ability to communicate
clearly and succinctly in a crisis situation, his competent decision making, and his
leadership skills are the ones that we need in Austin. I fully support his hiring
and only regret that it hasn't happened before now.
Thank you for asking for our input.
Best,
Patricia Murphree
9012 Lantana Way
Austin, TX 78749
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From: Rocky Wardlow
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Brian Manley
Date: Wednesday, May 02, 2018 4:05:45 PM
Attachments: image001.png

image006.png
image009.png

I am not a resident of Austin, nor do I have any plans to ever become one.
 
I am a retired Texas Ranger with over 30 years of service in the Texas Department of Public Safety.
Over 20 of those years were spent in a neighboring jurisdiction of Austin and I worked extensively
with the fine men and women in the Austin Police Department.
 
I am the current Chief of Police for the Horseshoe Bay Police Department where I came to work
following my retirement from the State in 2009.
 
And, I am one of the many who closely followed the serial bombings in Austin.
 
I do not know Brian Manley. But what I saw a man who was compassionate, determined, capable,
and confident. I saw a man who was honest, competent to the challenge,  committed, and had the
ability to communicate in the most difficult of times.
 
I saw every character trait of a natural leader.
 
I have no dog in the hunt, I would simply submit to you that your hunt is over.
 
 
 
Rocky Wardlow
Chief of Police
City of Horseshoe Bay
Horseshoe Bay, Texas 78657

www.horseshoe-bay-tx.gov
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IMPORTANT NOTICE: This e-mail message is intended to be received only by persons entitled to
receive the confidential information it may contain. E-mail messages from the Horseshoe Bay Police
Department may contain information that is confidential and legally privileged. Please do not read, copy,
forward, or store this message unless you are an intended recipient of it. If you have received this
message in error, please forward it to the sender and delete it completely from your computer system.
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From:
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: End User Digest: 1 New Message (16 Audit Messages)
Date: Thursday, May 03, 2018 5:06:21 AM
Attachments: logo.png

 End User Digest: 1 New Message (16 Audit Messages)
For 

 
The emails listed below have been placed in your personal Quarantine since you received your last End User
Digest. They will be deleted after 7 days. To deliver an email to your inbox, click on Release. To deliver an
email to your inbox and add the email sender to your Safe Senders List, click on Release and Safelist. This
ensures that no emails from that sender will be blocked in the future. To report messages that are not spam but
are reported in the digest, click on Not Spam.

Request New End User Digest   Request Safe/Blocked Senders List   How To Manage Your Emails 

Quarantine  
 Score From Subject Date
Release  Not Spam 27 SUBJECT

NOT
AVAILABLE
FOR THIS
MESSAGE>

2018-05-02 22:23:28

Emails listed in the section below represent your valid emails. If you see any spam emails, please click on the
Report Spam link. This will help us improve our spam detection capability.

Note: These emails in the below section are not Blocked or Quarantined and have already been delivered to
you.

Audit Messages  
 Score From Subject Date
Report Spam 0 Test from external email 2018-04-26 15:51:47
Report Spam 0  Manley is the person we

need
2018-04-30 11:40:37

Report Spam 0 Man 2018-04-30 11:42:54
Report Spam 0 Police Chief 2018-04-30 12:33:35
Report Spam 0 Make Brian Manley Chief! 2018-04-30 17:44:50
Report Spam 0 My Priorities for Austin Police

Department
2018-04-30 21:48:14

Report Spam 0 Permanent Chief of Police 2018-05-01 08:34:16
Report Spam 0 Police Chief 2018-05-01 11:19:49
Report Spam 0 Re: Police Chief 2018-05-01 11:25:12
Report Spam 0 Interim Chief Manley has my

vote
2018-05-01 11:35:35

Report Spam 0 Brian Manley 2018-05-01 12:18:31
Report Spam 0 next police chief 2018-05-01 15:55:44
Report Spam 0 Supporting Brian Manley for

our next Police Chief
2018-05-02 12:40:06

Report Spam 0 rwardlow@horseshoe-bay-
tx.gov

Brian Manley 2018-05-02 16:05:42

1 Test 2018-04-26 14:32:38
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From: VS
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Make Brian Manley permanent
Date: Thursday, May 03, 2018 1:45:51 PM

TO:  City Manager Spencer Cronk
 
Brian Manley was tested under severe circumstances as acting police chief during the Austin
bombings, an event that could've gone on for much longer were it not for his leadership skills and
ability to coordinate with other law enforcement. He also articulated to the public events as they
unfolded in a way that was not alarmist, political, or in any way compromising to the investigation
itself, which garnered my 100% confidence in him. The City of Austin is lucky to have someone this
competent, and as a resident of Austin District 8 I'd like to see him permanently made police chief.
Thank you for your time and attention. -- VS
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From:
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Chief Manley
Date: Thursday, May 03, 2018 2:56:20 PM

As the parent of a City of Austin police officer, I know that Chief Manley has the utmost respect for the
department and he has the respect, in return, from the department.  I believe that the City of Austin could
not find a better candidate than Chief Manley.  He has the experience, a native Austinite (which means he
knows the problems that face our city) and obviously the most qualified person for the job.  I urge the City
of Austin to confirm Chief Manley as the permanent Chief, finalize the contract with our police department
and actively recruit for good qualified candidates for our community.  Finally, we also need to find a way
to remove the stigma about our police officers that has plagued our nation.  We worry about the safety of
our police force.  

IN SUPPORT OF CHIEF MANLEY

Joseph & Nancy Castelline  
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From: Tina Rodriguez
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Manley for Police Chief
Date: Thursday, May 03, 2018 3:42:24 PM

He is the best man for the job! He has more than proved himself! I was very impressed with
how he handled the Austin Bomber situation.

Thank you,
Tina Rodriguez
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From: Paul J. Holubec
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Chief Manley
Date: Thursday, May 03, 2018 3:51:15 PM

Our current Chief Manley is a proven leader who already knows our City.  

Paul J Holubec
Chairman, Austin Region
PlainsCapital Bank
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From: Mike Thompson
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Chief
Date: Thursday, May 03, 2018 11:42:10 PM

I support Brian Manley for Chief of Police

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Kelly White
To: Our Next Chief
Cc: Julia Spann
Subject: In support of Chief Manley
Date: Friday, May 04, 2018 12:11:51 PM
Attachments: image003.png

image006.png

Dear Mr. Cronk,
I am the Co-CEO of The SAFE Alliance, the primary organization providing prevention and
intervention services in Austin/Travis County to address the issues of sexual assault and exploitation,
child abuse and domestic violence. It has been our intent to try to find some time to invite you to
visit SAFE | stop abuse for everyone at some early point in your tenure as our City Manager – and
your plate has been quite full. I am emailing today to tell you that we are big fans of Acting Chief
Manley and encourage his being named as the Austin Chief of Police.
 
As some background – SAFE is a large non-profit operating multiple shelters, transitional living and
supportive housing apartment communities, 24-hour SAFEline with chat and text, community
counseling, sexual assault forensic nursing and advocacy programs, healthy relationship programs in
the Austin schools, an extensive home-based child abuse prevention program, programs in response
to child sexual exploitation, a child visitation and exchange program, and much more. We provide
services for thousands of Austinites each year, have over 1,000 volunteers, an influential Board of
Directors, a $22 million annual budget and have +/- 400 employees. These staff, volunteers and
services intersect with APD across a broad range of services.
 
Acting Chief Manley is a thoughtful, courageous, smart, respectful and respected Police Chief. I have
watched repeatedly as he has walked into difficult and contentious situations and deescalated and
moved individuals and groups toward solutions. He has also put together an extraordinary team of
leaders within the police department that are trusted and engaged with the Austin advocate
community.
 
If you would like additional information or feedback about SAFE or our actions with Acting Chief
Manley, please don’t hesitate to call. My cell is listed on my signature line. I have also copied my Co-
CEO, Julia Spann, on this email.
 
Thank you for the opportunity to provide input.
Best,
Kelly
 
| Kelly White | Co-CEO | SAFE
| Office Cell  | safeaustin.org
 
| 24-hr SAFEline - Call: 512.267.SAFE (7233) | Text: 737.888.SAFE (7233) | Chat: safeaustin.org/chat
| For Deaf people of all identities, please use relay/VRS
 

A merger of Austin Children’s Shelter and SafePlace
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CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail is covered by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. 2510-2521 and is legally privileged
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From: Tammy Fotinos
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Brian Manley for Chief
Date: Friday, May 04, 2018 2:50:01 PM

I am writing to express my support for the selection of Brian Manley for the next
Police Chief of Austin. Austin is at a unique time in history with rapid growth and a lot
of changes. I think it will be crucial for our next Chief to have familiarity with the city
and the challenges it is facing. I have had the pleasure of meting Chief Manley on a
number of occasions and he is a dedicated public servant with the experience that
Austin needs.
 
Tammy Fotinos

“Let us not grow weary in doing good, for in due season, we shall reap, if we do not lose heart.”
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From: Joan Maril
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Police Chief
Date: Friday, May 04, 2018 7:32:55 PM

Brian Manley is the man for the job!  What an outstanding representative for our city, locally, and nationaly!!  I am
so proud of his professionalism and cooperation with all possible resources.  He is the man for the job!!
Joan Maril
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From: Linda Diaz
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Support Chief Manley
Date: Saturday, May 05, 2018 8:01:57 AM

My family proudly supports Chief Manley. 

In 2012 my family met Assistant Chief Manley. At the time, we were going through one of
our darkest storms we had ever faced as a family. It was then APD became our family and I
remember his kindhearted spirit, compassion and leadership. 

Since then Chief Manley has stayed in contact with our family one way or another. He's been
to Washington DC, state memorials and other times he has been around our family during
significant events. 

In 2014 he was closely by our side again during our biggest battle to fight for justice for my
brother SPO Jaime Padron. I remember once again his kindhearted, understanding and
compassionate approach.

No matter how busy it may be for the department, Chief Manley manages to call my family to
check in to let us know he hasn't forgotten, ask how the family is doing, if we need anything
etc.. We appreciate his time, friendship and dedication to his job. I see he is passionate about
what he does and is evident he has dedicated his life to being a true servant and leader.

I understand part of his job was to be at the events mentioned, but his humanitarian,
kindheartedness and being present is what makes him a true leader and someone who I believe
has earned the roll of the Austin Texas Police Department Chief of Police. He is genuine and
one of a kind. 

Respectfully and with great pride, my family and I support Chief Manley. May he always be
blessed beyond measure to continue leading the great men and women of the Austin Texas
Police Department. 

Mr & Mrs Steve & Linda Diaz family.
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From: Consuelo Pardo
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Keep Chief Manley
Date: Saturday, May 05, 2018 12:19:11 PM

I would like Chief Manley to be apportioned as our Chief. He has done a great job so what are we waiting for?!  I
believe he is a lifelong resident, so he has seen our city grow and change.  He did an excellent job with the booming
crisis so he has shown us he can handle anything.  I didn’t not know why we even have to have all this input. Let’s
do this.

Please also show support for your hard working men and women of your Police department.  I don’t believe they are
the enemy. Let’s hold citizens accountable for their behavior and actions.

Thanks for letting me provide input. I hope it makes a difference.
Sent from my iPhone
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From: Richard Hill
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Chief Manly
Date: Saturday, May 05, 2018 1:53:56 PM

I am in support of Chief Manly

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Joseph Meyer
To: Our Next Chief
Cc:    

 
Subject: Our Next Chief and Crisis Intervention Teams
Date: Sunday, May 06, 2018 9:11:41 AM

May 6, 2018

Mr. Joseph Meyer
11103 Whiskey River Dr.
Austin, Texas 78748

To Whom It May Concern:

Thank you for an opportunity to provide input about an area where the Austin Police Department should focus more
effort in the coming years: Austin and Travis County need a dedicated plain-clothes crisis intervention team that
patrols the city and looks for opportunities to help people suffering from severe and acute mental illness.

When I looked through the Washington Post database of police shootings over the past 3.5 years (see
https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2018/national/police-shootings-2018/?utm_term=.915846f0cb45), I
found that Austin has apparently seen about twice as many deadly police confrontations with the mentally ill as
Houston or San Antonio, despite having a smaller population than either of those cities. By my counts:

•       Houston had 33 fatal shootings, 5 (15%) of which involved mental illness.
•       San Antonio had 23 fatal shootings, 4 (17%) of which involved mental illness.
•       Austin had 21 fatal shootings, 9 (43%) of which involved mental illness.

Specialized teams of crisis intervention officers may be why Houston and San Antonio seem to have fewer police
shootings of mentally ill people than Austin.  Conversely:

1.      Austin has a trainer who may not value de-escalation according to one news story:
https://www.mystatesman.com/news/crime--law/citizens-panel-urges-removal-trainer-austin-police-
academy/SbMcUvdFBv7ofPAFXmearO/
2.      Austin has a crisis intervention team that apparently spends most of its time reading police reports, according
to another news story: 
https://www.austinchronicle.com/news/2017-12-15/how-austin-handles-mental-health-emergencies/ (i.e., "the unit's
officers function primarily as secondary responders, by looking for 'red flags' in patrol reports")

As a parent of an adult son who is on the autism spectrum and has bipolar disorder with psychotic symptoms, I have
what may be an irrational fear of my son having a deadly encounter with the police, knowing that police have
hundreds of interactions with the mentally ill every day and the tragic outcomes we see on the news are rare events. 
On the other hand, the Washington Post database suggests that at least 25% of those who are killed by police have a
serious mental illness (e.g., a psychotic disorder, mood disorder, or PTSD) while only about 5% of the population
has such a diagnosis. The actual rate of mental illness in these deadly outcome is probably higher since privacy laws
prohibit information about diagnoses from being shared by authorities, we only know about the presence of mental
illness when a family member mentions it to a reporter, we know these disorders often go undiagnosed, and we
know that survivors often do not wish to talk about mental illness which they may consider stigmatizing. Throw in
substance abuse, which some studies find to be present in about half of those with a serious mental illness, and it is
quite possible that half of people killed by the police have a substance use disorder or serious mental illness.

Perhaps the rate of deadly interactions is five or more times higher for those with mental illness than would be
expected from their 5% representation in the population because they have more interactions with the police, rather
than being five times more likely to be killed during any individual interaction. But, even if that is the case, a sub-
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population representing one-quarter of fatalities in interactions with the police merits special attention, regardless of
whether they are more or less likely to encounter deadly force in any single encounter.

I think part of the problem is a lack of desire to effectively address this issue in most police departments. I don’t
blame officers for not wanting to do what they might consider the job of social workers.  But, such an attitude may
reveal something about the mindset some officers may have when summoned for a crisis call—if they do not like
crisis intervention, they may not be very good at it.  This is why Austin needs a unit like the one in San Antonio.

A few years ago, I approached three different police organizations about offering an educational session related to
crisis intervention at a large university: The Austin Police Department was among those I asked via a phone call and
follow-up email. I also sent follow-up emails to ask a second time. But, none of the three police organizations ever
responded to my requests. One police organization proposed a session about how they would respond to an active
shooter incident, offering to cover a topic that rarely occurs while mental health crises happen many times a year. I
interpreted it to mean that most police officers think of crisis intervention as an undesirable aspect of their jobs. 
Additional evidence that police officers do not value the crisis intervention role is that NAMI claims only about 20%
of U.S. police officers have been training in crisis intervention, even though the Memphis Model has been around
for almost 30 years. 

It would be nice to be able to change the culture in the entire police department, but I do not think that is possible. It
is really hard to change the way people think as evidenced by the political divide in our country. In San Antonio,
there was strong opposition from the members of the police officers association to a plan by Chief McManus to
implement some of the recommendations contained in a report titled “Re-Engineering Training on Police Use of
Force” by the Police Executive Research Forum led by Dr. Chuck Wexler (see
http://www.policeforum.org/assets/reengineeringtraining1.pdf). Those union members eventually voted no-
confidence in Chief McManus for entertaining some of the PERF recommendations, even though he defended the
right of officers to not retreat from an advancing suspect and backed the U.S. Supreme Court ruling on use of force
(see https://www.expressnews.com/news/news_columnists/brian_chasnoff/article/McManus-shocked-by-union-s-
tactics-7003523.php).  It may have only been the strong support of elected officials in San Antonio that saved the
police chief’s job.

Nevertheless, the San Antonio Police Department has what is widely considered one of the finest crisis intervention
teams in the United States and the crisis intervention team in Houston is also considered to be quite good.  But,
those teams are probably officers who self-selected into the program.  Dr. Chuck Wexler, Executive Director of the
Police Executive Research Forum (PERF), believes that just as not everyone is cut out to be a SWAT officer not
everyone is cut out to handle psychiatric crises.  He prefers the use of specialized Crisis Intervention Teams rather
than department-wide crisis intervention training and names a number of recommendations designed to reduce
fatalities in the “Re-Engineering Training on Police Use of Force” report cited earlier. 

Austinites like to think they live in one of the most progressive cities in the United States, but our approach to
mental health crises lags far behind approaches used in other large cities.  Austin needs a dedicated and engaged
crisis intervention team that actively responds to mental health crises, using de-escalation techniques that will save
lives. Thank you for the opportunity to make this suggestion.

Sincerely,

Joe Meyer
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From: David Roche
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Manley
Date: Sunday, May 06, 2018 3:16:08 PM

Chief Manley has proven, beyond any question, that he should be our next PERMANENT police chief.
 
Thank you,
 
David Roche
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From: P Gondeck
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Chief Manley
Date: Sunday, May 06, 2018 4:47:12 PM

This man has done a better job in 17 mo than anything Chief has done in 27 years! We support Chief Manley!!

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Dan Williams
To: Our Next Chief
Date: Sunday, May 06, 2018 6:20:30 PM

As both a resident and business owner I am writing to express my support for Brian Manley as Chief
of Police.
 
Thank You
 
Dan Williams
9050 N. Capital of Texas Hwy
Building 3, Suite 380
Austin, TX 78759
Phone: (512)  Fax: (512) 
www.danwilliamscompany.com
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From: Rob Golding
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Permanent Chief
Date: Sunday, May 06, 2018 7:48:41 PM

I strongly support making the Interim APD Chief permanent. 

Rob Golding | CEO                         

9100 Decker Lake Rd. | Austin, TX 78724
P  | C 

 
www.rodeoaustin.com
 
Funding the Future of Young Texans
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From: Robert Howard
To: Our Next Chief
Cc: Ann Kitchen Campaign
Subject: Request to Spencer
Date: Monday, May 07, 2018 7:53:23 AM

Dear Spenser,

As one of the "oldest living Austinites" who can still move around a little, I welcome you and hope that you
have a long and happy tenure in Austin. I look forward to meeting you and would welcome a chance to
visit. I'd be happy to share my perspectives from 50 plus years of civic engagement here.

I'd like to comment more on what I'd like to see in our new city manager than our new police chief, which
is to please not fall into the trap of interminable input from the public. While public input in the right
amount is good and necessary, too much leads to indecision and ultimate dysfunctionality brought on by
a lack of leadership,  direction, and staff moral.

It is time for you to make a decision on the police chief. This excruciating process is serving no useful
purpose. No candidate will ever be perfect or please everyone. Manley has more than stated his case, so
it's time to make a decision.-one way or another, but I'd strongly recommend hiring him. Beyond that, you
will have to give him the direction, supervision and training he needs to do the best job possible. If he
does not perform to your satisfaction, then you will have to fire him.

Dragging out this process now will serve no useful purpose. It is discouraging for Manley and the rank
and file and makes you look like a weak manager. Just imagine how you would have felt if you'd have
had to go through the same process. We will never find someone who can walk on water and we are
lucky Manley hasn't bailed on us by now.

Thanks for coming to Austin and for listening to me.

Hope to see you soon.

Robert

 
Robert Howard
2315 Westforest Dr.
Austin,Texas 78704
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From: Travis Wesley
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: APD Chief Brian Manley- Travis Wesley
Date: Monday, May 07, 2018 8:20:21 AM

Hello Mr. Cronk,
 
I am emailing you today to show my support for Chief Manley. He has shown that he is the man for
the job time and time again over the years. He is all business and wants this community to be at its
best. We need our first responders to be at their best to achieve that and he is leading the way. He
knows this city! Let his record speak for itself.
 
You will hear from many people on the Speakup Austin webpage and other social media avenues if
favor of Chief Manley’s appointment to that position but you will also see many not in favor. One
thing to keep in mind is that there are many Cop Hating Groups that will share this webpage on their
webpage and many of their followers will send in comments and they don’t even live here in
Austin,Tx. I find this disturbing. One of the ways you can better remedy this is making it “Mandatory”
 not “Optional” for their Name, Email and add Address to their comments. We saw this same thing
happen at the December 2017 City Council Meeting APD Contract Meeting when people were flown
in to speak against the Labor Contract and they didn’t even live in City Limits. One of the first
speakers even walked in with his suitcase coming right from the airport. These same groups would
protest any person wearing a uniform not just Chief Manley. It’s a no win scenario with them.
 
So my point is, please make sure you are hearing from “Austin Residents” not people from all over
the world that hates cops just because they are cops.
 
Thank you
 
Travis Wesley
Citizen Led Austin Safety Partnership (CLASP) 
President
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From: Connie Lundgren
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Support for Chief Manley
Date: Monday, May 07, 2018 10:29:40 AM

I heartily support Chief Manley for City of Austin Police Chief.  He is local, experienced, has a proven
track record.  It is very exciting to think of him as our next Chief.
 
Connie Lundgren
 
Texas law requires all license holders to provide the information About Brokerage Services form to
prospective clients
 
Connie Lundgren, ABR, CNE, CIPS, GRI
Real Estate Advisor, Realtor

ENGEL & VÖLKERS • Austin
3700 Bee Caves Rd. Ste. 102
Austin, TX 78746
USA
Tel: +1 
Fax: +1 
Mobile: 1+ 

ConnieLundgren.evusa.com

This e-mail and any attachments are confidential. If you are not the intended recipient of this e-mail, please immediately delete its
contents and notify us. This email was checked for virus contamination before being sent - nevertheless, it is advisable to check for
any contamination occurring during transmission. We cannot accept any liability for virus contamination.
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From: Ora Flinton
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Brian Manley
Date: Monday, May 07, 2018 11:16:55 AM

This whole process you’re going through is a huge waste of time and $$ when, in my opinion,
Brian Manley has already proven he is fully qualified for the permanent position of Austin
Police Chief.  What a waste of taxpayer money.

Ora Flinton
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From: Aida Prazak
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Chief Manley
Date: Monday, May 07, 2018 2:30:42 PM

I would like to express to Chief Manley that as a participant of the 95th Citizen Police
Academy I have a much better understanding of what the police go through and how the
department works. I support him and his department and I believe he has handled the most
challenging of circumstances with leadership and grace. 

Austin is a city divided....a division that began with the 1928 Master Plan. We are divided not
only economically and racially but also between the anti police groups and the rest of the city
who primarily supports the police.  It's an "us" versus "them" mentality which greatly concerns
me as an Austinite living in a high crime area. 

I would love to see the community come together, bring both sides to the table, and figure out
how to change the anti police narrative has keeps our city divided. In order for our city to
move forward we must all work together. Thank you Chief Manley for your leadership.
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From: Fritz Reinig
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Greetings from a supporter of Chief Manley
Date: Monday, May 07, 2018 3:26:02 PM

Very pleased to have the opportunity to see and hear from Chief Manley this evening during the
community forum. I enthusiastically support any move to make him Austin's permanent police chief.
Thanks so much. 

Fritz
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From: Margo Whitt
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Chief Manley
Date: Monday, May 07, 2018 3:31:14 PM

I’ve had the opportunity to interact with acting Chief Brian Manley on several occasions and across venues as
diverse as SXSW and the Citizen’s Police Academy. Without exception, Chief Manley displayed a high level of
professionalism and empathy. He is an excellent choice as Chief, and I hope he serves in that position for a long
time, as I know Austin will be better because of it.

Sincerely
Margo Whitt
Austin Resident
graduate of APD Citizen’s Police Academy, 2017
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From: Clyde Bentley
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Our next chief
Date: Monday, May 07, 2018 3:48:10 PM

I believe Brian Manley should be our next Police Chief.   He is professional, intelligent and obviously well
experienced.   It is good for personnel morale to promote from within.
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From: James McDonough
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Chief Brian Manley
Date: Monday, May 07, 2018 3:52:47 PM

I strongly encourage you and the Council to select Brian Manley as permanent Chief
of the APD.  He knows Austin, he knows the department. he knows what to do and
how to do it in an enlightened and definite way.  Where others may see his Austin
experience as a limitation I think he has proven during this temporary period that it
is a benefit that an outsider cannot apprehend in a timely way.  Also to expend the
funds and time necessary for to a needy City and a very busy Council is not
desirable. 

James McDonough
2502 Comburg Castle Way
Austin, TX 78748 
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From: Vicki Deweese
To: Our Next Chief
Cc: Vicki DeWeese
Subject: Support of Chief Manley
Date: Monday, May 07, 2018 4:27:19 PM

Hello,

As president of the Northwest Austin Civic Association,  I am writing to share support of Chief Manley and the
Austin Police Department from many of our NWACA Board members as follows:

Vicki DeWeese
Mike Polston
Julie Rawlings
Charlie Galvin
Brad Banister
Louri O’Leary
Bridget Keating
Connie Lundgren
Roger Bolick
Joanie Arrott
Aaron Daniels
Ruven Brooks

Thank you for hosting the community forum for Chief Manley.

Vicki DeWeese
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From: Rodriguez, Isidro
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: QUESTIONS
Date: Monday, May 07, 2018 4:48:15 PM

Dear Chief Manley,
 
I want to thank-you for offering the citizens of Austin the opportunity to have a public meeting to
discuss what our next APD chief could do better.
 
First, as a resident of Austin for almost 50 yrs., I would like to let you know the recent uncanny
bombing tragedies were a personal attack on my family. The hard work you & the staff from the FBI,
DPS, Sheriff didn’t go unnoticed and made me proud to a born & raised Austin night.  
 
My question is as successful of job you have accomplished so far, one concern I have is When will
the APD crime lab be up and running, what accountability measure will be followed to avoid the
recent closing from happing again.
 
Do you support Mental first aid certification  & crisis intervention programs and how can you provide
more funding to the HOST program?
 
Sincerely,
Isidro Rodriquez
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From: Johann P Lall
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Comments from state law enforcement civilian
Date: Monday, May 07, 2018 4:58:03 PM

Hello, I plan to be at the meeting but I wanted to send comments and question by email in case
I don't get a chance to ask:

I have only been working in law enforcement (geographic info specialist at Texas Highway
Patrol) for two years but I pay close attention to law enforcement issues nationwide. In my
opinion a police chief's most important job is to communicate with the public, and that is
something that police departments usually aren't great at. Brian Manley has demonstrated the
ability to communicate effectively and also goes above and beyond in speaking to the media
about major incidents like the bombings. I believe the culture of openness and community
policing he has brought to Austin PD have been vital and will be even more important in the
future.

Chief Manley did receive criticism for not characterizing the bombings as terrorism, but I
would like to defend him and Austin PD. Classification is based on legal definitions that are
similar to definitions in the physical sciences and social sciences. Classification is important
for tracking and analysis which serve to guide policy. For example while many people believe
hate crimes shouldn't exist, those classifications are important when it comes to investigating
and taking other actions against hate groups. A racially motivated murder of a black person by
the KKK and an organized crime murder in retribution for a betrayal are both murder, but the
enforcement activity that can prevent those crimes are different. We have to be able to
distinguish between those in order to understand what is going on in the community as a
whole. It's about information, analysis, and action.

Regarding information and analysis: Austin PD's analysts, admins, dispatchers, and other
civilian staff are underpaid. These people have uncommon skills and understanding of law
enforcement information, procedures, and concepts. They are irreplaceable. Do you have any
plans to advocate for better pay, advancement opportunities, and benefits for these vital but
often forgotten workers?

Johann Lall

3517 N Hills Dr M201
Austin TX 78731
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From: Julia Foree
To: Our Next Chief
Cc: Casar, Gregorio
Subject: Questions for Interim Chief forum
Date: Monday, May 07, 2018 5:07:59 PM

1.)  It is said that an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.  Police officers are often
called upon to handle issues related to mental health or social service needs.  What percentage
of your officers' time is taken up by this type of call, and would you support an increase in
funding to the mental health and social service systems even if it meant limiting increases in
the police budget? 

2.)  What is your definition of community policing?  Is the intent is to train all patrol officers assigned to an
area or develop two separate sets of officers.  If the latter, how will you ensure that their work is
synergistic?

3.)How do you see the police force becoming more of a partner with Austin's other city departments?
Which departments in particular would you like to work with more closely?

4. In the past officers have been promised overtime to increase their salaries and fill the gap in the
number of trained officers needed.  Do you see this as sustainable and cost effective  solution to the
staffing gap? If not, what will your strategy be?

Julia Foree
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From: kenneth wolf
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Question for Manley
Date: Monday, May 07, 2018 5:16:16 PM

What is your position on the appointment of Austin cops to "federal task forces", which has
the effect of conferring
federal immunity on them for state crimes such as the killing of a man who was chased, using
a commandeered
civilian's car & then on foot, from a bank to a location under a bridge, where  without any
witnesses he was shot to death by
an Austin cop? A federal judge ruled that this cop could NOT be prosecuted for a state crime
because he was working
under federal cover for his actions.

Will you by policy forbid such appointments in the future, and as such ignore any cop union
pressure to continue such
appointments?

Ken Wolf

Sent from Outlook
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From: Mandy
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Frustrated and Disappointed with Town Hall
Date: Tuesday, May 08, 2018 9:14:53 AM

Dear City Manager Spencer Cronk,

I attended the "Town Hall" last night with Brian Manley and I was extremely frustrated and
disappointed with the format of the event. The event was billed as an opportunity for the
community to participate in a robust vetting process for our new police chief, but instead it felt
more like a positive publicity event for Manley. Along with many other Austin citizens, I have
serious concerns about whether Manley is the right chief for Austin, and these concerns are
based on working directly with him over the past year and a half on a variety of issues facing
our community. For those of us with these experiences and concerns, we anticipated that last
night would be an opportunity to ask him tough questions, and to push him to give detailed,
concrete responses. Instead, our questions were heavily edited and watered down, we were not
able to ask questions in our own voices, and there was no opportunity for us to follow up when
he evaded our questions or provided superficial responses. Instead of hosting "Town Halls"
that are completely controlled and shaped by one media company, the City owes its residents
at least one actual Town Hall, where the media is invited but not in charge, and where
residents are free to ask their own questions, in their own words, and to challenge Manley if he
doesn't answer their question adequately (or at all). In a similar vein, your online survey
(www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief) needs to have a place for residents to express their
concerns and reservations about Manley, not just what we need in our next police chief. Many
of us have valuable input about the risks of hiring Manley, which your current methods of
information-collecting do not make space for.

If this vetting process is going to be more than just a "rubber stamp," and is intended to truly
evaluate whether Manley is the progressive leader we need for Austin's future, the community
needs real opportunities to engage Manley in a challenging, genuine dialogue about how he
plans to address our concerns. 

Thank you for your time.

Best,
Mandy Blott
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From: James McDonough
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Re: Chief Brian Manley
Date: Tuesday, May 08, 2018 2:37:24 PM

Thank you! 

On Tue, May 8, 2018, 9:23 AM Our Next Chief <  wrote:

Good Morning, James McDonough,

 

Thank you for your email. Your feedback is important and will be used in the process.

 

- City of Austin Communications and Public Information Office

 

 

From: James McDonough [mailto:  
Sent: Monday, May 07, 2018 3:53 PM
To: Our Next Chief <
Subject: Chief Brian Manley

 

I strongly encourage you and the Council to select Brian Manley as
permanent Chief of the APD.  He knows Austin, he knows the
department. he knows what to do and how to do it in an
enlightened and definite way.  Where others may see his Austin
experience as a limitation I think he has proven during this
temporary period that it is a benefit that an outsider cannot
apprehend in a timely way.  Also to expend the funds and time
necessary for to a needy City and a very busy Council is not
desirable. 

 

James McDonough

2502 Comburg Castle Way

Austin, TX 78748 
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From: Catherine Shattuck
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Austin’s priorities
Date: Wednesday, May 09, 2018 8:43:28 AM

Hi there,
I’m a concerned Austinite in 78723. Here is what’s top of mind for me, and what I address with the reps on city
council.

- police/community accountability esp regarding minority communities (I support Austin Justice Coalition’s efforts
for increased transparency and accountability)
- police recruitment and training with increased focus on de-escalation techniques and implicit/unconscious bias
training
- setting budgets that de-prioritize the purchase of military grade arms and supplies
- cessation of selling APD guns to the public
- working compassionately and respectfully within immigrant communities to build trust and ensure their safety
given the ways in which ICE and other federal government activities are causing them to come forward less and
report fewer crimes
- create a growth plan for the city that acknowledges and understands its racist history
- help gentrifying neighborhoods recognize their own implicit biases and decrease instances of people reporting
neighbors for the crime of living while being black

Thank you,
Catherine Shattuck
Literary Women in Action member

What issues do you believe the Austin Police Department must be prepared to address over the next five years?
Please email your thoughts to 

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Leslie Currens
To: Our Next Chief
Cc: District10
Subject: Police Chief Selection - Fix Training Academy, Other problems
Date: Wednesday, May 09, 2018 10:25:37 AM

I am concerned that Interim Police Chief Manley is not interested in
reforming the Police Training Academy.
I am concerned that because Manley is an "insider", he may not have
the vision or ability to reform the existing police department and
it's training.

The Austin American Statesman has recently reported that police
academy instructors "insulted trainees who expressed an interest in
helping the public, mocked homeless people and prostitutes, and stoked
feelings of fear and aggression toward people that officers may
encounter."

I agree with the Statesman's appraisal that "APD sends an inconsistent
message by layering that guardian ethos atop the military-style boot
camp environment at the training academy, where some instructors yell
and curse at camouflage-wearing cadets who are repeatedly warned that
any call could become a deadly showdown.

Manley and others have defended the drill-sergeant-style abuse heaped
on cadets as a kind of stress test that weeds out hotheads and
prepares officers for absorbing the verbal taunts they may face on
patrol. Unfortunately, there is also an implicit lesson being taught
when instructors win cadets’ compliance through aggression or
humiliation: This tactic gets results.

The academy can do better. Instructors should model professionalism in
the classroom and during physical training. They have ample
opportunity to test cadets’ emotional resilience during field-training
scenarios, where trainees practice making traffic stops or arrests
with combative actors. And instructors always carry the largest stick:
Cadets who don’t meet expectations won’t graduate."

Here is the full text:
https://www.mystatesman.com/news/opinion/editorial-austin-police-academy-needs-clear-focus-guardian-
tactics/FJ5HVC8xBV8iRSSpzmyaMP/

I am not convinced that Manley is the best person for the job.  If he
is selected, I hope to see from him a commitment to reverse some of
the historical problems of the Police Department of showing a lack of
respect for some people they encounter, and many documented instances
of unnecessary aggressiveness, particularly against people of color.

Sincerely,
Leslie Currens
6404 Deer Hollow Lane
Austin, TX 78750
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From: Jay Lane
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Chief
Date: Wednesday, May 09, 2018 4:47:53 PM

I would like to express my opinion on hiring Interim Police Chief Manley.  He is qualified,
intelligent and is a native Austinite.  I support hiring Chief Manley as our permanent Police
Chief because he is the best person for the job.
 
Sincerely,
 
Shirley Lane
10609 Denell Circle
Austin, Texas 78753
Telephone: 
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From: Jeff Forster
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Neighborhood Sports believes that Brian Manley should be the Chief of Police in Austin
Date: Wednesday, May 09, 2018 5:21:44 PM

I help organize activities at Neighborhood Sports locally...As and organization, we organize
youth sports leagues in NFL Flag Football, Jr. NBA Basketball, and World Cup Soccer. Our
recreational leagues are in Austin, Round Rock, Cedar Park, Pflugerville, Georgetown, Dallas,
and San Antonio. Over 12,000 participate register in our leagues each year.

It has been awhile but Brian used to coach his children over several years in our organization.
I do not remember every coach but I do remember Brian. He was special. He coached NFL
Flag Football for many seasons years ago. Neighborhood Sports is a recreational league.

Brian, like all good coaches was often requested by parents for their children to play on his
teams. Brian was a good coach, his teams often did well, and the children learned to be better
players. His teams did not always win every game..some seasons were better than others. But
in Brian's case it was more than just winning games as he helped make his players and parents
become better people. He was and is someone special.

You can often tell a lot about a person when they coach a youth sports team. Coaching youth
sports often brings out the best or worst in a person...in Brian case it helped show that he was a
great person and leader. We at Neighborhood Sports strongly recommend Brian to become
Austin's Chief of Police. He is a special person and comes very qualified to work with people
from all economic, ethnic, or educational backgrounds. We believe that he will play a major
role in making Austin a special place to live. If you or anyone has any questions...please feel
free to contact me via phone or email.

-- 
Jeff Forster
President
Neighborhood Sports

 (Direct)
512 257 - PLAY (7529)

 FAX
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From: Kelli Hill
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Teen use of social media and online predators
Date: Thursday, May 10, 2018 10:43:14 AM

I thought a lot of Art Acevedo and feel that Brian Manning will do as good a job or better.  Having
said that, I think an area where more focus is badly needed which could quickly see improvement
with just a little more effort is in the area of online predators who target teens who don’t yet have a
full grasp of the dangers inherent in sharing nude photos and “sexting.”  Unfortunately, our teens
see these behaviors as harmless flirting in the absence of a full cognitive understanding and
appreciation of their risks.  The brief reward of a boost to their self-image by those who manipulate
and exploit them far too often outweighs the real risk in a young person’s mind, especially if they’re
already feeling shunned, bullied or simply excluded from social groups at school. 
 
I wrote a paper last year addressing this issue which I plan to present to the Austin and Round Rock
ISDs.  It proposes partnerships with the tech and media industries (so prevalent in Austin) to
incorporate and increase coverage of this topic in our middle school sex education programs to help
bring the problem under better control from a prevention standpoint. 
 
We also need to give this problem more attention from an enforcement standpoint, because we
apparently lack the resources to locate, prosecute and convict these predators when the technology
and law exists for us to do so.  Confidentially, we experienced this crime in our own household with

our 7th grader, who was groomed and victimized online by a predator who made no secret of his
practice of specifically soliciting and exploiting vulnerable 12-year-olds.  Despite all the candid
conversations, monitoring, controls, and warnings, this type of predator is relentlessly intent and is
often capable of breaching the firewall and harming children no matter how vigilant parents are; and
they’ve relied far too long on the fact that our law enforcement agencies don’t often diligently
execute the protocols necessary to obtain disclosure from big social media companies. 
 
For example, we were assured by the two detectives who responded to our call the day we
discovered the online activity that the predator would be simple enough to track down and
prosecute, that they all but had him in jail because we had his online name and IP address, etc.  But
months and several emails and phone calls later, we realized that these were empty promises and
that this wasn’t going to happen.  I work in the legal field and did a fair amount of research on the
legal protocols and deadlines required to obtain disclosure, and provided them to the lead detective
at his urging, to no avail.  And this just falls far too short of the goal in my opinion and hurts children
on a daily basis.  We need to have a task force which is dedicated to this huge and growing problem
in our youth and schools, and It starts with an increased commitment to education and
enforcement, with the engagement of our government, business and educational communities. 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to submit my comments, I look forward to seeing what comes of it.
 
Kelli Hill
Anderson Mill
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From: Kelli Hill
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Teen use of social media and online predators
Date: Thursday, May 10, 2018 11:36:25 AM

I thought a lot of Art Acevedo and feel that Brian Manning will do as good a job or better.  Having
said that, I think an area where more focus is badly needed which could quickly see improvement
with just a little more effort is in the area of online predators who target teens who don’t yet have a
full grasp of the dangers inherent in sharing nude photos and “sexting.”  Unfortunately, our teens
see these behaviors as harmless flirting in the absence of a full cognitive understanding and
appreciation of their risks.  The brief reward of a boost to their self-image by those who manipulate
and exploit them far too often outweighs the real risk in a young person’s mind, especially if they’re
already feeling shunned, bullied or simply excluded from social groups at school. 
 
I wrote a paper last year addressing this issue which I plan to present to the Austin and Round Rock
ISDs.  It proposes partnerships with the tech and media industries (so prevalent in Austin) to
incorporate and increase coverage of this topic in our middle school sex education programs to help
bring the problem under better control from a prevention standpoint.  I’ll follow up with a copy of it
once I can put my hands on it. 
 
We also need to give this problem more attention from an enforcement standpoint, because we
apparently lack the resources to locate, prosecute and convict these predators when the technology
and law exists for us to do so.  Confidentially, we experienced this crime in our own household with

our 7th grader, who was groomed and victimized online by a predator who made no secret of his
practice of specifically soliciting and exploiting vulnerable 12-year-olds.  Despite all the candid
conversations, monitoring, controls, and warnings, this type of predator is relentlessly intent and is
often capable of breaching the firewall and harming children no matter how vigilant parents are; and
they’ve relied far too long on the fact that our law enforcement agencies don’t often diligently
execute the protocols necessary to obtain disclosure from big social media companies. 
 
For example, we were assured by the two detectives who responded to our call the day we
discovered the online activity that the predator would be simple enough to track down and
prosecute, that they all but had him in jail because we had his online name and IP address, etc.  But
months and several emails and phone calls later, we realized that these were empty promises and
that this wasn’t going to happen.  I work in the legal field and did a fair amount of research on the
legal protocols and deadlines required to obtain disclosure, and provided them to the lead detective
at his urging, to no avail.  And this just falls far too short of the goal in my opinion and hurts children
on a daily basis.  We need to have a task force which is dedicated to this huge and growing problem
in our youth and schools, and It starts with an increased commitment to education and
enforcement, with the engagement of our government, business and educational communities. 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to submit my comments, I look forward to seeing what comes of it.
 
Kelli Hill
Anderson Mill
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From: scott cunningham
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Chief Manley
Date: Thursday, May 10, 2018 6:58:40 PM

I moved to the Austin area about 15 months ago to follow our son to University of Texas-
Austin.  
I am a retired police officer who served the last 12 years (of total 38 year career) as the Chief
of 3 different police departments in North Carolina.  
As a disclaimer, I do not personally know Chief Manley, nor have I had the honor to meet him
yet.
But as a professional, I have watched the Austin Police Department for some time.  Some of
this was due to the reality that a new chief would be appointed at some time and it would be a
great agency to lead.  But also because of how it is perceived in the policing profession.
I have certainly watched the agency and Chief Manley much closer since I moved into the area
(Leander) and our son basically lives at UT.
I would fully support Chief Manley for the permanent Chief of APD for the following reasons:
    He engages with the community and speaks honestly and compassionately with them.
    He has worked with the community to enhance police-community relationships, and to
           build openness, trust, and transparency.
    He has allowed and supported the community to be involved with the agency and various
           policies and practices.
    He is supported by agency personnel, generally, but especially as an interim chief (which
           is tough) and while he makes tough calls.
    He expects legal, ethical, and professional actions from his personnel.
    He doesn't shy away from making tough decisions.
    He has demonstrated the ability to handle a variety of critical and sensitive situations, such
           as officer discipline, public concerns and issues, tough topics in policing, officer
           involved shootings, and the recent bombings in Austin.
As an 'outside' chief, and professional in policing, one should go outside for a chief when there
are serious issues within the agency or no internal candidate is capable of leading the agency
as it serves the citizens.  That is not the case here.  The agency is very well respected in the
profession and the community.  There are no substantial issues unique to the agency.  And
there is a competent professional internal candidate who has demonstrated the ability for
approximately 18 months to lead the agency and serve the citizens. He has done the job! 
I think it is time APD had an internal candidate become chief as that certainly enhances
agency morale and allows for additional promotions and movement within the agency.  But
most importantly Chief Manley has consistently demonstrated the ability to lead APD in a
very professional manner.
I have the privilege of traveling the country and to work with numerous agencies of all types
and sizes.  I can say that APD is among the best in the country.

I would fully support and recommend Chief Manley be named as permanent Chief of the
Austin Police Department.

If I can be of any assistance to you, Chief Manley, or the Austin Police Department, please do
not hesitate to contact me.
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-- 
Scott A. Cunningham, Ph.D.
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From:
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Hiring
Date: Thursday, May 10, 2018 9:32:42 PM

Chief

How many cadets do you think we will hire in the next two years?

If we plan on hiring, what testing procedure will we use under civil service and how much will it costs the
department to do so?

Thank you and good luck!

Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Mental Health
Date: Thursday, May 10, 2018 9:36:41 PM

Chief

I’ve noticed that your department is struggling with alcohol related incidents.
With the stress being placed on officers these days, how do you plan on dealing with mental health issues and drug
addiction in your department?

As a citizen, I believe you have the responsibility to help your officers, not flush them and their issues away.

Good luck!

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Jan Naughton
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: choosing a Police Chief
Date: Friday, May 11, 2018 3:12:42 AM

Greetings,

Responding to the request for comments from the public I would like to weigh
in. I would like to see an emphasis on working with neighborhoods to reduce
crime, and get more officers out in them rather than have them spend so much
time manning our many festivals. Please increase their numbers to full force to
protect our city.

While I commend the job Brian Manley did with the bomb incidents, in my
opinion he seems to lack confidence and doesnt come across like a true leader,
like our previous one Art Acevado. There was another police assistant who
seemed to demonstrate more confidence during the press conferences that
aired on TV, I don't know his name. I would prefer to see a search for someone
else who comes across stronger and more confident than Brian Manley
projects. He is just too soft spoken for my taste in that position.

Sincerely, Jan Naughton
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From: Heidi Gerbracht
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: public process
Date: Monday, May 14, 2018 9:59:47 AM

Hi there-

As a well-informed Austin resident, I do not support hiring Chief Manley for the permanent
chief position, and particularly not without a competitive process. The people in our
community who have long-standing and valid concerns about the police department, including
myself, will not buy in to a hire that is conducted in this fashion- feels like there's no point in
providing input and that the outcome is already certain.

Chief Manley had a considerable amount of time as acting chief, during which he could have
begun to deal with some of those concerns, and the fact is- he didn't.  That lack of action does
not speak well to his capacity or interest in fixing those problems. 

An example is the coordinated harassment of activist Injera Keith- individual police officers
worked together to find and harass this activist because of her desire to see the police contract
move us toward a transparent and accountable police department.  And they made no effort to
hide that they detained her solely in response to her activism, and not because of any
lawbreaking. They must have felt entirely empowered to behave this way, and certainly did
not fear being called to account for their actions.  And, unfortunately, they were not. Our
police department should have a ZERO tolerance policy for such abuse of police power. 
Instead the chief's response was lukewarm at best.  This is unacceptable, and all of us bear
some responsibility for these acts.

Please reconsider, and open the process to competition.  

Thank you-
Heidi Gerbracht
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From: stacy muszynski
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: RE. Public Safety: Three questions
Date: Monday, May 14, 2018 10:47:52 AM

What is the police force doing to ensure that POC aren't profiled and/or unfairly targeted and
disrespected?

What kind of training will all police officers get re. de-escalation??

What are the parameters around community policing and putting police officers in service of
the people and not enforcers of the current federal administration?

Thank you for your concern and answers,

Stacy Muszynski, a concerned citizen
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From: Kelli Hill
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: RE: Teen use of social media and online predators
Date: Monday, May 14, 2018 12:48:37 PM
Attachments: Hill Kelli - Final Paper.pdf

Good morning, here’s the paper I referenced in my previous email, which offers some specific
suggestions to address the issue. 
 
Thanks so much!
Kelli Hill

 
 

From: Our Next Chief [mailto:  
Sent: Friday, May 11, 2018 12:02 PM
To: Kelli Hill <
Subject: RE: Teen use of social media and online predators
 
Good Morning, Kelli Hill,
 
Thank you for your email. Your feedback is important and will be used in the process.
 
- City of Austin Communications and Public Information Office
 
 

From: Kelli Hill [mailto:  
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2018 10:43 AM
To: Our Next Chief <
Subject: Teen use of social media and online predators
 
I thought a lot of Art Acevedo and feel that Brian Manning will do as good a job or better.  Having
said that, I think an area where more focus is badly needed which could quickly see improvement
with just a little more effort is in the area of online predators who target teens who don’t yet have a
full grasp of the dangers inherent in sharing nude photos and “sexting.”  Unfortunately, our teens
see these behaviors as harmless flirting in the absence of a full cognitive understanding and
appreciation of their risks.  The brief reward of a boost to their self-image by those who manipulate
and exploit them far too often outweighs the real risk in a young person’s mind, especially if they’re
already feeling shunned, bullied or simply excluded from social groups at school. 
 
I wrote a paper last year addressing this issue which I plan to present to the Austin and Round Rock
ISDs.  It proposes partnerships with the tech and media industries (so prevalent in Austin) to
incorporate and increase coverage of this topic in our middle school sex education programs to help
bring the problem under better control from a prevention standpoint. 
 
We also need to give this problem more attention from an enforcement standpoint, because we
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Introduction 


Online activities are becoming thoroughly embedded in our children’s culture and 


activities, and their digital literacy is surpassing that of their parents.  Alongside the diverse 


opportunities and benefits this presents is an equally diverse array of risks, with each new survey 


engendering a media-spun moral panic.  Although smart phones have been in the market for well 


over a decade now, the rapid proliferation of new applications and increasing digital ability to 


send images with handheld devices makes the potential for harm to teens an emerging issue 


overdue for attention.  And yet, there seems to be insufficient discussion and action undertaken 


to address the increasing anecdotal evidence of the risk and harm directly associated with online 


teen behavior – namely sexting and exposure to pornographic imagery, and the bullying, 


shaming and self-harm that often attend it.   


Although several recent studies have identified “sexting” and youth exposure to 


pornography as the latest risk, teen vulnerability hasn’t really been assessed in a way that 


effectively informs policymakers and potential victims on the matter.  A blanket approach to 


discussion often has the effect of polarizing opinion, leads to moral panic, and short-circuits 


meaningful discussion.  A nuanced, context-dependent evaluation of how Internet use both 


shapes and is shaped by children’s lives is needed (Livingstone, 2011) in order to inform and 


guide policy; and foundational to this is grounded, evidence-based research on the nature of teen 


online behavior, vulnerability, risk and resilience.   


These factors make it important to study the social impact of sexting and exposure to 


pornography as it relates to sex education programs in our children’s schools.  


Current public policies which inform our school administrators are based on outdated 


assumptions about the knowledge and practices of teens.  There is discomfort among parents, 


educators, politicians and even researchers about how to approach the need for more information 


– quite literally, how to ask children emotionally and ethically difficult questions.  For too long, 
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the issue has been couched in overly broad, generic terms; and what research has been 


accomplished within the last decade seems to disappear in the vapor trail of new technology.   


This paper discusses how the third-person effect and “spiral of silence” theory of 


communication serve to suppress discussion and engagement on these important social issues 


affecting teens.  It further explores opportunities to utilize agenda setting theory and issues 


rhetoric to engage critical stakeholders and “reverse the spiral” so that candid discussions of 


these important topics can be incorporated in our public sex education curriculum before our 


children become most vulnerable to harm from these risks.   


Suppression of Discussion 


Third-Person Effect 


The third-person hypothesis holds that “individuals will perceive media messages to have 


greater effects on other people than on themselves” (Salwen, pp. 183-184). In other words, it 


won’t happen to me or you, but to someone else.  Several studies over the past 30 years have 


supported and substantiated these findings (Third Person Effects, 2011).  And with the advent of 


the Internet, scholars have found evidence supporting the third-person hypothesis concerning the 


effects of online sexual content (Salwen, pp. 187-188).  


The third-person effect is particularly evident in cases of socially undesirable content like 


pornography, or teen sexting; and unlike pornography which has been found primarily to 


negatively influence men, sexting appears to impact women more than men (Third-Person 


Effects, 2011).   


A 2011 survey of 233 adolescents showed that respondents believe sexting to have a 


greater effect on others than on themselves; and that this third-person bias was greater for sexting 


to a mass audience on the Internet than for sexting distributed among people who don’t know the 


sender, which in was turn greater than for consensual sexting between just two people.  Further, 
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the results showed that female respondents tend to think sexting has a greater effect on other 


females than on males (Third-Person Effects, 2011).   


“Spiral of Silence” Effect 


It was Alexis de Tocqueville who said, “More frightened of isolation than of committing 


an error, they joined the masses even though they did not agree with them….  [i]t is easier for the 


world to accept a simple lie than a complex truth.”  This fundamental observation prompted 


German political scientist Elisabeth Noelle-Neumann’s Spiral of Silence theory (1974, herein 


“SOS”), which describes a social phenomenon where people acquiesce to what they believe is 


the more popular opinion out of a desire to avoid reprisal or rejection, even if they personally 


object to that opinion.  Noelle-Neumann’s theory drew from Solomon Asch’s foundational 


research on conformity in the 1950s which showed that most people will “go along to get along” 


when placed in the uncomfortable situation of being in the minority, despite clear evidence to the 


contrary, for fear of being isolated in their feelings.  


“The tendency to conformity in our society is so strong that reasonably 


intelligent and well-meaning young people are willing to call white black.  This is 


a matter of concern.  It raises questions about our ways of education and about the 


values that guide our conduct.”  --Solomon Asch 


SOS explains the growth and spread of public opinion and refers to the increasing 


pressure people generally feel to conceal their views and remain silent when they think they are 


in the minority.  As people perceive themselves to be in the minority and fall silent, and those 


who perceive themselves in the majority become more vocal, a “spiral” develops from a self-


fulfilling prophecy effect, which continually increases the distance and disparity between the two 


referent groups (Noelle-Neumanm 1974).   


These principles remain valid even in the digital age.  “Feeling in harmony with the spirit 


of the age loosens the tongue” (Griffin, 2011); and the spirit of the age is love of all things 
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digital.  We can see the impact of SOS among all stakeholders on these issues – teens feel the 


peer pressure to acquiesce with the perceived prevailing notion that “it’s just harmless flirting,” 


parents and administrators think that most feel it’s a losing proposition to swim against the heavy 


current of technological momentum driving the phenomenon, and the media and legislators 


perceive little support in taking a somewhat cannibalistic stance contrary to the engines of their 


own financial profit and political success.  


However, SOS also proposes that current law or significant current events can embolden 


the minority to speak out; and that sometimes all that is needed to break the spiral is a strong 


moral component and independent thinking.  Such opportunities are gaining mainstream media 


attention – on the one hand, as a result of lawsuits like the one where Florida 18-year-old Phillip 


Alpert was convicted under child pornography laws and is now treated as a registered sex 


offender after sexting a nude photo of his 16-year-old girlfriend (Richards, 2009); and on the 


other, as a result of breakthrough television programming like the hit Netflix series “13 Reasons 


Why” which is dominating the conversation in teen social media for its brutally emotional 


portrayal of teen suicide, sexual violence, bullying, slut-shaming and other issues, despite 


generating controversy over how those topics are depicted.  Whether the catalyst is mere moral 


discomfort or teen thirst for drama, these are critical opportunities to engage important 


stakeholders for their support in changing public opinion.   


SOS proposes that national public opinion exerts the same amount of pressure as do more 


immediate reference group opinions (those of family, friends and confidents); however, critics 


suggest a more intimate referent group can be just as impactful.  From just such a perspective, 


this author advocates an organic approach to reverse the spiral of silence effect that suppresses 


public engagement on this issue.  It is likely that the perceptions of opinion held within the closer 


community are just as closely linked (or more) to the willingness to speak out on this issue 


(Griffin, 2011).   
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SOS proposes that the media often amplify and distort public opinion to the extent it 


results in skewed perspectives, pluralistic ignorance (the mistaken notion that everyone thinks as 


we do), and false consensus, making selective perception more difficult and presenting a de facto 


view of what everyone else is supposedly thinking.  The ubiquitous presence of these online 


behaviors throughout social media and specifically within the teen culture makes it challenging 


to discern a jumping off point, and results in a broad societal and institutional reluctance to 


engage on the topic.   


Ergo, because media plays such a significant role in shaping public opinion, having 


access is important for those who want to influence it.  Herein lie the key opportunities to change 


the culture of thought surrounding these issues.  This paper argues that we can turn this dynamic 


upside-down (i.e., reverse the spiral of silence) by utilizing the Agenda-Setting Theory of 


communication (“AST”) proposed by Max McCombs and Donald Shaw (1972) and traditional 


principles of issues rhetoric to strategically engage stakeholders and develop new approaches to 


these emergent public health and social concerns.    


The Agenda “Reset” 


Agenda Setting Theory 


AST proposes that the mass media have the ability to transfer the salience of issues as 


represented on their news agenda to the public agenda, and that the public looks to them for cues 


on where to focus attention – i.e., the public agenda deems important whatever the media agenda 


deems important, as determined by the prominence and length of stories across major media 


outlets (Griffin, 2011).   


The uses and gratifications approach utilized by AST proposes that those who have a 


willingness or motivation to let the media shape their thinking typically have a high need for 


orientation, and are those for whom the subject matter is highly relevant and creates a state of 
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uncertainty.  This combination of these factors as they relate to parents of teens makes these 


individuals likely to be influenced by media stories on these topics (Griffin, 2011).  


AST also proposes that the media uses “framing” techniques which provide context for 


news content through selective emphasis, exclusion and elaboration – in effect assigning 


thematic attitudes and attributes to a particular issue in a story narrative.  In this instance, a 


successful AST strategy might frame the “attitude object” as predatory or risky online behaviors 


juxtaposed with the innocence of youth, and the frame the “attributes” of the story by placing the 


need for public policy updates to the safety of our children within that context.  Research has 


supported a high correlation between media frames and subsequent public concern and opinions, 


and suggested that attribute frames make compelling arguments for the choices people make 


after exposure to the news (Griffin, 2011).   


We see entrenched positions on both sides of the issue of internet safety for our teens – 


those fearing government intervention who resist any implication that the Internet is inherently 


bad or needs to be restrained in any way, and those who automatically think that eliminating 


access will solve the problem.  AST offers a way to move public opinion toward a more 


balanced, less polarized view and reverse the spiral of silence and third-person effects which 


serve to suppress discussion of these issues.   


So in practical application, AST can be utilized to tell journalists, advertisers, political 


operatives, and media scholars not only what to focus on themselves, but how they might alter 


the perceptions of those who read, view or listen to the news.  And if it’s true that the wealthy 


and powerful have more influence with the media, perhaps there’s an opportunity to enlist 


corporate sponsorship from the very technology companies that profit from these handheld 


devices and applications for some public messaging (think the “Drink Responsibly” public 


relations and advertising campaign within the alcoholic beverage industry).  Corporate social 


responsibility is a significant focus of corporate image management, so enlisting the assistance of 
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such industry organizations could be a very effective strategy in resetting the media and public 


agenda on these issues.   


Issues Rhetoric 


Issues rhetoric can be employed on behalf of any organization or effort to influence 


public opinion and policy.  Public relations campaigns designed to influence public policy by 


large organizations with more access to time, money and media are often very successful 


because of their enhanced access to media outlets.  Thus, it makes sense to approach the task of 


resetting the public agenda from this perspective.  The goal of issues rhetoric is a win-win 


solution to the issue at hand.   


Issues rhetoric can utilize a number of different approaches, depending on the objective. 


A values advocacy (or emotion-based) strategy is often used in for diffused (activist/advocacy 


groups, the voting public) and functional (user community) audiences.  The most important 


element of using a value appeals approach in issues rhetoric is to identify mutual interests and 


shared values with stakeholders in the interest of establishing common ground. (Hoffman, 2010).   


An engagement approach is another emotion-based strategy used in issues rhetoric, which 


can provide strong identification for the organization.  By engaging with and encouraging 


participation by other stakeholders, the organization benefits from greater commitment on the 


part of other stakeholders, as well as an enhanced collateral view of its corporate identity, 


credibility, and social legitimacy among those not directly engaged in the issue.   


Other important considerations include the standing of an organization to hold itself out 


as a qualified authority on the issue, ensuring that public messages reflect the engagement of the 


public, and transparency in their motivation and commitment to public advocacy on the targeted 


issue.   


Most major technology companies would have public relations departments capable of 


coordinating with outside stakeholders on these functions.  The only challenge to engagement on 
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the issue of Internet safety is in overcoming a possible reluctance to embrace a public message 


that may cast their own technology in a bad light.   


The Benefit of Grounded Research and Empirical Evidence 


It is generally accepted that childhood exposure to pornography and sustained bullying 


online is a risk in the sense that it is associated with the likelihood and degree of harm 


(Livingstone, 2013).  However, it doesn’t always follow that risk will actually result in harm.  


There are few objectively verified statistics – no historical “accident” figures, no empirical data 


on how many children are hurt, or on the extent and severity of the injury.  Add to that the 


inherent unreliability of adolescent responses, which are impacted by limited cognitive and 


situational awareness of their actions; and no wonder policy makers are hesitant to engage, 


despite the huge public and policy interest in this issue and blizzard of anecdotal and offender-


based statistics regarding online risk.  A few definitions and discussion of some relevant research 


on the topic of teen online behaviors and risk bear consideration.   


Sexting 


According to The Pew Research Center, the term “sexting” refers to sending, receiving or 


forwarding sexually suggestive messages or nude photos via mobile device.  A 2009 Pew 


Research Center study showed that sexting is increasing as the use of smart phones increases, 


particularly among teens as a tool of relationship and identity management and that 15% of 12- 


to 17-year-olds with mobile phones had “received sexually suggestive nude or nearly nude 


images of someone they know” – messages and images that could well end up in the hands of 


predators or have long-term harm on a teen’s future.   


Catfishing 


According to the Urban Dictionary, the term “catfishing” refers to the practice of 


pretending to be someone you’re not using Facebook or other social media to create false 


identities, particularly to pursue deceptive online romances.  Although there have been a few 
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salacious news stories about this phenomenon, the anonymity of the Internet make this practice a 


common and convenient strategy for predators to groom victims, and for teens with risk-taking 


tendencies.   


The “anonymity” that the Internet affords users works both ways – it not only conceals a 


predator’s true identity, but ironically also facilitates inappropriate encounters by adolescents 


who are seeking social engagement to overcome boredom, feelings of isolation, and satisfy the 


need to connect for whatever reason (Livingstone, 2013). 


Disinhibition  


The concept of disinhibition is that watching, reading, or listening to media violence may 


serve to undermine learned social sanctions against using violence that usually inhibit aggressive 


behavior. This reduced inhibition from watching media violence enables people to legitimize 


using violence in real life, so they become more aggressive.  Disinhibition of sexual behavior has 


been associated with exposure to sexually explicit materials, and is “especially critical because 


so many of the behaviors depicted in such materials are contrary to the prevalent norms about 


sexual behavior” (Salwen, p. 188), especially among teens because of their emerging sexuality 


and lack of referential context.   


Meta-analyses of no less than 105 studies and articles on the behavioral effects of 


viewing sexually explicit materials suggest that exposure to sexually explicit materials “may be 


harmful to [one’s] psychological well-being and to that of others in society.” (Salwen, p. 189).   


Online Risk and Resilience 


It is naïve to claim ignorance of even unintended consequences when the potential for 


harm has already been revealed through research.   


While the Internet has added new sources of risk to children’s lives, the potential for 


harm and how we deal with it is not new.  The insights of Sonia Livingstone’s 2013 research on 
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risk in childhood significantly enhanced public understanding and provided significant guidance 


to policymakers regarding online risks and the prevalence of harm to children.  It debunked 


alarmist notions that the Internet is inherently “bad” for children or that all children are at risk, 


and has prompted productive inquiry regarding vulnerability, harm and resilience as related to 


childhood online behaviors.   


Livingstone proposed that online risks may facilitate harm in some cases, but facilitate 


resilience in others; and further that finding balance between online opportunities and risks to 


children should be approached differently for children who are more vulnerable or more resilient 


(Livingstone, 2014). 


Overall, her research indicated that children who are vulnerable or at risk offline are more 


likely to be at risk online (Livingstone, 2013).  Her research also revealed resilience to be a key 


determinant in whether online behaviors result in benefit or harm (Livingstone, 2013).   


Helen Whittle, et al.’s 2014 interviews of (8) young people who had been victimized 


online investigated why some children are more vulnerable to online grooming than others, has 


important implications for policy, practice and prevention (Whittle, et al., 2014).  Thematic 


analysis of those interviews produced three basic victim vulnerability scenarios:  (1) multiple 


long-term risk factors (dysfunctional family dynamics, complete absence of parental 


engagement, inappropriate exposure in the home, (2) trigger events (divorce, illness or death, 


abrupt change in lifestyle which trigger increased online activity to cope/resolve), and (3) online 


behavioral risks (generalized predisposition to risky behavior despite preventive 


countermeasures).  Family and parental dynamics were shown to be significant factors in all of 


these scenarios however.   


A key theme that emerged from Whittle’s research was that the victims all felt 


“something [was] missing from their life.”  (Quayle, Jonsson, 2012, as cited by Whittle).  


Significant biological, personal and social change related to formation of identity occur during 


adolescence, a key developmental stage often accompanied by impulsive and risky behavior and 
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increased awareness of sexuality and sexual arousal.  This combination of risk-taking behaviors 


and sexual curiosity, increases the vulnerability of adolescents toward online grooming (Whittle, 


2014). 


Despite the challenges associated with adolescent studies, a better understanding of what 


creates vulnerability from one teen to the next will help guide the development of preventive 


approaches in terms of personal awareness, education and public policy (Whittle, 2014).  Some 


of the more relevant findings from Whittle’s research follow.   


Adolescents with behavioral problems, who have experienced abuse, or have low 


cognitive abilities are more likely to engage in high-risk behavior online (Noll, Shenk, 2013, as 


cited by Whittle).   


An absence of family interaction and support is usually accompanied by an absence of 


protection and increased vulnerability and risk (Whittle, 2014).   


Lack of consistent parental approaches and communication can also increase 


vulnerability and risk (Whittle, 2014). 


Seventy-five percent of the victims reported that they were spending an excessive amount 


of time online when they encountered the offender (usually to compensate for other problems in 


their lives), and tried to keep their browsers clear and the relationship hidden (Whittle, 2014).   


Eighty-eight percent of the victims interviewed reported that close friends are 


instrumental in providing support and mitigating harm and damage.   


Only one victim reported that online grooming was covered in his sex education class at 


school.   


The majority of the victims related feeling bored at home and admitted that this may have 


contributed to their willingness to engage with the offender, who knows they’re bored and 


looking to fill their need for self-esteem, and works to pierce the barrier and get their trust by 
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pretending to be someone they’re not, a confidant.  “Perpetrators use deceptive trust 


development to approach, groom and isolate victims,” in an attempt to “exploit their need for 


attention and affection.”  (Olsen, et al., 2007, as cited by Whittle, p. 1193).   


Indeed, the significant biological, personal and social change related to formation of 


identity that occur during adolescence are often accompanied by impulsive and risky behavior 


and increased awareness of sexuality and sexual arousal.  This natural combination of risk-taking 


behaviors and sexual curiosity increases the vulnerability of adolescents toward online grooming 


(Whittle, 2014), and the related misperception of potential consequences is a classic example of 


the third-person effect.   


Significant anecdotal evidence supports the proposition that this last scenario is where the 


most insidious threat lies, because we have collectively and massively underestimated the 


magnitude of this growing phenomena among teens.  The average teen from a normal family, 


despite being relatively educated on the matter and protected in day-to-day life, can be exposed 


on any given day to risks out of mere impulsive curiosity in what they believe to be a 


consequence-free environment, which is entirely consistent with adolescent developmental needs 


(Pharo, et al. 2011; Romer, 2010, as cited by Whittle, 2014).  This should be the point of 


departure for meaningful discourse, and not the false paradigm of “other” that the third-person 


effect and spiral of silence perpetuate.   


For these reasons it’s now critically important for our public policy makers to prioritize 


Internet safety education and foster a culture of accountability in our schools.  Rather than 


beginning in middle school, resources need to be utilized in primary school in order to facilitate 


effective protection for younger children and proactively orient them to the risk rather than 


merely reacting after harm has occurred.  We also need to establish substantial and engaged 


Internet safety education as a broader public policy, beyond the classroom.   


“By broadcasting existing or new short films through mainstream routes 


such as television or advertising campaigns, key messages can be accessed by a 
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wider audience, including parents and educators.  Furthermore, this will provide 


consistency and further endorse the internet safety lessons delivered within 


schools and other structured environments.”   


(Whittle, p. 1194).    


Until long-term, longitudinal studies can fully expose the effect of this relatively recent 


and explosive phenomena, we can’t really fully know what they are, because developmental 


cognitive awareness in teens often limits their ability to fully frame their experiences in an 


analytical perspective.  Children may not be in a position to evaluate the harm done to them 


because of their tendency to either under-report or over-report (Livingstone, 2014); however, 


their self-reports are critically important.  Not only are their perceptions valuable, but the very 


act of giving them a safe and caring forum in which to share their experience helps them recover 


and empowers them in the aftermath of harm.  So while it may be challenging to ask children 


about harm done to them, it is too consequential not to ask these questions (Livingstone, 2104) – 


because our children’s voices and their experiences must be heard in our public debates 


regarding their well-being and best interests, reflected in our public policies, and supported in 


our public institutions.   


Conclusion 


It’s a challenge to balance opportunities and risks associated with online activities – we 


must provide personal details to post content, we must contact ‘strangers’ to make new friends, 


and exploring diverse information may expose us to unintended content.  Further, as our 


children’s digital skills increase, so does online opportunity and risk – a seemingly innocuous 


online behavior will simultaneously expose them to both.  It’s Schroedinger’s Cat – both 


existentialities are real until either actually occurs.   


Just as we educate and advocate for responsible drinking and safe sex via public 


education and messaging, so must we educate and advocate for responsible online behaviors in 
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our youth, at a time when it is crucial to their cognitive development and emotional well-being.  


They must be provided with the knowledge and tools with which empower them to discern the 


context of online behaviors and act accordingly, which ultimately creates resilience and a 


solidarity among peers which supports that agenda instead of the shaming that often follows and 


inflicts secondary harm.  Development psychologists are clear that facing and coping with risk is 


important, for “resilience can only develop through exposure to risk or to stress.” (Coleman and 


Hagell, 2007).  “Without adversity, a child may be protected, but has no opportunity for positive 


adaptation and so will not become resilient” (Livingstone, 2014, p. 24).  Risk-taking is an 


inherently adolescent behavior, both developmentally and culturally.  Simply wishing that 


weren’t so doesn’t negate the need for our children to develop meaningful peer-supported 


resilience skills.   


In order for this to happen, aside from the technical tools to prevent online abuse, we 


need policies that support further development of parental and school mediation and media 


literacy education.   


The challenges are – on the one hand, an entrenched third-person effect that leads parents 


and teens both to believe (falsely) that they’re not as impacted by this phenomenon as they really 


are and the spiral of silence phenomenon occurring on a broader scale (wherein the community 


at large chooses to ignore the growing body of evidence that clearly shows there’s a problem that 


needs attention because they think nobody else wants to tackle it, so they just acquiesce); and on 


the other, we have a profit-driven media that tends to amplify and sensationalize the lurid subject 


matter of online predators and teen sexting.  This juxtaposing of agendas makes it hard for 


gatekeepers and agenda setters in any domain to transparently address this critically important 


issue impacting our children.   


Some important questions to ask going forward focus on goals and strategic resources.   
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Why aren’t we empowering our teens to speak openly about this matter, why aren’t we 


giving them a forum, a shared platform that would build solidarity and support?  This could be 


structured within current sex education curricula and framework.   


Why aren’t policymakers seeking to address the challenges of online risk without 


excluding children from it or leaving them vulnerable to harm?  The Internet itself isn’t 


inherently risky – human behavior makes it so.  Thus, education to inform and guide human 


behavior (both adult and teen) is critical in teaching resilience and reducing the risk of harm.   


These are not new questions or debates; however, the speed at which the Internet is 


consuming our children’s lives demands that we engage in new conversations, accepting that 


many of us are ignorant regarding both the technology and how our children use it.  Having these 


conversations with all stakeholders (children, parents, schools, policymakers, technology 


companies, and the media) will help remove the “taboo” label of this subject matter, and better 


define and contextualize online behaviors so that our sense of empowerment (and theirs) is 


increased through the collective knowledge we gain.  And there’s no better time or opportunity 


to leverage these strategies to influence public opinion than now, while these topics are 


dominating fresh narratives in the mainstream media.   


Trying to control or regulate the Internet is a fool’s errand – it’s a far more realistic goal 


to update our sex education curriculum to incorporate this important subject matter.  It will help 


individual students deal with the realities of their adolescent lives, and have a far broader and 


lasting impact in our communities and institutional and cultural norms.   
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apparently lack the resources to locate, prosecute and convict these predators when the technology
and law exists for us to do so.  Confidentially, we experienced this crime in our own household with

our 7th grader, who was groomed and victimized online by a predator who made no secret of his
practice of specifically soliciting and exploiting vulnerable 12-year-olds.  Despite all the candid
conversations, monitoring, controls, and warnings, this type of predator is relentlessly intent and is
often capable of breaching the firewall and harming children no matter how vigilant parents are; and
they’ve relied far too long on the fact that our law enforcement agencies don’t often diligently
execute the protocols necessary to obtain disclosure from big social media companies. 
 
For example, we were assured by the two detectives who responded to our call the day we
discovered the online activity that the predator would be simple enough to track down and
prosecute, that they all but had him in jail because we had his online name and IP address, etc.  But
months and several emails and phone calls later, we realized that these were empty promises and
that this wasn’t going to happen.  I work in the legal field and did a fair amount of research on the
legal protocols and deadlines required to obtain disclosure, and provided them to the lead detective
at his urging, to no avail.  And this just falls far too short of the goal in my opinion and hurts children
on a daily basis.  We need to have a task force which is dedicated to this huge and growing problem
in our youth and schools, and It starts with an increased commitment to education and
enforcement, with the engagement of our government, business and educational communities. 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to submit my comments, I look forward to seeing what comes of it.
 
Kelli Hill
Anderson Mill
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From: Desdemona Bandini
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Feedback on Police
Date: Monday, May 14, 2018 5:11:36 PM

I would like to say that I find Austin Police to be extremely negligent when you need them. I
have experienced this myself when an uninsured motorist ran a red light and totaled my 3
week old car and almost killed me. Not only did the police NOT take the witness statements
who waited to give them, they did not give the driver a breathalyzer, a ticket for running a red
light, a ticket for knowingly driving a car with "bad breaks" and no insurance, they didn't do
shit. They didn't even talk to me to take a statement. I had to call the officer's Sargent for 3
weeks to get a return call and DEMAND he writes tickets at the very least for running a red
light and driving without insurance. On top of that I am pretty sure he was an illegal
immigrant and they just let him BLOW MY LIFE UP and walk away.

THE SARGENT TOLD ME THE NEW POLICE REPORT DID NOT EVEN HAVE AN
AREA ON IT TO WRITE DOWN WITNESS STATEMENTS!! WTH??? What is wrong you
guys?

You know when the majority of law abiding tax paying citizens encounter police? When they
need help and a thorough police report. Our police SUCK. I can't tell you how many friends
and neighbors I have who have had similar experiences with the lazy police of Austin that do
nothing and ruin their lives whether it is a car accident or a burglary or 122 cluster mailbox
breakins. You call the police and they NEVER COME or they do and DO NOTHING.

GET IT TOGETHER. Our police are terrible. 
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From: Barbara Johnson
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Question: Describe your plans to heal the breach with the African American citizenry and
Date: Monday, May 14, 2018 6:30:29 PM

. . . to eliminate the incidence of racial profiling.  What will you do to increase awareness among
officers of inherent bias and to stem the tide of institutional racism and systemic inequities?
 
Barbara S. Johnson  
Executive Director  |  Austin Area Research Organization
114 W. 7th St., Suite 800  |  Austin, TX  |  78701

  |    |  http://www.aaroregion.com
 
Austin Area Research Organization envisions Central Texas as an exemplary region: dynamic,
thriving and sustainable for all.
AARO is a non-partisan nonprofit organization, working to advance solutions to major issues that
affect every citizen in our Central Texas region.
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From: Jones, Bill
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Brian Manley
Date: Tuesday, May 15, 2018 10:35:20 AM

I support the hiring of Brian Manley as the next police chief of Austin, Texas.  I think Brian has done
a superb job as acting Chief in police work issues and public relations issues.  Both are important and
neither should be undervalued.

 
  Bill Jones | Partner
  Barnes & Thornburg LLP
  100 Congress Avenue, Suite 2000, Austin, TX 78701
  Direct: (214)  | Mobile: (512)  | Fax: (214) 

  
  Atlanta | Chicago | Dallas | Delaware | Indiana | Los Angeles | Michigan | Minneapolis | Ohio |
Washington, D.C.
 
 
 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email and any attachments are for the exclusive and
confidential use of the intended recipient. If you are not the intended recipient,
please do not read, distribute or take action in reliance upon this message. If you
have received this in error, please notify us immediately by return email and
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From: John Fainter
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Chief Manley
Date: Tuesday, May 15, 2018 10:36:47 AM

I want to express my unqualified support for the appointment of Brian Manley to the position of Chief of Police in
Austin. His distinguished service and knowledge of our community uniquely qualify him for this position. The
appointment is a classic “no brainer” and should be made as soon as legally permitted. John W. Fainter, Jr., 40 IH 35
N, #9-B-2, Austin, TX 78701,  
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From: victor corcoran
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Re: Next Police Chief
Date: Tuesday, May 15, 2018 11:27:16 AM

Please stop messing about and give him the position before he changes his mind ,or
gets a better offer from someone else. You know that he more than deserves it .
Thank you.
 
Vic Corcoran    
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From: Pat Tarpy
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Manley
Date: Tuesday, May 15, 2018 12:53:08 PM

Officer Manley should be our next Police Chief. He has proven that he is the man who can do
the job and the man this community needs to do it.

Sincerely,
Pat Tarpy
Austin, Texas
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From: retired Cop
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Questions for Brian Manley
Date: Tuesday, May 15, 2018 10:37:49 PM

I’d like him to explain why he took thousands of dollars out of the forfeited funds account several years ago and 
used the money to pay for his degree, then he used this degree to teach ethics. 
I know when he was caught he had to repay it but it was a criminal as well as ethics violation. This was all in the 
Statesman News paper. At the time, Acevedo had just taken over and
 they said former Chief Knee told him he could do it, however, the city of Austin has clear policies about accepting 
gifts, even a cup of coffee, let alone misappropriation of 
thousands of dollars. Seems like just because you are told you can do something, a person should have the ethics 
to not do it if it's unethical or in this case, illegal. 

He also is similar to  Acevedo in that he does not hold his assistant chiefs accountable. He gave a 45 day 
suspension + demotion of two ranks to a LT but two 
chiefs watched the same use of force and didn’t say anything. Both are still AC’s. 

Recently, Another AC had an affair with a married officer in his command then violated a direct order and was 
simply made a commander and given a substation 
near his home. 

Manley was also briefed about conditions at the APD lab at least monthly for several months before the lab was 
forced to close. The lab manager, Mr. Harris, told him what he needed and 
Manley refused to get it for him, then forced him to retire and blamed the lab issues on him. 

There is a lot of corruption on the 5th floor involving trips and other 
misappropriation of money and property. An open records request would reveal 
these. 

All this info comes from retired commanders and assistant chiefs. 
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From: ToniKay Osgood
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Comments regarding chief of police
Date: Wednesday, May 16, 2018 10:22:16 AM

Austin has the unique opportunity to hire a man who is qualified, committed, proven, and who is  personally
invested in Austin, Texas. It is clear that he is a man of impeccable moral character who is already serving our city
with great integrity, strength and honor. These qualities are of utmost importance to me. Each of these
characteristics are an overflow of the heart and lend themselves to great leadership within our diverse city. He
clearly has a heart for this great city as he has lived here, learned here, served here, and raised his family here. Who
else would want more for our great city than this candidate? His commitment and tireless efforts during the recent
bombing events earned him many accolades, but is absolutely indicative of his ability to get the job done in the most
effective, efficient, safe and timely way possible.  He is personally invested in protecting and serving for the long
term, and to ensuring leadership that will promote harmony throughout our city, while running a tight ship within
the department. That is exactly what we need.
There could certainly be others who have a nice resume, but no one who could be more invested in Austin Texas
and who is already a proven and beloved leader.
I fully support Brian Manley for Chief Of Police.
ToniKay Osgood
Austin, Texas

Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: For City Manager Spencer Kronk regarding Brian Manley
Date: Wednesday, May 16, 2018 12:20:37 PM

I would love to have Brian Manley be picked as our new chief of police. He did such a great
job with the Austin Bomber and he has my support. Since our former Police chief Acevedo
left in such a hurry, Brian Manley has done such a great job. We need someone who will take
care of our community and that is Brian Manley. He knows Austin and has been a police man
for over 20 years. He will do a great job for our Austin community as he has been doing.

Loretta Gioia
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From: CK
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Next Chief Should be Brian Manley
Date: Wednesday, May 16, 2018 6:00:06 PM

Austin’s next Police Chief should be Brian Manley, our current interim chief. He did a great
job handling the recent Austin Bomber case.

Very importantly, he is dedicated to Austin, knows Austin well, and is perceptive, intelligent,
and sincere.

Thank you for this opportunity for input.

Candace Kiene
District 7

Sent from AOL Mobile Mail
Get the new AOL app: mail.mobile.aol.com
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From: Chris Harris
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: #OurNextChief Must Commit to Implement Reforms
Date: Wednesday, May 16, 2018 8:59:50 PM

Dear City Manager Spencer Cronk,

Austin remains among the safest cities in the U.S., yet we face many of the same critical issues with policing as
cities across the country, including:

- Police brutality

- Racial & religious profiling

- Police militarization

- Violent response to mental health crises

- Unnecessary low-level arrests

- Criminalizing people experiencing homelessness

- Over-policing in schools

- Ineffective & harmful zero tolerance policies

- Limited accountability, transparency & oversight

To address these issues, we expect that the next Police Chief will implement significant changes. The status quo
simply won't do. Having only one month and two carefully curated community forums during which to engage a
single candidate is insufficient to properly vet whether these issues will be addressed satisfactorily, or at all, by the
next Police Chief.

Austin is the 11th biggest city in the United States and this community expects that its leadership will perform their
duties with the professionalism befitting a city of our size. That includes conducting a thorough and transparent
Police Chief search to ensure that the very best candidates apply with the knowledge that they have a legitimate
opportunity.  

At minimum, #OurNextChief must commit to support and/or implement reforms that ensure:

- An end to racial profiling and unnecessary low-level arrests,

- The school-to-prison and arrest-to-deportation pipelines are shut off,

- Homelessness is no longer criminalized,

- Mental health professionals are first responders for those in need,

- Arrest diversion programs for low-level drug possession,

- Accountability for officers that commit misconduct,

- Transparency into police operations, training and discipline, and

- Police are subject to robust and transparent civilian oversight.
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The position of Police Chief is of vital importance, and for the people that interact with officers under their
command their decisions can literally mean the difference between dignity or humiliation, health or injury,
resilience or poverty, freedom or detention, family or deportation, security or fear, and life or death. The decision
about who fills that role must be made using the utmost diligence and thorough community engagement.
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From: Judy Bollom
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Brian Manley
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 6:01:55 AM

PC Manley proved his worth many times but the handling of the bomber incident, was the ultimate test. He passed
with flying colors. Brian Manley needs to be our Police Chief.

Judy Bollom
Sent from my iPhone
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From: Felisa Jones
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Question for OurNextChief
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 7:33:52 AM

Racial prejudice and racial bias is running rapid in the city of Austin. Seems that people of color
are held to a different standard than European American. How will you assure, when it comes
to the law, that everyone will TRULY be treated EQUAL and with absolute fairness?

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email is for the use of the intended recipient(s) only and may contain
confidential information. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately and then
delete it. If you are not the intended recipient, you must not keep, use, disclose, copy or distribute this email.
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From: Matthews, Douglas
To: Judy Bollom
Cc: Our Next Chief
Subject: RE: Police Chief
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 9:08:26 AM

Thank you for sharing your thoughts. All of the information we receive will be shared with City Manager Cronk as
he determines how to proceed.

Doug.

Doug Matthews
Chief Communications Director
City of Austin
O – 
C – 

Always do right. This will gratify some people and astonish the rest.
- Mark Twain

-----Original Message-----
From: Judy Bollom [mailto:
Sent: Thursday, May 17, 2018 5:52 AM
To: Matthews, Douglas <
Subject: Police Chief

My husband, Mike and I disagree on many political matters. However, we agree Brian Manley SHOULD be made
Police Chief.

Sincerely,
Judy Bollom
Sent from my iPhone
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From: Rob
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Our Next Chief
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 9:27:07 AM

--- The City of Austin excels in solicitation of public input that it ignores, hence the roiling
brouhaha over just about every self created problem created by elected city politicians and
their unelected business drivers of city policies.

As to Brian Manley, he seems an honorable cop to have survived the pitfalls of the profession
to be in this unique position, but he is also the product of the past and present political
oversight that seemingly lacks integrity in the eyes of the larger public. Austin is the
destination point for the largest criminal human smuggling network in the histories of the
Americas and ground zero of the most wanton environmental and cultural destruction and the
impoverishment of peoples I have ever witnessed, a Developers' nightmare come true. I have
lived all of my substantial adult life here in what used to be a nature's paradise. 

Law enforcement working for the injustice of "Justice" with the current political system
currently in full destructive capacity, eh? Good luck with trying to sell that to the
public...regretfully, Robert McIntire
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From: Pam Willeford
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Chief Manley
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 10:15:00 AM

Please do the right thing for our community, and appoint Chief Manley as our permanent police chief.  Integrity,
leadership, caring and intelligence make him the obvious candidate.  He has shown here and on the national stage
his capabilities and his leadership and his understanding of Austin and the department.  It is time to elevate him
from interim to permanent chief

Pamela Willeford

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Kolby Duhon
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: #OurNextChief Must Commit to Implement Reforms
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 10:34:39 AM

Dear City Manager Spencer Cronk,

Austin remains among the safest cities in the U.S., yet we face many of the same critical issues with policing as
cities across the country, including:

- Police brutality

- Racial & religious profiling

- Police militarization

- Violent response to mental health crises

- Unnecessary low-level arrests

- Criminalizing people experiencing homelessness

- Over-policing in schools

- Ineffective & harmful zero tolerance policies

- Limited accountability, transparency & oversight

To address these issues, we expect that the next Police Chief will implement significant changes. The status quo
simply won't do. Having only one month and two carefully curated community forums during which to engage a
single candidate is insufficient to properly vet whether these issues will be addressed satisfactorily, or at all, by the
next Police Chief.

Austin is the 11th biggest city in the United States and this community expects that its leadership will perform their
duties with the professionalism befitting a city of our size. That includes conducting a thorough and transparent
Police Chief search to ensure that the very best candidates apply with the knowledge that they have a legitimate
opportunity.  

At minimum, #OurNextChief must commit to support and/or implement reforms that ensure:

- An end to racial profiling and unnecessary low-level arrests,

- The school-to-prison and arrest-to-deportation pipelines are shut off,

- Homelessness is no longer criminalized,

- Mental health professionals are first responders for those in need,

- Arrest diversion programs for low-level drug possession,

- Accountability for officers that commit misconduct,

- Transparency into police operations, training and discipline, and

- Police are subject to robust and transparent civilian oversight.
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The position of Police Chief is of vital importance, and for the people that interact with officers under their
command their decisions can literally mean the difference between dignity or humiliation, health or injury,
resilience or poverty, freedom or detention, family or deportation, security or fear, and life or death. The decision
about who fills that role must be made using the utmost diligence and thorough community engagement.
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From: Kay Arnold <  (Relayed)
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: #OurNextChief Must Commit to Implement Reforms
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 10:35:11 AM

Dear City Manager Spencer Cronk,

Austin remains among the safest cities in the U.S., yet we face many of the same critical issues with policing as
cities across the country, including:

- Police brutality

- Racial & religious profiling

- Police militarization

- Violent response to mental health crises

- Unnecessary low-level arrests

- Criminalizing people experiencing homelessness

- Over-policing in schools

- Ineffective & harmful zero tolerance policies

- Limited accountability, transparency & oversight

To address these issues, we expect that the next Police Chief will implement significant changes. The status quo
simply won't do. Having only one month and two carefully curated community forums during which to engage a
single candidate is insufficient to properly vet whether these issues will be addressed satisfactorily, or at all, by the
next Police Chief.

Austin is the 11th biggest city in the United States and this community expects that its leadership will perform their
duties with the professionalism befitting a city of our size. That includes conducting a thorough and transparent
Police Chief search to ensure that the very best candidates apply with the knowledge that they have a legitimate
opportunity.  

At minimum, #OurNextChief must commit to support and/or implement reforms that ensure:

- An end to racial profiling and unnecessary low-level arrests,

- The school-to-prison and arrest-to-deportation pipelines are shut off,

- Homelessness is no longer criminalized,

- Mental health professionals are first responders for those in need,

- Arrest diversion programs for low-level drug possession,

- Accountability for officers that commit misconduct,

- Transparency into police operations, training and discipline, and

- Police are subject to robust and transparent civilian oversight.
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The position of Police Chief is of vital importance, and for the people that interact with officers under their
command their decisions can literally mean the difference between dignity or humiliation, health or injury,
resilience or poverty, freedom or detention, family or deportation, security or fear, and life or death. The decision
about who fills that role must be made using the utmost diligence and thorough community engagement.
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From: Doris Adams
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: #OurNextChief Must Commit to Implement Reforms
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 10:36:37 AM

Dear City Manager Spencer Cronk,

Austin remains among the safest cities in the U.S., yet we face many of the same critical issues with policing as
cities across the country, including:

- Police brutality

- Racial & religious profiling

- Police militarization

- Violent response to mental health crises

- Unnecessary low-level arrests

- Criminalizing people experiencing homelessness

- Over-policing in schools

- Ineffective & harmful zero tolerance policies

- Limited accountability, transparency & oversight

To address these issues, we expect that the next Police Chief will implement significant changes. The status quo
simply won't do. Having only one month and two carefully curated community forums during which to engage a
single candidate is insufficient to properly vet whether these issues will be addressed satisfactorily, or at all, by the
next Police Chief.

Austin is the 11th biggest city in the United States and this community expects that its leadership will perform their
duties with the professionalism befitting a city of our size. That includes conducting a thorough and transparent
Police Chief search to ensure that the very best candidates apply with the knowledge that they have a legitimate
opportunity.  

At minimum, #OurNextChief must commit to support and/or implement reforms that ensure:

- An end to racial profiling and unnecessary low-level arrests,

- The school-to-prison and arrest-to-deportation pipelines are shut off,

- Homelessness is no longer criminalized,

- Mental health professionals are first responders for those in need,

- Arrest diversion programs for low-level drug possession,

- Accountability for officers that commit misconduct,

- Transparency into police operations, training and discipline, and

- Police are subject to robust and transparent civilian oversight.
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The position of Police Chief is of vital importance, and for the people that interact with officers under their
command their decisions can literally mean the difference between dignity or humiliation, health or injury,
resilience or poverty, freedom or detention, family or deportation, security or fear, and life or death. The decision
about who fills that role must be made using the utmost diligence and thorough community engagement.
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From: Mallory Hakes
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: #OurNextChief Must Commit to Implement Reforms
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 10:39:53 AM

Dear City Manager Spencer Cronk,

Austin remains among the safest cities in the U.S., yet we face many of the same critical issues with policing as
cities across the country, including:

- Police brutality

- Racial & religious profiling

- Police militarization

- Violent response to mental health crises

- Unnecessary low-level arrests

- Criminalizing people experiencing homelessness

- Over-policing in schools

- Ineffective & harmful zero tolerance policies

- Limited accountability, transparency & oversight

To address these issues, we expect that the next Police Chief will implement significant changes. The status quo
simply won't do. Having only one month and two carefully curated community forums during which to engage a
single candidate is insufficient to properly vet whether these issues will be addressed satisfactorily, or at all, by the
next Police Chief.

Austin is the 11th biggest city in the United States and this community expects that its leadership will perform their
duties with the professionalism befitting a city of our size. That includes conducting a thorough and transparent
Police Chief search to ensure that the very best candidates apply with the knowledge that they have a legitimate
opportunity.  

At minimum, #OurNextChief must commit to support and/or implement reforms that ensure:

- An end to racial profiling and unnecessary low-level arrests,

- The school-to-prison and arrest-to-deportation pipelines are shut off,

- Homelessness is no longer criminalized,

- Mental health professionals are first responders for those in need,

- Arrest diversion programs for low-level drug possession,

- Accountability for officers that commit misconduct,

- Transparency into police operations, training and discipline, and

- Police are subject to robust and transparent civilian oversight.
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The position of Police Chief is of vital importance, and for the people that interact with officers under their
command their decisions can literally mean the difference between dignity or humiliation, health or injury,
resilience or poverty, freedom or detention, family or deportation, security or fear, and life or death. The decision
about who fills that role must be made using the utmost diligence and thorough community engagement.
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From: Rocio Villalobos
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: #OurNextChief Must Commit to Implement Reforms
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 10:42:35 AM

Dear City Manager Spencer Cronk,

Austin remains among the safest cities in the U.S., yet we face many of the same critical issues with policing as
cities across the country, including:

- Police brutality

- Racial & religious profiling

- Police militarization

- Violent response to mental health crises

- Unnecessary low-level arrests

- Criminalizing people experiencing homelessness

- Over-policing in schools

- Ineffective & harmful zero tolerance policies

- Limited accountability, transparency & oversight

To address these issues, we expect that the next Police Chief will implement significant changes. The status quo
simply won't do. Having only one month and two carefully curated community forums during which to engage a
single candidate is insufficient to properly vet whether these issues will be addressed satisfactorily, or at all, by the
next Police Chief.

Austin is the 11th biggest city in the United States and this community expects that its leadership will perform their
duties with the professionalism befitting a city of our size. That includes conducting a thorough and transparent
Police Chief search to ensure that the very best candidates apply with the knowledge that they have a legitimate
opportunity.  

At minimum, #OurNextChief must commit to support and/or implement reforms that ensure:

- An end to racial profiling and unnecessary low-level arrests,

- The school-to-prison and arrest-to-deportation pipelines are shut off,

- Homelessness is no longer criminalized,

- Mental health professionals are first responders for those in need,

- Arrest diversion programs for low-level drug possession,

- Accountability for officers that commit misconduct,

- Transparency into police operations, training and discipline, and

- Police are subject to robust and transparent civilian oversight.
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The position of Police Chief is of vital importance, and for the people that interact with officers under their
command their decisions can literally mean the difference between dignity or humiliation, health or injury,
resilience or poverty, freedom or detention, family or deportation, security or fear, and life or death. The decision
about who fills that role must be made using the utmost diligence and thorough community engagement.
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From: Carolyn Edge
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: #OurNextChief Must Commit to Implement Reforms
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 10:50:03 AM

Dear City Manager Spencer Cronk,

Austin remains among the safest cities in the U.S., yet we face many of the same critical issues with policing as
cities across the country, including:

- Police brutality

- Racial & religious profiling

- Police militarization

- Violent response to mental health crises

- Unnecessary low-level arrests

- Criminalizing people experiencing homelessness

- Over-policing in schools

- Ineffective & harmful zero tolerance policies

- Limited accountability, transparency & oversight

To address these issues, we expect that the next Police Chief will implement significant changes. The status quo
simply won't do. Having only one month and two carefully curated community forums during which to engage a
single candidate is insufficient to properly vet whether these issues will be addressed satisfactorily, or at all, by the
next Police Chief.

Austin is the 11th biggest city in the United States and this community expects that its leadership will perform their
duties with the professionalism befitting a city of our size. That includes conducting a thorough and transparent
Police Chief search to ensure that the very best candidates apply with the knowledge that they have a legitimate
opportunity.  

At minimum, #OurNextChief must commit to support and/or implement reforms that ensure:

- An end to racial profiling and unnecessary low-level arrests,

- The school-to-prison and arrest-to-deportation pipelines are shut off,

- Homelessness is no longer criminalized,

- Mental health professionals are first responders for those in need,

- Arrest diversion programs for low-level drug possession,

- Accountability for officers that commit misconduct,

- Transparency into police operations, training and discipline, and

- Police are subject to robust and transparent civilian oversight.
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The position of Police Chief is of vital importance, and for the people that interact with officers under their
command their decisions can literally mean the difference between dignity or humiliation, health or injury,
resilience or poverty, freedom or detention, family or deportation, security or fear, and life or death. The decision
about who fills that role must be made using the utmost diligence and thorough community engagement.
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From: Kathleen Bokros
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: #OurNextChief Must Commit to Implement Reforms
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 10:51:00 AM

Dear City Manager Spencer Cronk,

Austin remains among the safest cities in the U.S., yet we face many of the same critical issues with policing as
cities across the country, including:

- Police brutality

- Racial & religious profiling

- Police militarization

- Violent response to mental health crises

- Unnecessary low-level arrests

- Criminalizing people experiencing homelessness

- Over-policing in schools

- Ineffective & harmful zero tolerance policies

- Limited accountability, transparency & oversight

To address these issues, we expect that the next Police Chief will implement significant changes. The status quo
simply won't do. Having only one month and two carefully curated community forums during which to engage a
single candidate is insufficient to properly vet whether these issues will be addressed satisfactorily, or at all, by the
next Police Chief.

Austin is the 11th biggest city in the United States and this community expects that its leadership will perform their
duties with the professionalism befitting a city of our size. That includes conducting a thorough and transparent
Police Chief search to ensure that the very best candidates apply with the knowledge that they have a legitimate
opportunity.  

At minimum, #OurNextChief must commit to support and/or implement reforms that ensure:

- An end to racial profiling and unnecessary low-level arrests,

- The school-to-prison and arrest-to-deportation pipelines are shut off,

- Homelessness is no longer criminalized,

- Mental health professionals are first responders for those in need,

- Arrest diversion programs for low-level drug possession,

- Accountability for officers that commit misconduct,

- Transparency into police operations, training and discipline, and

- Police are subject to robust and transparent civilian oversight.
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The position of Police Chief is of vital importance, and for the people that interact with officers under their
command their decisions can literally mean the difference between dignity or humiliation, health or injury,
resilience or poverty, freedom or detention, family or deportation, security or fear, and life or death. The decision
about who fills that role must be made using the utmost diligence and thorough community engagement.
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From: Sue Gabriel
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: #OurNextChief Must Commit to Implement Reforms
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 10:56:14 AM

Dear City Manager Spencer Cronk,

Austin remains among the safest cities in the U.S., yet we face many of the same critical issues with policing as
cities across the country, including:

- Police brutality

- Racial & religious profiling

- Police militarization

- Violent response to mental health crises

- Unnecessary low-level arrests

- Criminalizing people experiencing homelessness

- Over-policing in schools

- Ineffective & harmful zero tolerance policies

- Limited accountability, transparency & oversight

To address these issues, we expect that the next Police Chief will implement significant changes. The status quo
simply won't do. Having only one month and two carefully curated community forums during which to engage a
single candidate is insufficient to properly vet whether these issues will be addressed satisfactorily, or at all, by the
next Police Chief.

Austin is the 11th biggest city in the United States and this community expects that its leadership will perform their
duties with the professionalism befitting a city of our size. That includes conducting a thorough and transparent
Police Chief search to ensure that the very best candidates apply with the knowledge that they have a legitimate
opportunity.  

At minimum, #OurNextChief must commit to support and/or implement reforms that ensure:

- An end to racial profiling and unnecessary low-level arrests,

- The school-to-prison and arrest-to-deportation pipelines are shut off,

- Homelessness is no longer criminalized,

- Mental health professionals are first responders for those in need,

- Arrest diversion programs for low-level drug possession,

- Accountability for officers that commit misconduct,

- Transparency into police operations, training and discipline, and

- Police are subject to robust and transparent civilian oversight.
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The position of Police Chief is of vital importance, and for the people that interact with officers under their
command their decisions can literally mean the difference between dignity or humiliation, health or injury,
resilience or poverty, freedom or detention, family or deportation, security or fear, and life or death. The decision
about who fills that role must be made using the utmost diligence and thorough community engagement.
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From: Nora Deveny-Valiela
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: #OurNextChief Must Commit to Implement Reforms
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 10:58:28 AM

Dear City Manager Spencer Cronk,

Austin remains among the safest cities in the U.S., yet we face many of the same critical issues with policing as
cities across the country, including:

- Police brutality

- Racial & religious profiling

- Police militarization

- Violent response to mental health crises

- Unnecessary low-level arrests

- Criminalizing people experiencing homelessness

- Over-policing in schools

- Ineffective & harmful zero tolerance policies

- Limited accountability, transparency & oversight

To address these issues, we expect that the next Police Chief will implement significant changes. The status quo
simply won't do. Having only one month and two carefully curated community forums during which to engage a
single candidate is insufficient to properly vet whether these issues will be addressed satisfactorily, or at all, by the
next Police Chief.

Austin is the 11th biggest city in the United States and this community expects that its leadership will perform their
duties with the professionalism befitting a city of our size. That includes conducting a thorough and transparent
Police Chief search to ensure that the very best candidates apply with the knowledge that they have a legitimate
opportunity.  

At minimum, #OurNextChief must commit to support and/or implement reforms that ensure:

- An end to racial profiling and unnecessary low-level arrests,

- The school-to-prison and arrest-to-deportation pipelines are shut off,

- Homelessness is no longer criminalized,

- Mental health professionals are first responders for those in need,

- Arrest diversion programs for low-level drug possession,

- Accountability for officers that commit misconduct,

- Transparency into police operations, training and discipline, and

- Police are subject to robust and transparent civilian oversight.
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The position of Police Chief is of vital importance, and for the people that interact with officers under their
command their decisions can literally mean the difference between dignity or humiliation, health or injury,
resilience or poverty, freedom or detention, family or deportation, security or fear, and life or death. The decision
about who fills that role must be made using the utmost diligence and thorough community engagement.
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From: Samantha Robles
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: #OurNextChief Must Commit to Implement Reforms
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 10:58:32 AM

Dear City Manager Spencer Cronk,

Austin remains among the safest cities in the U.S., yet we face many of the same critical issues with policing as
cities across the country, including:

- Police brutality

- Racial & religious profiling

- Police militarization

- Violent response to mental health crises

- Unnecessary low-level arrests

- Criminalizing people experiencing homelessness

- Over-policing in schools

- Ineffective & harmful zero tolerance policies

- Limited accountability, transparency & oversight

To address these issues, we expect that the next Police Chief will implement significant changes. The status quo
simply won't do. Having only one month and two carefully curated community forums during which to engage a
single candidate is insufficient to properly vet whether these issues will be addressed satisfactorily, or at all, by the
next Police Chief.

Austin is the 11th biggest city in the United States and this community expects that its leadership will perform their
duties with the professionalism befitting a city of our size. That includes conducting a thorough and transparent
Police Chief search to ensure that the very best candidates apply with the knowledge that they have a legitimate
opportunity.  

At minimum, #OurNextChief must commit to support and/or implement reforms that ensure:

- An end to racial profiling and unnecessary low-level arrests,

- The school-to-prison and arrest-to-deportation pipelines are shut off,

- Homelessness is no longer criminalized,

- Mental health professionals are first responders for those in need,

- Arrest diversion programs for low-level drug possession,

- Accountability for officers that commit misconduct,

- Transparency into police operations, training and discipline, and

- Police are subject to robust and transparent civilian oversight.
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The position of Police Chief is of vital importance, and for the people that interact with officers under their
command their decisions can literally mean the difference between dignity or humiliation, health or injury,
resilience or poverty, freedom or detention, family or deportation, security or fear, and life or death. The decision
about who fills that role must be made using the utmost diligence and thorough community engagement.
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From: Jim McElroy
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: #OurNextChief Must Commit to Implement Reforms
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 10:58:35 AM

Dear City Manager Spencer Cronk,

Austin remains among the safest cities in the U.S., yet we face many of the same critical issues with policing as
cities across the country, including:

- Police brutality

- Racial & religious profiling

- Police militarization

- Violent response to mental health crises

- Unnecessary low-level arrests

- Criminalizing people experiencing homelessness

- Over-policing in schools

- Ineffective & harmful zero tolerance policies

- Limited accountability, transparency & oversight

To address these issues, we expect that the next Police Chief will implement significant changes. The status quo
simply won't do. Having only one month and two carefully curated community forums during which to engage a
single candidate is insufficient to properly vet whether these issues will be addressed satisfactorily, or at all, by the
next Police Chief.

Austin is the 11th biggest city in the United States and this community expects that its leadership will perform their
duties with the professionalism befitting a city of our size. That includes conducting a thorough and transparent
Police Chief search to ensure that the very best candidates apply with the knowledge that they have a legitimate
opportunity.  

At minimum, #OurNextChief must commit to support and/or implement reforms that ensure:

- An end to racial profiling and unnecessary low-level arrests,

- The school-to-prison and arrest-to-deportation pipelines are shut off,

- Homelessness is no longer criminalized,

- Mental health professionals are first responders for those in need,

- Arrest diversion programs for low-level drug possession,

- Accountability for officers that commit misconduct,

- Transparency into police operations, training and discipline, and

- Police are subject to robust and transparent civilian oversight.
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The position of Police Chief is of vital importance, and for the people that interact with officers under their
command their decisions can literally mean the difference between dignity or humiliation, health or injury,
resilience or poverty, freedom or detention, family or deportation, security or fear, and life or death. The decision
about who fills that role must be made using the utmost diligence and thorough community engagement.
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From: Elizabeth Welliver
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: #OurNextChief Must Commit to Implement Reforms
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 10:58:38 AM

Dear City Manager Spencer Cronk,

Austin remains among the safest cities in the U.S., yet we face many of the same critical issues with policing as
cities across the country, including:

- Police brutality

- Racial & religious profiling

- Police militarization

- Violent response to mental health crises

- Unnecessary low-level arrests

- Criminalizing people experiencing homelessness

- Over-policing in schools

- Ineffective & harmful zero tolerance policies

- Limited accountability, transparency & oversight

To address these issues, we expect that the next Police Chief will implement significant changes. The status quo
simply won't do. Having only one month and two carefully curated community forums during which to engage a
single candidate is insufficient to properly vet whether these issues will be addressed satisfactorily, or at all, by the
next Police Chief.

Austin is the 11th biggest city in the United States and this community expects that its leadership will perform their
duties with the professionalism befitting a city of our size. That includes conducting a thorough and transparent
Police Chief search to ensure that the very best candidates apply with the knowledge that they have a legitimate
opportunity.  

At minimum, #OurNextChief must commit to support and/or implement reforms that ensure:

- An end to racial profiling and unnecessary low-level arrests,

- The school-to-prison and arrest-to-deportation pipelines are shut off,

- Homelessness is no longer criminalized,

- Mental health professionals are first responders for those in need,

- Arrest diversion programs for low-level drug possession,

- Accountability for officers that commit misconduct,

- Transparency into police operations, training and discipline, and

- Police are subject to robust and transparent civilian oversight.
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The position of Police Chief is of vital importance, and for the people that interact with officers under their
command their decisions can literally mean the difference between dignity or humiliation, health or injury,
resilience or poverty, freedom or detention, family or deportation, security or fear, and life or death. The decision
about who fills that role must be made using the utmost diligence and thorough community engagement.
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From: Amy Juried
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: #OurNextChief Must Commit to Implement Reforms
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 10:59:09 AM

Dear City Manager Spencer Cronk,

Austin remains among the safest cities in the U.S., yet we face many of the same critical issues with policing as
cities across the country, including:

- Police brutality

- Racial & religious profiling

- Police militarization

- Violent response to mental health crises

- Unnecessary low-level arrests

- Criminalizing people experiencing homelessness

- Over-policing in schools

- Ineffective & harmful zero tolerance policies

- Limited accountability, transparency & oversight

To address these issues, we expect that the next Police Chief will implement significant changes. The status quo
simply won't do. Having only one month and two carefully curated community forums during which to engage a
single candidate is insufficient to properly vet whether these issues will be addressed satisfactorily, or at all, by the
next Police Chief.

Austin is the 11th biggest city in the United States and this community expects that its leadership will perform their
duties with the professionalism befitting a city of our size. That includes conducting a thorough and transparent
Police Chief search to ensure that the very best candidates apply with the knowledge that they have a legitimate
opportunity.  

At minimum, #OurNextChief must commit to support and/or implement reforms that ensure:

- An end to racial profiling and unnecessary low-level arrests,

- The school-to-prison and arrest-to-deportation pipelines are shut off,

- Homelessness is no longer criminalized,

- Mental health professionals are first responders for those in need,

- Arrest diversion programs for low-level drug possession,

- Accountability for officers that commit misconduct,

- Transparency into police operations, training and discipline, and

- Police are subject to robust and transparent civilian oversight.
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The position of Police Chief is of vital importance, and for the people that interact with officers under their
command their decisions can literally mean the difference between dignity or humiliation, health or injury,
resilience or poverty, freedom or detention, family or deportation, security or fear, and life or death. The decision
about who fills that role must be made using the utmost diligence and thorough community engagement.
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From: Jim Rodgers
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Police Chief
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 11:00:41 AM

Dear Mr. Manager,
Thanks for doing your due diligence in the search for a new chief.  I believe that based upon interim chief Manley’s
actions as an career officer, as interim chief and the recommendation of former chief Acevedo that he would do a
very good job as our next police chief.  I hope your findings enable him a chance to handle this job on a permanent
basis.

Thanks and good luck in your deliberations.

Jim Rodgers
4905 White Elm Dr
Austin, Texas 78749
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From: Sidney Williams
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Final Vetting APD Chief
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 11:03:06 AM

Dear Coordinators:

My name is Sidney C. Williams, and I am the Presiding Director of the Austin Criminal
Defense Lawyers Association.  Additionally, I serve as a board member of the Capitol Area
Private Defender's Service.  I am writing to request that a representative of our organization be
granted an opportunity to participate directly in Thursday's vetting process.

Sidney Williams

-- 

Office: (512)   Fax 
THE WILLIAMS LAW FIRM: CONFIDENTIALITY AND PRIVILEGE NOTICE: 
This electronic transmission and the documents accompanying it contain
confidential information belonging to the sender which may be protected
by the attorney-client or work-product privilege. This information
intended only for delivery to the individual or entity shown below. If
you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any
disclosure, copying, distribution or the taking of any action in
reliance on the contents of this transmission is strictly prohibited.
If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately
notify us by telephone or facsimile to arrange for return of the
documents.
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From: Stephen Sebert
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: #OurNextChief Must Commit to Implement Reforms
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 11:07:20 AM

Dear City Manager Spencer Cronk,

Austin remains among the safest cities in the U.S., yet we face many of the same critical issues with policing as
cities across the country, including:

- Police brutality

- Racial & religious profiling

- Police militarization

- Violent response to mental health crises

- Unnecessary low-level arrests

- Criminalizing people experiencing homelessness

- Over-policing in schools

- Ineffective & harmful zero tolerance policies

- Limited accountability, transparency & oversight

To address these issues, we expect that the next Police Chief will implement significant changes. The status quo
simply won't do. Having only one month and two carefully curated community forums during which to engage a
single candidate is insufficient to properly vet whether these issues will be addressed satisfactorily, or at all, by the
next Police Chief.

Austin is the 11th biggest city in the United States and this community expects that its leadership will perform their
duties with the professionalism befitting a city of our size. That includes conducting a thorough and transparent
Police Chief search to ensure that the very best candidates apply with the knowledge that they have a legitimate
opportunity.  

At minimum, #OurNextChief must commit to support and/or implement reforms that ensure:

- An end to racial profiling and unnecessary low-level arrests,

- The school-to-prison and arrest-to-deportation pipelines are shut off,

- Homelessness is no longer criminalized,

- Mental health professionals are first responders for those in need,

- Arrest diversion programs for low-level drug possession,

- Accountability for officers that commit misconduct,

- Transparency into police operations, training and discipline, and

- Police are subject to robust and transparent civilian oversight.
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The position of Police Chief is of vital importance, and for the people that interact with officers under their
command their decisions can literally mean the difference between dignity or humiliation, health or injury,
resilience or poverty, freedom or detention, family or deportation, security or fear, and life or death. The decision
about who fills that role must be made using the utmost diligence and thorough community engagement.
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From: Diane Bocklage
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: #OurNextChief Must Commit to Implement Reforms
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 11:09:07 AM

Dear City Manager Spencer Cronk,

Austin remains among the safest cities in the U.S., yet we face many of the same critical issues with policing as
cities across the country, including:

- Police brutality

- Racial & religious profiling

- Police militarization

- Violent response to mental health crises

- Unnecessary low-level arrests

- Criminalizing people experiencing homelessness

- Over-policing in schools

- Ineffective & harmful zero tolerance policies

- Limited accountability, transparency & oversight

To address these issues, we expect that the next Police Chief will implement significant changes. The status quo
simply won't do. Having only one month and two carefully curated community forums during which to engage a
single candidate is insufficient to properly vet whether these issues will be addressed satisfactorily, or at all, by the
next Police Chief.

Austin is the 11th biggest city in the United States and this community expects that its leadership will perform their
duties with the professionalism befitting a city of our size. That includes conducting a thorough and transparent
Police Chief search to ensure that the very best candidates apply with the knowledge that they have a legitimate
opportunity.  

At minimum, #OurNextChief must commit to support and/or implement reforms that ensure:

- An end to racial profiling and unnecessary low-level arrests,

- The school-to-prison and arrest-to-deportation pipelines are shut off,

- Homelessness is no longer criminalized,

- Mental health professionals are first responders for those in need,

- Arrest diversion programs for low-level drug possession,

- Accountability for officers that commit misconduct,

- Transparency into police operations, training and discipline, and

- Police are subject to robust and transparent civilian oversight.
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The position of Police Chief is of vital importance, and for the people that interact with officers under their
command their decisions can literally mean the difference between dignity or humiliation, health or injury,
resilience or poverty, freedom or detention, family or deportation, security or fear, and life or death. The decision
about who fills that role must be made using the utmost diligence and thorough community engagement.
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From: Margo Gutierrez
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: #OurNextChief Must Commit to Implement Reforms
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 11:14:37 AM

Dear City Manager Spencer Cronk,

Austin remains among the safest cities in the U.S., yet we face many of the same critical issues with policing as
cities across the country, including:

- Police brutality

- Racial & religious profiling

- Police militarization

- Violent response to mental health crises

- Unnecessary low-level arrests

- Criminalizing people experiencing homelessness

- Over-policing in schools

- Ineffective & harmful zero tolerance policies

- Limited accountability, transparency & oversight

To address these issues, we expect that the next Police Chief will implement significant changes. The status quo
simply won't do. Having only one month and two carefully curated community forums during which to engage a
single candidate is insufficient to properly vet whether these issues will be addressed satisfactorily, or at all, by the
next Police Chief.

Austin is the 11th biggest city in the United States and this community expects that its leadership will perform their
duties with the professionalism befitting a city of our size. That includes conducting a thorough and transparent
Police Chief search to ensure that the very best candidates apply with the knowledge that they have a legitimate
opportunity.  

At minimum, #OurNextChief must commit to support and/or implement reforms that ensure:

- An end to racial profiling and unnecessary low-level arrests,

- The school-to-prison and arrest-to-deportation pipelines are shut off,

- Homelessness is no longer criminalized,

- Mental health professionals are first responders for those in need,

- Arrest diversion programs for low-level drug possession,

- Accountability for officers that commit misconduct,

- Transparency into police operations, training and discipline, and

- Police are subject to robust and transparent civilian oversight.
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The position of Police Chief is of vital importance, and for the people that interact with officers under their
command their decisions can literally mean the difference between dignity or humiliation, health or injury,
resilience or poverty, freedom or detention, family or deportation, security or fear, and life or death. The decision
about who fills that role must be made using the utmost diligence and thorough community engagement.
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From: Mayra Huerta <  (Relayed)
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: #OurNextChief Must Commit to Implement Reforms
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 11:19:18 AM

Dear City Manager Spencer Cronk,

Austin remains among the safest cities in the U.S., yet we face many of the same critical issues with policing as
cities across the country, including:

- Police brutality

- Racial & religious profiling

- Police militarization

- Violent response to mental health crises

- Unnecessary low-level arrests

- Criminalizing people experiencing homelessness

- Over-policing in schools

- Ineffective & harmful zero tolerance policies

- Limited accountability, transparency & oversight

To address these issues, we expect that the next Police Chief will implement significant changes. The status quo
simply won't do. Having only one month and two carefully curated community forums during which to engage a
single candidate is insufficient to properly vet whether these issues will be addressed satisfactorily, or at all, by the
next Police Chief.

Austin is the 11th biggest city in the United States and this community expects that its leadership will perform their
duties with the professionalism befitting a city of our size. That includes conducting a thorough and transparent
Police Chief search to ensure that the very best candidates apply with the knowledge that they have a legitimate
opportunity.  

At minimum, #OurNextChief must commit to support and/or implement reforms that ensure:

- An end to racial profiling and unnecessary low-level arrests,

- The school-to-prison and arrest-to-deportation pipelines are shut off,

- Homelessness is no longer criminalized,

- Mental health professionals are first responders for those in need,

- Arrest diversion programs for low-level drug possession,

- Accountability for officers that commit misconduct,

- Transparency into police operations, training and discipline, and

- Police are subject to robust and transparent civilian oversight.
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The position of Police Chief is of vital importance, and for the people that interact with officers under their
command their decisions can literally mean the difference between dignity or humiliation, health or injury,
resilience or poverty, freedom or detention, family or deportation, security or fear, and life or death. The decision
about who fills that role must be made using the utmost diligence and thorough community engagement.
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From: Rachel Manning
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: #OurNextChief Must Commit to Implement Reforms
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 11:19:51 AM

Dear City Manager Spencer Cronk,

Austin remains among the safest cities in the U.S., yet we face many of the same critical issues with policing as
cities across the country, including:

- Police brutality

- Racial & religious profiling

- Police militarization

- Violent response to mental health crises

- Unnecessary low-level arrests

- Criminalizing people experiencing homelessness

- Over-policing in schools

- Ineffective & harmful zero tolerance policies

- Limited accountability, transparency & oversight

To address these issues, we expect that the next Police Chief will implement significant changes. The status quo
simply won't do. Having only one month and two carefully curated community forums during which to engage a
single candidate is insufficient to properly vet whether these issues will be addressed satisfactorily, or at all, by the
next Police Chief.

Austin is the 11th biggest city in the United States and this community expects that its leadership will perform their
duties with the professionalism befitting a city of our size. That includes conducting a thorough and transparent
Police Chief search to ensure that the very best candidates apply with the knowledge that they have a legitimate
opportunity.  

At minimum, #OurNextChief must commit to support and/or implement reforms that ensure:

- An end to racial profiling and unnecessary low-level arrests,

- The school-to-prison and arrest-to-deportation pipelines are shut off,

- Homelessness is no longer criminalized,

- Mental health professionals are first responders for those in need,

- Arrest diversion programs for low-level drug possession,

- Accountability for officers that commit misconduct,

- Transparency into police operations, training and discipline, and

- Police are subject to robust and transparent civilian oversight.
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The position of Police Chief is of vital importance, and for the people that interact with officers under their
command their decisions can literally mean the difference between dignity or humiliation, health or injury,
resilience or poverty, freedom or detention, family or deportation, security or fear, and life or death. The decision
about who fills that role must be made using the utmost diligence and thorough community engagement.
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From: Marina Roberts
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: #OurNextChief Must Commit to Implement Reforms
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 11:24:07 AM

Dear City Manager Spencer Cronk,

Austin remains among the safest cities in the U.S., yet we face many of the same critical issues with policing as
cities across the country, including:

- Police brutality

- Racial & religious profiling

- Police militarization

- Violent response to mental health crises

- Unnecessary low-level arrests

- Criminalizing people experiencing homelessness

- Over-policing in schools

- Ineffective & harmful zero tolerance policies

- Limited accountability, transparency & oversight

To address these issues, we expect that the next Police Chief will implement significant changes. The status quo
simply won't do. Having only one month and two carefully curated community forums during which to engage a
single candidate is insufficient to properly vet whether these issues will be addressed satisfactorily, or at all, by the
next Police Chief.

Austin is the 11th biggest city in the United States and this community expects that its leadership will perform their
duties with the professionalism befitting a city of our size. That includes conducting a thorough and transparent
Police Chief search to ensure that the very best candidates apply with the knowledge that they have a legitimate
opportunity.  

At minimum, #OurNextChief must commit to support and/or implement reforms that ensure:

- An end to racial profiling and unnecessary low-level arrests,

- The school-to-prison and arrest-to-deportation pipelines are shut off,

- Homelessness is no longer criminalized,

- Mental health professionals are first responders for those in need,

- Arrest diversion programs for low-level drug possession,

- Accountability for officers that commit misconduct,

- Transparency into police operations, training and discipline, and

- Police are subject to robust and transparent civilian oversight.
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The position of Police Chief is of vital importance, and for the people that interact with officers under their
command their decisions can literally mean the difference between dignity or humiliation, health or injury,
resilience or poverty, freedom or detention, family or deportation, security or fear, and life or death. The decision
about who fills that role must be made using the utmost diligence and thorough community engagement.
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From: Katharine Dutcher
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: #OurNextChief Must Commit to Implement Reforms
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 11:26:34 AM

Dear City Manager Spencer Cronk,

Austin remains among the safest cities in the U.S., yet we face many of the same critical issues with policing as
cities across the country, including:

- Police brutality

- Racial & religious profiling

- Police militarization

- Violent response to mental health crises

- Unnecessary low-level arrests

- Criminalizing people experiencing homelessness

- Over-policing in schools

- Ineffective & harmful zero tolerance policies

- Limited accountability, transparency & oversight

To address these issues, we expect that the next Police Chief will implement significant changes. The status quo
simply won't do. Having only one month and two carefully curated community forums during which to engage a
single candidate is insufficient to properly vet whether these issues will be addressed satisfactorily, or at all, by the
next Police Chief.

Austin is the 11th biggest city in the United States and this community expects that its leadership will perform their
duties with the professionalism befitting a city of our size. That includes conducting a thorough and transparent
Police Chief search to ensure that the very best candidates apply with the knowledge that they have a legitimate
opportunity.  

At minimum, #OurNextChief must commit to support and/or implement reforms that ensure:

- An end to racial profiling and unnecessary low-level arrests,

- The school-to-prison and arrest-to-deportation pipelines are shut off,

- Homelessness is no longer criminalized,

- Mental health professionals are first responders for those in need,

- Arrest diversion programs for low-level drug possession,

- Accountability for officers that commit misconduct,

- Transparency into police operations, training and discipline, and

- Police are subject to robust and transparent civilian oversight.
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The position of Police Chief is of vital importance, and for the people that interact with officers under their
command their decisions can literally mean the difference between dignity or humiliation, health or injury,
resilience or poverty, freedom or detention, family or deportation, security or fear, and life or death. The decision
about who fills that role must be made using the utmost diligence and thorough community engagement.
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From: Anne Peticolas
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: #OurNextChief Must Commit to Implement Reforms
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 11:28:58 AM

Dear City Manager Spencer Cronk,

Austin remains among the safest cities in the U.S., yet we face many of the same critical issues with policing as
cities across the country, including:

- Police brutality

- Racial & religious profiling

- Police militarization

- Violent response to mental health crises

- Unnecessary low-level arrests

- Criminalizing people experiencing homelessness

- Over-policing in schools

- Ineffective & harmful zero tolerance policies

- Limited accountability, transparency & oversight

To address these issues, we expect that the next Police Chief will implement significant changes. The status quo
simply won't do. Having only one month and two carefully curated community forums during which to engage a
single candidate is insufficient to properly vet whether these issues will be addressed satisfactorily, or at all, by the
next Police Chief.

Austin is the 11th biggest city in the United States and this community expects that its leadership will perform their
duties with the professionalism befitting a city of our size. That includes conducting a thorough and transparent
Police Chief search to ensure that the very best candidates apply with the knowledge that they have a legitimate
opportunity.  

At minimum, #OurNextChief must commit to support and/or implement reforms that ensure:

- An end to racial profiling and unnecessary low-level arrests,

- The school-to-prison and arrest-to-deportation pipelines are shut off,

- Homelessness is no longer criminalized,

- Mental health professionals are first responders for those in need,

- Arrest diversion programs for low-level drug possession,

- Accountability for officers that commit misconduct,

- Transparency into police operations, training and discipline, and

- Police are subject to robust and transparent civilian oversight.
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The position of Police Chief is of vital importance, and for the people that interact with officers under their
command their decisions can literally mean the difference between dignity or humiliation, health or injury,
resilience or poverty, freedom or detention, family or deportation, security or fear, and life or death. The decision
about who fills that role must be made using the utmost diligence and thorough community engagement.
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From: Marcus Denton
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: #OurNextChief Must Commit to Implement Reforms
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 11:35:35 AM

Dear City Manager Spencer Cronk,

Austin remains among the safest cities in the U.S., yet we face many of the same critical issues with policing as
cities across the country, including:

- Police brutality

- Racial & religious profiling

- Police militarization

- Violent response to mental health crises

- Unnecessary low-level arrests

- Criminalizing people experiencing homelessness

- Over-policing in schools

- Ineffective & harmful zero tolerance policies

- Limited accountability, transparency & oversight

To address these issues, we expect that the next Police Chief will implement significant changes. The status quo
simply won't do. Having only one month and two carefully curated community forums during which to engage a
single candidate is insufficient to properly vet whether these issues will be addressed satisfactorily, or at all, by the
next Police Chief.

Austin is the 11th biggest city in the United States and this community expects that its leadership will perform their
duties with the professionalism befitting a city of our size. That includes conducting a thorough and transparent
Police Chief search to ensure that the very best candidates apply with the knowledge that they have a legitimate
opportunity.  

At minimum, #OurNextChief must commit to support and/or implement reforms that ensure:

- An end to racial profiling and unnecessary low-level arrests,

- The school-to-prison and arrest-to-deportation pipelines are shut off,

- Homelessness is no longer criminalized,

- Mental health professionals are first responders for those in need,

- Arrest diversion programs for low-level drug possession,

- Accountability for officers that commit misconduct,

- Transparency into police operations, training and discipline, and

- Police are subject to robust and transparent civilian oversight.
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The position of Police Chief is of vital importance, and for the people that interact with officers under their
command their decisions can literally mean the difference between dignity or humiliation, health or injury,
resilience or poverty, freedom or detention, family or deportation, security or fear, and life or death. The decision
about who fills that role must be made using the utmost diligence and thorough community engagement.
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From: Mark McKim
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: #OurNextChief Must Commit to Implement Reforms
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 11:38:15 AM

Dear City Manager Spencer Cronk,

Austin remains among the safest cities in the U.S., yet we face many of the same critical issues with policing as
cities across the country, including:

- Police brutality

- Racial & religious profiling

- Police militarization

- Violent response to mental health crises

- Unnecessary low-level arrests

- Criminalizing people experiencing homelessness

- Over-policing in schools

- Ineffective & harmful zero tolerance policies

- Limited accountability, transparency & oversight

To address these issues, we expect that the next Police Chief will implement significant changes. The status quo
simply won't do. Having only one month and two carefully curated community forums during which to engage a
single candidate is insufficient to properly vet whether these issues will be addressed satisfactorily, or at all, by the
next Police Chief.

Austin is the 11th biggest city in the United States and this community expects that its leadership will perform their
duties with the professionalism befitting a city of our size. That includes conducting a thorough and transparent
Police Chief search to ensure that the very best candidates apply with the knowledge that they have a legitimate
opportunity.  

At minimum, #OurNextChief must commit to support and/or implement reforms that ensure:

- An end to racial profiling and unnecessary low-level arrests,

- The school-to-prison and arrest-to-deportation pipelines are shut off,

- Homelessness is no longer criminalized,

- Mental health professionals are first responders for those in need,

- Arrest diversion programs for low-level drug possession,

- Accountability for officers that commit misconduct,

- Transparency into police operations, training and discipline, and

- Police are subject to robust and transparent civilian oversight.
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The position of Police Chief is of vital importance, and for the people that interact with officers under their
command their decisions can literally mean the difference between dignity or humiliation, health or injury,
resilience or poverty, freedom or detention, family or deportation, security or fear, and life or death. The decision
about who fills that role must be made using the utmost diligence and thorough community engagement.
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From: Nicole Meitzen
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: #OurNextChief Must Commit to Implement Reforms
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 11:49:29 AM

Dear City Manager Spencer Cronk,

Austin remains among the safest cities in the U.S., yet we face many of the same critical issues with policing as
cities across the country, including:

- Police brutality

- Racial & religious profiling

- Police militarization

- Violent response to mental health crises

- Unnecessary low-level arrests

- Criminalizing people experiencing homelessness

- Over-policing in schools

- Ineffective & harmful zero tolerance policies

- Limited accountability, transparency & oversight

To address these issues, we expect that the next Police Chief will implement significant changes. The status quo
simply won't do. Having only one month and two carefully curated community forums during which to engage a
single candidate is insufficient to properly vet whether these issues will be addressed satisfactorily, or at all, by the
next Police Chief.

Austin is the 11th biggest city in the United States and this community expects that its leadership will perform their
duties with the professionalism befitting a city of our size. That includes conducting a thorough and transparent
Police Chief search to ensure that the very best candidates apply with the knowledge that they have a legitimate
opportunity.  

At minimum, #OurNextChief must commit to support and/or implement reforms that ensure:

- An end to racial profiling and unnecessary low-level arrests,

- The school-to-prison and arrest-to-deportation pipelines are shut off,

- Homelessness is no longer criminalized,

- Mental health professionals are first responders for those in need,

- Arrest diversion programs for low-level drug possession,

- Accountability for officers that commit misconduct,

- Transparency into police operations, training and discipline, and

- Police are subject to robust and transparent civilian oversight.
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The position of Police Chief is of vital importance, and for the people that interact with officers under their
command their decisions can literally mean the difference between dignity or humiliation, health or injury,
resilience or poverty, freedom or detention, family or deportation, security or fear, and life or death. The decision
about who fills that role must be made using the utmost diligence and thorough community engagement.
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From: Jan Austin
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: #OurNextChief Must Commit to Implement Reforms
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 11:50:03 AM

Dear City Manager Spencer Cronk,

Austin remains among the safest cities in the U.S., yet we face many of the same critical issues with policing as
cities across the country, including:

- Police brutality

- Racial & religious profiling

- Police militarization

- Violent response to mental health crises

- Unnecessary low-level arrests

- Criminalizing people experiencing homelessness

- Over-policing in schools

- Ineffective & harmful zero tolerance policies

- Limited accountability, transparency & oversight

To address these issues, we expect that the next Police Chief will implement significant changes. The status quo
simply won't do. Having only one month and two carefully curated community forums during which to engage a
single candidate is insufficient to properly vet whether these issues will be addressed satisfactorily, or at all, by the
next Police Chief.

Austin is the 11th biggest city in the United States and this community expects that its leadership will perform their
duties with the professionalism befitting a city of our size. That includes conducting a thorough and transparent
Police Chief search to ensure that the very best candidates apply with the knowledge that they have a legitimate
opportunity.  

At minimum, #OurNextChief must commit to support and/or implement reforms that ensure:

- An end to racial profiling and unnecessary low-level arrests,

- The school-to-prison and arrest-to-deportation pipelines are shut off,

- Homelessness is no longer criminalized,

- Mental health professionals are first responders for those in need,

- Arrest diversion programs for low-level drug possession,

- Accountability for officers that commit misconduct,

- Transparency into police operations, training and discipline, and

- Police are subject to robust and transparent civilian oversight.
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The position of Police Chief is of vital importance, and for the people that interact with officers under their
command their decisions can literally mean the difference between dignity or humiliation, health or injury,
resilience or poverty, freedom or detention, family or deportation, security or fear, and life or death. The decision
about who fills that role must be made using the utmost diligence and thorough community engagement.
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From: Carolyn Austin
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: #OurNextChief Must Commit to Implement Reforms
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 11:56:13 AM

Dear City Manager Spencer Cronk,

Austin remains among the safest cities in the U.S., yet we face many of the same critical issues with policing as
cities across the country, including:

- Police brutality

- Racial & religious profiling

- Police militarization

- Violent response to mental health crises

- Unnecessary low-level arrests

- Criminalizing people experiencing homelessness

- Over-policing in schools

- Ineffective & harmful zero tolerance policies

- Limited accountability, transparency & oversight

To address these issues, we expect that the next Police Chief will implement significant changes. The status quo
simply won't do. Having only one month and two carefully curated community forums during which to engage a
single candidate is insufficient to properly vet whether these issues will be addressed satisfactorily, or at all, by the
next Police Chief.

Austin is the 11th biggest city in the United States and this community expects that its leadership will perform their
duties with the professionalism befitting a city of our size. That includes conducting a thorough and transparent
Police Chief search to ensure that the very best candidates apply with the knowledge that they have a legitimate
opportunity.  

At minimum, #OurNextChief must commit to support and/or implement reforms that ensure:

- An end to racial profiling and unnecessary low-level arrests,

- The school-to-prison and arrest-to-deportation pipelines are shut off,

- Homelessness is no longer criminalized,

- Mental health professionals are first responders for those in need,

- Arrest diversion programs for low-level drug possession,

- Accountability for officers that commit misconduct,

- Transparency into police operations, training and discipline, and

- Police are subject to robust and transparent civilian oversight.
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The position of Police Chief is of vital importance, and for the people that interact with officers under their
command their decisions can literally mean the difference between dignity or humiliation, health or injury,
resilience or poverty, freedom or detention, family or deportation, security or fear, and life or death. The decision
about who fills that role must be made using the utmost diligence and thorough community engagement.
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From: Meg Halpin
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: #OurNextChief Must Commit to Implement Reforms
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 12:00:48 PM

Dear City Manager Spencer Cronk,

Austin remains among the safest cities in the U.S., yet we face many of the same critical issues with policing as
cities across the country, including:

- Police brutality

- Racial & religious profiling

- Police militarization

- Violent response to mental health crises

- Unnecessary low-level arrests

- Criminalizing people experiencing homelessness

- Over-policing in schools

- Ineffective & harmful zero tolerance policies

- Limited accountability, transparency & oversight

To address these issues, we expect that the next Police Chief will implement significant changes. The status quo
simply won't do. Having only one month and two carefully curated community forums during which to engage a
single candidate is insufficient to properly vet whether these issues will be addressed satisfactorily, or at all, by the
next Police Chief.

Austin is the 11th biggest city in the United States and this community expects that its leadership will perform their
duties with the professionalism befitting a city of our size. That includes conducting a thorough and transparent
Police Chief search to ensure that the very best candidates apply with the knowledge that they have a legitimate
opportunity.  

At minimum, #OurNextChief must commit to support and/or implement reforms that ensure:

- An end to racial profiling and unnecessary low-level arrests,

- The school-to-prison and arrest-to-deportation pipelines are shut off,

- Homelessness is no longer criminalized,

- Mental health professionals are first responders for those in need,

- Arrest diversion programs for low-level drug possession,

- Accountability for officers that commit misconduct,

- Transparency into police operations, training and discipline, and

- Police are subject to robust and transparent civilian oversight.
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The position of Police Chief is of vital importance, and for the people that interact with officers under their
command their decisions can literally mean the difference between dignity or humiliation, health or injury,
resilience or poverty, freedom or detention, family or deportation, security or fear, and life or death. The decision
about who fills that role must be made using the utmost diligence and thorough community engagement.
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From: Sarah Gonzalez Claytor
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: #OurNextChief Must Commit to Implement Reforms
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 12:01:12 PM

Dear City Manager Spencer Cronk,

Austin remains among the safest cities in the U.S., yet we face many of the same critical issues with policing as
cities across the country, including:

- Police brutality

- Racial & religious profiling

- Police militarization

- Violent response to mental health crises

- Unnecessary low-level arrests

- Criminalizing people experiencing homelessness

- Over-policing in schools

- Ineffective & harmful zero tolerance policies

- Limited accountability, transparency & oversight

To address these issues, we expect that the next Police Chief will implement significant changes. The status quo
simply won't do. Having only one month and two carefully curated community forums during which to engage a
single candidate is insufficient to properly vet whether these issues will be addressed satisfactorily, or at all, by the
next Police Chief.

Austin is the 11th biggest city in the United States and this community expects that its leadership will perform their
duties with the professionalism befitting a city of our size. That includes conducting a thorough and transparent
Police Chief search to ensure that the very best candidates apply with the knowledge that they have a legitimate
opportunity.  

At minimum, #OurNextChief must commit to support and/or implement reforms that ensure:

- An end to racial profiling and unnecessary low-level arrests,

- The school-to-prison and arrest-to-deportation pipelines are shut off,

- Homelessness is no longer criminalized,

- Mental health professionals are first responders for those in need,

- Arrest diversion programs for low-level drug possession,

- Accountability for officers that commit misconduct,

- Transparency into police operations, training and discipline, and

- Police are subject to robust and transparent civilian oversight.
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The position of Police Chief is of vital importance, and for the people that interact with officers under their
command their decisions can literally mean the difference between dignity or humiliation, health or injury,
resilience or poverty, freedom or detention, family or deportation, security or fear, and life or death. The decision
about who fills that role must be made using the utmost diligence and thorough community engagement.
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From: Norma Herrera
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: #OurNextChief Must Commit to Implement Reforms
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 12:11:03 PM

Dear City Manager Spencer Cronk,

Austin remains among the safest cities in the U.S., yet we face many of the same critical issues with policing as
cities across the country, including:

- Police brutality

- Racial & religious profiling

- Police militarization

- Violent response to mental health crises

- Unnecessary low-level arrests

- Criminalizing people experiencing homelessness

- Over-policing in schools

- Ineffective & harmful zero tolerance policies

- Limited accountability, transparency & oversight

To address these issues, we expect that the next Police Chief will implement significant changes. The status quo
simply won't do. Having only one month and two carefully curated community forums during which to engage a
single candidate is insufficient to properly vet whether these issues will be addressed satisfactorily, or at all, by the
next Police Chief.

Austin is the 11th biggest city in the United States and this community expects that its leadership will perform their
duties with the professionalism befitting a city of our size. That includes conducting a thorough and transparent
Police Chief search to ensure that the very best candidates apply with the knowledge that they have a legitimate
opportunity.  

At minimum, #OurNextChief must commit to support and/or implement reforms that ensure:

- An end to racial profiling and unnecessary low-level arrests,

- The school-to-prison and arrest-to-deportation pipelines are shut off,

- Homelessness is no longer criminalized,

- Mental health professionals are first responders for those in need,

- Arrest diversion programs for low-level drug possession,

- Accountability for officers that commit misconduct,

- Transparency into police operations, training and discipline, and

- Police are subject to robust and transparent civilian oversight.
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The position of Police Chief is of vital importance, and for the people that interact with officers under their
command their decisions can literally mean the difference between dignity or humiliation, health or injury,
resilience or poverty, freedom or detention, family or deportation, security or fear, and life or death. The decision
about who fills that role must be made using the utmost diligence and thorough community engagement.
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From: Scott Butki
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: #OurNextChief Must Commit to Implement Reforms
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 12:12:19 PM

Dear City Manager Spencer Cronk,

Austin remains among the safest cities in the U.S., yet we face many of the same critical issues with policing as
cities across the country, including:

- Police brutality

- Racial & religious profiling

- Police militarization

- Violent response to mental health crises

- Unnecessary low-level arrests

- Criminalizing people experiencing homelessness

- Over-policing in schools

- Ineffective & harmful zero tolerance policies

- Limited accountability, transparency & oversight

To address these issues, we expect that the next Police Chief will implement significant changes. The status quo
simply won't do. Having only one month and two carefully curated community forums during which to engage a
single candidate is insufficient to properly vet whether these issues will be addressed satisfactorily, or at all, by the
next Police Chief.

Austin is the 11th biggest city in the United States and this community expects that its leadership will perform their
duties with the professionalism befitting a city of our size. That includes conducting a thorough and transparent
Police Chief search to ensure that the very best candidates apply with the knowledge that they have a legitimate
opportunity.  

At minimum, #OurNextChief must commit to support and/or implement reforms that ensure:

- An end to racial profiling and unnecessary low-level arrests,

- The school-to-prison and arrest-to-deportation pipelines are shut off,

- Homelessness is no longer criminalized,

- Mental health professionals are first responders for those in need,

- Arrest diversion programs for low-level drug possession,

- Accountability for officers that commit misconduct,

- Transparency into police operations, training and discipline, and

- Police are subject to robust and transparent civilian oversight.
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The position of Police Chief is of vital importance, and for the people that interact with officers under their
command their decisions can literally mean the difference between dignity or humiliation, health or injury,
resilience or poverty, freedom or detention, family or deportation, security or fear, and life or death. The decision
about who fills that role must be made using the utmost diligence and thorough community engagement.
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From: annie smith
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: #OurNextChief Must Commit to Implement Reforms
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 12:19:43 PM

Dear City Manager Spencer Cronk,

Austin remains among the safest cities in the U.S., yet we face many of the same critical issues with policing as
cities across the country, including:

- Police brutality

- Racial & religious profiling

- Police militarization

- Violent response to mental health crises

- Unnecessary low-level arrests

- Criminalizing people experiencing homelessness

- Over-policing in schools

- Ineffective & harmful zero tolerance policies

- Limited accountability, transparency & oversight

To address these issues, we expect that the next Police Chief will implement significant changes. The status quo
simply won't do. Having only one month and two carefully curated community forums during which to engage a
single candidate is insufficient to properly vet whether these issues will be addressed satisfactorily, or at all, by the
next Police Chief.

Austin is the 11th biggest city in the United States and this community expects that its leadership will perform their
duties with the professionalism befitting a city of our size. That includes conducting a thorough and transparent
Police Chief search to ensure that the very best candidates apply with the knowledge that they have a legitimate
opportunity.  

At minimum, #OurNextChief must commit to support and/or implement reforms that ensure:

- An end to racial profiling and unnecessary low-level arrests,

- The school-to-prison and arrest-to-deportation pipelines are shut off,

- Homelessness is no longer criminalized,

- Mental health professionals are first responders for those in need,

- Arrest diversion programs for low-level drug possession,

- Accountability for officers that commit misconduct,

- Transparency into police operations, training and discipline, and

- Police are subject to robust and transparent civilian oversight.
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The position of Police Chief is of vital importance, and for the people that interact with officers under their
command their decisions can literally mean the difference between dignity or humiliation, health or injury,
resilience or poverty, freedom or detention, family or deportation, security or fear, and life or death. The decision
about who fills that role must be made using the utmost diligence and thorough community engagement.
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From: George Willleford
To: Our Next Chief
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 12:39:26 PM

I am a very enthusiastic supporter of Chief Manley.  Lets get these "for show" community forums over and
hire the Chief!!!!
 
George Willeford
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From: Rae Hill
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Feedback
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 12:40:38 PM

I went to the first forum in East Austin to hear Brian Manley speak but to also gauge the other citizens of Austin.  I
am a huge fan of Chief Manley and was curious to hear what the opposition would be to his being made the
permanent police chief.  It was heart warming to see the outpouring of support for Chief Manley from all walks of
life.  It was obvious to me that almost everyone in the room feels as I do that Brian Manley should be given the job
because he is smart, fair and truly wants what is best for everyone in Austin.  Although there were many types of
people in the room with different backgrounds, we all had the same goal….to keep Austin safe, work with the police
and have a permanent police chief as soon as possible, and the overwhelming support was for Brian Manley.  To
conduct a search is not necessary when we have the perfect person in front of us.  Sincerely, Rae Hill

Sent from my iPad
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From:
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Chief Manley
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 12:54:36 PM

To whom it may concern,

In my humble opinion, it would be a colossal waste of time and money to even
consider opening up a "search" for our new police chief.  Chief Manley is without a
doubt the man for the job!

Respectfully,
Charles G Hughes
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From: Margaret Borden
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: #OurNextChief Must Commit to Implement Reforms
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 1:02:39 PM

Dear City Manager Spencer Cronk,

Austin remains among the safest cities in the U.S., yet we face many of the same critical issues with policing as
cities across the country, including:

- Police brutality

- Racial & religious profiling

- Police militarization

- Violent response to mental health crises

- Unnecessary low-level arrests

- Criminalizing people experiencing homelessness

- Over-policing in schools

- Ineffective & harmful zero tolerance policies

- Limited accountability, transparency & oversight

To address these issues, we expect that the next Police Chief will implement significant changes. The status quo
simply won't do. Having only one month and two carefully curated community forums during which to engage a
single candidate is insufficient to properly vet whether these issues will be addressed satisfactorily, or at all, by the
next Police Chief.

Austin is the 11th biggest city in the United States and this community expects that its leadership will perform their
duties with the professionalism befitting a city of our size. That includes conducting a thorough and transparent
Police Chief search to ensure that the very best candidates apply with the knowledge that they have a legitimate
opportunity.  

At minimum, #OurNextChief must commit to support and/or implement reforms that ensure:

- An end to racial profiling and unnecessary low-level arrests,

- The school-to-prison and arrest-to-deportation pipelines are shut off,

- Homelessness is no longer criminalized,

- Mental health professionals are first responders for those in need,

- Arrest diversion programs for low-level drug possession,

- Accountability for officers that commit misconduct,

- Transparency into police operations, training and discipline, and

- Police are subject to robust and transparent civilian oversight.
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The position of Police Chief is of vital importance, and for the people that interact with officers under their
command their decisions can literally mean the difference between dignity or humiliation, health or injury,
resilience or poverty, freedom or detention, family or deportation, security or fear, and life or death. The decision
about who fills that role must be made using the utmost diligence and thorough community engagement.
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From: Robin Schneider <  (Relayed)
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: #OurNextChief Must Commit to Implement Reforms
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 1:20:48 PM

Dear City Manager Spencer Cronk,

Austin remains among the safest cities in the U.S., yet we face many of the same critical issues with policing as
cities across the country, including:

- Police brutality

- Racial & religious profiling

- Police militarization

- Violent response to mental health crises

- Unnecessary low-level arrests

- Criminalizing people experiencing homelessness

- Over-policing in schools

- Ineffective & harmful zero tolerance policies

- Limited accountability, transparency & oversight

To address these issues, we expect that the next Police Chief will implement significant changes. The status quo
simply won't do. Having only one month and two carefully curated community forums during which to engage a
single candidate is insufficient to properly vet whether these issues will be addressed satisfactorily, or at all, by the
next Police Chief.

Austin is the 11th biggest city in the United States and this community expects that its leadership will perform their
duties with the professionalism befitting a city of our size. That includes conducting a thorough and transparent
Police Chief search to ensure that the very best candidates apply with the knowledge that they have a legitimate
opportunity.  

At minimum, #OurNextChief must commit to support and/or implement reforms that ensure:

- An end to racial profiling and unnecessary low-level arrests,

- The school-to-prison and arrest-to-deportation pipelines are shut off,

- Homelessness is no longer criminalized,

- Mental health professionals are first responders for those in need,

- Arrest diversion programs for low-level drug possession,

- Accountability for officers that commit misconduct,

- Transparency into police operations, training and discipline, and

- Police are subject to robust and transparent civilian oversight.
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The position of Police Chief is of vital importance, and for the people that interact with officers under their
command their decisions can literally mean the difference between dignity or humiliation, health or injury,
resilience or poverty, freedom or detention, family or deportation, security or fear, and life or death. The decision
about who fills that role must be made using the utmost diligence and thorough community engagement.
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From: Peggy Morton
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: #OurNextChief Must Commit to Implement Reforms
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 1:37:34 PM

Dear City Manager Spencer Cronk,

Austin remains among the safest cities in the U.S., yet we face many of the same critical issues with policing as
cities across the country, including:

- Police brutality

- Racial & religious profiling

- Police militarization

- Violent response to mental health crises

- Unnecessary low-level arrests

- Criminalizing people experiencing homelessness

- Over-policing in schools

- Ineffective & harmful zero tolerance policies

- Limited accountability, transparency & oversight

To address these issues, we expect that the next Police Chief will implement significant changes. The status quo
simply won't do. Having only one month and two carefully curated community forums during which to engage a
single candidate is insufficient to properly vet whether these issues will be addressed satisfactorily, or at all, by the
next Police Chief.

Austin is the 11th biggest city in the United States and this community expects that its leadership will perform their
duties with the professionalism befitting a city of our size. That includes conducting a thorough and transparent
Police Chief search to ensure that the very best candidates apply with the knowledge that they have a legitimate
opportunity.  

At minimum, #OurNextChief must commit to support and/or implement reforms that ensure:

- An end to racial profiling and unnecessary low-level arrests,

- The school-to-prison and arrest-to-deportation pipelines are shut off,

- Homelessness is no longer criminalized,

- Mental health professionals are first responders for those in need,

- Arrest diversion programs for low-level drug possession,

- Accountability for officers that commit misconduct,

- Transparency into police operations, training and discipline, and

- Police are subject to robust and transparent civilian oversight.
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The position of Police Chief is of vital importance, and for the people that interact with officers under their
command their decisions can literally mean the difference between dignity or humiliation, health or injury,
resilience or poverty, freedom or detention, family or deportation, security or fear, and life or death. The decision
about who fills that role must be made using the utmost diligence and thorough community engagement.
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From: David Culp
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Chief Manley
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 2:06:36 PM

I just want to express my full support for Brian Manley to be our next police chief for Austin. 
As a minister and as an APD Chaplain, I have seen first hand the excellent qualities of Chief
Manley.  When you look at what he has had to deal with in his acting role he has shown he is
more than capable for the job.  

I believe he has the highest integrity and seeks the highest transparency with the police
department and the city.  Many of my congregants at the church where I serve has also
expressed this to me.  

My hope and desire is that we take away the interim title for Chief Manley and install him as
our police chief. 

Sincerely, 

David Culp, Elder - Westover Hills Church of Christ
APD - Chaplain 
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From: Felicia Hunt
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: #OurNextChief Must Commit to Implement Reforms
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 2:15:42 PM

Dear City Manager Spencer Cronk,

Austin remains among the safest cities in the U.S., yet we face many of the same critical issues with policing as
cities across the country, including:

- Police brutality

- Racial & religious profiling

- Police militarization

- Violent response to mental health crises

- Unnecessary low-level arrests

- Criminalizing people experiencing homelessness

- Over-policing in schools

- Ineffective & harmful zero tolerance policies

- Limited accountability, transparency & oversight

To address these issues, we expect that the next Police Chief will implement significant changes. The status quo
simply won't do. Having only one month and two carefully curated community forums during which to engage a
single candidate is insufficient to properly vet whether these issues will be addressed satisfactorily, or at all, by the
next Police Chief.

Austin is the 11th biggest city in the United States and this community expects that its leadership will perform their
duties with the professionalism befitting a city of our size. That includes conducting a thorough and transparent
Police Chief search to ensure that the very best candidates apply with the knowledge that they have a legitimate
opportunity.  

At minimum, #OurNextChief must commit to support and/or implement reforms that ensure:

- An end to racial profiling and unnecessary low-level arrests,

- The school-to-prison and arrest-to-deportation pipelines are shut off,

- Homelessness is no longer criminalized,

- Mental health professionals are first responders for those in need,

- Arrest diversion programs for low-level drug possession,

- Accountability for officers that commit misconduct,

- Transparency into police operations, training and discipline, and

- Police are subject to robust and transparent civilian oversight.
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The position of Police Chief is of vital importance, and for the people that interact with officers under their
command their decisions can literally mean the difference between dignity or humiliation, health or injury,
resilience or poverty, freedom or detention, family or deportation, security or fear, and life or death. The decision
about who fills that role must be made using the utmost diligence and thorough community engagement.
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From: Brian DeRoeck
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Brian Manley
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 3:01:20 PM

I want to take this opportunity to express my highest support for Brian Manley as our next chief of police. It is very
rare when hiring a critical position like police chief to have 28 years of actual job performance in which to evaluate.
We have a proven entity in Chief Manley. He’s from Austin, understands our community and it’s challenges as well
as anyone, and has shown great leadership.  I don’t know of any other potential candidate who would be a better fit
or more highly qualified. Chief Manley has earned this permanent position and Austin is lucky to have a man with
such commitment, integrity and a proven track record.

Thank you for your time-

Brian DeRoeck

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Shane Johnson
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: #OurNextChief Must Commit to Implement Reforms
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 3:21:58 PM

Dear City Manager Spencer Cronk,

Austin remains among the safest cities in the U.S., yet we face many of the same critical issues with policing as
cities across the country, including:

- Police brutality

- Racial & religious profiling

- Police militarization

- Violent response to mental health crises

- Unnecessary low-level arrests

- Criminalizing people experiencing homelessness

- Over-policing in schools

- Ineffective & harmful zero tolerance policies

- Limited accountability, transparency & oversight

To address these issues, we expect that the next Police Chief will implement significant changes. The status quo
simply won't do. Having only one month and two carefully curated community forums during which to engage a
single candidate is insufficient to properly vet whether these issues will be addressed satisfactorily, or at all, by the
next Police Chief.

Austin is the 11th biggest city in the United States and this community expects that its leadership will perform their
duties with the professionalism befitting a city of our size. That includes conducting a thorough and transparent
Police Chief search to ensure that the very best candidates apply with the knowledge that they have a legitimate
opportunity.  

At minimum, #OurNextChief must commit to support and/or implement reforms that ensure:

- An end to racial profiling and unnecessary low-level arrests,

- The school-to-prison and arrest-to-deportation pipelines are shut off,

- Homelessness is no longer criminalized,

- Mental health professionals are first responders for those in need,

- Arrest diversion programs for low-level drug possession,

- Accountability for officers that commit misconduct,

- Transparency into police operations, training and discipline, and

- Police are subject to robust and transparent civilian oversight.
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The position of Police Chief is of vital importance, and for the people that interact with officers under their
command their decisions can literally mean the difference between dignity or humiliation, health or injury,
resilience or poverty, freedom or detention, family or deportation, security or fear, and life or death. The decision
about who fills that role must be made using the utmost diligence and thorough community engagement.
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From: Kimberly Lauriston
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: #OurNextChief Must Commit to Implement Reforms
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 3:29:04 PM

Dear City Manager Spencer Cronk,

Austin remains among the safest cities in the U.S., yet we face many of the same critical issues with policing as
cities across the country, including:

- Police brutality

- Racial & religious profiling

- Police militarization

- Violent response to mental health crises

- Unnecessary low-level arrests

- Criminalizing people experiencing homelessness

- Over-policing in schools

- Ineffective & harmful zero tolerance policies

- Limited accountability, transparency & oversight

To address these issues, we expect that the next Police Chief will implement significant changes. The status quo
simply won't do. Having only one month and two carefully curated community forums during which to engage a
single candidate is insufficient to properly vet whether these issues will be addressed satisfactorily, or at all, by the
next Police Chief.

Austin is the 11th biggest city in the United States and this community expects that its leadership will perform their
duties with the professionalism befitting a city of our size. That includes conducting a thorough and transparent
Police Chief search to ensure that the very best candidates apply with the knowledge that they have a legitimate
opportunity.  

At minimum, #OurNextChief must commit to support and/or implement reforms that ensure:

- An end to racial profiling and unnecessary low-level arrests,

- The school-to-prison and arrest-to-deportation pipelines are shut off,

- Homelessness is no longer criminalized,

- Mental health professionals are first responders for those in need,

- Arrest diversion programs for low-level drug possession,

- Accountability for officers that commit misconduct,

- Transparency into police operations, training and discipline, and

- Police are subject to robust and transparent civilian oversight.
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The position of Police Chief is of vital importance, and for the people that interact with officers under their
command their decisions can literally mean the difference between dignity or humiliation, health or injury,
resilience or poverty, freedom or detention, family or deportation, security or fear, and life or death. The decision
about who fills that role must be made using the utmost diligence and thorough community engagement.
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From: Cluren Williams
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: #OurNextChief Must Commit to Implement Reforms
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 4:04:04 PM

Dear City Manager Spencer Cronk,

Austin remains among the safest cities in the U.S., yet we face many of the same critical issues with policing as
cities across the country, including:

- Police brutality

- Racial & religious profiling

- Police militarization

- Violent response to mental health crises

- Unnecessary low-level arrests

- Criminalizing people experiencing homelessness

- Over-policing in schools

- Ineffective & harmful zero tolerance policies

- Limited accountability, transparency & oversight

To address these issues, we expect that the next Police Chief will implement significant changes. The status quo
simply won't do. Having only one month and two carefully curated community forums during which to engage a
single candidate is insufficient to properly vet whether these issues will be addressed satisfactorily, or at all, by the
next Police Chief.

Austin is the 11th biggest city in the United States and this community expects that its leadership will perform their
duties with the professionalism befitting a city of our size. That includes conducting a thorough and transparent
Police Chief search to ensure that the very best candidates apply with the knowledge that they have a legitimate
opportunity.  

At minimum, #OurNextChief must commit to support and/or implement reforms that ensure:

- An end to racial profiling and unnecessary low-level arrests,

- The school-to-prison and arrest-to-deportation pipelines are shut off,

- Homelessness is no longer criminalized,

- Mental health professionals are first responders for those in need,

- Arrest diversion programs for low-level drug possession,

- Accountability for officers that commit misconduct,

- Transparency into police operations, training and discipline, and

- Police are subject to robust and transparent civilian oversight.
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The position of Police Chief is of vital importance, and for the people that interact with officers under their
command their decisions can literally mean the difference between dignity or humiliation, health or injury,
resilience or poverty, freedom or detention, family or deportation, security or fear, and life or death. The decision
about who fills that role must be made using the utmost diligence and thorough community engagement.
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From: Jake Crowther
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: #OurNextChief Must Commit to Implement Reforms
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 4:04:17 PM

Dear City Manager Spencer Cronk,

Austin remains among the safest cities in the U.S., yet we face many of the same critical issues with policing as
cities across the country, including:

- Police brutality

- Racial & religious profiling

- Police militarization

- Violent response to mental health crises

- Unnecessary low-level arrests

- Criminalizing people experiencing homelessness

- Over-policing in schools

- Ineffective & harmful zero tolerance policies

- Limited accountability, transparency & oversight

To address these issues, we expect that the next Police Chief will implement significant changes. The status quo
simply won't do. Having only one month and two carefully curated community forums during which to engage a
single candidate is insufficient to properly vet whether these issues will be addressed satisfactorily, or at all, by the
next Police Chief.

Austin is the 11th biggest city in the United States and this community expects that its leadership will perform their
duties with the professionalism befitting a city of our size. That includes conducting a thorough and transparent
Police Chief search to ensure that the very best candidates apply with the knowledge that they have a legitimate
opportunity.  

At minimum, #OurNextChief must commit to support and/or implement reforms that ensure:

- An end to racial profiling and unnecessary low-level arrests,

- The school-to-prison and arrest-to-deportation pipelines are shut off,

- Homelessness is no longer criminalized,

- Mental health professionals are first responders for those in need,

- Arrest diversion programs for low-level drug possession,

- Accountability for officers that commit misconduct,

- Transparency into police operations, training and discipline, and

- Police are subject to robust and transparent civilian oversight.
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The position of Police Chief is of vital importance, and for the people that interact with officers under their
command their decisions can literally mean the difference between dignity or humiliation, health or injury,
resilience or poverty, freedom or detention, family or deportation, security or fear, and life or death. The decision
about who fills that role must be made using the utmost diligence and thorough community engagement.
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From: Isabel Lopez-Aguilar
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Question.
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 4:15:53 PM

How is the chief planning to address the lack of effective translation services for the non-
english speaking communities, for a more effective interaction between officers and
community?
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From: Al Lindsey, M.D.
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: #OurNextChief Must Commit to Implement Reforms
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 4:18:53 PM

Dear City Manager Spencer Cronk,

Austin remains among the safest cities in the U.S., yet we face many of the same critical issues with policing as
cities across the country, including:

- Police brutality

- Racial & religious profiling

- Police militarization

- Violent response to mental health crises

- Unnecessary low-level arrests

- Criminalizing people experiencing homelessness

- Over-policing in schools

- Ineffective & harmful zero tolerance policies

- Limited accountability, transparency & oversight

To address these issues, we expect that the next Police Chief will implement significant changes. The status quo
simply won't do. Having only one month and two carefully curated community forums during which to engage a
single candidate is insufficient to properly vet whether these issues will be addressed satisfactorily, or at all, by the
next Police Chief.

Austin is the 11th biggest city in the United States and this community expects that its leadership will perform their
duties with the professionalism befitting a city of our size. That includes conducting a thorough and transparent
Police Chief search to ensure that the very best candidates apply with the knowledge that they have a legitimate
opportunity.  

At minimum, #OurNextChief must commit to support and/or implement reforms that ensure:

- An end to racial profiling and unnecessary low-level arrests,

- The school-to-prison and arrest-to-deportation pipelines are shut off,

- Homelessness is no longer criminalized,

- Mental health professionals are first responders for those in need,

- Arrest diversion programs for low-level drug possession,

- Accountability for officers that commit misconduct,

- Transparency into police operations, training and discipline, and

- Police are subject to robust and transparent civilian oversight.
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The position of Police Chief is of vital importance, and for the people that interact with officers under their
command their decisions can literally mean the difference between dignity or humiliation, health or injury,
resilience or poverty, freedom or detention, family or deportation, security or fear, and life or death. The decision
about who fills that role must be made using the utmost diligence and thorough community engagement.
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From: Julia Austin
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: #OurNextChief Must Commit to Implement Reforms
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 4:24:37 PM

Dear City Manager Spencer Cronk,

Austin remains among the safest cities in the U.S., yet we face many of the same critical issues with policing as
cities across the country, including:

- Police brutality

- Racial & religious profiling

- Police militarization

- Violent response to mental health crises

- Unnecessary low-level arrests

- Criminalizing people experiencing homelessness

- Over-policing in schools

- Ineffective & harmful zero tolerance policies

- Limited accountability, transparency & oversight

To address these issues, we expect that the next Police Chief will implement significant changes. The status quo
simply won't do. Having only one month and two carefully curated community forums during which to engage a
single candidate is insufficient to properly vet whether these issues will be addressed satisfactorily, or at all, by the
next Police Chief.

Austin is the 11th biggest city in the United States and this community expects that its leadership will perform their
duties with the professionalism befitting a city of our size. That includes conducting a thorough and transparent
Police Chief search to ensure that the very best candidates apply with the knowledge that they have a legitimate
opportunity.  

At minimum, #OurNextChief must commit to support and/or implement reforms that ensure:

- An end to racial profiling and unnecessary low-level arrests,

- The school-to-prison and arrest-to-deportation pipelines are shut off,

- Homelessness is no longer criminalized,

- Mental health professionals are first responders for those in need,

- Arrest diversion programs for low-level drug possession,

- Accountability for officers that commit misconduct,

- Transparency into police operations, training and discipline, and

- Police are subject to robust and transparent civilian oversight.
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The position of Police Chief is of vital importance, and for the people that interact with officers under their
command their decisions can literally mean the difference between dignity or humiliation, health or injury,
resilience or poverty, freedom or detention, family or deportation, security or fear, and life or death. The decision
about who fills that role must be made using the utmost diligence and thorough community engagement.
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From: Maria Person <  (Relayed)
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: #OurNextChief Must Commit to Implement Reforms
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 5:49:47 PM

Dear City Manager Spencer Cronk,

Austin remains among the safest cities in the U.S., yet we face many of the same critical issues with policing as
cities across the country, including:

- Police brutality

- Racial & religious profiling

- Police militarization

- Violent response to mental health crises

- Unnecessary low-level arrests

- Criminalizing people experiencing homelessness

- Over-policing in schools

- Ineffective & harmful zero tolerance policies

- Limited accountability, transparency & oversight

To address these issues, we expect that the next Police Chief will implement significant changes. The status quo
simply won't do. Having only one month and two carefully curated community forums during which to engage a
single candidate is insufficient to properly vet whether these issues will be addressed satisfactorily, or at all, by the
next Police Chief.

Austin is the 11th biggest city in the United States and this community expects that its leadership will perform their
duties with the professionalism befitting a city of our size. That includes conducting a thorough and transparent
Police Chief search to ensure that the very best candidates apply with the knowledge that they have a legitimate
opportunity.  

At minimum, #OurNextChief must commit to support and/or implement reforms that ensure:

- An end to racial profiling and unnecessary low-level arrests,

- The school-to-prison and arrest-to-deportation pipelines are shut off,

- Homelessness is no longer criminalized,

- Mental health professionals are first responders for those in need,

- Arrest diversion programs for low-level drug possession,

- Accountability for officers that commit misconduct,

- Transparency into police operations, training and discipline, and

- Police are subject to robust and transparent civilian oversight.
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The position of Police Chief is of vital importance, and for the people that interact with officers under their
command their decisions can literally mean the difference between dignity or humiliation, health or injury,
resilience or poverty, freedom or detention, family or deportation, security or fear, and life or death. The decision
about who fills that role must be made using the utmost diligence and thorough community engagement.
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From: Valentina Vale
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: #OurNextChief Must Commit to Implement Reforms
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 5:50:14 PM

Dear City Manager Spencer Cronk,

Austin remains among the safest cities in the U.S., yet we face many of the same critical issues with policing as
cities across the country, including:

- Police brutality

- Racial & religious profiling

- Police militarization

- Violent response to mental health crises

- Unnecessary low-level arrests

- Criminalizing people experiencing homelessness

- Over-policing in schools

- Ineffective & harmful zero tolerance policies

- Limited accountability, transparency & oversight

To address these issues, we expect that the next Police Chief will implement significant changes. The status quo
simply won't do. Having only one month and two carefully curated community forums during which to engage a
single candidate is insufficient to properly vet whether these issues will be addressed satisfactorily, or at all, by the
next Police Chief.

Austin is the 11th biggest city in the United States and this community expects that its leadership will perform their
duties with the professionalism befitting a city of our size. That includes conducting a thorough and transparent
Police Chief search to ensure that the very best candidates apply with the knowledge that they have a legitimate
opportunity.  

At minimum, #OurNextChief must commit to support and/or implement reforms that ensure:

- An end to racial profiling and unnecessary low-level arrests,

- The school-to-prison and arrest-to-deportation pipelines are shut off,

- Homelessness is no longer criminalized,

- Mental health professionals are first responders for those in need,

- Arrest diversion programs for low-level drug possession,

- Accountability for officers that commit misconduct,

- Transparency into police operations, training and discipline, and

- Police are subject to robust and transparent civilian oversight.
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The position of Police Chief is of vital importance, and for the people that interact with officers under their
command their decisions can literally mean the difference between dignity or humiliation, health or injury,
resilience or poverty, freedom or detention, family or deportation, security or fear, and life or death. The decision
about who fills that role must be made using the utmost diligence and thorough community engagement.
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From: Melissa Jackson
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Chief Brian Manley
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 6:20:37 PM

I wish to express my support for Chief Brian Manley to be named as permanent Police Chief of Austin.

I believe he has done an outstanding job as Interim Police Chief.

As a native Austinite, he knows and understands our city.

I was particularly impressed with the way that he handled himself during the difficult situations surrounding the
Austin Bomber.

I hope you will let him continue the great work he has begun and recognize his strengths and many successes.

Sincerely,

Melissa Jackson
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From:
To: Our Next Chief
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 6:56:08 PM
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From: Catherina Conte
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Questions
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 7:12:40 PM

What do you consider to be the vital strategies to reduce the influence of implicit bias in policing?

Many communities of color believe their communities are over-policed. In your opinion, what will it take for trust to
grow between police and communities of color?

Does the police department have access to data indicating which officers were more prone to racial bias and if so,
what is your plan to address these officers?

What do you believe to be the appropriate police approach to addressing and de-escalating mental health crisis
occurring on the street in which law enforcement are responding?

As minorities are traditionally underrepresented in law enforcement, and representation is one way to increase
credibility and connection, what is your plan to ensure diversity in the Austin Police Department?

Sent from my iPhone, please excuse brevity and typos
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From: Walter Hustede
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: My Hope
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 7:22:07 PM

Just wanted to let you know that there is one household in south Austin that is waiting
patiently for the city to finalize yoyr appointment as our next full time police chief. My age and
health keeps me from attending your last forum; however I'm able to send you this email.

There is one really big problem I've had for much too long. I have lived in the 78745 zip code in
the same house on Berkett Drive. As I'm way too old I rarely leave this zip code. It is terrible
how people drive their cars. There is not a day that goes by that I see excessive speeding;
ruining stop signs and traffic lights; and just not obeying our traffic laws.

Please increase your patrols within this zip code. I will definitely sleep better and hopefully live
to see you have a long tour as our Police Chief.
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From:
To: Our Next Chief
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 7:22:39 PM

Patrol southeast Austin more often. Foot patrol areas off of bluff springs and blue meadow area. Presence works best
against crime.
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From: Barbara Mojica <  (Relayed)
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: #OurNextChief Must Commit to Implement Reforms
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 7:34:14 PM

Dear City Manager Spencer Cronk,

Austin remains among the safest cities in the U.S., yet we face many of the same critical issues with policing as
cities across the country, including:

- Police brutality

- Racial & religious profiling

- Police militarization

- Violent response to mental health crises

- Unnecessary low-level arrests

- Criminalizing people experiencing homelessness

- Over-policing in schools

- Ineffective & harmful zero tolerance policies

- Limited accountability, transparency & oversight

To address these issues, we expect that the next Police Chief will implement significant changes. The status quo
simply won't do. Having only one month and two carefully curated community forums during which to engage a
single candidate is insufficient to properly vet whether these issues will be addressed satisfactorily, or at all, by the
next Police Chief.

Austin is the 11th biggest city in the United States and this community expects that its leadership will perform their
duties with the professionalism befitting a city of our size. That includes conducting a thorough and transparent
Police Chief search to ensure that the very best candidates apply with the knowledge that they have a legitimate
opportunity.  

At minimum, #OurNextChief must commit to support and/or implement reforms that ensure:

- An end to racial profiling and unnecessary low-level arrests,

- The school-to-prison and arrest-to-deportation pipelines are shut off,

- Homelessness is no longer criminalized,

- Mental health professionals are first responders for those in need,

- Arrest diversion programs for low-level drug possession,

- Accountability for officers that commit misconduct,

- Transparency into police operations, training and discipline, and

- Police are subject to robust and transparent civilian oversight.
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The position of Police Chief is of vital importance, and for the people that interact with officers under their
command their decisions can literally mean the difference between dignity or humiliation, health or injury,
resilience or poverty, freedom or detention, family or deportation, security or fear, and life or death. The decision
about who fills that role must be made using the utmost diligence and thorough community engagement.
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From: Moravia de la O
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: #OurNextChief Must Commit to Implement Reforms
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 8:14:12 PM

Dear City Manager Spencer Cronk,

Austin remains among the safest cities in the U.S., yet we face many of the same critical issues with policing as
cities across the country, including:

- Police brutality

- Racial & religious profiling

- Police militarization

- Violent response to mental health crises

- Unnecessary low-level arrests

- Criminalizing people experiencing homelessness

- Over-policing in schools

- Ineffective & harmful zero tolerance policies

- Limited accountability, transparency & oversight

To address these issues, we expect that the next Police Chief will implement significant changes. The status quo
simply won't do. Having only one month and two carefully curated community forums during which to engage a
single candidate is insufficient to properly vet whether these issues will be addressed satisfactorily, or at all, by the
next Police Chief.

Austin is the 11th biggest city in the United States and this community expects that its leadership will perform their
duties with the professionalism befitting a city of our size. That includes conducting a thorough and transparent
Police Chief search to ensure that the very best candidates apply with the knowledge that they have a legitimate
opportunity.  

At minimum, #OurNextChief must commit to support and/or implement reforms that ensure:

- An end to racial profiling and unnecessary low-level arrests,

- The school-to-prison and arrest-to-deportation pipelines are shut off,

- Homelessness is no longer criminalized,

- Mental health professionals are first responders for those in need,

- Arrest diversion programs for low-level drug possession,

- Accountability for officers that commit misconduct,

- Transparency into police operations, training and discipline, and

- Police are subject to robust and transparent civilian oversight.
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The position of Police Chief is of vital importance, and for the people that interact with officers under their
command their decisions can literally mean the difference between dignity or humiliation, health or injury,
resilience or poverty, freedom or detention, family or deportation, security or fear, and life or death. The decision
about who fills that role must be made using the utmost diligence and thorough community engagement.
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From: Lori Sommer
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: #OurNextChief Must Commit to Implement Reforms
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 8:18:31 PM

Dear City Manager Spencer Cronk,

Austin remains among the safest cities in the U.S., yet we face many of the same critical issues with policing as
cities across the country, including:

- Police brutality

- Racial & religious profiling

- Police militarization

- Violent response to mental health crises

- Unnecessary low-level arrests

- Criminalizing people experiencing homelessness

- Over-policing in schools

- Ineffective & harmful zero tolerance policies

- Limited accountability, transparency & oversight

To address these issues, we expect that the next Police Chief will implement significant changes. The status quo
simply won't do. Having only one month and two carefully curated community forums during which to engage a
single candidate is insufficient to properly vet whether these issues will be addressed satisfactorily, or at all, by the
next Police Chief.

Austin is the 11th biggest city in the United States and this community expects that its leadership will perform their
duties with the professionalism befitting a city of our size. That includes conducting a thorough and transparent
Police Chief search to ensure that the very best candidates apply with the knowledge that they have a legitimate
opportunity.  

At minimum, #OurNextChief must commit to support and/or implement reforms that ensure:

- An end to racial profiling and unnecessary low-level arrests,

- The school-to-prison and arrest-to-deportation pipelines are shut off,

- Homelessness is no longer criminalized,

- Mental health professionals are first responders for those in need,

- Arrest diversion programs for low-level drug possession,

- Accountability for officers that commit misconduct,

- Transparency into police operations, training and discipline, and

- Police are subject to robust and transparent civilian oversight.
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The position of Police Chief is of vital importance, and for the people that interact with officers under their
command their decisions can literally mean the difference between dignity or humiliation, health or injury,
resilience or poverty, freedom or detention, family or deportation, security or fear, and life or death. The decision
about who fills that role must be made using the utmost diligence and thorough community engagement.
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From: Allan Alaspa
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Chief Manley
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 8:54:32 PM

My wife and I have lived in Austin for over 40 years and we don't write
in very much.  But we would like to take this opportunity to express our
thanks and support to Chief Manley and strongly support his permanent
appointment to Austin Police Chief.

Our last police chief Acevedo was selected in a national selection
process and did a fine job.  BUT we believe he was sometimes a bit more
political than appropriate and made some questionable quick calls - as
do we all do of course.

Chief Manley, in our observations, has shown to be every bit as good as
Manley and in a number of ways better in his handling of his job and his
communications. Below are some specific areas that we appreciate
Manley's leadership.

1.  He's right here and has been on the job for 18 months versus a new
one starting from scratch.

2.  His leadership and involvement in high profile situations has shown
great maturity, common sense (an often forgotten strength), patience and
well thought out communication  which gives us great respect for his
comprehension of situations and factual balanced communications.

3.  He seems like a problem solver as evident in the bombings recently. 
Not only that, but he appeared to work well across many organizations in
a manner we've not witnessed often enough.

4.  Y'all would need to judge this, but it appears like he also has
respect from the people he leads and his peers.

5.  He knows Austin.

6.  While he has some critics on some issue, that's Austin. Anyone in a
position of control or power will get that we think some of this is to
address a self serving position.  For example, we really appreciated his
assessment of the bomber's recording. It is not for me to say what
should be released, but at least we were provided some insight into the
person from a chief that in our assessment has great credibility.  Thank
you Chief Manley.

Summary - we strongly believe Manley deserves to be permanently named
Austin Chief of Police.

Allan and Kathy Alaspa
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From: Beth Link
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: #OurNextChief Must Commit to Implement Reforms
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 9:28:51 PM

Dear City Manager Spencer Cronk,

Austin remains among the safest cities in the U.S., yet we face many of the same critical issues with policing as
cities across the country, including:

- Police brutality

- Racial & religious profiling

- Police militarization

- Violent response to mental health crises

- Unnecessary low-level arrests

- Criminalizing people experiencing homelessness

- Over-policing in schools

- Ineffective & harmful zero tolerance policies

- Limited accountability, transparency & oversight

To address these issues, we expect that the next Police Chief will implement significant changes. The status quo
simply won't do. Having only one month and two carefully curated community forums during which to engage a
single candidate is insufficient to properly vet whether these issues will be addressed satisfactorily, or at all, by the
next Police Chief.

Austin is the 11th biggest city in the United States and this community expects that its leadership will perform their
duties with the professionalism befitting a city of our size. That includes conducting a thorough and transparent
Police Chief search to ensure that the very best candidates apply with the knowledge that they have a legitimate
opportunity.  

At minimum, #OurNextChief must commit to support and/or implement reforms that ensure:

- An end to racial profiling and unnecessary low-level arrests,

- The school-to-prison and arrest-to-deportation pipelines are shut off,

- Homelessness is no longer criminalized,

- Mental health professionals are first responders for those in need,

- Arrest diversion programs for low-level drug possession,

- Accountability for officers that commit misconduct,

- Transparency into police operations, training and discipline, and

- Police are subject to robust and transparent civilian oversight.
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The position of Police Chief is of vital importance, and for the people that interact with officers under their
command their decisions can literally mean the difference between dignity or humiliation, health or injury,
resilience or poverty, freedom or detention, family or deportation, security or fear, and life or death. The decision
about who fills that role must be made using the utmost diligence and thorough community engagement.
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From: Joshua Blaine
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: #OurNextChief Must Commit to Implement Reforms
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 10:20:48 PM

Dear City Manager Spencer Cronk,

Austin remains among the safest cities in the U.S., yet we face many of the same critical issues with policing as
cities across the country, including:

- Police brutality

- Racial & religious profiling

- Police militarization

- Violent response to mental health crises

- Unnecessary low-level arrests

- Criminalizing people experiencing homelessness

- Over-policing in schools

- Ineffective & harmful zero tolerance policies

- Limited accountability, transparency & oversight

To address these issues, we expect that the next Police Chief will implement significant changes. The status quo
simply won't do. Having only one month and two carefully curated community forums during which to engage a
single candidate is insufficient to properly vet whether these issues will be addressed satisfactorily, or at all, by the
next Police Chief.

Austin is the 11th biggest city in the United States and this community expects that its leadership will perform their
duties with the professionalism befitting a city of our size. That includes conducting a thorough and transparent
Police Chief search to ensure that the very best candidates apply with the knowledge that they have a legitimate
opportunity.  

At minimum, #OurNextChief must commit to support and/or implement reforms that ensure:

- An end to racial profiling and unnecessary low-level arrests,

- The school-to-prison and arrest-to-deportation pipelines are shut off,

- Homelessness is no longer criminalized,

- Mental health professionals are first responders for those in need,

- Arrest diversion programs for low-level drug possession,

- Accountability for officers that commit misconduct,

- Transparency into police operations, training and discipline, and

- Police are subject to robust and transparent civilian oversight.
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The position of Police Chief is of vital importance, and for the people that interact with officers under their
command their decisions can literally mean the difference between dignity or humiliation, health or injury,
resilience or poverty, freedom or detention, family or deportation, security or fear, and life or death. The decision
about who fills that role must be made using the utmost diligence and thorough community engagement.
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From: Travis Wesley
To:
Cc: Our Next Chief; Cronk, Spencer
Subject: One sided pre recorded questions at APD Chief Event 5/17/18
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 11:12:35 PM

Hello Mr. Stotesbery,
 
My name is Travis Wesley and I am an Austin Native that attend your APD Meet the Chief event
tonight. Your facility was amazing (first time) and the food/drink out was appreciated. Thank you for
that.
 
I wanted to talk about our conversation you and I had at the end of the evening once the
presentation was over. You told me to email you so here it is.
 
Throughout the evening questions were asked of APD Chief Manley through pre recorded questions.
I think that’s a great idea just to move things along and get the question and answer in a timely
manner. What I did find interesting is that I thought these questions were suppose to be from all
around the city and from different kinds of people and groups. What I saw was people from the
same group asking questions after question. The group I am referring to is the Austin Justice
Coalition. I know of 3 maybe 4 high ranking members of that group that had their question
prerecorded and played at tonight’s event. All of them had the same exact background which got me
thinking, were the other people asking questions with the same background part of the same
group?? I hope not.
 
I think the Chief can handle any question thrown at him and he did a great job tonight. I just wish
more pre recorded questions were more inclusive from all parts of Austin instead of the same
people that talk in front of city council and bash the Austin Police Department meeting after meeting
or maybe that’s what your editor/reporter was looking for? That is my questions, Did your
reporters/editors just go out and ask a lot of cop hating groups to ask these questions and record
them? Why so many questions from that one specific group? Why the same background? Was that
group contacted to ask a questions? How many from that one group got to ask a question? Why was
my Pro Police Group no contacted to ask a question? Did your reporters/editor contact an Pro Police
Groups? I found 99% of the questions tonight to be very one sided but the question from the AISD
Teacher about kids and APD was a good one so at least it wasn’t 100% one sided.
 
Thank you very much for your time and I look forward to hearing back from you in a timely manner. I
know it will take time to talk to your staff and get to the bottom of this.
 
Again, your event space was amazing!
 
Good night.
 
Travis Wesley
Citizen Led Austin Safety Partnership (CLASP) 
President
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From: Bill Stotesbery
To: Travis Wesley
Cc: Bill Stotesbery; Our Next Chief; Cronk, Spencer
Subject: Re: One sided pre recorded questions at APD Chief Event 5/17/18
Date: Friday, May 18, 2018 8:32:58 AM

Travis,

Thanks for the email followup to our conversation at the studio. I'd like to talk with
our production team before I respond in detail, but I understand your concern and
appreciate your comments.   I will get back to you...

Best,

Bill 

Bill Stotesbery
General Manager
KLRU-TV, Austin PBS
P.O. Box 7158 l Austin, TX 78713
direct:  l  Cell: 

 l www.klru.org  l http://video.klru.tv/

On Thu, May 17, 2018 at 11:11 PM, Travis Wesley <  wrote:

Hello Mr. Stotesbery,

 

My name is Travis Wesley and I am an Austin Native that attend your APD Meet the Chief
event tonight. Your facility was amazing (first time) and the food/drink out was appreciated.
Thank you for that.

 

I wanted to talk about our conversation you and I had at the end of the evening once the
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presentation was over. You told me to email you so here it is.

 

Throughout the evening questions were asked of APD Chief Manley through pre recorded
questions. I think that’s a great idea just to move things along and get the question and
answer in a timely manner. What I did find interesting is that I thought these questions were
suppose to be from all around the city and from different kinds of people and groups. What I
saw was people from the same group asking questions after question. The group I am
referring to is the Austin Justice Coalition. I know of 3 maybe 4 high ranking members of
that group that had their question prerecorded and played at tonight’s event. All of them had
the same exact background which got me thinking, were the other people asking questions
with the same background part of the same group?? I hope not.

 

I think the Chief can handle any question thrown at him and he did a great job tonight. I just
wish more pre recorded questions were more inclusive from all parts of Austin instead of the
same people that talk in front of city council and bash the Austin Police Department meeting
after meeting or maybe that’s what your editor/reporter was looking for? That is my
questions, Did your reporters/editors just go out and ask a lot of cop hating groups to ask
these questions and record them? Why so many questions from that one specific group?
Why the same background? Was that group contacted to ask a questions? How many from
that one group got to ask a question? Why was my Pro Police Group no contacted to ask a
question? Did your reporters/editor contact an Pro Police Groups? I found 99% of the
questions tonight to be very one sided but the question from the AISD Teacher about kids
and APD was a good one so at least it wasn’t 100% one sided.

 

Thank you very much for your time and I look forward to hearing back from you in a timely
manner. I know it will take time to talk to your staff and get to the bottom of this.

 

Again, your event space was amazing!

 

Good night.

 

Travis Wesley

Citizen Led Austin Safety Partnership (CLASP) 

President
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From: Gretchen Crook
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: City of Austin resident with concerns about limiting the search for chief
Date: Friday, May 18, 2018 10:54:37 AM

I want to see a nationwide search. Our community deserves the due diligence rather than assuming he is
the best choice. I say this as an early supporter of Manley from day 1 but there will be constant second
guessing and people's voices won't be adequately heard if this plan goes through to keep Manley without
a further search.

Key challenges:  community trust, combined with trust of the force; changing demographics and further
divide of community by socioeconomic differences; improve training of force to become embedded in
community to avoid use of unnecessary force and improve housing to allow the force to actually live in the
city

next 5 years:  narcotic overdoses and crimes;  immigration enforcement issues; changing transportation
methods; greater risk for homelessness and decreased access to healthcare and food with changes in
federal requirements/laws

Gretchen Crook
5404 Highland Crest Dr.  78731
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From: Susan Pantell
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Police Chief
Date: Friday, May 18, 2018 11:00:49 AM

Mr. Cronk,

I have been impressed by Mr. Manley's responses at the community forums.

I support the following needs for improvement:

An end to racial profiling and unnecessary low-level arrests,
The school-to-prison and arrest-to-deportation pipelines are shut off,
Homelessness is no longer criminalized,
Mental health professionals are first responders for those in need,
Arrest diversion programs for low-level drug possession,
Accountability for officers that commit misconduct,
Transparency into police operations, training and discipline, and
Police are subject to robust and transparent civilian oversight.

One issue that I did not hear him address, though he may have, is the internal culture regarding
police officers reporting bad behavior by other officers. I think it is important that the police
chief encourage that type of reporting so that problematic officers are dealt with before they
cause more serious harm.

If Mr. Manley is hired, I suggest that there be a review period, maybe a year, after which the
public is able to weigh in on his performance.

Thank you for the opportunity to provide input.

Sincerely,

Susan Pantell
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From: PHYLLIS Joan OWENS
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Friday, May 18, 2018 11:46:10 AM

From: PHYLLIS Joan OWENS <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

I believe that Chief Manley has proven his ability to serve Austin Tx Police Department. It would be short sighted to
not name him as the permanent Chief for Austin.

Chief Brian Manley has the experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary performance
as interim chief during the past seventeen months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community
and is willing to decisively address problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful
chief of police. As a lifelong Austin resident, Chief Manley shares the unique values of the community.
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From: Godelba Molinar
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: My Priorities for Austin Police Department
Date: Friday, May 18, 2018 12:28:28 PM

1)            What are the key characteristics you think we need in our next Chief of Police?
<provide your answer here>** Immediate action when address issues in the community, like when
Acting Chief Manley did
When we had a boomer in Austin, Tx.  I demonstrated professionalism in directly his  team and It
was a good feeling to know that he cared for the community with his teamwork.  He didn’t hesitate
with his action and informed us every step of the way, he made me feel very secure.  He provided
the community with action to prevent and to look out for and to avoid certain places or items.  My
grandson is an A+ student, he never misses classes but when this happened he actually was scared,
he told me that “he was glad that we have a Great Police Chief Manley”.  That is why I feel good,
confident and with no fear if Acting Chief Manley is elected as Chief, we know he will get the jobs
done.  I would volunteer at any time with assisting the future Chief Manley.
 
2)            What do you believe are the key challenges that need to be immediately addressed by the
next Chief of Police?
<provide your answer here> **Be visual and involve with the community whether it be east, west,
north or south.  I’m not sure how their budget is and what it would cost to add more sub-stations to
needed area.  I feel any challenges that arise will be taken care of by Acting Chief Manley and his
team.  His team trust in him and his trust his team officers, if he has that all challenges will be
address.  (one issue to address) – Motor cycle, bikers need to follow street rules, the increase of
cyclist accidents have been because they do not follow the driving rules, maybe a tv ads news to
have them vehicle, cyclist, bicyclist drivers, know of rules, or signs .  
 
3)            What issues do you believe the Austin Police Department must be prepared to address over
the next five years?
<provide your answer here> APD will probably have to prepare for more crime, auto accidents on
IH35, If Acting Chief Manley is elected I’m sure we will have less, because he has met with gang
member group to deescalate issues, he is a
Prepared for action person, community issues are important to him.  He doesn’t choose race to
expedite his actions. He is the best officer to have as Police Chief, he is professional and down to
earth. We do not need an outsider that doesn’t know Austin, we need an officer that know Austin,
know the people, know the issues and know the problems to take care of.
 
Thank you
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From: Susan
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Fw: CLASP Endorses Manley as Chief
Date: Friday, May 18, 2018 5:53:36 PM

 
 
From: Susan
Sent: Monday, May 7, 2018 10:36 AM
To:  ;  ; Jimmy Flannigan
Subject: Fw: CLASP Endorses Manley as Chief
 

We encourage neighborhoods throughout Austin to join us in supporting Brian Manley to be
appointed as our Police Chief.  City Manager Spencer Cronk selected Interim Chief Manley as
the lone finalist for the position of chief last week.  Two Community Forums have been
scheduled for residents of Austin to provide their input and hear from Chief Manley.  In
addition, a number of other forms of communication to provide input have been made
available (see below).
 
Chief Manley has 28 years of experience in law enforcement starting as an APD patrol officer,
is a graduate of UT Austin and St. Edward’s University, and in his career has supervised several
units of APD including Child Abuse, Highway Operations, Homicide, Internal Affairs, Narcotics,
Patrol, Recruiting and Training, and Special Operations and Homeland Security.  His knowledge
and understanding of Austin is vital to providing needed services for our population.
 
Chief Manley has proven that he is highly qualified on all counts, dedicated, intelligent,
focused, and compassionate.  His long career of service to Austin is a testament to his
character; his vision for community engagement and practice of listening to the voices of
Austin residents are traits required of a leader.  No amount of searching will find anyone as or
more suited than Brian Manley to be the Chief of Police in Austin, Texas.
 
Over the years CLASP has worked with neighborhoods to provide Neighborhood Watch
training, offered citywide formational forums, provided safety awareness and crime
prevention tools on our website/blog, and worked in collaboration with APD on community
policing/engagement issues.  In our experience, Chief Manley has been open to new ideas,
working toward solutions, and finding ways to increase the safety of our city.
 
Make your voice heard in support of Chief Manley:  Forum on May 7, 6:00-7:30 pm, Turner-
Roberts Rec Center, 7201 Colony Loop Drive; Forum on May 17, 7:00-8:30 pm, KLRU-TV
Studio, 2504 Whitis Avenue; both will be either broadcast live or via streaming video on
Facebook Live.
Online at www.speakupaustin.org/OurNextChief; Via text by sending the word “Chief” to 512-

 By email at   Via phone by calling 311 (language
services available).
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Citizen Led Austin Safety Partnership Board: Travis Wesley, Laura DiCarlo, Delwin Goss, Susan
Reed
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From: AT&T
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Fwd: Brian Manley - yes !
Date: Saturday, May 19, 2018 8:09:49 AM

>
> Brian Manley is a great candidate for police chief both by his professional experience and by his integrity. Sad it
took the city 18 months to approve him. I’m sure we all know why but know one wants to publicly say why.
>
> Doug Carroll
> Sent from my iPhone
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From: Ray and Kathleen Wazny
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Your citizens want Chief Manley. Please listen to us!
Date: Saturday, May 19, 2018 8:10:50 AM

Dear Mr. Cronk,

Our family has a deep history of experience in city and county government, in several states.  We appreciate and
understand the process of finding the best candidate for Chief of Police because we've been involved in that process
in other parts of the country.

Austin is a safe city.  We've lived all over the world.  That's not the case in many US cities and cities around the
world.  We're a big city, now, but we've retained our unique personality.  The Austin police Department, under the
leadership of Chief Manley, has not only fostered a professional law enforcement organization but he has fostered a
safe city where diversity is part of our fabric.

The bombings could have paralyzed this city.  They did not.  Chief Manley was in front of this madness and in front
of the public he has protected his entire career.  As a senior, I felt confident that Chief Manley would do everything
in his power to keep me safe, and to keep my Austin family safe.  He was able to interface with Federal law
enforcement.  Together they got the job done. 

He is a professional.  He knows our city.  We want him to stay as our Police Chief!

Kathleen Wazny
Austin, Texas
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From: George and Joann Traver
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Let"s hear it for Brian Manley!
Date: Saturday, May 19, 2018 3:25:24 PM

I support Chief Brian Manley.  I really believe he should be our next Chief of Police.  He has
been with APD his whole career.  He loves Austin, knows Austin, believes in the community,
has good ideas, wants to do what's right, has a calm approach to problems, and is making the
necessary changes according to the law.  Over the last 18 months he has shown his ability to
continue with meeting challenges that APD faces. It would be a shame to even consider going
national to search for Austin's next Chief when we have the person already in place. 

Joann Traver
5200 Valley Oak Drive
Austin, TX 78731
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From: Lisa Brown
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: #OurNextChief Must Commit to Implement Reforms
Date: Saturday, May 19, 2018 5:40:54 PM

Dear City Manager Spencer Cronk,

Austin remains among the safest cities in the U.S., yet we face many of the same critical issues with policing as
cities across the country, including:

- Police brutality

- Racial & religious profiling

- Police militarization

- Violent response to mental health crises

- Unnecessary low-level arrests

- Criminalizing people experiencing homelessness

- Over-policing in schools

- Ineffective & harmful zero tolerance policies

- Limited accountability, transparency & oversight

To address these issues, we expect that the next Police Chief will implement significant changes. The status quo
simply won't do. Having only one month and two carefully curated community forums during which to engage a
single candidate is insufficient to properly vet whether these issues will be addressed satisfactorily, or at all, by the
next Police Chief.

Austin is the 11th biggest city in the United States and this community expects that its leadership will perform their
duties with the professionalism befitting a city of our size. That includes conducting a thorough and transparent
Police Chief search to ensure that the very best candidates apply with the knowledge that they have a legitimate
opportunity.  

At minimum, #OurNextChief must commit to support and/or implement reforms that ensure:

- An end to racial profiling and unnecessary low-level arrests,

- The school-to-prison and arrest-to-deportation pipelines are shut off,

- Homelessness is no longer criminalized,

- Mental health professionals are first responders for those in need,

- Arrest diversion programs for low-level drug possession,

- Accountability for officers that commit misconduct,

- Transparency into police operations, training and discipline, and

- Police are subject to robust and transparent civilian oversight.
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The position of Police Chief is of vital importance, and for the people that interact with officers under their
command their decisions can literally mean the difference between dignity or humiliation, health or injury,
resilience or poverty, freedom or detention, family or deportation, security or fear, and life or death. The decision
about who fills that role must be made using the utmost diligence and thorough community engagement.
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From: Eva Lawler
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Please appoint Chief Manley as Austin"s Pemanent Police Chief
Date: Sunday, May 20, 2018 1:16:03 PM

Since 1974, I have been a citizen of Austin, Texas. With a background in IT and 
Quality, my experience includes conducting quality assessments of organizations based 
on the Malcom Baldrige framework. 

After attending the Tribune event where Chief Manley was interviewed on 
Thursday (May 17th) by the public, I think Chief Manley is the right individual to 
continue to lead the Austin Police Department.

Chief Manley uses a systematic approach in creating a vision for APD which 
included engaging with senior APD leadership, meeting with other police chiefs and 
gathering input from the community, partners and stakeholders.  He communicates that 
vision to new recruits graduating from the academy. He maintains an open door policy 
with officers to accept feedback, suggestions for improvement and keep the workforce 
engaged. 

Many police departments across the nation are operating under an old model that 
increases the likelihood of distrust, animosity and violence between officers and citizens. 
Chief Manley's inclusive leadership style will continue to make a positive impact on the 
APD organization. By personally meeting with outside organizations to fully understand 
their needs and incorporating that feedback into action plans to drive change, APD is 
positioned to continually improve. Training officers to increase their understanding and 
empathy towards people of color is one example of the efforts made by Chief Manley. It's 
a plus that he has lived and worked in the community for over 20+ years. Instead of 
negating the previous efforts of Chief Acevedo, he is committed to continue to improve 
on community policing, increasing transparency and ensuring facts drive decision 
making.

The systems in place as well as Chief Manley's communications reflect the 
importance he places on ethics and accountability within the department. He has 
communicated that all police personnel be role models for the community whether on 
duty or off. 

Together with former Chief Acevedo, he has shown a willingness to accept 
feedback and use it to improve.  This was demonstrated by the Department’s 
cooperation in the Police Equity Report issued in Fall, 2016 and it's incorporation into a 
strategic planning process.  

In a meeting with the community I attended (ACLU People Power), Chief Manley's 
intelligence, cooperative nature, and willingness to listen and answer questions in an 
empathetic, thoughtful manner increased the level of trust and confidence with the APD. 

His handling of the bombing incident was outstanding. Historically bombing 
crimes are difficult to solve and take time. Through his leadership, that included 
involving outside expert help, support for officers and communicating with the public, 
the case was solved quickly.

For these reasons and many more, I urge that you appoint Chief Manley the 
permanent Chief of Police of the Austin Police Department.

Sincerely,
Eva Lawler Esparza
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From: Christel Ericksoncollins
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Police Chief
Date: Sunday, May 20, 2018 3:53:37 PM

Dear Mr. Cronk,

I live in the greater Austin area and have been following the process of choosing the next Police Chief. I listened
online to the public forum a week ago and attended the last session on the UT campus. I had expected to come that
night with some reservations, but overall acceptance that Officer Manley would be the next Police Chief.
Unfortunately I did not feel that way after the meeting.

In spite of Officer Manley’s attendance at an ondoing racism training he missed many opportunities to indicate that
he is fully committed to uprooting racism from Austin’s police department.

It would have been nice if he had committed to a zero tolerance policy of officers brutality rather than a policy
towards low level arrests which disproportionately harm people of color. His comment that there will always be
unfortunate incidents did not inspire a feeling that officer misconduct is a top priority.

It would have been nice if he had committed to allocating money towards measures to ensure that mental health
issues do not end disastrously; it would seem this population utilizes a good share of resources of the police
department, thus it makes sense to utilize money already budgeted to address these issues. Additionally, prevention
is always the cheapest use of resources.

It would have been nice if Officer Manley had shown respect and a genuine belief that the onus is on the Police
Department to earn the trust of the Afro-American community by responding with a show of support and concern to
the young man who spoke with justifiable frustration about his life experiences. My adult daughter with me at the
time was surprised by Officer Manley’s seeming unpreparedness, or was it anger?, at this man’s comments.  “I
thought that was what the forum was intended for?” She said. I was frankly amazed that Officer Manley did not
address the disrespectful and inappropriate behavior of members of the audience to the speaker.

Lastly, taking one training will in no way make up for a lifetime of indoctrination to racism. If we are committed to
ending this abuse each of us, especially those in power, must commit to their own ongoing and lifetime practice of
self analysis. It was unfortunate that he somehow missed this in his training and it is doubtful to me that his lack of
understanding can translate to any real and effective change in the Austin Police Department. Research shows that
implicit bias is not affected by training.

 It appears to me that the missed opportunities at the forum and the “misspeak” during the bombing investigation
this spring indicate a superficial understanding of the insidiousness of racism, or possibly simply a lack of priority
for the task; either way, it precludes him as the best candidate for Chief of Police.I urge you to reconsider a national
search to find the right person for Austin so that this city can truly be a leader in making change and can be a role
model throughout the country.

Thank you for your attention,

Christel Erickson-Collins

Sent from my iPad
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From: Fred Burton
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 9:45:55 AM

From: Fred Burton <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Chief Brian Manley has the experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary performance
as interim chief during the past seventeen months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community
and is willing to decisively address problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful
chief of police. As a lifelong Austin resident, Chief Manley shares the unique values of the community.
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From: Robert Zavala
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 10:12:32 AM

From: Robert Zavala <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Chief Brian Manley has the experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary performance
as interim chief during the past seventeen months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community
and is willing to decisively address problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful
chief of police. As a lifelong Austin resident, Chief Manley shares the unique values of the community.
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From: Jennifer Rash
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 10:18:07 AM

From: Jennifer Rash <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Chief Brian Manley has the experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary performance
as interim chief during the past seventeen months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community
and is willing to decisively address problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful
chief of police. As a lifelong Austin resident, Chief Manley shares the unique values of the community.
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From: Amelia Harnagel
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 10:24:19 AM

From: Amelia Harnagel <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Chief Brian Manley has the experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary performance
as interim chief during the past seventeen months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community
and is willing to decisively address problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful
chief of police. As a lifelong Austin resident, Chief Manley shares the unique values of the community.
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From: Korena Garcia
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 10:37:14 AM

From: Korena Garcia <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Chief Brian Manley has the experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary performance
as interim chief during the past seventeen months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community
and is willing to decisively address problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful
chief of police. As a lifelong Austin resident, Chief Manley shares the unique values of the community.
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From: Stefan Trefil
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 11:20:03 AM

From: Stefan Trefil <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Chief Brian Manley has the experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary performance
as interim chief during the past seventeen months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community
and is willing to decisively address problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful
chief of police. As a lifelong Austin resident, Chief Manley shares the unique values of the community.
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From: Aida A Cerda-Prazak
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 11:36:47 AM

From: Aida A Cerda-Prazak <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Mr Cronk,
I hand delivered to your office a letter of support from the graduates of the 94th and 95th Citizen Police Academy. I
hope Rose gave it to you and that you have read the letter and attached signatures. We would be honored for you to
come speak to us. We've tried to get on your calendar for weeks. We know you are busy but we would really
appreciate a meeting with you. You can contact Officer Scanlon with APD.
Thank you very much,
Aida Cerda-Prazak
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From: Kimberly Brown
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 11:56:33 AM

From: Kimberly Brown <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Chief Brian Manley has the experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary performance
as interim chief during the past seventeen months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community
and is willing to decisively address problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful
chief of police. As a lifelong Austin resident, Chief Manley shares the unique values of the community.
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From: Amy Gamble
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 12:12:01 PM

From: Amy Gamble <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Chief Brian Manley has the experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary performance
as interim chief during the past seventeen months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community
and is willing to decisively address problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful
chief of police. As a lifelong Austin resident, Chief Manley shares the unique values of the community.
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From: Arran Kucharik
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 2:01:52 PM

From: Arran Kucharik <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Chief Brian Manley has the experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary performance
as interim chief during the past seventeen months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community
and is willing to decisively address problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful
chief of police. As a lifelong Austin resident, Chief Manley shares the unique values of the community.
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From: Katie
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 2:14:27 PM

From: Katie <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Chief Brian Manley has the experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary performance
as interim chief during the past seventeen months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community
and is willing to decisively address problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful
chief of police. As a lifelong Austin resident, Chief Manley shares the unique values of the community.
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From: Michael Endres
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 2:46:13 PM

From: Michael Endres <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Chief Brian Manley has the experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary performance
as interim chief during the past seventeen months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community
and is willing to decisively address problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful
chief of police. As a lifelong Austin resident, Chief Manley shares the unique values of the community.
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From: Cindy David
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 3:39:32 PM

From: Cindy David <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Chief Brian Manley has the experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary performance
as interim chief during the past seventeen months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community
and is willing to decisively address problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful
chief of police. As a lifelong Austin resident, Chief Manley shares the unique values of the community.
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From: Sheryl O"Briant
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Brian Manley
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 4:18:41 PM

There is no better person for this job. Bar none, anywhere in the country. He’s the best. Professionalism, integrity,
honor, intelligence, trustworthy, and homegrown.

Get him while you can!!

Sheryl O'Briant
Thamm & O'Briant
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From: Crispin Villarreal
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 4:43:47 PM

From: Crispin Villarreal <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Chief Brian Manley has the experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary performance
as interim chief during the past seventeen months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community
and is willing to decisively address problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful
chief of police. As a lifelong Austin resident, Chief Manley shares the unique values of the community.
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From: Sandra Kielcheski
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 4:55:16 PM

From: Sandra Kielcheski <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Chief Brian Manley has the experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary performance
as interim chief during the past seventeen months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community
and is willing to decisively address problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful
chief of police. As a loving spouse of an APD Officer,  I certainly feel that Chief Manley shares the unique
leadership skills it takes to serve this community and lead this department.
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From: linda grajek
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: My Priorities for Austin Police Department
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 6:10:54 PM

1)      What are the key characteristics you think we need in our next Chief of Police?  That he is able to
communicate with community effectively during a crisis.

2)      What do you believe are the key challenges that need to be immediately addressed by the next Chief of Police?
Ability to bring confidence in their ability to find criminals.

3)      What issues do you believe the Austin Police Department must be prepared to address over the next five
years? Population growth

Sent from my iPhone
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From: phillip howe
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 6:23:57 PM

From: phillip howe <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Chief Brian Manley has the experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary performance
as interim chief during the past seventeen months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community
and is willing to decisively address problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful
chief of police. As a lifelong Austin resident, Chief Manley shares the unique values of the community.
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From: Vincent Hudiburg
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 6:32:27 PM

From: Vincent Hudiburg <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Chief Brian Manley has the experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary performance
as interim chief during the past seventeen months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community
and is willing to decisively address problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful
chief of police. As a lifelong Austin resident, Chief Manley shares the unique values of the community.
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From: Linda Ball
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 6:40:25 PM

From: Linda Ball <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Chief Brian Manley has years of experience in many areas at the Austin Police Department. I have seen him interact
with officers, citizens and the press. He's a proven quantity and devoted to our city.
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From: Desiree Steele
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 6:45:43 PM

From: Desiree Steele <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Chief Brian Manley has the experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary performance
as interim chief during the past seventeen months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community
and is willing to decisively address problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful
chief of police. As a lifelong Austin resident, Chief Manley shares the unique values of the community.
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From: Lily Howe
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 7:03:54 PM

From: Lily Howe <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Chief Brian Manley has the experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary performance
as interim chief during the past seventeen months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community
and is willing to decisively address problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful
chief of police. As a lifelong Austin resident, Chief Manley shares the unique values of the community.
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From: Tim Henton
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 7:13:33 PM

From: Tim Henton <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

As a retired law enforcement officer with 29 years of experience, I know Chief Brian Manley has the experience and
vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary performance as interim chief during the past seventeen
months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community and is willing to decisively address
problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful chief of police. As a lifelong Austin
resident, Chief Manley shares the unique values of the community.
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From: Dave Maril
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Manley
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 7:18:57 PM

City of Austin,
                         As a 31 year Air Force veteran, I recognize outstanding leadership and Brian
Manley has that leadership as well as the management experience to lead Austin’s finest. As a
twenty year resident of Austin, I have seen Brian Manley’s excellent speaking ability and
quick thinking on National and local television and in person. To pass over our acting Chief
would be a crime. Hire Brian Manley!

Respectfully,  

David R. Maril, Colonel, USAF (Retired)

6014 Tasajillo Trail
Austin, Texas.   78739
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From: Elie Salem
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 7:29:02 PM

From: Elie Salem <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Chief Brian Manley has the experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary performance
as interim chief during the past seventeen months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community
and is willing to decisively address problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful
chief of police. As a lifelong Austin resident, Chief Manley shares the unique values of the community.
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From: Gunther von Seltmann
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 7:45:55 PM

From: Gunther von Seltmann <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Chief Brian Manley has the experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary performance
as interim chief during the past seventeen months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community
and is willing to decisively address problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful
chief of police. As a lifelong Austin resident, Chief Manley shares the unique values of the community.
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From: Burke Crosby
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 7:51:22 PM

From: Burke Crosby <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Chief Brian Manley has the experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary performance
as interim chief during the past seventeen months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community
and is willing to decisively address problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful
chief of police. As a lifelong Austin resident, Chief Manley shares the unique values of the community.
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From: Barb Sherwood
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 8:16:54 PM

From: Barb Sherwood <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Chief Brian Manley has the experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary performance
as interim chief during the past seventeen months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community
and is willing to decisively address problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful
chief of police. As a lifelong Austin resident, Chief Manley shares the unique values of the community.
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From: Amy Thiel
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 8:41:57 PM

From: Amy Thiel <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Chief Brian Manley has the experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary performance
as interim chief during the past seventeen months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community
and is willing to decisively address problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful
chief of police. As a lifelong Austin resident, Chief Manley shares the unique values of the community.
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From: Barb Murphy
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 9:12:56 PM

From: Barb Murphy <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Chief Brian Manley has the experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary performance
as interim chief during the past seventeen months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community
and is willing to decisively address problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful
chief of police. As a lifelong Austin resident, Chief Manley shares the unique values of the community.
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From: Terry Lord
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 9:22:51 PM

From: Terry Lord <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Chief Brian Manley has the experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary performance
as interim chief during the past seventeen months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community
and is willing to decisively address problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful
chief of police. As a lifelong Austin resident, Chief Manley shares the unique values of the community.
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From: David Lord
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 9:23:22 PM

From: David Lord <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Chief Brian Manley has the experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary performance
as interim chief during the past seventeen months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community
and is willing to decisively address problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful
chief of police. As a lifelong Austin resident, Chief Manley shares the unique values of the community.
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From: Kristen Dalton
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 9:23:54 PM

From: Kristen Dalton <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Chief Brian Manley has the experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary performance
as interim chief during the past seventeen months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community
and is willing to decisively address problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful
chief of police. As a lifelong Austin resident, Chief Manley shares the unique values of the community.
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From: Stanley Knee
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 9:24:34 PM

From: Stanley Knee <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Chief Brian Manley has the experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary performance
as interim chief during the past seventeen months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community
and is willing to decisively address problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful
chief of police. As a lifelong Austin resident, Chief Manley shares the unique values of the community. I have had
the privilege to work with Manley for over 9 years at APD. He is honorable, dedicated and ready to be our Chief of
Police.
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From: Lisa Sharp
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 9:57:10 PM

From: Lisa Sharp <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Chief Brian Manley has the experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary performance
as interim chief during the past seventeen months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community
and is willing to decisively address problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful
chief of police. As a lifelong Austin resident, Chief Manley shares the unique values of the community.
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From: William R Robertson
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Brian Manley for Austin Police Department Chief
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 10:36:25 PM

I support Brian Manley for Austin Police Department Chief. 
- raised in Austin
- strong academic and training credentials 
- joined APD in 1990, understands Austin. Notable accomplishments in many APD positions
- has the support of Art Acevedo prior chief
- has taken APD Police Chief responsibilities and performed them very well since Acevedo
moved to Houston
- proved to be a leader during Austin bombing investigation and resolution

William Robertson, Austin Texas
Sent from iPhone.
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From: Jennifer H
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 11:08:27 PM

From: Jennifer H <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Chief Brian Manley has the experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary performance
as interim chief during the past seventeen months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community
and is willing to decisively address problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful
chief of police. As a lifelong Austin resident, Chief Manley shares the unique values of the community.
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From: Torre Shanks
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I wholeheartedly support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 11:10:41 PM

From: Torre Shanks <
Subject: I wholeheartedly  support Chief Brian Manley

Chief Brian Manley has the character, experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary
performance as interim chief during the past seventeen months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to
the community and is willing to decisively address problems. Manley's passion and perseverance, dedication and
qualifications will make him a successful chief of police. As a lifelong Austin resident, Chief Manley shares the
unique values of the community.
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From:
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Brian Manley
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 11:11:45 PM

Spencer Cronk - Welcome to Austin. I have been living here in Austin for over 30 years
and I love this place.

The city has challenges like any other major city. I agree with Steve Adler's Amazon
video. If you have not seen it, you need to check it out. No matter how good your
decisions are, someone here in Austin will disagree with you so remain strong Spencer.

 I am in support of Brian Manley because throughout the years of attending events in
Austin, I have talked with Brian many times and he appears to be a good fit for Austin.
He knows Austin and he wants to make to the best decisions for the city of Austin for
now and the future when he is no longer police chief. We can more additional money for
a search but will it yield a better candidate?

I spoke to you at the Carver Museum. I was introduced to you at the Urban Music
Festival.

 Let me know if I can help you in any way to accomplish your mission. I am prepared to
help you in any way to keep Austin the best city in Texas.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/michaellewis01/

 Have a great day Spencer.

 

Michael Lewis
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From: Patty Day
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 11:20:33 PM

From: Patty Day <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Chief Brian Manley has the experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary performance
as interim chief during the past seventeen months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community
and is willing to decisively address problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful
chief of police. As a lifelong Austin resident, Chief Manley shares the unique values of the community.
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From: Jud
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 2:09:27 AM

From: Jud <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Chief Brian Manley has the experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary performance
as interim chief during the past seventeen months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community
and is willing to decisively address problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful
chief of police. As a lifelong Austin resident, Chief Manley shares the unique values of the community.
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From:
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: End User Digest: 1 New Message (130 Audit Messages)
Date: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 5:05:39 AM
Attachments: logo.png

 End User Digest: 1 New Message (130 Audit Messages)
For 

 
The emails listed below have been placed in your personal Quarantine since you received your last End User
Digest. They will be deleted after 7 days. To deliver an email to your inbox, click on Release. To deliver an
email to your inbox and add the email sender to your Safe Senders List, click on Release and Safelist. This
ensures that no emails from that sender will be blocked in the future. To report messages that are not spam but
are reported in the digest, click on Not Spam.

Request New End User Digest   Request Safe/Blocked Senders List   How To Manage Your Emails 

Quarantine  
 Score From Subject Date
Release  Not Spam 17 Yes Chief Brian Manley 2018-05-21 18:39:21

Emails listed in the section below represent your valid emails. If you see any spam emails, please click on the
Report Spam link. This will help us improve our spam detection capability.

Note: These emails in the below section are not Blocked or Quarantined and have already been delivered to
you.

Audit Messages  
 Score From Subject Date
Report Spam 0 Brian Manley 2018-05-15 10:35:17
Report Spam 0 Chief Manley 2018-05-15 10:36:45
Report Spam 0 Re: Next

Police Chief
2018-05-15 11:27:14

Report Spam 0 Manley 2018-05-15 12:53:03
Report Spam 0 FW: RE:

Travel
backpack
4:51:22

2018-05-15 20:54:26

Report Spam 0 Questions for
Brian Manley

2018-05-15 22:37:46

Report Spam 0 Comments
regarding chief
of police

2018-05-16 10:22:14

Report Spam 0 For City
Manager
Spencer Kronk
regarding
Brian Manley

2018-05-16 12:20:35

Report Spam 0 Next Chief
Should be
Brian Manley

2018-05-16 18:00:03

Report Spam 0 #OurNextChief
Must Commit

2018-05-16 20:59:47
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http://cityspace.ci.austin.tx.us/cityspace/departments/ctm/security-policy/setup_rule_new
https://proofpoint.austintexas.gov/enduser/process.cgi?ts=1526983536&cmd=release&locale=enus&msg_id=(V_24963e09d66367cb25eb6063edd0ZTBYQVRCM0xuejYxRVphOWVzUG1jVmVHQkY1Z2YzUmo=)&recipient=ournextchief@austintexas.gov&sig=b13d309041642a45194e9c489b33d4aea6176e1cb4a897aaaa4a30d59a8e648d
https://proofpoint.austintexas.gov/enduser/process.cgi?ts=1526983536&cmd=reportfalsepositive&locale=enus&msg_id=(V_24963e09d66367cb25eb6063edd0ZTBYQVRCM0xuejYxRVphOWVzUG1jVmVHQkY1Z2YzUmo=)&recipient=ournextchief@austintexas.gov&sig=4ef3359add295bfd491e59340bc2fe99d8a9dae855030c23316115b1fdf6e056
https://proofpoint.austintexas.gov/enduser/process.cgi?ts=1526983536&cmd=reportfalsenegative&locale=enus&msg_id=(V_24963e09d66367cb25eb6063edd0TEJNbWd5ZnVUN3VUYzVPNktENm8rYlpiSzFzOFZxUU0=)&recipient=ournextchief@austintexas.gov&sig=2cb9640df3ecfcb37ef731c9c165f53df3d2c61b564f072543ef7a512c08a8ec
https://proofpoint.austintexas.gov/enduser/process.cgi?ts=1526983536&cmd=reportfalsenegative&locale=enus&msg_id=(V_24963e09d66367cb25eb6063edd0ZXBERUdYN2tUNDdLclZKS2tUTHFQalBvdjZzYmxKQSs=)&recipient=ournextchief@austintexas.gov&sig=736d71a02ab65a39e9bb9ccb68cc2427687239c734e89b8e2125f0c6e24d2981
https://proofpoint.austintexas.gov/enduser/process.cgi?ts=1526983536&cmd=reportfalsenegative&locale=enus&msg_id=(V_24963e09d66367cb25eb6063edd0UHpBc3BWbkRkZ3lFbCthay82UEtoZm5hdWtGWm5oTnc=)&recipient=ournextchief@austintexas.gov&sig=5fe346c26e4bf28de047a0c85dd86804f3fb29009b03909c167c570769bdfbdd
https://proofpoint.austintexas.gov/enduser/process.cgi?ts=1526983536&cmd=reportfalsenegative&locale=enus&msg_id=(V_24963e09d66367cb25eb6063edd0U2ZGdG1TUUd3ZXN4ZFc3c1BXTjVWTEx2UXlldkYxWDY=)&recipient=ournextchief@austintexas.gov&sig=37cfc6a258a03ec78b408e442edf3be289a34519798032958375ecca3e830896
https://proofpoint.austintexas.gov/enduser/process.cgi?ts=1526983536&cmd=reportfalsenegative&locale=enus&msg_id=(V_24963e09d66367cb25eb6063edd0S2dWVGJNWlQ4NHJPcFplenRXUEovT0VDRDcwYUJ2NTE=)&recipient=ournextchief@austintexas.gov&sig=cf89f445651ad53a1342336bdeaed9b501dfdcb0989571fcdbc60cb1551feea6
https://proofpoint.austintexas.gov/enduser/process.cgi?ts=1526983536&cmd=reportfalsenegative&locale=enus&msg_id=(V_24963e09d66367cb25eb6063edd0dW5rcS9NZnBhU2kwSHVFaHE5OXBrVVNaeW9WNEVzK3A=)&recipient=ournextchief@austintexas.gov&sig=b8508a8885f10e25a8316f52cdbcb1cc6891d7d3737a01587bed2800ef00eee1
https://proofpoint.austintexas.gov/enduser/process.cgi?ts=1526983536&cmd=reportfalsenegative&locale=enus&msg_id=(V_24963e09d66367cb25eb6063edd0SlB4ZGRUTWZib0poSG43K0dwZ0xGSEJ0b3dyemhiamc=)&recipient=ournextchief@austintexas.gov&sig=be49b92cece4adb04e57b81001786d3352b97595ed69fa09108bc644728aaceb
https://proofpoint.austintexas.gov/enduser/process.cgi?ts=1526983536&cmd=reportfalsenegative&locale=enus&msg_id=(V_24963e09d66367cb25eb6063edd0YUt5YWdiOVk4a0s5V0wxMXlTZUpjRE1VTWxBOVdIc2Q=)&recipient=ournextchief@austintexas.gov&sig=9367d652e8d21f9e945f0b63218266609f67b47ff749ca0b7f0d51cdaa741ddb
https://proofpoint.austintexas.gov/enduser/process.cgi?ts=1526983536&cmd=reportfalsenegative&locale=enus&msg_id=(V_24963e09d66367cb25eb6063edd0c2xqaFhCM1lBdTFWTVI5WG1LUWtoNjZGNEF0cC83ZXQ=)&recipient=ournextchief@austintexas.gov&sig=34aef6a7d61927513a2cd1acecb0f0fd9d3e3e4fa25fb6b2b13739753f01285c
https://proofpoint.austintexas.gov/enduser/process.cgi?ts=1526983536&cmd=reportfalsenegative&locale=enus&msg_id=(V_24963e09d66367cb25eb6063edd0aVpudEhLNlBUZjdHclJoaWJvK1V0SjdYNk9DVjk5aXQ=)&recipient=ournextchief@austintexas.gov&sig=cbcc63b1c4425f474e64ef448c9ac8ceea0c76b22dab480d5f21299bae859c70
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https://proofpoint.austintexas.gov/enduser/process.cgi?ts=1526983536&cmd=reportfalsenegative&locale=enus&msg_id=(V_24963e09d66367cb25eb6063edd0Wkp2aWUyOUUyeko0dnhGWFRCRVRuMm1qTWRSYnlrNjI=)&recipient=ournextchief@austintexas.gov&sig=5a64d40e093ef55327e1aa3314bafebe46998287bff55cf37c85263e1f45c489
https://proofpoint.austintexas.gov/enduser/process.cgi?ts=1526983536&cmd=reportfalsenegative&locale=enus&msg_id=(V_24963e09d66367cb25eb6063edd0WG1yS1d4ek5WQXRXaXNPWDFTeGtGczNLVEFpVUUwUVM=)&recipient=ournextchief@austintexas.gov&sig=af3f42888b3ee010a3bdea18799aea6340ed31e16d64f1e446b18643c2e83697
https://proofpoint.austintexas.gov/enduser/process.cgi?ts=1526983536&cmd=reportfalsenegative&locale=enus&msg_id=(V_24963e09d66367cb25eb6063edd0SU5CY3JUN2d1ZUlOTFpTR3pOQzlCYWlmTHhaWUtTSEk=)&recipient=ournextchief@austintexas.gov&sig=4166575461cd26e0b78923cf03cae70a7169148be8b46fb944f49343474d812e
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https://proofpoint.austintexas.gov/enduser/process.cgi?ts=1526983536&cmd=reportfalsenegative&locale=enus&msg_id=(V_24963e09d66367cb25eb6063edd0ZFN1L1NzRFFOTlF5SjNiT1J3TkZqYWNGNjZPRHFkeTc=)&recipient=ournextchief@austintexas.gov&sig=452495761ea07a18beac766bdb8fd31284c741cbd2ba2c1f7402d10822e00ca6
https://proofpoint.austintexas.gov/enduser/process.cgi?ts=1526983536&cmd=reportfalsenegative&locale=enus&msg_id=(V_24963e09d66367cb25eb6063edd0N1dlTE54R0xRYUdSRTNXdlBhR3E1U1Y0YXlTeTMydmM=)&recipient=ournextchief@austintexas.gov&sig=dac116913b139947ebef51661edfeb926c97a28406ed8cad70bcf131d752f54e
https://proofpoint.austintexas.gov/enduser/process.cgi?ts=1526983536&cmd=reportfalsenegative&locale=enus&msg_id=(V_24963e09d66367cb25eb6063edd0S0ZrT3FPOGI0dENZWnAwS1NQQXZ3KzJOVXg5bHNTb3I=)&recipient=ournextchief@austintexas.gov&sig=ac232609699d547ed5ab63e0430ad2f6dc6c76b22a5ab0181793c24c02fe4108
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From: Julie Wade
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 6:19:12 AM

From: Julie Wade <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

It's time to name Chief Brian Manley as the permanent Austin Chief of Police!  In fact, its way overdue!!   Chief
Brian Manley has the experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary performance as
interim chief during the past seventeen months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community
and is willing to decisively address problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful
chief of police. As a lifelong Austin resident, Chief Manley shares the unique values of the community.
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From: Rhonda hudson
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 8:09:28 AM

From: Rhonda hudson <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Chief Brian Manley has the experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary performance
as interim chief during the past seventeen months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community
and is willing to decisively address problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful
chief of police. As a lifelong Austin resident, Chief Manley shares the unique values of the community.
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From: Ann Barry
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 9:07:29 AM

From: Ann Barry <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Chief Brian Manley has the experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary performance
as interim chief during the past seventeen months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community
and is willing to decisively address problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful
chief of police. As a lifelong Austin resident, Chief Manley shares the unique values of the community.
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From: Marietta Scott
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 11:57:30 AM

From: Marietta Scott <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Chief Brian Manley has the experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary performance
as interim chief during the past seventeen months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community
and is willing to decisively address problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful
chief of police. As a lifelong Austin resident, Chief Manley shares the unique values of the community.
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From: Bill Cagle
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Manley
Date: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 12:07:36 PM

Chief Manley deserves the appointment as permanent Chief Of the
APD. 

1, He assumed command at a time when morale was low among the
rank and file and has been successful at correcting that as evidenced 
by his backing from the police union.
2. He is articulate, genuine, and calm during a crisis.
3. He provides ample opportunities for community input and encourages
community policing.
4. He has the advantage of being born and reared here, of understanding
the history of the changing influences of various populations in the city
and how those changes and the population growth have affected Austin.

Billie Cagle
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From: Christine Jaime
To: Our Next Chief
Date: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 12:22:43 PM

Chief Manley is already very  experienced ,when he speaks ,he speaks loud an clear,he speaks
from the heart.If he is willing to take the job of chief that means he is willing to take the
responsibility of this crazy world,he could have  easily not taken the responsibility Art
Acevedo left him with in the beginning, he didn't give up with the bombing situation,if u can
pull thru that,you past the hardest test. You can tell he is sincere too.
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From: Daniel walsh
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 1:54:50 PM

From: Daniel walsh <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Chief Brian Manley has the experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary performance
as interim chief during the past seventeen months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community
and is willing to decisively address problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful
chief of police. As a lifelong Austin resident, Chief Manley shares the unique values of the community.
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From: Alexander, Jason
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: FW: Chief Manley
Date: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 2:13:46 PM

Forwarding on behalf of Mr. Blodgett.
 
 
Jason Alexander
Assistant to the City Manager

 | 
 
 
 

From: Terrell Blodgett [mailto:  
Sent: Thursday, May 17, 2018 5:09 PM
To: Cronk, Spencer <
Subject: Chief Manley
 
Spencer:
 
Would you add the following to the file of comments you are accumulating on Chief Manley?
 
            I write to support the appointment of Chief Brian Manley as police chief for the City of Austin,
removing any interim or acting title.  I do not know Chief Manley personally but as a citizen interested
in civic affairs, I have followed his time as interim police chief with interest.  Through a period of
challenges over the past year, I believe he has shown the traits of character which we, as citizens of
Austin, believe necessary and vital to lead our police department in its continual work of making our
city safe.  
 
            I have been impressed with his   poise and preparation in directing the efforts of the department
in several crucial situations.   I think he is grounded in his approach - finding a proper balance between
public safety and the relations with the men and women in his department.
 
            In summary, I think he is the right choicer and I hope our city manager will remove the
“interim” from his title.
 
 
                                                                                                                                                                       
                                                Sincerely yours,  Terrell Blodgett 
 

 
 
 
Terrell Blodgett
Mike Hogg Professor Emeritus in
    Urban Management
 LBJ School - UT-Austin
4100 Jackson Ave., # 250
Austin, Texas 78731-6052      

c - 
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From: Andi Rausch
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 2:30:01 PM

From: Andi Rausch <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Please make Brian Manley Permanent Chief.
This process has taken a ridiculously long time to cone to fruition.
This dragging of the feet just underscores the doubts many people already have about the COA and those in charge
to ACTUALLY perform THEIR jobs adequately.
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From: Cynthia Lindlof
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Police Chief Manley
Date: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 5:36:51 PM

I'm writing to endorse Brian Manley as the next police chief of Austin. He has done a superb
job as acting chief. He did an excellent job dealing with the bombing situation here recently.
He called in the necessary help and got the situation under control quickly.

I have lived in Austin 45 years. I do not understand why it is taking so long to name him chief.
We need a permanent chief, and it should be Brian Manley.

Cynthia Lindlof
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From: Kathie Holliman
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 10:00:27 PM

From: Kathie Holliman <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Chief Brian Manley has the experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary performance
as interim chief during the past seventeen months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community
and is willing to decisively address problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful
chief of police. As a lifelong Austin resident, Chief Manley shares the unique values of the community.
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From: Katherine Baker
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 10:04:04 PM

From: Katherine Baker <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Chief Brian Manley has the experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary performance
as interim chief during the past seventeen months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community
and is willing to decisively address problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful
chief of police. As a lifelong Austin resident, Chief Manley shares the unique values of the community.
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From: Edward Lindlof
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Chief Manley
Date: Wednesday, May 23, 2018 9:45:19 AM

I do not understand the hesitation to select acting Chief Brian Manley as Austin Chief of Police.  He knows the city,
the department, and is familiar with city governance.  Chief Manley has served with distinction has has proven
integrity,  leadership, and communication skills.  What I fear is that this is another, predictable effort to make a
decision based on political ideology rather than rational pragmatism.  Austin has more than enough problems that
need to be addressed and we need people who will tackle them without referring to a manifesto.  Respectfully,

Ed Lindlof
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From: Elaine Clifton
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Wednesday, May 23, 2018 11:11:03 AM

From: Elaine Clifton <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Chief Brian Manley has the experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary performance
as interim chief during the past seventeen months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community
and is willing to decisively address problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful
chief of police. As a lifelong Austin resident, Chief Manley shares the unique values of the community.
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From: John Nelson
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Wednesday, May 23, 2018 12:45:07 PM

From: John Nelson <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Chief Brian Manley has the experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary performance
as interim chief during the past seventeen months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community
and is willing to decisively address problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful
chief of police. As a lifelong Austin resident, Chief Manley shares the unique values of the community.
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From: Julie Tereshchuk
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Comments on Chief Manley
Date: Wednesday, May 23, 2018 1:41:19 PM

Please appoint Brian Manley as Chief.
He’s a committed Austinite, with deep ties to the community and longtime service across 
many years and changes to the city.
And he’s acquitted himself in the toughest of circumstances since Chief Acevedo left.

Thank you,
Julie Tereshchuk
800 Brazos St, Unit 707
78701
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From: Elizabeth Christian
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Wednesday, May 23, 2018 2:38:49 PM

From: Elizabeth Christian <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Manager Cronk, as an active member of the Greater Austin Crime Commission and a business owner here in my
hometown, I urge you to make Chief Brian Manley permanent. He is a natural-born leader and a compassionate
personification of Austin's values. Thank you for moving this process to the finish line so that our Chief, APD and
our city can focus on the important issues facing us as a community.
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From: elizabeth gray
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Do a search; guardians not warriors
Date: Wednesday, May 23, 2018 2:42:16 PM

A true story:  a middle aged, white, decently dressed couple walking down the street in
downtown Austin.  Two cops on bikes are riding on the sidewalk.  Me:  "You are not supposed
to ride on the sidewalk".  Cop:  "We are the police.  We can do whatever we want."

And I have several other anecdotes I'm happy to share of unprovoked acts of intimidation and
aggression--and I'm not even black!  We need a police chief who is willing to de-militarize the
academy experience so that our cops are not so aggressively authoritarian.  Chief Manley has
stated he is fine with the Academy "as is", and doesn't think there's anything wrong with
packing a courtroom full of officers in SWAT gear (and on the clock).  

We need a Police Chief who sets a strong tone of police officers as guardians, not warriors.  

Thank you, 

Elizabeth Gray 
 cell
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From: Frank/Barbara
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Our Next Chief
Date: Wednesday, May 23, 2018 3:59:23 PM

Attention:  City Manager Spencer Cronk
 
Please appoint our interim Chief Brian Manley as the permanent chief of police.  He has the best
qualifications and vast experience as far as law enforcement.
 
Do as the Bastrop city manager did in promoting their interim police chief  as the city’s police chief
and therefore bypassing a formal search process.  We believe in promoting within (as they did)
whenever possible, especially when Austin has the best candidate for this position.
 
Barbara Dewhurst
Frank Dewhurst
Austin, Texas
 
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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From: Mickey Dorsey
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I Support Chief Manley
Date: Wednesday, May 23, 2018 4:27:44 PM

He is doing the job.  He has earned the job.  He deserves the job.

Austin has wasted too much time and money on their last three Police Chiefs!

Art Acevedo was so-so at best.  A few more point sin the plus column, but worth the money that was
wasted on recruiting him and definitely not worth the money given him every time he threatened to quit.

Stan Knee was a total waste of money!  Betsy Watson got the job because she was a friend of the joke of
a City Manager.

Mr. Cronk you've made the correct call so far.  Don't blow it now.

Mickey Dorsey
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From: Karen Swenson
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Chief Brian Manley
Date: Wednesday, May 23, 2018 6:49:11 PM

Dear Mr Cronk,
I was so pleased to hear Chief Manley was the only candidate for the position of permanent chief.  He demonstrated
wonderful, balanced leadership during the series of bombings plaguing our city.  He demonstrated Grace under
pressure lead a multidisciplinary Group of teams SWAT, Bomb Squad, ATF and FBI.  I was comforted and felt
confidence in those teams  by his press conferences.

Our policemen need a leader that they know and who’s is straightforward and consistent I believe he will continue
to be that leader.

We also need a contract the police can have confidence in.  Please rectify that.

Karen G Swenson, MD
Sent from my iPhone
This email, together with any attachments is intended for the addressee only and is confidential.  It may contain
Protected Health Information "PHI" under HIPPA, and if you are the intendente recipient of this PHI, you are
obligated to maintain it in a safe, secure and confidential manner, pursuant to federal law.  If you are not the
addressee then the distribution, use or reproduction of this e-mail or the information within it is strictly prohibited
and may be unlawful.  If received in error please notify the sender and delete all record of it from your system.
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From: José Sierra
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Wednesday, May 23, 2018 8:18:10 PM

From: José Sierra <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Chief Brian Manley has the experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary performance
as interim chief during the past seventeen months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community
and is willing to decisively address problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful
chief of police. As a lifelong Austin resident, Chief Manley shares the unique values of the community.
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From: B Stephens
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Yes - appoint Chief Brian Manley as Chief of Police
Date: Wednesday, May 23, 2018 9:30:14 PM

I have lived in Austin over over 46 years and Chief Brian Manley has been the best APD interim Chief ever.
He has led Austin through so much since he took the helm and has always been positive, a leader and his honest
character and morals shine through everything he does.

Yes, yes, yes, appoint Brian Manley as Chief of Police.

Don’t even hesitate. He is even an Austinite, and you are not finding too many in the city anymore.

Thank you,

Betty Stephens
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From: Susan Watkins
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Chief Manley
Date: Wednesday, May 23, 2018 10:43:03 PM

Dear Mr. Cronk,

Welcome to Austin.  I hope your job as city manager is meeting or exceeding your expectations thus far.  I would
like to add my voice to those supporting Chief Manley as the permanent chief of the Austin Police Department.  I
believe he has proven himself to be a capable leader of APD over the past eighteen months and has demonstrated the
necessary skills for the job.  He obviously knows the community well and comports himself in a thoughtful,
professional manner.  I know some residents of Austin believe a national search is necessary, but I don’t know what
purpose would be served since Chief Manley is performing well in the job.  During the 34 years I have lived in
Austin, the city has hired a number of police chiefs.  Some of those hired after a national search did well, some not. 
I think Brian Manley has earned the opportunity to be named permanent Chief.

Again, welcome to Austin.  I wish you well as you tackle the challenges of managing this growing, dynamic city.

Sincerely,

Susan Watkins

Sent from my iPad
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From: Sara Laas
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Police Chief
Date: Wednesday, May 23, 2018 11:30:17 PM

Hire Chief Manley as the permanent Chief of Police.  He has done a good job for our city for a year and a half,
including the recent bomber crisis.  That episode proved him to be a steadying influence and an excellent
communicator. He represented Austin well, both locally and nationally.  He proved his ability to work smoothly
with many other agencies in an emergency.

The odds of finding a better fit for Austin are poor. Spending taxpayer money on a national search would be buying,
as Southerners say, a pig in a poke anyway.  After all, nearly all candidates look better from a distance.

Let Chief Manley have the title until he proves otherwise. He has earned that much respect, and more.

Sara Laas
3820 Hermalinda
Austin, TX  78723
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From: Amanda S Myers
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Thursday, May 24, 2018 7:39:26 AM

From: Amanda S Myers <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Chief Brian Manley has the experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary performance
as interim chief during the past seventeen months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community
and is willing to decisively address problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful
chief of police. As a lifelong Austin resident, Chief Manley shares the unique values of the community.
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From: marilyn richardson
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: New Police Chief
Date: Thursday, May 24, 2018 9:08:48 AM

I support Manley to be the Chief of Police.

Craig Richardson
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From: Toni Spalding
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Chief Brian Manley
Date: Thursday, May 24, 2018 9:42:13 AM

Let’s stop looking around for anyone else and appoint Mr. Manly. He knows his job and knows Austin very well.
Why the hesitation??

T. Spalding

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Julie Nowlin
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: [Released] Yes Chief Brian Manley
Date: Thursday, May 24, 2018 10:50:22 AM

From: Julie Nowlin <
Subject: Yes Chief Brian Manley

Hello Mr. Cronk,
     
     My name is Julie and I’m a native Austinite and I can tell you Brian Manley has been my favorite police chief
ever.  I have worked with many police chiefs across the state of Texas and  Chief Manley goes above and beyond to
train more than required and truly works hard.  I believe he is respected by his fellow staff and brings up morale in
the department because of his personality.   Please don’t let this good one  get away, Julie nowlin
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From: Rod Minor
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: [Released] I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Thursday, May 24, 2018 10:50:34 AM

From: Rod Minor <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

I have had the opportunity, on several occasions, to talk with and serve alongside Chief Brian Manley during the
past several years. That includes the time of his leadership of our APD. Having been born and raised in Austin, he
knows the city and its culture. He has the experience of serving with and rising through the ranks of the APD and
has proven his ability to lead the department in the years to come. He is widely respected by APD officers and
citizens of Austin and has demonstrated his commitment to this city. I fully support Chief Manley and encourage
City Manager Spencer Cronk to remove the "interim" from his title and name Brian Manley as Chief.
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From: Dan Cox
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Our Next Chief
Date: Thursday, May 24, 2018 1:12:47 PM

Hey, Manley is a jewel. He looks good, sounds good, seems to have the leadership skills and
experience to drive the Austin police. I can’t believe that the City Council and Cronk have wasted
time in not declaring him your chief.
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From: Anita N. Moore
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Brian Manley for Chief of APD
Date: Thursday, May 24, 2018 2:29:37 PM

From: Anita N. Moore <
Subject: I support Brian Manley for Chief of APD

Quit searching. The BEST person for the job has already been doing it for going on two years. Chief Brian Manley
has the experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary performance as interim chief
during the past seventeen months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community and is willing
to decisively address problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful chief of police.
As a lifelong Austin resident, Chief Manley shares the unique values of the community.
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From: Ellis Schramm
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Thursday, May 24, 2018 4:40:31 PM

From: Ellis Schramm <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Chief Brian Manley has the experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary performance
as interim chief during the past seventeen months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community
and is willing to decisively address problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful
chief of police. As a lifelong Austin resident, Chief Manley shares the unique values of the community.
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From: Pam Staulcup
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Friday, May 25, 2018 1:06:44 AM

From: Pam Staulcup <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Chief Brian Manley has the experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary performance
as interim chief during the past seventeen months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community
and is willing to decisively address problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful
chief of police. As a lifelong Austin resident, Chief Manley shares the unique values of the community.
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From: Patricia Gondeck
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Friday, May 25, 2018 5:35:35 AM

From: Patricia Gondeck <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Chief Brian Manley has the experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary performance
as interim chief during the past seventeen months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community
and is willing to decisively address problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful
chief of police. As a lifelong Austin resident, Chief Manley shares the unique values of the community.
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From: Paula Martinez
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Friday, May 25, 2018 6:32:31 AM

From: Paula Martinez <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Chief Brian Manley has the experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary performance
as interim chief during the past seventeen months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community
and is willing to decisively address problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful
chief of police. As a lifelong Austin resident, Chief Manley shares the unique values of the community.
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From: Tracey carroll
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Friday, May 25, 2018 8:45:57 AM

From: Tracey carroll <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Chief Brian Manley has the experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary performance
as interim chief during the past seventeen months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community
and is willing to decisively address problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful
chief of police. As a lifelong Austin resident, Chief Manley shares the unique values of the community.
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From: Mallie Coker
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Brian Manley/police chief
Date: Friday, May 25, 2018 5:24:27 PM

Waste no more time or money on search......Appoint Brian Manley: the best....Mallie Coker
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From: Lori Ryan
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Chief Manley
Date: Friday, May 25, 2018 5:36:49 PM

I fully support Chief Manley. I have seen him strive for improvement, handle things with
steady calm, and serve our community. I urge you to appoint him to the post permanently. 

Cara Shannon 
-- 
Lori Ryan

Try Legal Ease FREE at all major eBook retailers. 
Find the links here: 
http://loriryanromance.com/book/legal-ease/ 
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From: Karen Cleveland
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Brian Manley
Date: Saturday, May 26, 2018 7:17:01 AM

Brian Manley has served our community in an extraordinary manner throughout his career. He has repeated
demonstrated excellent qualities to be police chief. Brian Manley should be made our permanent police chief.

Sincerely,

Karen Cleveland
Austin, Texas
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From: Wendi White
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Feedback
Date: Saturday, May 26, 2018 9:10:23 AM

For what it's worth from an internal employee, Chief Manley has been consistently responsive
and supportive in all observed interactions pertaining to public safety, security, and ethics. He
has set the tone for open collaboration across departments, has applied an objective and
critical lens in policy compliance, and is doggedly supportive of the City's ongoing efforts in
meeting and exceeding regulatory standards.

As a citizen and employee, I applaud his media outreach efforts. I believe he is equally
invested in the rights and safety of all Austin citizens and residents, and has proven his ability
to deliver accurate, appropriate, and actionable guidance to the public. I trust him to take care
of us.

I'm unsure of the protocols for providing feedback that traverses professional and citizen
observations, but feel free to reach out as needed.

Many thanks,

Wendi White
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From: Laura Sanders
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Support for Brian Manley
Date: Monday, May 28, 2018 10:00:50 AM

Spencer,

Thank you for allowing the public to comment on our future police chief.  We have lived in many places in the US
and abroad and now are home in Austin.   We have been impressed with the APD under Art Acevedo and now
under the interim Chief Brian Manley.   All of our interactions with the police in public events, in issues in our
neighborhood or personal theft have been excellent. 

All police forces can improve.  And there are certainly incidents where an individual officer wasn’t at their finest.

I support Brian Manley. His leadership before, during and after the Austin Bombing nightmare has been excellent. 
And I think he would be outstanding for both continuity and change.

Thank you.

Laura Sanders
2119 W. 11th St
Austin, 78703         .                                                                       

Laura Sanders
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From: Steven Bodner
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: My Priorities for Austin Police Department
Date: Tuesday, May 29, 2018 12:04:22 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Dear Sir or Madam

I provided answers to the questions below online. I wanted to add a comment I support Chief
Manly's conversion from interim acting to Police Chief. 

Regards,
Steven Bodner

1) What are the key characteristics you think we need in our next Chief of Police?
<provide your answer here>

2) What do you believe are the key challenges that need to be immediately addressed by the
next Chief of Police? 
<provide your answer here>

3) What issues do you believe the Austin Police Department must be prepared to address over
the next five years? 
<provide your answer here>

Steven Bodner 

www.saascg.com
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From: Nelly P Ramirez
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Conduct a national search
Date: Tuesday, May 29, 2018 2:07:27 PM

I am a fan of Chief Manley, having met him via the Austin Neighborhood Council and various
city meetings. I see compassion and care in his interactions, so it is quite difficult to say the
following: I find it necessary to conduct a nation-wide search for our next police chief.
Anything short of that is doing a disservice to the residents of Austin. How are we to know if
there isn’t someone better suited to take on the challenges that this growing city faces. Yes, he
was in charge during our Austin city bombing scare and yes, that came to a close much more
quickly than anyone could have imagined… but that process was also flawed by what I can
only assume is implicit bias in the investigation process. How much sooner would we have
caught this bomber if the first attack would not have been dismissed?

There are police contracts that are still underway, uncompleted DNA tests that still need to be
processed and rectified, staff shortages, and constant instances all over the city where bias and
racism (both perceived and actual) is affecting the police department's ability to keep our
community safe. We’ve seen how he fields these challenges and it is time to see how other
candidates would fair under the same circumstances. 

Do not sell our city short by making the economical and easy choice. 

- nelly

------------------------------------------------------------------
Nelly Paulina Ramirez 
COVNA VP and Austin Neighborhood Council Rep
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From: S Milam
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Next Police Chief
Date: Tuesday, May 29, 2018 4:35:00 PM

One of the things I think about is the learning curve if Manley is not selected and a totally new
person becomes chief (after how long a search?). Manley knows Austin. He knows most community
leaders. He knows lots of the city’s strengths and shortcomings. He knows most/all of the currently
serving police. He knows the history of relationships and negotiations. He knows how the city works
regarding lots of processes. He is already the chief, for all practical purposes, and has no real
learning curve.
How long would it take for someone from outside the city to get up to speed on all of the above
issues? That’s worth a lot of money, in my opinion.
Mary E. Milam
1211 Quail Park Drive
Austin 78758
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From: Heidi Spock
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Chief Brian Manley
Date: Wednesday, May 30, 2018 7:46:57 AM

I reside in Travis Country where one of the March 2018 bombings took place.  In fact, the
bomb exploded about 13 houses from our home on Eagle Feather Drive. 

I appreciate Interim Police Chief Manley’s leadership and presence in our neighborhood
during and after the bombing that occurred on March 18. 

In fact, I greatly appreciate the presence of the police officers and other law enforcement
agencies on March 18-19, although that experience certainly seems surreal.  In addition, a
meeting was held in Travis Country on April 24, whereby Interim Police Chief Manley, Lt.  Mike
Summers, Officer Stephen Wojo, Sgt. Chris Hallas, and Assistant Chief Frank Dixon were
present.  Chief Manley explained status of bombing investigation to Travis Country residents,
along with answering many of our questions.  Both Chief Manley and Assistant Chief Dixon did
an outstanding job of answering our questions and listening to our concerns. 

I have lived in Austin about 40 years, and in Travis Country 20+ years, and I am grateful for
Austin Police Department’s efforts in keeping Austin’s citizens safe. 

I hope the City Council will hire Chief Manley to be the permanent Austin police chief, as he
grew up in Austin, he knows the Austin community much better than anyone outside of Austin
community.  Plus, as stated above, Chief Manley exhibited tremendous leadership during the
bombings, and I would like City of Austin officials to hire him as permanent police chief. 

Sincerely,

 

Heidi Spock

4525 Eagle Feather Drive

Austin, TX
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From: Susan
To: Our Next Chief
Cc: " coasmtp03.austintexas.gov;

" coasmtp03.austintexas.gov; Flannigan, Jimmy
Subject: Appoint Brian Manley
Date: Wednesday, May 30, 2018 8:37:01 AM

 
City Manager Cronk:
 
As you are set to announce your decision soon on the appointment of our Police
Chief, please know that Brian Manley has shown that not only is he fit and ready, he
has proven that he is the perfect choice to serve the people of Austin as the Chief of
our Department.
 
His loyalty to Austin, his expertise, honesty, and fortitude are among the qualities we
need in a Chief.  His commitment to actually engaging all segments of our diverse
population in addressing their concerns about policing in Austin is unprecedented. 
He has shown his ability to successfully handle major challenges such as the DNA
backlog and lab closure, vehicle issues, lack of a labor contract, and the vast
multitude of critical decisions and actions necessary to bring us through the
bombings in March.
 
Brian Manley has the essential abilities, skills and talents to lead what is now Austin’s
big city Police Department.  We have seen his belief in collaboration, devotion to
duty, and strength of character.
 
Reading applications and interviewing other people interested in this job cannot and
will not provide the information and insight required in selecting someone to fill the
APD Chief position.  We have the person we need and really cannot wait any longer
to remove ‘interim’ from Chief Manley’s title.  Your concern is whether or not he is
ready to lead the Police Department in one of the largest cities in this nation.  Not
only is he ready, he is doing it and has been for 18 months.  There is no way to be
more ready.
 
This will be one of the most important decisions you make – please make the correct
one.
 
Thank you for your attention to my message.
 
Susan Reed
Resident of Anderson Mill (D-6)
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From: Molly Minor
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Chief
Date: Wednesday, May 30, 2018 1:17:19 PM

Hire Manley
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From: Angela Hovis
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Please have nationwide search for police chief
Date: Thursday, May 31, 2018 7:29:55 AM

I strongly urge a nationwide search for a new police chief. 

I have many concerns after having read about the police training which Manley defends. 

I think we may be able to do a lot better than Manley and will better know after a search.

Thank you
Angela Hovis
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From: Sharon Duncan
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Chief Manley - YES!
Date: Thursday, May 31, 2018 7:47:49 AM

I totally support Chief Manley as our next official police chief. Rather than bringing in someone new, support those
who have worked within an entity, working with peers who will enjoy working with ones who have earned respect.
If his peers support him, go with him!

Sincerely,
Sharon Duncan

Austin, Texas native & resident

Sent from my iPad
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From: John Stokes
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Hire Brian Manley!
Date: Thursday, May 31, 2018 7:48:15 AM

Chief Manley has my support & vote!

John Stokes
2302 Arpdale 78704
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From: Meghan Gerety
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Brian Manley as our next Chief
Date: Thursday, May 31, 2018 8:03:20 AM

As acting chief, he has performed admirably and most impressive, calmly

Meghan Gerety
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From: Jim Evans
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Brian Manley
Date: Thursday, May 31, 2018 8:13:26 AM

My name is Jim Evans and I’m retired from the Austin Fire Department. I had the privilege of serving the citizens of
Austin for 33 years, the last 13 as the Department Chief of Staff. I first met Chief Manley when he was a young
officer, working his way up the ranks. I was always impressed with his professionalism and positive attitude towards
the job. As far as I know, he is well liked and respected by his fellow officers (which is very hard to do these days).
During the course of my career, I served four Fire Chiefs and interacted with as many Police Chiefs. I would place
Chief Manley at the top of that group. I participated, as a task force member, in three national searches for a new
Fire Chief. I know all about the cost and effort that goes into that process and I see no reason to expend the
resources in this case. Chief Manley has proven time and again that he is the right person at the right time for the
job. I thank you for the opportunity to weigh in on this process. Please feel free to contact me for further discussion.

Jim Evans
Chief of Staff, Austin Fire Department (retired)

Sent from my iPad
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From: the Pickhardts
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Concerns about Manley
Date: Thursday, May 31, 2018 8:34:55 AM

To Whom It May Concern,

I would like a police chief who would change the current rules of engagement with suspects
so we have fewer police shootings of innocent suspects.

This would take dedication and retraining of all APD staff.

Thank you,

Irene Pickhardt
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From: Rick Krivoniak
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Interim Chief Manley
Date: Thursday, May 31, 2018 8:40:05 AM

City Manager Spencer Cronk,

Thank you for making Austin Police Department Interim Chief Brian Manley the sole finalist for the Department’s
Chief. As a native Austinite, Brian Manley has a unique perspective on the city, and a commitment to the City of
Austin not existent by the head of the police department in decades. It is my hope that type of commitment will find
its way into the rank and file members of APD.

Though this happened many years ago, I will share a brief story to illustrate my point. A gun was fired from the car
driving by a park in my neighborhood while Optimist Club youth sports activities were occurring. Understandably,
many parents were upset, but it was disturbing that many who didn't live in the area began condemning our
neighborhood. I asked an APD police officer whom I knew, as he grew up in this same neighborhood, what might
be done in this situation. His response was stunning - “Move to Round Rock like I did.”

He’s now retired.

I’d also like to note that Brian Manley has said all of the right things regarding APD’s relationship with Austin's
LGBTQ community, something I think we both can appreciate.

Best of luck in your new position in Austin.

Rick Krivoniak
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From: E. Evans
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Brian Manley for permanent Austin police chief
Date: Thursday, May 31, 2018 10:04:22 AM

I am in favor of interim Police Chief Brian Manley becoming
Austin's permanent police chief.  He handled himself very
professionally during the Austin bombings.  And it was a good
decision to take some police cars out of service to protect our
city's defenders from becoming ill.

Thank you,
Elaine Evans
78703
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From: James Echols
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Name Manley Chief
Date: Thursday, May 31, 2018 10:16:07 AM

Dear Sir:

Brian Manley is a known quantity, whereas a lottery pick may or may not be a good choice.  Manley is
honest, capable, familiar with the community and has done a superb job in his tenure as interim-chief.  He
is highly respected by other law enforcement agencies and works smoothly with them in addressing
various crime problems in Austin.  A national search urged by the politically correct is a waste of time and
money when you have an excellent in-house candidate.  Please do your job and appoint Brian Manley as
Chief of Police.

Respectfully,
James R. Echols (FBI, retired)
5402 Mountain Cedar Cove
Austin, Texas 78731
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From: Shannon Stewart
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Police Chief Manly
Date: Thursday, May 31, 2018 10:28:12 AM

I am asking for your support for Acting Chief Manly. I have heard him speak at forums on racial disparities
and concerns about law enforcement in communities of color and I appreciated his showing up and
answering questions with candor.  I thought he handled the awful bombing series that gripped our city in
fear well, even his comments about the distress the bomber was in.

I think he is a community leader in the mode of Art Acevedo who learned from him while being his own
person.

I  recognize there are concerns about him which I take seriously but I also think these are legacy and
enduring concerns that not one person can fix. The unnecessary use of force, particularly in communities
of color and those with mental health issues, is a national tragedy.  I hope the Austin Police department
becomes a partner with the communities of color and mental health advocates  in learning from each
other on how to change that and Austin makes news for how it handles these intense situations rather
than being another national example of extreme racism. 

Often in these situations, and in government in general, the people most motivated to participate in
decisions such as these are the people who have negative recommendations. If possible, I would like that
to be taken into consideration. I happened to hear about this opportunity when the radio DJ mentioned
that today was the last day to respond.

I support Acting Police Chief Manly and believe he can be a leader Austin can be proud of. I hope he
becomes Policy Chief Manly officially and I hope e you support him as well. 

Thank you for this opportunity to provide input. Please let me know if you have any questions or would
like additional information.

Thank you,
Shannon Stewart

 (daytime)
5120925-9606 (cell)
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From: JimmyP99
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: New police chief
Date: Thursday, May 31, 2018 10:42:51 AM

As part of the new police chief’s  duties, please include the development of candidates for his future replacement -
the next police chief. The development of several subordinates should be an integral part of chief Manley’s
performance review. Let’s stop wasting taxpayer money on the proverbial “beginning a national search” for a new
chief.

Thanks,
James Pritchett

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Carolyn Fouse
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Thursday, May 31, 2018 10:50:08 AM

From: Carolyn Fouse <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Chief Brian Manley has the experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary performance
as interim chief during the past seventeen months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community
and is willing to decisively address problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful
chief of police. As a lifelong Austin resident, Chief Manley shares the unique values of the community.
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From: Ramon Fouse
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Thursday, May 31, 2018 10:51:12 AM

From: Ramon Fouse <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Chief Brian Manley has the experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. His exemplary performance
as interim chief during the past seventeen months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community
and is willing to decisively address problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful
chief of police. As a lifelong Austin resident, Chief Manley shares the unique values of the community.
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From: L.A. BIENVENU
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Police Chief
Date: Thursday, May 31, 2018 11:18:10 AM

 Mr City Manager; please get off your ass & appoint Brian Manley as Austin Police Chief. We have
spoken: now just get it done.

LAB
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From: Tom Francese
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: We want Manley !!!!
Date: Thursday, May 31, 2018 11:42:13 AM

He is truly outstanding. Outstanding performance as well.

Tom
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From: Ann Francese
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Next Chief: Brian Manley
Date: Thursday, May 31, 2018 12:05:32 PM

To Whom It May Concern:
I hope you select Brian Manley for Chief of Austin Police Force. I have known Brian for many years, since he was
in high school. He comes from a close knit family of the highest of values. He has proven time and again he can do
this job and has the vision for our city’s future. Brian cares for everyone in this city and has our best interests at
heart in protecting us all. I have watched over the years, when he was under Art Acevedo and in the past year and
half as acting chief. He has done a stellar job in working with the people and working with the city. He is fair to all
and hears all sides of issues before responding, maintaining a very cool head and being very thoughtful of all. I want
Brian Manley to lead us into the future of Austin.
Thank you,
Ann Francese

Sent from my iPad
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From: Autumn Storhaug
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Chief Manley
Date: Thursday, May 31, 2018 12:28:44 PM

Dear City Manager Cronk,

I'm glad that Brian Manley is the finalist for the police chief position.  When Art Acevedo left
for Houston, I was sorry, but Brian Manley has done a fine job as acting chief.  I was
particularly impressed with him during the search for the bomber in March.

I'm a senior citizen, retired and living in the West End of Downtown. Knowing that Brian
Manley is in charge of the police department makes me feel safe as I run errands or walk on
the Butler Trail.

Please remove the "Acting" from Chief Manley's title.

Thank you.

Autumn Storhaug
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From: john deaton
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Brian Manley
Date: Thursday, May 31, 2018 12:48:03 PM

Spencer Cronk,                                                                                    May 31, 2018
City Manager,
Austin, TX,
Dear Mr. Cronk,                                

I am writing to recommend Brian Manley as permanent Police Chief. My single voice is not louder or
quieter than that of anyone else, but I did want to tell you a bit about myself. I graduated from medical
school way back in 1963, and during internship and residency I had a very serious drug problem that
culminated in a withdrawal reaction over in Vietnam in 1967. Thankfully, I have been off of that particular
drug--or any sleep aid--since then. I knew, as did my wife, that were I to attempt private practice, I'd be
forced again into using drugs because I simply could not handle the amount of emotional stress
unavoidable to medical and, really, all healthcare workers. Therefore, after we moved to Austin in 1971,
Mimi and I decided that I would become a house-husband getting the kids off to school and seeing them
home afternoons, before my hardworking wife got home from her job as a first-grade teacher at Odom
Elementary in South Austin. Meanwhile, I became a medical editor for journals on the East Coast, and
eventually rewrote over 800 doctor-authored articles for Consultant and other journals. I also began
teaching intermittently at UT-Austin, to mostly prenursing students.
    At any rate, I came to know the kids our own children had as friends and acquaintances in Northwest
Hills, and one of these was Brian Manley. Our daughter Lara was born in 1966 and our son Steve was
born in 1964. I'm not sure which of these was closest to Brian's birthday, but I first met him at the H.E.B.
we frequented, located at that time on Far West Blvd. Lara knew Brian because they both worked in G.M.
(General Merchandise). She spoke highly of him. Once I had met him, he always remembered me and
was friendly and respectful. It impressed me. A few years later, I was surprised when he and Steve
entered the APD Academy in, I believe, 1993. I had not known it was Brian's career goal. At the time, I
was teaching at UT-Austin and I'd occasionally encounter Brian on campus, where he attended lectures
finishing up his college degree. He remembered me, called me Dr. Deaton, and treated me just as he had
at H.E.B., even though he wore the uniform of a policeman and commanded respect himself. He was the
same person.
    While I was teaching the last time, from 1985-1995, I did references for healthcare students wishing to
enter nursing school, physical therapy school, medical school, or the school of optometry in Houston. I
had to decide how strong a recommendation I could give among academic equals, since all the programs
had many more applicants than spots available. Finally, I decided to go with my "gut instinct." I learned
during hundreds of such evaluations the most important attribute of a professional. It is not that esoteric a
point, and I'm sure has occurred to many others. And it is this. A professional is one who will do the right
thing even when no one else is looking. I believe Brian Manley fits into that perfectly. You, in your
decision, are putting your responsibility on the line. You have plenty of input by way of Brian's past
performance and, I am sure, letters of recommendation for him. The real question, I think, is what will
happen in the future with him as Chief. Were you to open the field to applicants around the country, I'm
sure you could find many good people. What might occur, however, is that one or two could be hiding
something they've determined no one else should see. It would not come out until sometime in the future,
possibly with a very bad result. (I was burned that way myself as Medical Director at Mexia State School
in 1971.) With Brian, I believe that's basically impossible. I doubt he's perfect. Very few of us are. Thank
you for reading this. I am pleased to give Brian Manley my highest recommendation!
Sincerely,
John G. Deaton, M.D.
503 Washington Square Dr.
Leander, TX 78641-2267
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From: Kitty Crider
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Hire The MAN(LEY)!!!
Date: Thursday, May 31, 2018 1:00:51 PM

As Austinites, we have had an 18-month test-drive of this guy and he has proven
himself worthy.
 
Hire The MAN(LEY) for heaven’s sake.
 
Kitty Crider
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From: MICHAEL J FRANCESE
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Officer Francese Sunset Valley Police Department
Date: Thursday, May 31, 2018 1:04:07 PM

Hello,

I am writing this email to express my personally support in appointing Brian Manley as the
new Chief of Police. I was privileged to have Brian as one of my professors while earning my
Criminal Justice, BA at St. Edward's University. Brian expressed the importance of
Community Policing. I personally feel he has represented the Austin Police Department well
and will continue to if appointed.

Thanks,

Michael 
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From: Ron Buys
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Yes Manley
Date: Thursday, May 31, 2018 1:18:41 PM

I want our acting Police Chief to get the job. There will be no one better found in a national
search.  I believe he deserves a chance to build on the great job he's done so far.

Ron Buys
4410 Mesquite Spring Cove
Austin, Texas 

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
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From: Deborah Bailey
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Manley
Date: Thursday, May 31, 2018 1:25:03 PM

He should get the job. 
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From:
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Make Manley Chief
Date: Thursday, May 31, 2018 1:47:26 PM

    Dear Mr. Cronk:
      You already have the best candidate for police chief in Brian Manley. He is an experienced officer who has
spent his career on the APD, he knows Austin and its people, he has demonstrated courage, leadership skills and the
ability to work with many other law enforcement agencies in a crisis situation, and he is a clear and concise
communicator. He is very open to hearing different voices in the community and is respectful of others' opinions.
However it is most important that in today's dangerous world we have a strong law enforcement leader, not a social
worker in this instance.
      It would be a travesty to spend hundred of thousands of dollars of taxpayers' money to continue a token search
for the "right" candidate when you already have him. I urge you to use the authority of your newly-acquired office
to appoint Brian Manley Chief of Police.
      Sincerely
      Dianne Pingree
      Austin
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From: Ken Bailey
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Police Chief
Date: Thursday, May 31, 2018 1:53:54 PM

I think that Chief Brian Manley should be made permanently.
 
Ken Bailey
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From: Diane Gensler
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Police chief search
Date: Thursday, May 31, 2018 2:09:27 PM

Please make interim Police Chief Brian Manley the permanent chief. This is his hometown. He truly cares about the
city and all who live here.

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Robin Rather
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: CHIEF MANLEY
Date: Thursday, May 31, 2018 2:12:21 PM

Dear CM Cronk,

Thank you for asking for input from the community about the selection for our next Chief of Police.

I’d like to let you know that I’ve had a chance to observe Brian Manley many times - at council, at community
meetings, on television and as the Interim Chief while my teenage son is involved with the APD Explorer program.
Here are my conclusions and observations:

1. I feel safe.   This is the most important priority. I know what it is to feel unsafe in my city as lived for many years
in Washington, DC where I was afraid to walk during the day let alone at night.
I feel safe in Austin and I don’t take that for granted.  Manley is a big part of that.

2. I trust Manley.  He is a good person, a good leader and a good role model for the kind of policeman that my son
and other kids can look up to.

3. Manley is always listening, always learning, always open to innovating. This was most evident during the terrible
bombing incidents earlier this year. He was learning on the fly from the federal responders who came in, from the
evidence on the ground and most importantly he listened to the community and adapted on the fly - even under
extreme pressure.

4. Manley has a great team around him. I have had a chance to interact with Commander Spangler as the Explorers
train at the same training facility as the APD recruits and am impressed with how he and Manley are working hard
to change the culture within APD to become more inclusive, more diverse, more “de-escalation” oriented, even
more community-driven and just plain more modern.

5. This is a pivotal time for police in our country. Manley is the kind of Chief that will not only keep Austin safe-
but will serve as a role model for the rest of the US. He has the potential to be one of the best - if not the best -
Chiefs in America and to lead the way towards a more just police norm nationwide. He is setting a high bar.

6. Communication is everything. Manley is not “flashy” or a media hog like some other chiefs. He is not looking for
attention but knows how to handle it when it comes his way good or bad. He keeps the community posted. A good
example is during the recent APD contract negotiation - he keep his cool despite the council chambers being full of
people tearing down the police and calling all kinds of names in a very tense format. He made the best of a truly bad
situation that evening - even though he and other APD brass had attended the funeral of a regional police officer
earlier the same day.

7. Manley is a true “Home Town Hero.” He grew up here. He knows Austin. He loves Austin. And sometimes, it is
important to promote from within. This is that time.

Bottom line is this - please go on and name Brian Manley our permanent Chief of Police. He will do right by us all.

And while you are at it, please resolve the contract situation and add as many more police as you can.  Our police
and EMS are worth every dime you can pay them. Let Manley adopt the justice reforms that some community
members are calling for in his own way - trust him to do that by working with the justice activists instead of holding
their paychecks and pensions hostage.   We need the right number of responders, paid the right way, with the right
leaders.

When you need the police or an EMS responder — you would give anything to have the best. When it is your car
wreck, your son being hit by a drunk, your sister being assaulted, your house being burglarized — you want the best.
Austin has the best — we need to lift them up, pay them what they are worth and not keep them in limbo.  Can APD
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and EMS get even better? Absolutely.   They know that and we know that. Let’s not get in their way by
hamstringing them in contract chaos and leadership ambiguity.

Thank you so much in advance for your decision and best of luck with your new job!

Respectfully,

Robin Rather
512 -
78704 (Zilker)
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From: buys6
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Yes for Manley!
Date: Thursday, May 31, 2018 2:13:25 PM

Manley has done a great job. He has grown with each promotion with APD and earned this
promotion. A national search would not produce a better candidate and would cost hundreds
of thousands in tax dollars.
Thank you, 
Kathryn Buys
4410 Mesquite Spring cove
Austin 78735

Happy Connecting. Sent from my Sprint Samsung Galaxy S® 5 Sport
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From: Cindy Myska
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Brian Manley for Chief
Date: Thursday, May 31, 2018 2:55:48 PM

Brian Manley is the best person for Austin Chief of Police.
 
Cindy Myska

DailyHap.com http://dailyhap.com
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From: Diane Wright
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Brian Manley -- Candidate for Austin Police Chief
Date: Thursday, May 31, 2018 3:33:54 PM

Chief Manley impressed me when he took time to come to my neighborhood to discuss the
bomber who terrorized the city, killed 2 people and injured many.  He very clearly explained
the events that transpired, how and why they effected our neighborhood, and calmed any fears
we might have.  he truly cares about Austin citizens.  Chief Manley is very poised, calm, well-
spoken, patient, sympathetic, and knowledgeable, among other excellent traits that a Chief of
Police for Austin should exhibit consistently.  He represents Austin, Texas very well, having
been on the Austin Police force  for nearly 30 years.  He understands where our city has come
from, what is happening now, and where we are going.  He proved he could operate under
pressure during the bombings--keeping local, state, national, and international citizens
informed in a professional manner.

Chief Manley has the qualities that Austin wants for police leadership.  He is experienced,
knows what he is getting into, and very well prepared.  Please allow Chief Manley to keep our
city safe as the permanent Chief.  Austin deserves the best, and he has proven he is the best for
us.

Thank you

Diane Wright
4703 Red Stone Court\
Austin, TX 78735
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From: Mady Kaye
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: in favor of Manley
Date: Thursday, May 31, 2018 3:40:05 PM

Thanks for soliciting public opinion on Acting Chief Manley.
Make him chief!
Her seriously deserves it, and has demonstrated amazing cool
under very hostile circumstances.
Mady Kaye

Mady Kaye Music

 cell
www.madykaye.com
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From: Stephen Kreger
To: Cronk, Spencer
Subject: Police chief
Date: Thursday, May 31, 2018 4:13:21 PM

The following are the reasons that Brian Manley should not be named police chief without a
nationwide search.  I think it was a poor idea to name him as the sole finalist and then ask for
reasons why he shouldn't be selected.

1. By making him the sole finalist, you took away the citizens' ability to see how he compares
to others candidates, especially women and non-anglo candidates.

2. The way he handled the first bombing incident, initially stating it may have been a suicide or
the victim accidentally killed himself and suggesting it may have had to do with drugs.  There
was no evidence for either premise.  He shouldn't have said anything until the investigation
was more developed.  This action was rather disrepectful to minorities. 

3. When some former police cadets, 10 of them according to the American Statesman,
criticized some of the training methods, Manley simply defended the training and, as far as I
know, never acknowledged any need to review the training.  Given the brutality and shooting
of unarmed citizens that continues in the APD, a review would be in order.  

Stephen Kreger

Virus-free. www.avg.com
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From: Amber Pearce
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley
Date: Thursday, May 31, 2018 5:42:29 PM

From: Amber Pearce <
Subject: I support Chief Brian Manley

Chief Brian Manley has the experience and vision to lead the Austin Police Department. He has proven over the
course of his service in addition to his time as interim Chief that he has the ability, personality and vision to lead the
Austin Police Department. He is incredibly in tune with the challenges our city faces from a capacity and budgeting
standpoint as well as a needs and safety view. His exemplary performance as interim chief during the past seventeen
months has proven Manley is the best choice. He listens to the community and is willing to decisively address
problems. Manley's dedication and qualifications will make him a successful chief of police. As a lifelong Austin
resident, Chief Manley shares the unique values of the community.
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From: marvin monken
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Chief of APD
Date: Thursday, May 31, 2018 6:29:40 PM

PROMOTE BRIAN MANLEY TO CHIEF OF POLICE IMMEDIATELY!
-He has been serving as chief for over a year and has proven his
competence to hold the job.
-His long service with APD gives him a knowledge of the geography,
people, and history of the city a newcomer would take years to acquire.
-Failure to promote from within the department would encourage other
high ranking APD officers to leave Austin for better advancement
opportunities.
-A search for a new chief would waste the taxpayer's money when it is
unlikely a better candidate could be found.
-To search for a new candidate would be to discriminate against Chief
Manley because he not a minority candidate!
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From: Green, Ryan
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: My Priorities for Austin Police Department
Date: Thursday, May 31, 2018 6:44:50 PM

To the City of Austin City Manager,
 
To Summarize my position, Chief Manley has shown himself to be an excellent officer and leader
throughout the Conitt Terrorist Bombings, a time of great stress for our entire population,  except
for a single comment which shows, on the face of it, that he is unacceptable as Austin’s Police Chief
and Lead representative of APD.
 
 
From : http://www.philly.com/philly/news/mark-anthony-conditt-austin-bombings-terrorist-
mentally-ill-white-privilege-20180322.html
 
“Chief Brian Manley had avoided that label last week when he called Mark Anthony Conditt “very
challenged,” but not a terrorist.” …”the way he was described reflected white privilege.”
 
This personal, biased and factually untrue evaluation is unacceptable as an official statement from a
CoA executive. It is also a lie based on Manley’s cultural perspective.
 
From Webster’s (http://www.webster-dictionary.org)
 
Ter´ror`ist Noun

2. One who commits terrorism{2}.

 
 

Noun 1. terrorism - the calculated use of violence (or threat of violence) against civilians in order
to attain goals that are political or religious or ideological in nature; this is done through
intimindation or coercion or instilling fear

 
 
Even though he later updated his statement, the initial statement was so ill considered and racially
biased that he brought great discrace to our city. It stands as another testament to the fact that
Austin is and has been for at least the last 100 years more racist, classist and sexist  than it’s citizens
and government are willing admit and acknowledge,  regardless of how “Weird” we wishfully
consider ourselves.
 
This City’s and  County’s government and our Business Institutions which define how our society
runs is still overwhelmingly White, Privileged and usually Male,  
 
As a mid 50’s white male inclined toward gentlemenly/womenly language, he does have my
empathy, but this one act makes him unacceptable for the position.  
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I am sure you are seeing many comments like mine. If you do ignore this common sense and the
definition of the word in Webster’s, and do give him this position, I urge you to put a rider in his
contract that he NEVER speak to the press directly, and that he ONLY communicate through an
official CoA spokesperson. At least then we could terminate the CoA spokesperson for their
ignorance. That would be a very strange employment contract.
 
See also
 
https://www.bet.com/news/national/2018/03/26/stop-the-bull-s---t--mark-anthony-conditt-wasn-t-
troubled--he-wa.html
 
and
 
https://www.austinchronicle.com/news/2018-03-30/sympathetic-coverage-for-austin-bomber-
mark-conditt/
 
 
Thank you for extending input and considering my objections,
 
 
Ryan Green
Austin Public Library
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From: Past Chair
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: public safety leadership
Date: Thursday, May 31, 2018 9:16:50 PM

Manager Cronk -

> What are the key characteristics you think we need in our next Chief Of Police?
> What do you believe are the key challenges that need to be immediately addressed by the next
Chief of Police?
> What issues do you believe the Austin Police Department must be prepared to address over the
next five years?

I think you're asking the wrong questions. You have a number of assistant city manager and
department director vacancies and interim appointments. You're at a unique time to build in
"community policing" with a structure based on prevention and early intervention, such as a
Human Services ACM who oversees both the health department and the law enforcement
department.

Our area has a violent crime rate 3-4 times the city average. As we plug along working through
various issues and types of crime, APD tells us over and over "you can't police your way out of
that". But yet somehow the city's response to each issue is to pour resources into policing,
including using expensive law enforcement staff in roles they're lightly qualified for, such as
mental health first responder, social worker, or adolescent therapist.

Chief Manley is obviously qualified to continue doing what he has been doing. If you decide not
to conduct a further search for police chief, I urge you to use the resources saved to gather
information and if needed hire corporate staff to transition to sustainable public safety practices.

Thank you for your attention.

Lisa Hinely
North Lamar/Georgian Acres neighborhood plan contact team
http://nlct.wordpress.com

As Austin’s most international district, the North Lamar/Georgian Acres neighborhood plan
contact team believes that every resident is a valued member of our community, deserves to be treated
fairly and with respect, and that when some of our residents live in fear of contact with public
officials it makes all of us less safe, and has a negative impact on our community.
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From: kiecke
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Re: Police Chief
Date: Thursday, May 31, 2018 9:23:30 PM

I have been so impressed with the job that Chief Manley has done.  His leadership,
empathy, honesty and  fairness has been instrumental in my renewed confidence in
our Police Department.  I would be very disappointed if he is not chosen as our new
Police Chief.
Sincerely,
Linda Kiecke

Sent from my Sprint Samsung Galaxy S7.
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From: Phil Capron
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Brian Manley
Date: Thursday, May 31, 2018 9:53:27 PM

Acting Chief of Police Brian Manley has surely proven himself worthy of being named the permanent Chief.

If a person has been on the job, frequently “in a fish bowl” of being observed publicly for a full year and a half it
seems incredible that the Austin City Council would not be able to decide definitively about him one way or
another.

To consider using an outside search firm at this point of having seen him “up close and personal” for such a long
period of time is a huge waste of taxpayer money.

Please simply name him the Permanent Chief of Police.

Sent from my iPad
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From: Diane Francese
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Vote for Mr. Manley
Date: Thursday, May 31, 2018 9:54:23 PM

I whole heartedly hope Brian Manley is our next chief. He is an amazing man! He loves
serving our city and has dedicated many many years of his life to protecting others. He is a
great leader. Surely Austin won't pass on someone who has led us through a terrible and
horrific ordeal with the bombings. The bomber was caught! What a frightening time for
Austin and neighboring towns.  Not letting him be our Police Chief would a lost for every
Austinite! 

-- 
Kind regards,
Diane Francese
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From: Susan Klickman
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Brain Manley as sole candidate for Austin next Chief of Police
Date: Thursday, May 31, 2018 11:45:34 PM

My name is Susan Klickman  and I am a retired Master's of Social Work.  I have experience in project
management, program and policy development and extensive experience working with various stake
holders affected by state policy and procedures, specifically the child protective services program which
at the time I retired had the best foster care and post adoption services program in the 50 states.  Not so
much anymore thanks to outside forces the staff and managers had very, very little control over/input.

Mr. Manley seems to be a good person and relatively good policeman but frankly  he was been raised so
to speak in the APD system, his leadership skills therefore reflect APD, ethics of the department, shot first
and ask questions later perhaps or just plead being scared for their life which results in an acquittal, if
even referred to a grand jury by the current district attorney.   Approximately a week ago, Manley was
asked about what exactly had been done by APD to reduce the number of family pets officers
"accidentally" killed several years ago.  His reply was that all employees had received training on
recognizing dogs behavior so that they could better judge who the pets intention was.   He failed to
mention that the training was a 20 minute long video all were to watch.  That was a serious omission in
my opinion.  Dogs are complicated , smart animals, some more than others and a 20 minute video will not
capture that nor really equip an officer who knows little about dogs in how to recognize and interpret what
the pet is attempting to communicate.  Sadly, one dog was killed because the officer went to the wrong
address.

I have been a tax paying resident of Austin since the early 70's.  Austin has had a police problem for at
least the past 25-30 years.  By that I mean targeting minorities who they thought were in the wrong
neighborhood, sometimes shooting them with inadequate cause, targeting transgender, gay and lesbians.
 APD needs to look deep into its' sold/code of ethics and do the very best to ride the organization of racist
attitudes, develop policy and directives that are seriously monitored and reported to the public as to its'
progress in achieving those goals.  Frankly, I would like Austin to hire someone who has demonstrated
and documented experience in leadership skills that are supportive to all people who live here.
 Community policing, getting out of their cars, demonstrating respect for all through their own behavior
and attitudes.  I sincerely believe Mr. Manley would not be able to achieve such a turn around because he
is part of the system and it is my experience that systems/corporations/banks etc. have very seldom been
able to turn themselves around successfully w/o bring a proven leader/manager from outside.  

Adoptive parents should not have to train their different race children that they must be especially careful
in their own "white neighborhood" how to conduct themselves due to inappropriate police behavior while
patrolling in the neighborhood where they children/teens live, play and attend school.

Austin likes to be on the cutting edge and I suggest you open up the opportunity for other candidates to
apply.

Susan Klickman
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From: Marcie Jarratt
To: Our Next Chief
Subject: Brian Manley for Chief
Date: Friday, June 01, 2018 3:09:25 AM

Brian Manley has shown Austin during his time as acting chief that he is professional, extremely capable and
willing to be our next chief. Please select him.
Thank you
Marcie Jarratt
Sent from my iPhone
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 Emails/Letters to 
the City Manager's 

Office 
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Sent: Wednesday, May 16, 8:25 PM 
Subject: Police Chief Interview Panel 
To: Crain, Rodney 
Cc: Washington, Mark 

Mr. Crain, 

I did not have time to stay and enter information on an IPad yesterday, but after sleeping on it 
last night there are somethings that I need to express. 
The 4 basic interview questions were well thought out and appropriate.  My concern is for the 
questions that were asked by the community.  It was clear that several persons on the panel 
came with set agenda's about prior police administration procedures, which was inappropriate. 
People represented groups that already expressed their opposition to process that the City 
Manager is taking. I guess my question is if the organization they represented disapproved of 
the process I think it is safe to assume their disapproval would be made known in the interview 
process.  I understand that we all have the right to ask questions, so my question is how many 
Candidates that are not apart of the the Austin Police Department would have access to the 
information that was being asked of  Interim Police Chief Manely?  How many Candidates would 
know that not all of the suggestions that the Justice Coalition worked with APD on deescalation 
was not used.  Who from the outside would know about the inner workings of the Austin Police 
Union.  Those are questions that no outside person would be asked. 
I clearly think Manley is qualified for the job and has done a great job since he has been interim, 
but to ask question that can only be posed to Manley that no one else would be privy to is 
stacking the deck against Manely.  If I can be of further assistance you may reach me at 512 
922-1202 or email barbara_scott@sbcglobal.net

Thank You 
Barbara Scott 

"One thing I ask from the LORD, this only do I seek: that I may dwell in the house of the LORD 
all the days of my life, to gaze on the beauty of the LORD and to seek him in his temple." Psalm 
27:4 
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